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PREFACE 

This book is a collection of works on grid generation. It brought together the results of 
some resent outstanding investigations on this subject. 

The book is addressed to researchers and specialists working in the area of grid gener
ation and numerical simulation of physical field phenomena and processes. 

The book is helpful for young researchers, undergraduate and postgraduate students, 
and for practicing engineers working also in fields of computational and applied mathemat
ics, mechanics and physics. 

It can be interesting to the scientists of other branches of mathematics, since it concerns 
large variety of general mathematical problems. 
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In memory of Sergey A. Ivanenko 

A talented mathematician and specialist in mechanics, senior researcher, head of the 
sector at the Dorodnitsyn Computing Center, Russian Academy of Sciences, Sergey Alexan
drovich Ivanenk.o died suddenly on September 24, 2003, as a result of a fatal heart attack. 
Science lost an outstanding researcher, who left a notable trace in computational fluid dy
namics and numerical mathematics. His entire scientific career was tied with the Computing 
Center, where he began working as an engineer, then a junior researcher, and finally became 
a sector head, where he had many friends, colleagues, and followers. The untimely death of 
Sergey in the prime of his creative talent has become a great grief for everyone who knew 

him. A relatively new field in computational mathematics - the theory of curvilinear grid 
generation - where Sergey was a prominent specialist, also suffered bereavement. 

Sergey Ivanenko was born on June 1 1 , 1 954, in Feodosiya, Crimea. His farther, Alexan
der Ivanovich Ivanenko, was a chief constructor at the shipbuilding plant, mother, Maria 
Nikonovna, was a pharmaceutical chemist. In 1 97 1  Sergey graduated from the school in 
Feodosiya (he was awarded the gold medal for the excellent knowledge) and entered the 
Department of Control and Applied Mathematics of the Moscow Institute of Physics and 
Technology. In 1977 he graduated from the Institute and was assigned to the Computing 
Center, USSR Academy of Sciences. 

In the first years, his abilities were noted by Academician N.N. Moiseev ( 19 17-2000), 

who guided many scientific directions at the institution and entrusted various important re
search studies to Sergey. Sergey focused on developing mathematical methods for model
ing dynamics and water quality of inland water basins. He developed several mathematical 
models and participated in their practical implementation. For practical developing these 
models he applied the finite element method, a new technique at that time, which later be
came his specialisation along with effective grid generation. Sergey was a leading world 
specialist in the theory and practice of grid generation. 
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In 1 979 Sergey began his postgraduate studies at the Computing Center and in 1985 
defended a candidate dissertation in physics and mathematics [ 1 ] .  This rather long period 
of work under the dissertation is explained by, first, the deep understanding the subject and 
second, reluctance to compromise concerning the scientific problems. For the preprint [2], 
based on the dissertation work, Sergey was awarded a yang scientist's diploma of the USSR 
Academy of Sciences in 1 986. It is of interest that Sergey chose S.K.Godunov as a reviewer 
when presenting this preprint to the competition. A year later he obtained the first very 
important result, a variational barrier method, which now is known as a classical method in 
grid generation. To understand what price a scholar must pay for the real scientific results 
we asked Prof. Alexander Charakch'yan to confide his impressions on their shared work. 
This is his story. 

"I met Sergey 1vanenko in the mid of 1980s. Though we both graduated the Moscow 
Institute of Physics and Technology and worked at the Computing Center (I since 1 972, 
he five years later), we were not acquainted, maybe due to the difference in age or maybe 
because we worked in different departments on different floors, and were engaged in various 
problems, far from each other. A common cause in our problems was that they had required 
to generate regular meshes in planar domains with strongly crooked boundaries. I did not 
want to penetrate into the problem of grid generation and, thus, worked in the following 
manner. I took a paper on grid generation, found description of the algorithm, realized it 
and observed whether it operated properly when solving my problem or did not. So, I tried 
several known algorithms, which did not work with my problem. 

Sergey also tried several known algorithms, which failed in his models. However, in 
contrast to me, he recognized the importance of the grid generation problem, for both his 
own modeling and as a self-maintained task of computational mathematics. At that time 
he went deeply into this problem, understood the reason of why well-known algorithms 
failed to work, and proposed a new direction in the methods of regular grid generation
variational methods with restriction of the set of admissible grids. He realized this idea in 
the form of an algorithm being close to the algorithm of constrained minimization for the 
finite-dimensional function. The algebraic relations contain the Lagrange multipliers which 
provide convexity of all quadrilateral grid cells provided that the mesh iterations converged. 
Remained summands are approximations of the terms in the Euler-Lagrange equations for 
the functional of smoothness. This algorithm operated properly in the problems, which 
Sergey was solving at that time. 

In connection with defending the dissertation work, Sergey gave a talk at the seminar 
in our department. Therefore, the next grid algorithm, realized by me, was his method. 
The result turned out unsatisfactory. With time, the domain boundary distorted so much 
that the iterations stopped to converge and my attempts to restrict the number of iterations 
led, as in the case of all other mesh algorithms, the grid lines to overlap. I was sorry of 
time spent on implementing his algorithm, and so decided to work with it a bit more time 
before seeking in the literature other methods. It seemed one should apply the natural mod
ification of his method, based on the classical problem of constrained minimization of the 
finite-dimensional function, approximating the functional of smoothness. I went to Sergey, 
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informed him of failure and my desire to modify his method. After listening to me, he 
took from the table a sheet of paper, where it was written the finite-dimensional function 
that further we suggested in many our papers. In couple of days, after realizing the algo
rithm of constrained minimization of that function, to my swprise I found that my problem 
had calculated thorough, since at every time moment the mesh consists of only convex 
quadrilaterals. I was more swprised observing that the Lagrange multipliers nearly did not 
change the initial value during iterations. And only then I saw the nice barrier property 
of Ivanenko's function which allows refusing the constrained minimization and introduc
tion of the Lagrange multipliers. It is sufficient to realize the algorithm of unconstrained 
minimization taking as an initial guess a mesh of convex quadrilaterals. Then, after every 
iteration, a new mesh holds convexity of all quadrilateral cells. 

The natural question appears: why did not Sergey himself see the barrier property of 
his function? The answer is in state of his health. Recently he defended the dissertation, 
spending a lot of energy on his nervous system. Later he even went to a hospital (due to 
overstrain), where I brought the manuscript of our first joint publication [3] so as he can 
read it and make improvements. Obviously, if a temporary poor health after defending the 
dissertation did not occur, he would do everything without my participation. He needed only 
to see carefully at his function or, at least, to observe the barrier property when constructing 
the grids." 

By the time when (by virtue of age) Sergey linked to the problem of grid generation, 
some achievements have been already reached. Nevertheless there was a field on applying 
his talent. First of all, one should note the variational barrier method for curvilinear grid 
construction in domains with complex boundaries. At the first stage of the scientific work 
Sergey considered the problem of minimizing the finite difference function, approximating 
the well-known functional (see [5]) for the harmonic mapping of the computational physical 
domain onto a unit square 1 1 fJx2+y2+x2+y2 � � 11 11 ded'T] . X�Y11 - y�x11 o 0 

( 1 )  

The Euler-Lagrange equations for the functional ( 1 )  have as a consequence the inverse 

Laplace equations 

922X�� - 2912X�11 + 911X'1'1 = 0 , 922Y�� - 2912Y�11 + 911Y1111 = 0 , 

where the coefficients 9ij are the metric parameters of the mapping sought 

(2) 

911 = :z;� + Yl, 912 = X�X11 + Y�Y11' 922 = X� + Y� . (3) 

The system (2) came into the grid numerical practice after appearing the paper [6] . 
However, soon it was found that the direct approximation of the equations (2), using the 
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simple finite difference relations, does not guarantee producing an unfolded mesh, despite 
it was substantiated in a differential formulation. Reasoning, that it is a consequence of an 
insufficient number of grid nodes and will be eliminated at mesh refining, was not confirmed 
and was refuted. Rather a simple example was suggested in the book [7], where the mesh 
is constructed in the square domain with a backstep 1 when consequently doubling the grid 
nodes number. 

Note that this example does not exclude possibility that an approximation of the equa
tions (2)-{3) with finite difference relations can guarantee that the produced mesh is nonde
generate. This example only illustrates (and confirms) the fact that the way of discretization 
is a substantial stage of the algorithm and is not reduced to formal changing the differen
tial expressions by the finite difference relations. When performing a formal discretization, 
some important properties of the differential model can be lost. 

The warrantee of mesh non-degeneracy with an arbitrary grid nodes number can be ob
tained by applying a special approximation of the variational functional ( 1 ), which uses the 
grids of convex quadrilaterals as an admissible set of meshes. Then the requirement of grid 
non-degeneracy is reduced to the condition of positivity for the area of four triangles into 
which a quadrilateral cell is partitioned by its two diagonals. This is a correct finite differ
ence implementation of the conditions providing positivity of the Jacobian of the mapping 
sought. 

On the boundary of admissible grid set, the integral sum, approximating ( 1), possesses 
an infinite barrier that guarantees producing an unfolded mesh in the result of optimization. 

First this idea was realized by Sergey as a problem of constrained minimization, where 
the constrained for the set of admissible grids were introduced with the Lagrange multipli
ers. Its solution was a part of Sergey's candidate dissertation [ 1 ] ,  defended in 1985, and 
it was also described in the preprint [2]. Further, in joint papers with A.A.Charakch'yan 
[3, 4] it was suggested an algorithm with using an unconstrained minimization of the dis
crete variational functional . 

Within many years the problem of constructing various equations and variational func
tionals, allowing to produce unfolded grids, was of interest for many authors and stimulated 
appearing a lot of publications on this subject. In 2000, Sergey suggested to minimize the 
functional [9] 

1 1 
F = 

! If 91 1  G22 - 2912G12 + 922Gl l  d(.d 
2 0 0 J 91 1922 - 9�2 JGllG22 - G�2 

'f/ (4) 

for grid construction. Here Gl l, G12, G22 are the elements of symmetric positive definite 
matrices, defined at points of the unit square Q : (0:::;(., 'f/:::;1 ) .  The functional is minimized 
on the class of functions x«(., 'f/) , y(�, 'f/) , being the smooth extension of the functions Xb, 
Yb, given on the boundary, inwards the square Q. The latter execute the smooth one-ta-one 
mapping of the square boundary aQ onto the boundary of the domain n, where the grid is 
to be generated. 

lThis example was independently and earlier considered in [8] 
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When defining the coefficients as 

GU =9u, G12 = 912 , G22 = 922 , 
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(5) 

the functional (4) attains its absolute minimum. Consequently, defining (5) the minimizer 
of the functional reproduces any invertible mapping. That is why it can be considered as an 
universal grid generator. 

From the practical standpoint the assignment (5) seems fruitless (if there is a mesh, why 
does one need to make something else?). However, in the numerical practice of unsteady 
problems it plays a fundamental role, since the mesh of the preceding time step is a base 
for constructing the grid at the next time step (and these two meshes should differ only 
slightly). One of the works in the present book (see chapter 5) realizes this idea. 

Capabilities, provided by various algorithms defining the metric tensor Gij, are crucial 
for this approach. The functional (1), serving for producing the harmonic meshes, is a 
particular case of (4) when the metric Gis Euclidean (Gll=G22=1, G12=0) 

The method, suggested by Sergey, in general allows us to generate any mesh of a given 
structure, if the objective shapes of the grid cells are defined. The maximal advantage of 
this approach will appear when implementing in the interactive mode (dialogue system). It 
is realistic and acceptable, when constructing the grids in the domains with a given fixed 
boundary. 

Some capabilities of controlling the mesh structure were suggested in [9]. For instance, 
they allow us to produce the meshes, close to orthogonal near the boundary and with a 
regulated cell size in the boundary cell layer, etc. 

From the practical standpoint it is of importance that, when treating the set of admissible 
grids with convex cells, an arbitrary definition of positive definite matrices of the metric 
coefficients Gij allows us to obtain a nondegenerate mesh delivering the minimum of the 
variational functional (4) at discrete implementation. 

Thus, Sergey succeeded in selecting a complete class of invertible mappings of a square 
onto a given domain with a given mapping between boundaries, and, at the discrete level, 
in selecting a complete class of regular grids of convex quadrilaterals with given boundary 
nodes. These results were published in [10, 11]. 

Along with regular (structured) grids, Sergey also considered irregular (unstructured) 
meshes. His algorithms can be applied in this, more complicated, case as well. It is of 
importance in practical calculations of real industrial problems. 

When solving the problems of mathematical physics in domains with a complex shape, 
there appears necessity to increase the accuracy of modeling owing to special grid con
struction. With this purpose the grid nodes should be distributed in such a way that node 
concentration corresponds to the subdomains where the solution sought undergoes great 
changing. The grids, possessing such properties, are said to be adaptive. 

Beginning with 1990s, Sergey was engaged in constructing adaptive mesh algorithms, 
cf. [7]. The last result in this direction is an elegant solution, suggested in [9]. With purpose 
of adapting by a given control function f the functional (4) is written on the surface of the 
graph of this function. Initially, the idea to write the functional of smoothness on the graph 
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of a monitor (or control) function f was suggested in [ 1 2] ,  and as a matter of fact Sergey 
extended this idea by applying the second metric G in the parametric domain, meanwhile 
in [ 1 2] the metric G is Euclidean. Besides, in numerical implementation, like in grid gener
ation problems, the method of dicretizing the differential expressions plays the crucial role. 
To adapt, in the functional (4) instead of metric (3) it is introduced the new metric given on 
the surface of graph of f as follows 

911 = x� + Yt + Uxx� + fyy�)2 , 
912 = x�x7J + Y�Y7J + Uxx� + fyY�) (fxx7J + fYY7J) , (6) 

922 = x� + Y� + Uxx7J + fYY7J) 2 . 

After selecting the control function f (that is a subject of a special discussion and depends 
on a concrete problem to be solved, cf. [ 1 3, 14]) and calculating its values in the grid nodes, 
the procedure of obtaining the adaptive mesh goes in the same manner that is defined in the 
course of the simple (without adaptation) grid generation algorithm. This is a significant 
advantage of this method over the methods, suggested by other authors. They, for exam
ple, suggest to include special terms (summands) into the variational functionals. These 
terms are responsible for adaptation. From the point of view of automation of modeling, in 
general, it is very difficult to define the weight coefficients of these additional terms. Un
fortunate definition of the weight coefficients leads to failure in modeling. These terms can 
cause the resulting functional to lose ellipticity. 

One more interesting result of Sergey's is the method of grid construction on surfaces 
[7] . Initially this work related to extension of the variational functional ( 1 ), then to the 
functional (4) with the second metric G, and to its adaptive variant (6) [ 1 5] .  

Since the mid 1 990s, Sergey was engaged in developing variational barrier methods 
for constructing three-dimensional grids [7, 1 6] .  This problem is always actual, because it 
allows us to solve real industrial problems (without idealizing, applied in the approximate 
2D approach). This problem is of particular interest due to the modem powerful computers 
help the users to implement spatial modeling of physical problems. 

First, it seemed that the scientific experience, gained when solving 2D grid generation 
problems, allowed to proceed immediately to 3D grid construction. However, situation 
proved not to be simple. Sergey's works on this subject as well as other authors have 
revealed the number of difficulties. In the papers [9, 1 5] and his last monograph [ 1 7] the 
matter of extending the variational method of grid generation for the n-dimensional and, in 
particular, three-dimensional case is considered. 

Sergey referred the integrand in the functional (4) as the energy density of the mapping 
(whose discrete implementation delivers the mesh sought). He extended the conception of 
the energy density of the mapping to the case of a linear mapping of 3D Euclidean space 
(see also chapter 4 in this book). It turns out that, in contrast to the 2D case, in the 3D case 
the energy densities of the direct and inverse mapping are not equal. This causes various 
ways to formulate the variational barrier functionals for grid generation in the 3D case. In 
the paper [ 1 5] it revealed some more features which distinguish the multidimensional case 
(n> 2) from the two-dimensional one. 
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The pass to the discrete variant of the 3D functional is difficult due to the following. 
Fonnulation of the mesh non-degeneracy criteria, which in the 2D case are very simple and 
graceful, is very complicated in the 3D case. Sergey was one of the first to execute some 
steps on fonnulating such criteria in [7]. In the present book this matter is considered in 
details in chapter 9. 

Sergey approached the problem of constructing robust 3D grid generation methods and, 
undoubtedly, his ideas will be further developed. 

Besides grid generation problems, since beginning his scientific career, Sergey was en
gaged in incompressible flow modeling, in particular in basins, lakes, rivers, sea gulfs, 
etc. One of the difficulties encountered in such problems is that they are characterized by 
complex morphometry exhibited in both bottom-shape irregularities and heavily indented 
coastlines. Fluids flows in geographical applications are described by nonlinear hyperbolic 
equations (shallow-water equations), and their solution in domains with complex geometry 
is a difficult task. In the 1980s, only a few attempts were made in the world to apply the 
finite element method (FEM) on nonunifonn meshes to the unsteady problems in geophys
ical fluid dynamics, and Sergey was one of the pioneers in this field. First, the methods, 
developed by him, were applied to the simulation of tidal flows in Onega Bay, and then 
the were extended to other basins and applications. He faced a variety of complicated 
problems, such as FEM approximations of equations on curvilinear grids, the stability of 
approximations in time, etc. Sergey managed to overcome these difficulties in modeling the 
real problem of tidal flow. This made it possible to calculate and construct cotidal maps of 
Onega Bay, southeast Barents Sea, Chaivo and Pultin Bays in Sakhalin Island, Azov sea, 
etc., cf. [ 18, 19]. 

Flow simulation and pollution transport in reservoirs are another application, where 
Ivanenko's methods have been proved to be effective. In cooperation with Mosvodokanal 
("Moscow Water Channel'') Enterprise, Sergey simulated pollutant transport in the Ucha 
and Mozhaisk reservoir, which are important elements of the Moscow water supply sys
tem, a sophisticated hydraulic structure. Ivanenko's computational methods with a reduced 
numerical diffusion were applied to calculate accurately pollutant dispersion and pollutant 
conservations at water supply points under nonnal conditions and in the case of abnonnally 
high discharges caused by malfunctions at sewage treatment plants. For solving nonlinear 

. 

equations governing free-surface flows with large elevation heads. Sergey applied meth
ods with moving curvilinear grids. He solved the complicated problem offlow through the 
spillway of the Rublev Dam and computed discharge ratings for various modes of Rublev 
reservoir operation, cf. [20,2 1]. 

Sergey worked hard as a scientist and was a world-renowned specialist. His works are 
acknowledged in Russia and abroad. He was invited to lecture on grid generation at many 
foreign universities in USA, Finland, Mexico. Shortly before death, he gave a course of 
lectures at the Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology. Sergey participated in many 
international conferences, including those on grid generation. For example, since 1988 he 
was a member of the organizing committee and a constant participant of All-Union (later 
All-Russia) Biennial Conference on Problems of Grid Generation for Solving the Prob-
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lerns of Mathematical Physics . In 200 1 , 2002 Sergey organized and held the international 
seminar "Grid Generation: Theory and Applications". He was the heart of the specialists 
on grid generation in Russia and was in touch with many foreign scientists. Sergey could 
gather like-minded persons in any area of activity in which he was engaged. He initiated 
many studies in grid generation. For example, in the theory of mappings, Sergey stimulated 
a study on seeking the conditions provided that the mapping is a global homeomorphism, 
and attracted to this work Prof. N.A Bobylev, see [22, 23] . 

He published more than 50 papers. 
After Sergey's death, his last monograph was found in the electronic form on the home 

computer and published at the Computing Center [ 1 7] .  
The authors would like to thank Prof. AA Charakhch'an for his contribution to this 

text. We also used the material of the paper [24] . 
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Grid generation tools play an extremely important role in computational technology. 
K. I. Babenko in his fundamental monograph Principles of Numerical Analysis (Nauka, 
Moscow, 1986) indicates that the methods of grid construction and node enumeration can 
be central and more important than error estimation methods. 

Now, grid generation is undoubtedly an independent area of science, young and very 
fast developing. Already some monographs, concerning the questions of grid generation 
as a part of numerical modeling, and monographs devoted directly to grid generation as 
a subject, have appeared, e.g. Numerical Solution of Multi-Dimensional Problems in Gas 
Dynamics by S. K. Godunov (Ed.), A. V. Zabrodin, M. Va. Ivanov, A. N. Kraiko, and 
G. P. Prokopov, (Nauka Press, Moscow, 1976) (French translation: Resolution Numenque 
des Problemes Multidimensionnels de la Dynamique des Gaz) (Mir, Moscou, 1979», Nu
merical Grid Generation: Foundation and Applications by J. F. Thompson, Z. U. A. Warsi, 
C. W. Mastine (North Holland, 1985), Fundamentals of Grid Generation by P. M. Knupp 
and S. Steinberg (Springer, 1994), Adaptive-harmonic Grid Generation by S. A. Ivanenko 
(CC RAS, Moscow, 1997), Grid Generation Methods (Springer, 1999), and A Computa
tional Differential Geometry Approach to Grid Generation (Springer, 2003) by V. D. Li
seikin, Selected Chapters on Grid Generation and Applications by S. A. Ivanenko (CC 
RAS, Moscow, 2004), and some others (more full list of literature on grid generation see in 
the cite: http://www-users.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/ roberts/literature.html). 

There has appeared also the Handbook of Grid Generation by the edition of J. F. Thomp
son, B. K. Soni, and N. P. Weatherill (CRC Press, 1999), which has become the concentra
tion of up-to-date technologies of grid generation. 

This book gives the descriptions and examples of further development of some tech
nologies presented in Handbook of Grid Generation . These are approaches by S. A. Iva
nenko, and by A. F. Sidorov, O. B. Khairullina and O. V. Ushakova. The development of the 
ideas of these approaches one can find in chapter 4 by S. A. Ivanenko and B. N. Azarenok, 
in chapter 6 by A. F. Khairullin, O. B. Khairullina, and N. A. Artyomova, in chapter 10 by 
T. N. Bronina and O. V. Ushakova, and in chapter 11 by I. A. Gasilova. 

Here, other approaches and methods of grid generation are also presented . These 
are chapter 1 by A. A. Charakch'yan, chapter 2 by S. K. Godunov, O. B. F eodoritova, 
and V. T. Zhukov, chapter 5 by G. P. Prokopov and chapter 7 by A. M. Sorokin and 
N. A. V ladimirova. 

Two chapters are especially devoted to some general questions of grid generation. These 
are chapter 3 by V. M. Miklyukov and A. V. Lygin and chapter 9 by O. V. Ushakova. 

There are also another two chapters: chapter 8 by N. N. Anuchina, V. I. Volkov, V. A. 
Gordeychuk, N. S. Es'kov, O. S. Ilyutina, and O. M. Kozyrev which gives brief descrip
tion of a computer code for a three-dimensional simulation of the problems of the multi
material hydrodynamics for which the grid generation algorithms described in chapter 10 
were developed, and chapter 12 by B. N. Azarenok which represents the algorithm of a 
conservative three-dimensional interpolation of gas dynamics fields on a curvilinear grids. 
This algorithm and corresponding computer code represent also very important tool for a 
three-dimensional simulation, for examples, also just for that described in chapter 8. 
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The main attention of this book is paid to the problems of structured grid generation 
where grid nodes are organized into a regular structure (structured grids, regular grids), 
however two chapters concern to problems of unstructured grid generation where grid nodes 
do not form the regular structure and the connectivity between nodes can be particular for 
each node (unstructured grids, irregular grids). These are chapter 7 which considers the 
problems of anisotropic grid adaption for unstructured grids, and chapter 9 which considers 
the problem of nondegeneracy of all computational grids and, in particular, of unstructured 
grids. 

The book is divided into two parts. The first part contains the description of different 
two-dimensional algorithms, and the second part three-dimensional algorithms. 

Chapter I is devoted to a new grid generator based on minimization of a barrier-type fi
nite difference function and its application in simulation of hydrodynamic flows with mov
ing internal and external boundaries. The function combined a modified function of the 
known method by S .  A. Ivanenko and A. A. Charakhch'yan with a variational form of a 
simple quasi-one-dimensional grid in which the grid lines of one family are straight, and 
the node distribution along these grid lines is prescribed. 

First, both advantages and disadvantages of the method by Ivanenko and the author of 
this chapter are discussed, which is illustrated by numerical examples. Then, a special case 
of barrier-type functions considered earlier by Ivanenko is derived from another considera
tions. A minimization problem of quasi-one-dimensional grids and its regularization by the 
function are derived. Numerical examples illustrating advantages of the proposed method 
in comparison with the method by Ivanenko and the author for domains with deep protru
sions at their boundaries are presented. The iteration procedure of the method based on a 
selection of an iteration parameter and of a subdomain of grid nodes for each iteration step 
is described. A numerical example demonstrating essential decrease in the computational 
cost for proposed iterations on subdomains of nodes is presented. The last section of this 
chapter is devoted to computations of shock wave flows in condensed matter with strong 
deformation of boundaries. An application package is described briefly. The considered 
problems are the instability of an interface between two media, which is interacted with 
a shock wave, shock compression of graphite in conical experimental assemblies and of a 
plate resting on a wedge of finite dimensions. 

In chapter 2, an approach for quasi-isometric grid generation is presented. The main 
attention directs towards numerical features of the approach. A prime goal is to awake 
theoretical and computational interests to the problem of quasi-isometric parametrization 
of curvilinear regions. A few natural mathematical formulations of the extreme problems 
might be discovered and solved by using some modifications of the suggested parametriza
tion. This parametrization is based on the fact, that under defined conditions a quadrangle 
on a smooth surface can be conformally mapped onto a quadrangle on a constant curvature 
surface. 

The quasi-isometric mapping of a region (curvilinear quadrangle) onto the index unit 
square is introduced as inverse of the superposition of two mappings. The first mapping 
is quasi-isometric and conformal with respect to the metric chosen from a five-parameter 
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family of metrics defined in the parametric unit square. This metric represents the natural 
metric on the constant curvature surface (the Lobachevskian or Euclidean sphere or plane) 
such that geodesics in the parametric square are straight line segments. The second mapping 
maps the index unit square onto the parametric square. The superposition of these mappings 
is a unique solution of the variational problem given by a functional. The minimal value of 
the functional is the area the considered region. 

The implementation of the <\uasi-isometric mawin� teclmi<\ue \'2. de'2.cnbed. rOT min
imization, it is used an iterative process consisting of three stages in according to three 
groups of functional parameters (unknowns). 

A few numerical examples are given. To evaluate quality of the quasi-isometric grids 
and compare a few grids it is introduced a coefficient of quasi-isometry and a simple pro

cedure for its computation is given. 

Next chapter 3 is closely connected with the previous one. Authors give angle estimates 
under quasi-isometries of triangles in ]R2, study the distortion of a surface and the quasi
convexity of a domain. 

Chapter 4 presents a variational approach of grid generation, based on the principle 
of the minimal energy density of a mapping, being an extension of the equidistribution 
principle from the one-dimensional case to two-dimensional. It is formulated in the both 
continuum and discrete approaches, and a complete proof is executed only for the discrete 
mapping. 

This principle leads to a variational formulation of the elliptic grid generator. The main 
idea is the following. In every cell, it is introduced a local mapping of this cell onto another 
cell with a shape given in some manner or obtained using an algorithm by introducing 
additional information. In particular, as an objective shape one can use a shape of the 
corresponding grid cell, generated at the first stage. Thus, for every cell, the parameters, 
defining the shape which the cell should tend to, are given. For instance, in the triangle there 
are two parameters: two sides length ratio and angle between them. The shape measure is 
a quantity inverse to the energy density. Maximum of such a shape measure corresponds to 
the minimum of the energy density and it is attained if and only if the shape of the element 
is the same as that of in the corresponding objective shape. It is formulated a local objective 
function (i.e. energy density) and its minimization allows us to obtain a cell shape being 
homothetic to a given one. A global objective function (or energy density) is obtained by 
summing the local shapes over all grid cells. Grid correction is defined by minimizing 
the global energy density. This user-defined grid quality measure is implemented in the 
optimization-based method of grid generation and improvement. At the discrete level, this 
approach gives a guarantee that the mapping sought is invertible. 

The energy density of grid deformation is a discrete functional with an infinite barrier 
at the boundary of the set of unfolded grids. The barrier property is very important in 
problems with moving boundaries and in moving adaptive grid technology, because such 
methods ensure generation of unfolded grids at every time step. The direct control of the cell 
shape is used to provide mesh orthogonality with a prescribed cell width near the boundary. 

Adaptation to the solution of the host equations can be realized as in the adaptive-harmonic 
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grid generator. In the 3D case, the well-known tetrahedron shape measure, such as the 
mean ratio, can be obtained from the energy density of the deformation of the equilateral 
tetrahedron. 

In the chapter 5 ,  the variational functionals for calculating two-dimensional differ
ence grids, applied when solving unsteady problems of mathematical physics with moving 
boundaries, are suggested. Their coefficients are defined by the metric parameters of the 
grid, obtained at the preceding time step, and corrected additionally using other variational 
functionals taken with weight coefficients, being proportional to the time step. Discretiza
tion of the functionals and iteration procedures to the obtained system of equations are 
considered. 

Grid generation problem is not a final purpose and only a means of solving complex 
physical problems. Hence, the choice of correcting variational functionals should be exe
cuted so as to produce meshes suitable for solving the main flow problem. 

When solving unsteady problems, some difficulties can arise due to the high grid node 
velocity. This can be caused by necessity, when modeling, to vary grid generation al
goritluns and rather a slow convergence rate of the iteration procedures, used in solving 
complicated nonlinear system of equations. The present approach allows us regulating the 
grid node velocity. 

Chapter 6 is a continuation of a part of work presented in Variational methods of con
struction of optimal grids by o. B. Khairu1lina, A. F. Sidorov, and o. V. Ushakova of Hand
book of Grid Generation ed. by J. F. Thompson, B. K. Soni, and N. P. Weatherill (CRC 
Press, Boca Raton etc . , 1 999, pp. 36- 1 - 36-25). In this chapter, authors consider ques
tions related to constructing optimal block-structured curvilinear grids in two- and three
dimensional simply and multiply connected domains of complex geometries. Optimality 
criteria are criteria of closeness of grids to uniform ones with respect to the distance be
tween nodes and to orthogonal ones at the intersection points of coordinate lines. 

A survey of the authors works on the automatic generation of optimal multiblock curvi
linear grids (dividing of domain into blocks, generation of the initial approximation without 
self-intersecting cells, organization of block overlapping, grid optimization) of large size 
(about hundreds of millions of nodes) in two-dimensional domains of an arbitrary connec
tivity and configuration is presented. Sequential and parallel algorithms are described and 
compared. Methods of the automatic grid quality control and improvement are also de
scribed. Method presented in this chapter permit to construct grid of good quality with a 
large number of nodes under maximal automation of calculation and using minimum ini
tial information. The experience in using optimal two-dimensional grids shows that the 
grids constructed have high computational and approximative advantages. Their applica
tion allows to solve a number of complicated gas dynamics problems with high degree of 
accuracy. 

In this chapter, new algoritlun of automatic generation of three-dimensional curvilin
ear block-structured grids in a wide class of axisymmetric domains of any connectivity is 
also described in the case when the rotation angle of the directrix around the axis is equal 
to 360 degrees. A three-dimensional grid is constructed by rotation of an optimal grid in 
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two-dimensional radial section of the domain about the symmetry axis and further recon
struction of the grid in blocks adjacent to the symmetry axis. The constructed grids do not 
have singularities. When solving problems on these grids, connections between blocks are 
automatically organized. The results of three-dimensional grid generation and its using for 
calculation of the flows around a body by subsonic and supersonic flow are presented. 

Since this chapter contains the material concerning both the problems of two and three
dimensional grid generation, it placed at the and of part I. 

Chapter 7 transfers the reader into the area of unstructured grid generation. It contains 
two methods of anisotropic grid adaptation. Anisotropic grids consist of cells with arbi
trary stretchings in different directions. This feature enables to produce the optimal grids 
adaptive to solutions with large gradients. The adaptive grid cell stretching in different di
rections is relied on the solution changes in these directions. The first method constructs the 
constrained Delaunay triangulations with specified cell stretching in the regions with large 
gradients of flow parameters. The other algorithm employs the edge refinement technique 
governed by interpolation based error indicators. 

Next part is devoted to the problems of three-dimensional grid generation. It starts with 
the description of the computer coder MAH-3 for three-dimentional numerical simulation 
of multi-component vortex flows (chapter 8). This chapter gives an examples of mathemat
ical modelling in which grid generation methods and their tools plays very important role. 
Examples of such methods and special tools were presented in next four chapters. 

The area of investigation of chapter 8 is dynamics of multi-component media with 
strong interface defonnations. This field is very important field of applied researches in 
many scientific areas. Strong interface defonnations, which are caused by vortex, stream 
flows and large transfer of matters, appear in different practical problems. Limited possibil
ities of analytical treatment for such problems make necessary to use numerical simulation 

in researches. 

In modem computational gas dynamics, there are several directions to develop numer
ical methods for calculations of multi-component flows in which the interfaces may be 
strong distorted up to destruction. The most perspective approach for effective mathemat
ical modelling is a development of adaptive, i.e. adjusting to flows, computational algo
rithms. 

The difference method implemented in the MAH-3 code allows to calculate compli
cated non-stationary hydrodynamic flows from wide range, in particular, multi-component 
vortex flows with strong interface defonnations, their damage, loss of topological struc
ture of the physical fields, and mixing of substances. In the adaptive algorithms, the grid 
generation must take in account of the domain geometry and character of processes there. 
Algorithms of the grid generation and program tools for the geometrical domain description 
are widely used in mathematical modelling of various mathematical physics problems. The 
adaptive computational method using a priori infonnation about the studied flows, can ap
ply algorithms ofMAH-3 code in various combinations and at different stages of modelling 
for effective solution with the accuracy needed. 

To elaborate grid generation algorithms for three-dimensional simulation, one need to 
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have methods for estimating quality of three-dimensional grids. The main requirement to 
a grid is its nondegeneracy. How to estimate the nondegeneracy of computational grids of 
different types and given in different ways, is considered in chapter 9. In this chapter, the 
concept of grid nondegeneracy is strictly formulated. Formulation of three special theorems 
guaranteeing nondegeneracy of grids are given. Investigations with the purpose to obtained 
such theorems were initiated by S. A. Ivanenko and he was one of the co-authors of the 
corresponding papers containing the proof of such theorems. In this chapter, we formu
late only the most important theorems for the theory and practice of grid generation. On 
the basis of such theorems, nondegeneracy conditions are found for hexahedral grids, for 
grids composed of pyramids and prism. Nondegeneracy conditions are obtained also for 
cells given by Bernstein-Bezier polynomials. Since in some cases (especially for compli
cated configurations of the domains), degenerate cells are admissible, this question is also 
discussed. In this chapter, one can find new formulas of the volume for hexahedral cells, 
pyramids and prisms with ruled faces. The distinctive feature of such formulas is that the 
volume of complicated by their forms cells having in general case non-planar faces is calcu
lated in terms of the volumes of tetrahedrons with planar faces. This gives the opportunity 
of the essential simplifications of the numerical algorithms on grids composed of such cells. 
A concrete example of such simplification, one can find in chapter 12 .  

Examples of three-dimensional grid generation algorithms used while modelling the 
phenomena, for which MAH-3 code was developed, are described in chapter 1 0. Presented 
investigations are also the continuation of work Variational methods of construction of opti
mal grids by o. B. Khairullina, A. F. Sidorov, and O. V. Ushakova of the book Handbook of 
Grid Generation . In chapter 1 0, the new algorithms for construction of three-dimensional 
optimal curvilinear grids are described. One can find there the variational continuous and 
discrete functionals for construction of three-dimensional optimal grids, the distinctive fea
ture of the method which consists in a special way of formalization of such optimality 
criteria as a uniformity of a grid, the description of the numerical algorithms and examples 
of application of a method to the calculation of grids in the volumes of revolutions. 

In chapter 1 1 , the algorithm for generating grids in the pipeline domains is consid
ered. The cross section of a pipeline is a simply connected domain of a star type. The 
plane directrix curve consists of straight line segments and arcs of circles. The idea of 
the algorithm consists in generating optimal grid in cross section which uniformly moves 
along directrix and rotates through an angle depending of the geometry of a directrix. In 
constructing three-dimensional grids, geometrical approach with using special R-functions 
and variational approaches are employed. 

Next, chapter 12  is closely connected with the previous four chapters. While simulating 
on different hexahedral grids, one need to interpolate the gas dynamics parameters from 
one grid onto another. The first-order conservative remapping algorithm is described in this 
chapter. Conservative remapping is reduced to determining the volume of the overlapping 
figure between the old mesh cells and new mesh cells. A hex cell with ruled faces is sub
stituted for two dodecahedrons with planar facets, and, thus, the problem of constructing 
the overlapping figure between the dodecahedrons is considered. The overlapping figure of 
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two dodecahedrons is reduced to constructing the polygonal intersection line Con between 
the boundaries of these 12-faceted cells. The polygonal line Con is a closed contour, every 
segment of which is the intersection line of two triangle facets. The overlapping figure is a 
polyhedron with planar facets . .  Every its facet is the polygon, carved by Con on a triangle 
facet of the dodecahedron. A union of all such polygons is the overlapping figure boundary. 
The overlapping figure volume is calculated through the surface integral over its boundary. 
For the particular cell of the new mesh, it applied the optimal filtering algorithm for the old 
grid cells so as to proceed only the old cells with nontrivial intersection. 
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Chapter 1 
AN E LLIPTIC BARRIER-TYPE GRID GENERATOR 

FOR PROBLEMS WITH M OVING B OUNDARIES 

Aleksandr A. Charakhch yan 

Dorodnicyn Computing Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences 

A new grid generator based on minimization of a barrier-type finite difference func
tion and its application to simulation of hydrodynamic flows with moving internal and 
external boundaries are considered. The function combines a modified function of the 
known method by Ivanenko and the author with a variational form of a simple quasi-one
dimensional grid in which the grid lines of one family are straight, and the node distribution 
along these grid lines is prescribed. Numerical examples illustrating advantages of the pro
posed method in comparison with the method by Ivanenko and the author for domains with 
deep protrusions at their boundaries are presented. An iteration procedure of the method 
based on a selection of an iteration parameter and of a subdomain of grid nodes for each 
iteration step is also described. A numerical example demonstrating an essential decrease 
in the computational cost for proposed iterations on subdomains of nodes is presented. An 
application package for computing shock wave flows in condensed matter with strong de
formation of boundaries is described briefly, and some recent computations of such sort of 
problems are discussed. 

1 .1  Introduction 

Elliptic problems are often used as leading considerations for generating grids in domains 
with given boundary nodes. Only the two-dimensional case will be considered in this paper. 
Apart from the (x, y) plane where a connected domain n is given, the ancillary plane (e , .,,) 
with a rectangle 

o :::; e :::; a, ,0 :::; .,, :::; b, (0 . 1 ) 
and an elliptic problem for the map x(e, .,,) , y(e, .,,) from the rectangle onto n with the given 
one-to-one map of boundaries are considered. The desired grid (x, Y)ij is an approximate 
numerical solution of the problem on the rectangular grid (ei , ."j) . 

31 
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Most simple elliptic equations which are Laplace's ones 

x�� + x'7"l = 0, y�� + Y'1'1 = 0, 

are unsuitable for grid generation since the map x( � ,  'T/) , Y( � ,  'T/) is non-one-to-one even for 
simple domains n (see [ 1 ]) .  As a result, degenerate grids with self-intersecting cells are 
generated. This is not the case for Laplace's equations in x, y variables 

�xx + �yy = 0, 'T/xx + 'T/yy = 0, (0.2) 

which take a quasilinear form after transforming to independent variables � , 'T/, and for 
which the map x( �, 'T/) , y(  � ,  'T/) is always one-to-one. A grid generator based on (0.2) was 
developed by Winslow [2] . Then a set of grid generators based on elliptic problems ensur
ing the one-to-one map was developed [3 ,4] , Nevertheless, if the given configuration of the 
boundary nodes is such that coordinate lines of the grid have to be bent strongly to generate 
a satisfactory grid, even the methods [3,4] give degenerate grids unsuitable for computa
tions. The reason is that the grid is a solution of the system of algebraic equations which 
properties are determined by the elliptic problem only in the limit of infinitely many nodes. 

In 1 985 Ivanenko suggested to bound the set of available grids by the set of grids con
sisting of only convex quadrangles. At first his idea had the form of a constrained minimiza
tion of a finite - difference function with Lagrangian multipliers as additional independent 
variables [5] . Later this idea was transformed in the barrier-type grid generator [6] based on 
an unconstrained minimization of a function dependent only on the coordinates of the grid 
nodes. This method guarantees the convexity of all quadrilateral grid cells (with the natural 
exception of "comer" cells that cannot be convex because of the position of the boundary 
nodes) at each iteration step, practically for any realistic distortion of boundary lines while 
the number of grid nodes and the structure of the grid remain fixed. 

Time-dependent hydrodynamic problems with strong deformation of boundaries be
tween media are a natural field of application of the method [6] . Currently, problems of this 
kind are most often solved by "particle-in-cell" methods or by free-Lagrangian methods 
based on irregular grids with variable difference scheme patterns. The grid generator [6] 
significantly extended the possibilities of applying methods [3] ,  which are based on reg
ular grids with an explicit specification of boundaries between media as some of the grid 
lines, to the problems mentioned above. All three approaches have certain advantages and 
shortcomings, which are not discussed in this paper. 

As an example of applying the method [6], consider simulation of a collision of a thin 
foil with a cone target. Fig. l . l a  shows the initial shape of the foil in cylindrical coordinates, 
and Fig. l . lb shows its shape at some time after the collision. The method [6] enables one 
to construct, for the domain shown in Fig. 1 . lb, a grid of convex quadrangles that has the 
same structure as the natural grid for the domain shown in Fig. 1 . 1 a, i .e. , a grid whose 
comer nodes are the vertices A, B, C, and D. Fig. 1 .2 shows a fragment of this grid in the 
vicinity of the node E, where the grid lines bent most sharply. The accuracy of the solution 
obtained on such a grid is beyond the scope of this paper. We only mention that the very 
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Figure 1.1: Initial (a) and typical (b) domains in simulating collision of a thin foil with a 
cone target. 

possibility to obtain a numerical solution implies the possibility to analyze its accuracy by 
comparing results obtained on grids with various number of nodes. 

Let us consider the possibility to use block grids for the above problem. Apparently, 
for the first time, block grids were described in [3]. A domain is decomposed into blocks 
by several lines specified a priori. In each block, a grid of its own structure determined 
by the indexing of boundary nodes is constructed. At present, block grids are widely used 
(see, e.g., papers on program packages for construction of structured grids in [7]). In con
structing a block grid for the domain shown in Fig. 1 . 1  b, it is natural to use the three blocks 
corresponding to both "tongues" and the central part. The grid lines then bend not too 
sharply inside each block, and not only the method [6] ,  but also methods described in [3,4] 
can be used to construct the block grid. For numerical solution of a problem with unmoving 
boundaries in the domain from Fig. 1.1 b, the block grid is possibly more suitable then the 
grid from Fig. 1.2. However, for the considered problem, implementation of computations 
on the block grid involves serious difficulties. Indeed, the number of boundary nodes inside 
a tongue must increase with extending the tongue extends. For this reason, the grid line 
that separates the blocks cannot pass through the same boundary node during the compu
tation. This leads to the necessity of designing an algorithm for periodically changing the 
structure of the blocks. This algorithm involves cumbersome remap procedures between 
grids of different structures. At the same time, it is not clear, whether this method can 
give a more accurate numerical solution then that on the grid shown in Fig. 1.2, because 
the accuracy can be lowered by frequent use of the remap procedure. We also remind the 
reader of the strong competition with the free-Lagrangian methods in solving problems of 
this class. These considerations make us regard the prospects of applying block grids in 
situations where the problem requires frequently changing the structure of blocks with pru-
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Figure 1 .2 :  The fragment of the grid obtained by [6] . 

dent pessimism. This is confirmed by an analysis of papers from [7] : among all the papers 
dealing with block grids, this author could not find a single one where moving boundary 
problems were mentioned as a possible field of application. 

The method [6] has disadvantages which have stimulated development of a new grid 
generator based on [6] and presented in this paper. One disadvantage is as follows. Inside a 
protrusion of the domain boundary, the nodes lying on the grid line closest to the boundary 
may be separated from it by a considerable distance. Accordingly, the cells generated inside 
the protrusion may be too large. This disadvantage played a minor role in problems such 
as shown in Fig. 1 . 1 ,  because the protrusion (the tongue in Fig. 1 . 1 ) is bounded by two 
grid lines belonging to different families (with i = const and j = const). In this case, 
the cell size inside the protrusion is primarily determined by the distribution of nodes along 
the boundary lines. In problems of a different type, such as the instability of an interface 
between media, the protrusion is bounded by a grid line belonging to a particular family, 
and the disadvantage appears. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1 .3 where a domain with a 
protrusion and a fragment of the grid are presented. One can easily see very large cells in 
the protrusion. 

As to the procedure recommended in [6] for eliminating this disadvantage, in which the 
value of a certain monitor function is specified in each cell, it was found to be inefficient, 
because the choice of such a monitor function for every new problem requires a substantial 
effort increasing with the number of grid nodes. 

In 1 996 Y.M.Us'kov [8] noted one more disadvantage of [6] connected with grids 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1.3: A domain (a) and the fragment of the grid (b) computed with [6]. 

of elongated quadrangles and suggested a new, more suitable for such grids, barrier-type 
method. 

Another disadvantage of [6] is the law rate of convergence of the iterative procedure. 
As was noted in [3], this disadvantage manifests itself most explicitly in computing time
dependent problems with moving boundaries, when a grid must be generated at each time 
step, and a reasonable limit has to be imposed on the number of steps in an iterative grid 
generation cycle. On ·  the other hand, the inner nodes of a substantially "underiterated" 
grid tend to lag behind the motion of flow boundaries. Very large cells may be generated 
near some boundary segments, in which case the numerical accuracy deteriorates. Near 
other boundaries, very small cells can appear, and the corresponding time step becomes 
unreasonably small. 

We illustrate this disadvantage by the following simple example. Consider a rectangular 
domain with grid nodes uniformly distributed along all its boundaries, as shown in Fig. 1.4. 
The most suitable for such a domain is, as a rule, a rectangular grid consisting of straight 
lines parallel to the boundaries. Such a grid is a solution of the algebraic equations of the 
method [6] . Suppose that all the boundary grid nodes are moved downward by some step, 
while the inner grid notes remain fixed. Then the vertical grid lines do not change, while 
the horizontal lines move upward, and kinks arise on them near the lateral boundaries, as 
shown in Fig. 1.4a. This grid is taken as the initial one in the method of [6]. Fig. 1.4b shows 
horizontal lines of the grid after 50 iterations. It is evident that the effect of moving bound
aries is still considerable, which may lead to a noticeable loss of accuracy as compared to 
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( 0 )  ( b ) 
,-------------

v---------,J 

----------1  

Figure 1 .4: Horizontal lines of the initial grid (a) and of the grid after 50 iterations with the 
method [6] . 

computations on the rectangular grid. 
In this paper we present a new grid generator based on minimization of a finite dif

ference function. The function combined a modified function of the method [6] with a 
variational form of a simple quasi-one-dimensional grid in which the grid lines of one fam
ily are straight, and the node distribution along these grid lines is prescribed. Section 1 .2 is 
devoted to a modification of the function [6] which is a special case of functions considered 
earlier by Ivanenko [9] . In Section 1 .3 ,  we derive algebraic equations of the method and 
present some numerical examples. An iteration procedure is considered in Section 1 .4. In 
Section 1 .5 ,  we discuss some recent computations of shock wave flows in condensed matter. 

1 .2 Barrier-Type Function 

The considered problem of grid generation is as follows. The grid 

G = { (X, Y)ij , i = 0, . 0 0 , N; j = 0, . . .  , M} ( 1 . 1 ) 

is to be constructed in the domain n with given coordinates (x, Y)iO, (x , Y)iM, (x, Y)Oj and 
(x , Y)Nj of the boundary notes. Consider the cell i + 1/2 ,  j + 1/2 consisting of the nodes 
(x , Y)i ,j , (x, Y) i,j+1 ,  (x, Y)i+1 ,j+1 .  (x , Y)i+1 ,j .  The cell vertices are numbered from 1 to 4 
in the clockwise direction. The node ( i ,  j) corresponds to the vertex 1 ,  node (i ,  j + 1 ) to 
vertex 2 and so on. Each vertex is associated with a triangle: vertex 1 with .6.412, vertex 2 
with .6.123 and so on. The doubled area Jk , k = 1 , 2 , 3, 4, of these triangles is introduced 
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Jk = �Xk+1�Yk - �Xk�Yk+} ' 
�Xk = Xk - Xk-} ' �Yk = Yk - Yk-} , 
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( 1 . 2a) 

( 1 .2b) 

where one should put (x, y)o = (x, Y)4, (x, y)s = (x, yh. The system of inequalities 

[Jk] i+l/2,j+1/2 > 0, k = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4; i = 1 , . . . , n - 1 ; j = 1 , . . .  , m - 1 

defines a grid consisting of only convex quadrangles. The set of such grids is called a 
convex grid set and denoted by D. 

Return to the elliptic problem (0.2) on the parameter rectangle (0.1). After transforming 
to independent variables e, '11, its variational form is as follows 

( 1 .3) 

We put a = N, b = M and introduce the rectangle grid ei = i, 'I1j = j .  Then, at each 
triangle k of the grid G, the integrand in (1.3) is evaluated as 

�x� + �y� + �x�+1 + �Y�+1 'Pk = 
2Jk ' ( 1 .4) 

where the factor 112 introduced to simplify formulas for derivatives of 'Pk. The discrete 
analog of the doubled integral in ( 1.3) takes the form 

N-I M-l 4 
1(6) = L L L ['Pk]i+1/2,j+1/2 · 

i=O j=O k=l 
( 1 .5) 

In the method [6], the grid G is generated from an iteration process for solving the problem 
1(6) (G) = min. 

The function 1(6) has the following disadvantage. Suppose that n is a rectangle and the 
distributions of nodes along its opposite sides are the same. Then, a rectangular grid G.1 can 
be generated. Normally, this grid is best suited for such a domain. However, 1(6) (G.1) = 
min only when the nodes are distributed uniformly along the all domain boundaries. 

We modify function (1.5) as follows. One can consider the grid G as two families 

of vectors �rf,j = (Xi+l ,j - Xi,j , Yi+l ,j - Yi,j ), �rL = (Xi,j+1 - Xi,j , Yi,j+1 - Yi,j) . 
Introduce two families of the parameters of the method ll1,j and d1,j having the meaning of 

the desirable length of the corresponding vector. The parameters of the boundary lines cPo,j' 
£liN,j' d{o and d{M are computed. Other values are determined by the interpolation 

d1,j = - ( (N - i)cPo,j + i£liN,j)/N, d{,j = ( (M - j)d{,o + jd!,M)/M. 
Using the correspondence between the indexes i ,  j of the grid nodes and the index k num
bering the vertexes of the cell i + 1/2, j + 1/2, one can define the parameter dk for the each 
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side of the cell as equal to one of the values dL or �,j . The function I(G) is defined by 
( 1 .5), ( 1 .4), ( l .2a), but, instead of D..xk and D..Yk from (1 .2b), we use 

D..xk = D..xk/ dk , D..Yk = D..Yk/ dk · 

Let us return to the example with the rectangle domain O. In contrast to the function 
1(6) ' I(GJJ = min for any GJ.. . Indeed, as pointed out by Ivanenko, <Pk 2 1 for Jk > o. 
On the other hand, <Pk = 1 for GJ.. since the numerator in ( 1 .4) is the sum of two moduli 
squared of unit vectors, and the denominator is the doubled vector product of two unit 
orthogonal vectors . 

Finally, in the tenns of D..xk and D..Yk from ( 1 .2b), the function I(G) takes the fonn 
(1 .5) where 

( 1 .6) 

So as the function 1(6) (G), I(G) possesses the following barrier property. If G � oD 
for G E D, where oD is the boundary of the set of convex grids D, i .e. if at least one of 
the quantities Jk tends to zero for some cell while remaining positive, then I(G) � +00. 
Therefore, if the set D is not empty, the problem I (G) = min has at least one solution 
which is a convex grid. To find it, one must first obtain a certain initial grid Go E D, 
and then use some method of unconstrained minimization. Due to the infinite barrier on 
the boundary of the set D, each step of the method can be chosen so that the grid always 
remains convex. 

For the following (see Section 1 .4), we are required the derivatives ol/oxij, ol/oYij, 
02 I /OX�j ' 02 l/oylj ' 021 /OXijOYij, and also an evaluation of the value of magnitude of the 
tenns involved in ol/oxij and ol/oYij . The latter is denoted by 9ij . Each of the derivatives 
is the sum of twelve tenns, in accordance with the number of triangles containing the given 
node as a vertex. Arrays storing the derivatives and the quantity 9ij are first cleared, and then 
all grid triangles are scanned and the appropriate derivatives of ( 1 .6) and a contribution in 

9ij add to the relevant elements of the arrays. To compute the derivatives, we use recurrent 
fonnulas, for example 

O<Pk Ci.kD..xk + <PkD..Yk+1 o2<Pk Ci.k - 2<PkxD..Yk+1 -- = <Pkx = - , -2- = 
OXk-l Jk oXk_1 Jk 

O<Pk -Ci.kD..Yk + <PkD..xk+1 02<Pk Ci.k + 2<PkyD..xk+1 
OYk-l  

= <Pky = 
Jk ' oyLl 

= 
Jk ; 

02<Pk _ <PkxD..xk+1 - <PkyD..Yk+1 
OXk-lOYk-l Jk 

Basing on the fonn of O<Pk/OXk-l and 0<pk/OYk-l, we use the expression 

Ci.kV D..x� + D..y� + <PkV D..x�+1 + D..Y�+1 
Jk 
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which is invariant under rotations in the plain (x, y) , as the corresponding contribution in 

gij ·  
In practical implementation, an arbitrary set of grid nodes can be marked as  movable 

during iterations, while all other nodes are considered as stationary. All the terms in the 
function ( 1 .5) which become independent on movable nodes are excluded from compu
tations. Since the boundary nodes are always marked as stationary, four terms in ( 1 .5) 
corresponding to "comer" triangles are always excluded from computations. As a result, 
the method becomes applicable to those domains for which the angle between two inter
secting boundaries is greater than or equal to 1r, despite the fact that the corresponding grid 
cell becomes non-convex independently on the inner nodes positions. 

One is led to a natural question: does the function 1 (G) remove the aforementioned 
"expulsion" of the grid out of a protrusion due to minimization of 1(6)? The answer to this 
question is negative, because this effect takes also place for domains with boundary seg
ments of equal length, in which case the functions 1 and 1(6) are identical since dk = const. 
Let us return to the example presented in Fig. 1 .3 .  The dots in Fig. 1 .3a correspond to the 
comer nodes (O, 0) , (O, M), (N, 0) , and (N, M). Boundary nodes are distributed uniformly 
along each of four boundaries, and the lengths of segments lying on the left, right and bot
tom boundaries are equal. Thus, the difference between 1 and 1(6) is due only to the top 
boundary. By this reason, the difference between the grids obtained by minimization of the 
functions 1 and 1(6) near the protrusion located far from the top boundary is insignificant, 
and the fragment of the grid shown in Fig. l .3b is also related to the function 1. 

1 .3 New Grid Generator 

Here we use the symbol fi,j = {x, Y)i,j for notational brevity, and the formulas are written 
in the vector notation. 

The simplest way to construct the grid ( 1 . 1 )  is as follows (see [3]). Consider a family 
of lines, for definiteness, those corresponding to fixed values of the index j .  The lines of 
this family are taken to be straight lines, with grid nodes distributed along them in some 
reasonable way. First, the quantities s� in the boundary j = 0 are computed: 

sg = 0, S�+1 = sY + I fi+1,o - fi,o I ,  i = 1 , . . .  , N - 1 . 

The monotonically increasing sequence 

tY = sU sCJv , i = 0, . . .  , N, tg = 0, tCJv = 1 
is called the arrangement law. The arrangement law tfd along the boundary line j = M is 
defined analogously. The arrangement law along the other lines of the family is determined 
by the linear interpolation t1 = [tY {M - j) + tfd j]/M. Then, the inner grid nodes are 
determined as follows: 

fi,j = To,j + t{{fN,j - To,j) , i = 1 , . . . , N - 1 ,  j = 1 ,  . . . , M - 1 . (2. 1 )  
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We call such grids quasi-one-dimensional. Their obvious advantage is that no iteration 
is required for their construction, while their obvious disadvantage is a narrow range of ap
plicability. At the same, for many problems of practical importance, quasi-one-dimensional 
grids fail only in relatively small subdomains. This occurs, in particular, for the domain 
shown in Fig. 1 .3 .  Thus, it seems reasonable to construct elliptic grid generators that correct 
quasi-one-dimensional grids only (when possible) in the subdomains where the quasi-one
dimensional grid fails. Moreover, running ahead, it is worth noting the high quality of the 
resulting grid in the subdomains where the grid lines become curvilinear, because the given 
arrangement law is approximately satisfied in these subdomains. 

The possibility of using quasi-one-dimensional grids in the construction of elliptic grid 
generators is based on the following minimization problem, which is equivalent to equations 
(2. 1 ). Subtracting equations (2. 1 )  pairwise for each two nearest values of index i yields 

(2 .2) 
i = 1 , . . . , N  - 1 , j = 1 , . . . , M - 1 , 

where qi,j = 1 / [N(t{+1 - t{)] . Here, it was taken into account that (2. 1 )  fonnally holds 
even on the boundary, when i = 0 and i = N. The coefficients qi,j are determined up 
to a constant factor, which is taken so that qi,j = 1 under the unifonn arrangement law t{ = i/N . 

Consider the function 
N- I M- I 

Q(G) = L L qi,j 1 fi+1 ,j - fi,j 1 2 /2 , (2 .3) 
i=O j=l 

which depends on the coordinates of all inner grid nodes. Taking the first and second deriva
tives of this function, it is possible to demonstrate that equations (2.2) and, consequently, 
(2. 1 )  are a solution of the problem Q (G) = min for qi,j > O. 

Consider the function 
J(G) = Q(G) + cu1(G) , (2 .4) 

where c is a parameteJ; u is the average area grid of a grid cell equal to the domain area 
divided by the number of cells, I ( G) is defined in Section 1 .2. The constant factor u was in
troduce into (2.4) to obtain a dimensionless parameter c, since Q( G) has the dimensionality 
of length squared, and I (G) is dimensionless. 

Recall that the function I ( G) has the infinite barrier on the boundary of the set of convex 
grids. Clearly, the function J( G) defined by (2.4) also has the barrier for any c > O. This 
allows one to construct a grid generator as reliable as that constructed by the minimization 
of I (G) . By analogy with the well-known approach to the solution of ill-posed problems 
in mathematical physics, fonnula (2.4) is naturally called a regularization of Q( G) , and c , 
the regularization parameter. 

A local minimum of function (2.4) is reached on a solution of the algebraic system (8J / 8Xij) _ � . _ � . . (81/ 8Xij) _ 

0 (2 .5) 8J/8Yij - ,] - Ui,] + cU 81/8Yij - , 
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i = 1 , . . .  , N - 1 ,  j = 1 ,  . . . , M - 1 ,  

where Ui,; is defined in (2.2). 
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An iteration procedure for solving (2.5) will be described in the following section. Here 
we present some examples of grids obtained by solving (2.5). 

Figure 1 .5 :  A fragment of the grid obtained by the proposed method for the domain from 
Fig. 1 .3 .  

First we return to the domain with one protrusion presented in Fig. 1 .3 .  A fragment 
of the grid obtained by solving (2.5) for e = 10-2 is shown in Fig. 1 .5 .  The grid lines 
j = const are directed from the lower to the upper boundaries of the domain. Comparing 
Fig. 1 .5 with Fig. 1 .3b where the same fragment of the grid obtained by the method [6] (or 
by minimization of I(G), see Section 1 .2), one can see that the grid in Fig. 1 .5 becomes 
involved in the protrusion, and large cells presented in Fig. l .3b are absent in Fig. 1 .5 .  The 
reason is that the node distribution along the lines with j = const prescribed in Q( G) 
(unifonn distribution in the present case) is approximately preserved when the grid lines 
are curved. 

Our second example is the domain with many protrusions shown in Fig. 1 .6. Here the 
grid lines j = const are also directed from the lower to the upper boundaries of the domain. 
For the grid obtained by the method [6] (see Fig. 1 .6b), very large grid cells are presented 
in the all protrusions. The proposed method gives for this domain a much more suitable 
grid which fragment is shown in Fig. 1 .7 for e = 10-2 and 10-3 • A decrease in e leads, 
as expected, to a straightening of the lines j = const. In the case under consideration, this 
causes a deterioration in the quality of the grid, since the sizes of the smallest cells become 
smaller. We do not expect the choice of e in a particular case to be a hard problem. 

1 .4 Iteration Procedure 

The initial grid Go in the iteration procedure for (2.5) must be convex. It is not difficult to 
construct initial convex grids in solving moving boundary problems, because it can always 
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(b) 

I 
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  � 

Figure 1 .6 :  A domain with many protrusions (a) and a fragment of the grid obtained by [6] 
(b). 

be taken from the previous time layer. The inner nodes of the initial grid are either taken 
directly from the grid of the previous time layer or obtained from the displacements of the 
boundary nodes at the current time step with the use of some interpolation procedure. As a 
result, the initial grid is, at worst, close to a convex one, which can be easily corrected by 
minimizing the function 

n- I m-l 4 
Iv = L L L ( [CI - Jk]i+1/2,j+1/2) 2 , (1)+ = max(O, /) , 

�l �l �l + 

with an appropriate value of CI > O. 
Let us introduce the vector Ll 'Gj = (r:) s+ I ) - Ti) s» ) / 'Tij , where s is the iteration number, 

'Tij is the iteration parameter. The vector Ll'Gj is determined by solving the following linear 
system, obtained by simplifying Newton's method: 

R .... (S) A A .... A .... A .... 0 ij + ijUrij - QijUri+1 ,j - Qi-ljUri- l ,j = , (3 . 1 )  
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(a) 

1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ (b) 

1 
1 1 
I _ _ _ _ _ _  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � 
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Figure 1 .7:  A fragment of the grid obtained by the proposed method for c = 10-2 (a) and 

10-3 (b). 

A . _ ( qij + qi-lj + cu82 I / 8x�j cu82 I / 8Xij8Yij ) '3 - cu82 I / 8xij8Yij qij + qi-lj + cu82 I / 8ylj . 

Here we took into account all the second derivatives of Q( G) and those of I (G) that were 
taken into account in the quasi-Newtonian iteration procedure for the method [6] . The 
equations (3 . 1 )  are solved by one-dimensional Gaussian elimination for two-dimensional 
vectors along the lines j =const. 

It follows from the derivation of (3 . 1 ), if c = 0 and Tij = 1 , the iteration process stops 
after the first iteration and yields the quasi-one-dimensional grid defined by (2. 1 ). Clearly, 
if 0 < c « 1 ,  even the first iteration yields a grid that is close to a quasi-one-dimensional 
one in the subdomains where small distortions of lines of the selected family are enough to 
preserve the convexity of cells. 

To reduce the computational cost we use a special choice of the iteration parameter Tij 
and iterations on subsets of grid nodes. 

The iteration parameter is defined as Tij = Ti�T. The parameter Ti� is chosen so as 
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to prevent going beyond the set D. Clearly, such an event is fatal to the iterative process 
because of the above infinite barrier of the minimized function on the boundary of D. First, 
ri� = 1 is set at all grid nodes. Then, the cells are checked for convexity. If the area of any 

of the cell 's triangles is negative, then rZ is reduced by half at the three corresponding grid 
nodes. The reduction process terminates if the next check shows that all cells are convex. 
In practice, rZ is decreased only at the first iteration steps if the initial grid Go is close to 
the boundary of the set D. 

The scalar parameter r is set to 1 at the first several iteration steps in order to ensure fast 
convergence in the subdomains where Q (G) » cU 1 ( G) . As a result, the described lower 
method of iterations on subsets of grid nodes, in general, substantially reduces the number 
of grid nodes of the subset involved in the iteration. Then, r is determined from a version 
of the method of parabolas with the squared residual of the equations (2.5) 

(3 .2) 
i ,j 

as the controlling quantity. The parabola W ( r) is constructed from the grids obtained for 
r = 0, 1 /2 and 1 .  The parameter r is then chosen so that W(r) = min in the interval 
() � r � 1 .0 where the parameter () f'V 0 . 1 is given a priori and bounds the value of r away 
from zero. 

Now we consider a method of iterations on subsets of nodes. The selection of a subset 
is based on the analysis of the local relative residual of the equations (2.5) 

�ij = 1 Rij I / (qij I 'G+1 ,j - 'Gj I +qi-1 ,j I Tij - 'G-1 ,j I +cU9ij ) , 
where 9ij is defined in Section 1 .2 and is of the same order of magnitude as the terms 
involved in 81/ 8Xij and 81/ 8Yij . Let us denote the set of all inner grid nodes by no 

The computational expenditures are reduced as follows. At each iteration step s, we 
select a subset ns and perform calculations on nodes from this subset, while all nodes 
( i ,  j )  E no \ ns are assumed fixed. A maximum admissible value of the relative residual � 
and an integer N are assigned. After each sth iteration, starting with the Nth one, the subset 
ns is selected so that, at the previous iteration step, �ij � � for ( i ,  j) E no \ ns . To do 
this, we must take into account that the sth iteration changes the value of the �ij parameter 
not only at nodes from ns . Let "Iij denote the set of nine nodes in the neighborhood of 
(i , j ) : (i' , j') E "Iij , if I i  - i' l � 1 and Ij - /1 � 1 .  Let ns be a set such that �ij � � for 
( i ,  j )  E no \ ns . Let us find a set ns+! that has the same property after the sth iteration 
step whenever all nodes except for those from ns are fixed at this step. For every node 
(i ,  j ) ,  equations (2.5) include only the coordinates of nodes (i' , j') E "Iij ; therefore, �ij can 
change only at nodes from the set 

os = u ("Iij n no) . 
ijEflS 

during the sth iteration. To obtain ns+1 , we must evaluate �ij for ( i , j )  E Os using the 
coordinates computed at the sth iteration step. Although Os can be much larger than ns, 
Os can remain small in comparison with no if the grid has a large number of nodes. 
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The set ns+ 1 can be obtained from Os by removing all nodes for which 5ij :::; 5. For the 
example on which the algorithm was tested, it was more expedient to leave some nodes with 
5ij :::; 5 in ns+! , namely, (i, j)  E ns such that 5i, j' > 5 for at least one node (i' , j') E 'Yij . 

Here we present a test of the algorithm described above in reference to the grid generator 
[6], which corresponds to c = 00 and changing I for 1(6) . Return to the problem ofa high
speed collision of a thin foil with a cone target shown in Fig. 1 . 1 .  The shape of the test 
domain is shown in Fig. 1 . 1  b. The grid in the undistorted left-hand part of the domain can 
easily be constructed from straight lines. For this reason, the method was only applied for 
constructing the inner grid points in the right-hand part, which included about 4000 nodes. 
The inner nodes of the initial grid were computed with the use of an interpolation procedure 
according to the displacements of the boundary nodes at the current time step. 

As a characteristic of the computational cost, the value 

s 
is selected, where N (n) is the number of nodes in n . If iterations are performed on the 
set no, p coincides with the number of iterations. Fig. 1 .8 shows the dependencies of the 
quadratic residual W (3 .2) on the computational cost p for 5 = 0.01 ,  0.02, and 0.03 and 
for iterations on the set no, which corresponds to the case 5 = o. The dots markthe data 
for values close to integer p. We can see that, for all three values of 5, the algorithm yields 
much more "completely iterated" grids than the original version of the method on the set 
no, while the computational cost is the same. For 5 = 0.03, the iterative process converges 
very rapidly, and the expenditures are moderate. Computation with 5 = 0.02 takes more 
time but makes the grid less "underiterated". For 5 = 0.01, the perfonnance is worse, but 
still better than that of the original version of the method. The computational cost p of the 
original method in comparison with the computational cost p of the modified method for 
the same values of W are tabulated below: 

5 0.01 
W 4.5 
p 20 

Po 50 

0.02 0.03 
3.2 9 .2 
16 3 
71 18 

The ratio between the computational costs of the original and modified methods varies 
from 2.5 for 5 = 0.01 to 6 for 5 = 0.03. As for the computational expenditures required 
for the original method to give the same values of the maximum local residual 

D =  max 0" ijEno '3 
as the modified version, we were unable to determine them at all, because, even for Po = 
100, the D values obtained by the original method did not go below 0.04. We made an 
attempt to further reduce the computational cost by using purely Newton iterations that take 
into account all the second derivatives of 1(6) . As expected, this considerably decreased the 
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Figure 1 . 8 :  The quadratic residual W against the computational cost p for 0 = 0.01 (the 
curve 1 ), 0.02(2), 0.03(3) and 0(0). 

residuals in the domains ns at all iteration steps. However, the rate of decrease of the 
residual in Os changed insignificantly. As a result, the computational cost even increased 
to some extent because of the increased expenditures at the stage of solving the system of 
linear equations. 

1 .5 Applications 

The grid generator presented above was integrated into an application package designed to 
compute flows with moving interior and exterior boundaries. We split the algorithm into 
a Lagrangian stage and a stage of remeshing from the Lagrangian grid to the grid used at 
the current time step [ 1 0] .  Second-order accurate quasi-monotone schemes were used at 
each stage. The scheme employed at the Lagrangian stage was the variant of the scheme 
proposed in [ 1 1 ]  that was fonnulated in [ 12] and modified in accordance with [ 1 3] .  The 
algorithms used to compute the Riemann problem were described in [ 14] .  At the remeshing 
stage, we used a variant of the method developed in [ 1 5] .  When the necessary condition of 
stability for the method was violated, we applied the multistep algorithms discussed in [ 1 6] .  
In addition to the interior grid generator, we used a package of procedures for computing 
the motion of specific grid lines (typically, interfaces between media). The package deals 
with the motion of a line, the distribution of nodes along it, and the calculation of the points 
where the specific lines intersect. The corresponding procedures were borrowed mainly 
from [3] and extended in the course of the practical application of the package. 

The first example was taken from computations of the instability of an interface in
teracting with a shock wave (see [ 1 7]). Fig. 1 .9 shows an overall view of the rectangular 
computational domain and a fragment of the grid near the interface. The problem was posed 
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(a) (b) 
AI 

DD 
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Figure 1 .9: The instability of the interface between aluminum (AI) and deuterium ice (DD): 
the computational domain (a) and a fragment of the grid (b) near the interface (dots). 

for a weakly perturbed initial interface in the middle of the rectangle shown by an arrow in 
Fig. 1 .9. Since short-wave disturbances had to be computed, the rectangles aspect ratio was 
about 1 00, whereas the aspect ratios of grid cells lying near the interface should be closed 
to unity. Along the interface the grid nodes are placed uniformly. Along the lateral bound
aries the distribution of the grid nodes is nonuniform. Near the interface, the grid points are 
located almost uniformly with a step of the same order as that along the interface. Away 
from the interface, the grid step along the side boundaries is gradually increased, so that the 
maximal ratio of the neighboring grid intervals is about 1 . 1 ,  while the largest-to-smallest 
grid interval was about 50. 

Far from the interface, the flow was almost one-dimensional, and strong deviation of 
the grid from a one-dimensional one would lead to a significant computational error. It was 
found that the function 1(6) (G) significantly contributes to (2 .4) far from the interface, even 
if the function is multiplied by a small parameteJ; which makes the grid essentially nonuni
form. This disadvantage was eliminated by using the function I (G) ,  since the regularizing 
function would not affect the grid generation far from the interface. 

The grid depicted in Fig. 1 .9 consists of convex quadrilaterals only. It is clear that 
the grid is very fine inside the protrusion (which represents an aluminum droplet in this 
example). In time, the droplet may detach from the bulk of the aluminum. It is obviously 
impossible to compute the detachment of a droplet by tracking its boundary on a grid having 
an invariant structure. The areas of cells inside the bridge between the droplet and the 
bulk tend to zero. Since the time step determined by the stability criterion for the scheme 
in Lagrangian stage (see [3]) should also tend to zero, the computation would terminate. 
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Computation on a grid of varying structure would be a cumbersome but feasible task (cf. 
computations of a collapsing annular cumulative jet described in [ 1 8, 1 9]). In the present 
study, it was not necessary to compute the detachment of a droplet. 

(b) 
(a) AI 
AI (c) 

St St 
C V Pb � 
z St St 

Figure 1 . 10 :  Compression of graphite in conical experimental assemblies: the aluminum 
striker (AI), the steel shell (St), the lead target (Pb) and the carbon volume (C); a : t = 0; b 
and c (a vicinity of the carbon volume) : t = 5J..ts. 

Some difficulties of a different nature have encountered in computations of experimen
tal assemblies for shock compression of graphite in conical targets with strikers. A math
ematical model taking into account the kinetics of graphite-to-diamond transition was pre
sented in [20] . Fig. 1 . 1 0 shows the interface geometry in cylindrical coordinates at t = 0 
and t = 5J..ts after the impact between the striker and the assembly. Each grid block rep
resents a certain material. The main difficulty lies in the computation of the point where 
the interfaces separating carbon, steel, and lead intersect. The grid generator worked well 
at the nonlinear stage of the evolution of an unstable carbon-lead interface, as illustrated in 
Fig. 1 . 1 0c. Computations of a more fully developed instability can be found in [20] . 

The last example discussed here simulates an experiment on a shock compression of 
a plate resting on a wedge. A problem of this kind was solved in [2 1 ] .  The results of 
particular computations are illustrated by Fig. 1 . 1 1 ,  where the plate and wedge boundaries 
corresponding to various instants are shown. A shock wave was initiated in a plate initially 
resting on a wedge (Fig. 1 . 1 1 a). The lower free boundary of the plate began to move into the 
wedge. At the point of contact A moving with the plate boundary (Fig. 1 . 1 1 b), an attached 
shock wave developed, preventing the formation of a cumulative jet. The compression 
continued without any jet formation until the plate'S free boundary reached the wedge base. 
As a result, a narrow jet developed (Figs. 1 . 1 1 c and 1 . 1 1  d) . 

The computations were organized as follows. Both plate and wedge were discretized as 
independent grid blocks. The grids could slip along the boundary between the plate and the 
wedge. The point of contact A was represented by the same node in the plate grid block. 
After node A reached node B representing the base comer of the wedge, the computation 
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(b) 

B B 

Figure 1 . 1 1 :  Shock compression of a plate on a wedge; a: t = 0; b: t = 2J.Ls; c,d: t = 4J.Ls; 
A: a grid node in the plate; B: in the wedge. 

of the motion of A was stopped, and both nodes were treated as a single one. Note that 

the grid generator worked well in the computation of the narrow jet shown in Fig. l . l lc 
without any additional adjustment of parameters. 

1 .6 Concluding Remarks 

We note the obvious circumstance that the suggested method is not universal. Indeed, the 
quasi-one- dimensional grid (2. 1 )  is virtually insensitive to deformations of the boundary 

lines j = 0 and j = M, but sensitive to deformations of the other two boundary lines, i = 0 
and i = N. Therefore, it is reasonable to apply this method to problems where considerable 

deformations take place on either one boundary or two opposite boundaries. Moreover, the 
lines j = const must start from the deformed boundaries. 

As a prospect for the construction of an universal grid generator, we point out the fol

lowing approach. It is possible to supplement the function J(G) (2.4) with a function of 
quasi-one-dimensional grids along lines of the family i = const. However, it should be 

noted that, for many problems such an universal generator will be less efficient than that 
suggested in this paper, because it will require a larger amount of computations, while 

the grid quality will not be noticeably improved. The increase in computational costs is 
explained by an increase in the number of iteration steps when c « 1 , rather than the com

putational complexity of J (G) , because the resulting grid generator requires an iteration 
procedure even if c = o. 
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Chapter 2 
O N  O NE CLASS OF QUASI-ISOMETRIC GRIDS 

Sergei](. Godunov1 , Olg" B. Feodoritov,,2 "nd Victor T. Zhukov2 

1 Sobolev Institute of Mathematics 
2 Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics 

There is a number of publications devoted to grid construction in different engineering 
applications. A presented paper describes one approach for constructing quasi-isometric 
grids. The main attention directs towards numerical features of the suggested approach. 
Our basic goal is to awake theoretical and computational interest to the problem of quasi
isometric grid generation. 

2.1 Introduction. On One New Extreme Problem 

At that moment many researches are interested in the problem of parametrizations of var
ious multidimensional domains. Such parametrizations are naturally used to solve partial 
differential equations boundary problems. Numerous, often very witty, procedures are sug
gested to implement such parametrizations in regions of different dimensions. 

Numerical grids constructed on the basis of selected parametrizations are widely uti
lized in the modem computational practice. At the same time the discussions about advan
tages (disadvantages) of the different variants take place. This is natural for the numerous 
practical situations. But, it makes sense to discover the rigorous mathematical formulations 
of the extreme problems, which can be solved by using some modifications of the suggested 
parametrizations. 

During many years, the authors being in various groups worked on different specific 
problems and solved the problem of the parametrization of the two-dimension domains, 
namely, the curvilinear quadrangles with the smooth arcs. These quadrangles should be 
subordinated to one additional, but not very strict, constrain. The minimal angle CPmin = 
min{cpI , CPa, CP3, CP4} among apical angles needs to satisfy the inequality CPmin � ! (CPl + 
CPa + CP3 + CP4 - 211") .  For this condition, a quadrangle defined on some smooth surface 
can be mapped conformally into the interior of a quadrangle restricted by geodesics on 

53 
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some constant curvature surface (the Lobachevskian or Euclidean sphere). As the parame
ters, the quantities that are constant along some geodesics on a surface should be selected 
[4, 5] .  It is shown that such parametrization provides the quasi-isometry of parametric and 
parametrized quadrangles. But, there is no procedure to find the g�odesics and to link the 
specific parameters for them to ensure the parametrization extremeness. Does the best and 
unique parametrization exist? Even, if the positive answer exists, there is possibility to 
select other constructions with less metric distortion. The solution of the pointed extreme 
problem gives the best quasi-isometric parametrization and is the classical P.L.Chebychev 
problem formulated in 1 856 [ 1 ] .  This problem is devoted to selection of a conformal 
parametrization on the sphere (of the globe) to draw the geographical maps. The Cheby
chev problem was completely solved by D.A.Grave in his papers [2, 3] . To provoke the 
interest to the problem described, we give below the review of statements and algorithms 
elaborated for quasi-isometric parametrizations and illustrate them by a few examples. 

One emphasizes that the solution of the problem about quasi-isometric mappings should 
be obtained by specialists in geometry and mathematical analysis but not in numerical math
ematics. On the other hand, this solution gives the criterion to evaluate the quality of the 
specific algorithm and is useful for engineers. 

2.2 Problem Setting. Basic Principles 

We describe the quasi-isometric mapping technique for a curvilinear quadrangle n c JR.2 
with four sides and apical angles 1./'1 ,  CP2 , cPg, CP4 (Fig.2 . 1 ). Let us mention some definitions 
and results from [4, 5] .  

A curvilinear quadrangle n is  called smooth if each of its sides is  sufficiently smooth 
(Liapunov arc with Holder exponent p,). A mapping U = u(s , t) , v = v (s, t) of the unit 
square Ko = { (s , t) : 0 � s, t � I }  onto n is called quasi-isometric if the ration between 
two (sufficiently close) points (s} , tl ) and (S2 , t2) to the distance between their images 

(Ub VI ) and (U2 ' V2) is bounded: 

V(U2 - Ul )2 + (V2 - Vl ) 2 0 < 0"1 < < 0"2 . - V(S2 - sl )2 + (t2 - tl ) 2 -
A mapping u(s, t) , v (s , t) of the domain n is called the C� (n) -mapping if the partial 

derivatives Us , Ut ,  VS , Vt are continuous and satisfy the HOlder condition with exponent p,. 
We can also say that a mapping is called a quasi-isometric one if I us l , l ut i , I vs l , I Vt l � H, 
UsVt - UtVs � h > O. 

Note that a quasi-isometric mapping is a quasi-conformal one, i.e. being conformal 
with respect to some metric. A conformal mapping may not be quasi-isometric. A mapping 
of a smooth quadrangle onto another one is conformal and quasi-isometric if and only if 
the corresponding angles and conformal modules of these quadrangles are equal. The main 
result of [4] is the following: 

Theorem 1. Let n c JR.2 be a smooth quadrangle with boundary an and angles 

CPI . CP2 , cPg , CP4 such that 0 < CPj < 1r ,  8 = CPl + CP2 + cPg + CP4 - 21r < 2cpj, (j = 1 , 2 , 3, 4) .  
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a. 

4 3 

2 

o c. 

Figure 2. 1 :  a. curvilinear quadrangle n; indices 1 ,2,3,4 denote apical angles !.ph !.p2, !.p3, 
!.p4; b. unit square K = { (x, y) : 0 ::; x, y ::; l } , x = x(s, t) , y  = y(s, t) j c. unit square 
Ko = { (s, t) : 0 ::; s, t ::; I } 

Then any quasi-isometric C�-mapping of the boundary aKo of the unit square Ko onto an 
can be extended to quasi-isometric C� (Ko)-mapping of Ko onto n. 

The quality of a quasi-isometric mapping is defined by the ratio 0"1/0"2 and a mapping is 
optimal if this ratio is maximal among all quasi-isometric mappings. There is a hypothesis 
that the mapping is close to optimal one under the assumption that a curvature of any image 
of a straight line segment is bounded [4, 5] . 

The considered quasi-isometric mapping u = u(s, t) , v = v(s , t) of Ko onto n is 
constructed as the superposition of two mappings (see Fig.2. 1) :  u = u(x, y) , v = v(x, y) 
maps the rectangle K = { (x, y) : 0 ::; x ::; JiI, O ::; x ::; .JI7'V} onto n; x = x(s, t) , Y = 
y(s, t) maps Ko onto K 1 . The first mapping u, v is quasi-isometric and conformal with 
respect to the metric 9ij chosen from a five-parameter family of metrics defined in the unit 

I We follow papers [4, 5] in our description and suppose v = 1, i.e. U = u( x, y) , v = v( x, y) maps the unit 
square K onto O. The transition to rectangle bases on the identity 

1 1 j j[A(U! + v!) - 2B(uzuy + vzvy) + C(u� + v�)Jdxdy = 

o 0 
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square K by: 

9U (Y) = 1 + k + (PI + P2 - P3 - P4)fj - (PI + P2 + P3 + P4)fj2 , 
922 (X) = 1 - k + (PI - P2 - P3 + P4)X - (PI + P2 + P3 + p4)X2 , 
912 (X, y) = i (PI - P2 + P3 - P4) - � (PI + P2 - P3 - P4)X
-� (PI - P2 - P3 + P4)fj + (PI + P2 + P3 + P4)XY, 

(2. 1 )  

( here x = x - ! and fj = Y - ! ), and 9ij satisfy the following relations at the vertices of 
K: 

Pi = COS 'PiV9u (Xi , Yi)922 (Xi , Yi) , i = 1 , 4 
(Xl , YI ) = (0, 0) , (X2 ' Y2) = ( 1 , 0) , 
(X3 , Y3 ) = ( 1 , 1 ) ,  (X4 ' Y4) = (0, 1 ) . 

(2 .2) 

The metrics (2. 1 )  depends on five parameters p = (PI , P2 , P3 , P4 , k) . The desired metric 

9ij represents the natural metric on the constant curvature surface (the Lobachevskian or 
Euclidean sphere or plane) such that geodesics in K are straight line segments; the general 
form of such metrics is described in [6] . 

The mapping u ( x, Y) , v (  X, y) can be constructed by the minimization of the functional 

1 J J {922 (U� + v;) - 2912 (UxUy + vxvy) + 9U (U� + v�) } F = - dxdy,  2 
K 

V 9u922 - 9?2 
(2.3) 

with respect to u, v and the metric parameters p under the conditions (2.2) and the free 
boundary condition. 

The second mapping X = x(s, t) , Y = y(s, t) of Ko onto K is defined by four functions 

xo (s) , XI (S) ,  yo (t) , YI (t) , 0 :::; s :::; 1 , 0 :::; t :::; 1 ,  Xi (O) = Yi (O) = 0, xi ( l ) = Yi ( l ) = 1, 
i = 1 , 2 . The mapping of the lower and upper sides of the square Ko are defined by the 
functions xo ( s) and Xl (s) ,  and the mapping of the left and right sides are defined by the 
functions yo (t) and YI (t) . The functions Xo , Xl , Yo, YI are called the control functions, they 
are assumed to be smooth (C�) and strictly monotonically increasing, and their derivatives 
are bounded: 

0 <  8 :::; x� (s) , x� (s) , yb (t) , y� (t) :::; .6. ,  (8 :::; 1 ) .  
The mapping of Ko onto K is the algebraic mapping given by the formulas : 

X = w-I { [I - yo (t) ]xo(s) + YO (t)XI (S) } , 

y = w-I { [I - xo (s)]yo (t) + XO (S)YI (t) } , 

'I=� (=,;v J J [(VA) (U� + v�) - 2B(u(u'I + V(V'I) + (�c) (u� + v� )] d{dT]. 
'1=0 (=0 
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where 
w = 1 - [Xl (S) - XO(S)] [Yl (t) - YO (t)] , 

Xi (O) = Yi (O) = 0, xi (l ) = Yi ( l )  = 1 ,  i = 0, 1 . 
This mapping transforms the rectangular grid on Ko into the grid on K consisting of the 
straight line segments connecting the images of the corresponding boundary points of Ko, 
which lie on the opposite sides of K. 

The superposition of the mappings u(x, Y) ,  v(x, y) and x(s, t) , y(s, t) is the resulting 
mapping u(s, t) , v(s, t) of Ko onto n, which is defined in [4, 5] as a unique solution of the 
variational problem given by the functional: 

where hij = �j (s, t, p, Xo, Xl , Yo, Yl) satisfy the condition H = Q*GQ, 

H = [ hu h12 ] , Q = [ xs Xt ] ,  G = [ 9U 912 ] . 
h12 h22 Ys Yt 912 922 

The minimal value F = S, where S is the area of n, is achieved at the quasi-isometric 
mapping u, v. 

A presented metric is obtained from the Beltrami metric by means of a projective trans
formation (see [4] for details) 

ds2 = 
(1 + ko",2)de - 2ko�",d�d", + ( 1 + koe)d",2 

[1 + kO(�2 + ",2)2] 
Let us consider one more approach to find the numerical characteristics of mapping 

regions that shOuld evidence of "unremovable defects" of these regions. If there are more 
such defects, it is more difficult to opt for a region parametrization. Again we restrict 
ourself by the problem of a parametrization of "curvilinear quadrangles". As was already 
marked, each such quadrangle along with some restrictions on its boundary smoothness and 
on apical angles can be mapped conformally and quasi-isometrically on constant curvature 
surface with geodesic boundaries. Such a mapping can be normalized and provides an 
invariability of the whole quadrangle area. If a sign of a curvature surface is defined only 
by angle values, then a numerical value of a curvature is defined uniquely with the pointed 
normalization. The geodesic quadrangle on a constant curvature surface is also uniquely 
defined accurate to movement in this surface. Obviously, the one characteristic of an origin 
curvilinear quadrangle is the isome1:Jy coefficient with its conformal mapping on a constant 
curvature surface, i.e. a mapping is not changed its area. 

If we want to map a quadrangle onto a plane quadrangle with straightforward bound
aries, we need to map geodesic quadrangles from a constant curvature surface onto a plane. 
Applying the Kely-Klein model for constant curvature surfaces with plane geodesics, we 
implement a projective mapping which gives us some metric distortion. As a result, the 
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Beltrami metric will be obtained on a parametrical plane. This fact was mentioned above. 
For a mapping of a constant curvature surface onto a final parametrical plane, a distortion 
(isometry coefficient) is closer to unit if this point is closer to a coordinate origin. The most 
distortion is attained in that quadrangle vertex which is the most removed from the origin of 
a coordinate system. The extreme mapping with the least quadrangle distortion from a con
stant curvature surface onto the parametrical Beltrami plane is constructed by the following 
way. At first, a circle with the minimal area is constructed on a constant curvature surface, 
which contains all points of a geodesic quadrangle. At least two quadrangle vertices lie on 
the boundary circle but others are removed from the origin on the same or least distance. 

The projection mapping on the Beltrami plane should be selected in such a way that a 
boundary circle is a circle again but its origin maps into the origin of a coordinate system. 
Having such mapping, the largest and smallest distance will be obtained at image points of 
boundary circle, i.e. at some quadrangle vertices and at quadrangle points nearest to the 
origin of a coordinate system (or coincides with it). A relation of these extreme stretchings 
is an isometry coefficient of a constant projective transformation (this coefficient is the least 
from possible one). 

So, our parametrization type of curvilinear quadrangles is characterized by two invari
ants: an isometry coefficient for a parametrization on a constant curvature surface and an 
isometry coefficient of the projective mapping of this surface onto the Beltrami plane. Ob
viously, that the resultant transformation is evaluated from above as multiplication of these 
coefficients. 

One more important fact should be remarked. The quadrangle obtained after all de
scribed constructions can be very unlike a parallelogram. In that case, a coordinate system 
with noncrossing straight lines can be inconvenient and leads to big distortion isometry. 
Therefore, it is natural to point out one more invariant - a shape of this of rectilinear 
quadrangle on the Beltrami plane. 

2 .3 General Computational Scheme 

The implementation of the quasi-isometric mapping technique requires some special efforts 
described in this section. 

For minimization (2.3), it is used an iterative process consisting of three stages accord
ing to three groups of unknowns. Each stage is a minimization procedure with respect to 
one of these groups provided that the others are fixed at this stage; in general, a described 
scheme presents the Seidel iterative process (coordinate descent). 

• Calculation of p; a grid (u, v) and control functions are known; 

• Calculation of control functions and (or) movement of points along boundaries; a 
grid ( u, v) and parameters p are known; 2 

2 At each side of Ko the Dirichlet or free (natural) boundary condition for u, v must be specified; in the case 

of a free boundary condition the corresponding control function must be given and the point distribution is to 
be found in the minimization process. 
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• Calculation of a grid (U, v) ; control functions and parameters p are known. 

Computation of the metric parameters p. To provide a robustness of the computational 
procedure one needs to modify the original functional (2.3), since there is no guarantee 
that the functional is convex far from an unknown solution. The modification and the local 
regularization gives a researcher a possibility not to care about an initial guess of a solution 
and start, for instance, from zero values. Let us denote Gn = u� + v� , G22 = u� + v�, G12 = uxuy + vxvy . One writes out the functional for calculating of the metric para
meters in the modified fonn: 

At each point, 9ij and Gij can be rewritten in the fonn 

9n = peP, 922 = pe-P, 912 = p sin r,o, 

So, the integrand in (2.5) may be written as 

or 

1 = ch(p - P) - cos(r,o - �) 

1 = 2sh2P -
P 

+ 2 sin2 r,o - � 
2 2 

and it is nonnegative and convex under the additional condition I r,o - � I � � . 
This condition can be destroyed through the initial stage of a computational procedure, 

therefore the following regularization is implemented at each grid point (u, v) 

. 

� 

_ 

{ maX{Sin �' - l cos r,o l } ' if sin r,o � O, 
sm � - { . .;r,. I I } · f · 0 max sm ':l',  cos r,o , 1  sm r,o < . 

The minimization of this modified nonlinear functional is based on the quadratic approxi
mation: 

1 = 10 + (T, ap) + i (Hap, ap) . (2.6) 

The local Jacobian T and Hessian H contain the complete information about all utilized 
transformations: 
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Denoting the sums of the expression (2.6) over all grid cells 

F = 'L, /, Fo = 'L, /o , Go = 'L, T, Ho = 'L, H, 

we may write the quadratic approximation of the functional (2.5) in the form: 

- 1 F = Fo + (Go , &p) + "2 (Ho&p, &p) .  

Formally, the problem of minimization may be solved easily: &p = -He; 1 G� and the 
new set of parameters is pn+1 = pn + &p. However, (P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , k)-parametrization of 
the metric 9ij is not successful for solving the problem of minimization. There are such 
situations when the great metric disturbances correspond to the small disturbance of &p 
(possibly, at some points only, for instance, at region comers). It leads up to very small step 
along the Newton direction, otherwise the metric degenerates, i .e. () = 911922 - 9f2 $ O. 
Hence, the new parametrization is chosen: the vector of variations [ = (6 , 6 , 6, e4 , e5) 
instead of &p, where el = & (Wl ) , l = 1 , 4, and Wl is the relative deviation of l-th angle from 
the right one 

_ Wl - 0 .51f Wl = O.51f 

COS Wl = (_I ) l+1 912 I ' l = 1 , 4, 
J91 1922 (XI ,YI ) 

e5 = �&( �) I . y 911  Y g;; (x* ,y* )  

The point (x* , y* ) i s  the point of a minimum of  the function () = 911922 - 9f2 . Therefore, 
the final relations are the following: 

( _1 ) l { 912 912 } 6 = 0 5 d --
2 &91 1 - -2 -&922 + &912 , 

. 1f 91 1  922 ( )  XI , YI 

e5 - ( &91 1  _ (922 ) I - 291 1 2922 (X* , y* )
, 

here d = J 91 1922 - 9f2 . The final quadratic form of the functional used in the computa
tional practice is 

... 1 ,, - -F = Fo + (9rad F, e) + "2 (F e, e) , 

where F" is an approximation of the Hesse matrix. 
This quadratic form is used for the minimization of the original functional with respect 

to the metric parameters. Solving the system of linear equations 

F"[ = -9rad F (2.7) 
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with conditions 
e, = CPI - Wl , 1 = 1 , 4, (2.8) 

one can found 5p, and the new iteration p = p + 5p. 
The linear system (2.7) can be solved without conditions (2.8); they are satisfied (with 

an accuracy of approximation) in the process of minimization of the functional with respect 
to all variables. 

Calculation of control functions xo , Xl ,  Yo, YI begins with the proper modification of 
original functional (2.4) as well: 

where 

� 
= 

! !! h22Hn - 2hl2Hl2 + hnH22 - 2Jhnh22 - h�2Ho dsdt 2 �HIIH22�hl lh22 
' 

Hn = u� + v� , H22 = u� + vl , 

Hl2 = UsUt + VsVt , Ho = UsVt - UtVs · 

The considered functional is modified and regularized in a manner similar to above 
presented to provide a nonnegativity and convexity of the functional integrand 

2P - P 2 cp - <l> I = 2sh -
2
- + 2 sin -

2
-· 

At each cell (s, t) , the function I (p, cp) is approximated by three first terms of Taylor se
ries. The arguments p, cp are complicated functions of independent quantities Xo, Xa, Xl ,  xi 
3 

To write the quadratic form of the functional, the following superposition of transfor
mations is used 

(p, cp) Ql, (hn , h22 , h12) Q2, (x, y, xs, Xt , Ys ,  Yt) � (xo , Xa, Xl , xi ) 
and it is slightly changed for vertical boundaries 

(p, cp) Ql , (hll ' h22 , h12) Q2, (x, y, xs, Xt , Ys , Yt) � (Yo , Yo , YI ,  YD .  

As a result of calculations at each point (s, t) , a quadratic approximation of function I is 
found 

I � 10 + (grad I, 5Z) + � (H5i, 5Z) , i = (Zl ,  Z2 , Z3 , Z4) == (XO , xa, XI , xi) ·  

After summation by argument t, the following relation is obtained for each argument s 

- - 1 -
1 = 10 + (grad I, 5Z) + 2 (A5i, 5Z) , 

3Calculating each pair of functions (xo ,  Xl ) and (Yo , Yl ) is perfonned independently. So, only the pair of 

horizontal functions is considered in this study. 
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where 1 denotes a sum by t ( over vertical set of cells). 
Searching functions xo(s) and Xl {S) are defined on the grid {Si = (i - l )h, i = 

1 ,  . . .  , N + 1 ,  h = liN} .  Their variations dz = (dXo , dX�, dXl ,  dxD is defined in the mid
point of each interval ( i ,  i + 1 ) of a grid 

dXo = dXo(i + 1) + dXo (i) , dX� = 
dXo (i + 1) - dxo (i)

. 2 h 

This transformation is linear, so the quadratic form is not changed. The minimum 
condition of a quadratic functional relative to unknown functions � = (dXo (i ) , dXl (i) , 
i = 1 ,  . . .  , N + 1 ) has the form of the vector equations 

with uniform boundary conditions 81 = 0, 8rv+1 = 0, where Ai , Bi , Ci are (2 x 2)
matrices. These equations are solved by the matrix sweep method. 

A described algorithm is the Newton method for a minimization with respect to a pair 
of functions Xo , Xl (or Yo ,  Yl). 

If the position of boundary points is unknown 4,  the alternating algorithm of point move
ment along boundaries should be utilized by the following procedure. 

Let 1 (s) be the distance from the initial point at the boundary of the region n, normalized 
to the boundary length, where s is the coordinate on the boundary of the unit square Ko, 
o � s � 1 ,  0 � t � l .  

Our goal is to find a small variation from a minimization of functional (2 .5) dXo {s) = 

xaew (s) - xo(s) with the help of the algorithm given above ( xo (s) is known) . Then, dl = 

l (II+1) - l (lI) = l�o dXo , l (lI) is an iterative approximation. Take into account the following 
relations for a point with the coordinate s: 

where 

l (II+1 ) = l (lI) + 
l� (x8ew - xo) , Xo 

l' = 
l (s + �s) - l (s - �s) 

s 2�s ' 

, xo (s + �s) - xo(s - �s) 
Xo = 2�s . 

So, a new position l (II+1)  of boundary points is found. 
The final stage of the presented algorithm is the calculation of the functions u( s, t) , 

v ( s, t) . The algorithm is based on solving the system of difference elliptic equations by the 
multigrid method. The generation of a quasi-isometric coordinate system is based on the 
solution of variational problem (2.3). The grid is obtained as a solution of Euler-Lagrange 
variational equations: 

4Control functions are known and functional (2.4) is minimized 
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ts(AYfs) + &(B*t) - ts(C*t) - &(CYfs) = 0, 

ts(A�) + & (Bft) - ts(Cft) - &(C�) = o. 

Here A, B, C are the coefficients of equations given as functions with respect to 8, t: 

A - h22 - d ' B =  
hl l  d ' 

2.4 Numerical Experiments 

C - h12 - d ' 
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Firstly, we show the dependence of the functional from metric parameters. One considers a 

region showed in Figure 2.2. 

1 2 3 4 

Figure 2.2: Region and quasi-isometric grid 

As a result of computation of a quasi-isometric mapping, the metric parameters 8i = 
84 = 0, 82 = 83 = -0.893, k* = 0.551 are found. Let other parameters (grid and control 
function) be optimal and fixed. We study the functional as the function 1(82 , k) in a small 
vicinity of the minimum by a variation of the parameters 82 and k. An exact minimal value 

is 1 = O. The profiles 1(82' k) and 1(82 , k*) are shown in Figure 2 .3 . In 2.4, the plot of 
1 (82 , k) in the vicinity of a minimum is given. One can see that near the minimum the 
metric is degenerated (at any point (82 , k) , where the metric does not exist, we put 1 = 10). 
These pictures give a hint on computational difficulties that we collide with in the process 
of the algorithm development for the solution of the minimization problem. 
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Figure 2.3 : Functional behavior versus parameter variation: a). 1(82" k) ; b). 1(82 , k*) 
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Figure 2.4: Isolines of 1 
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-0.89 

Figure 2.5 presents an example of computations: a region with quasi-isometric grid and 
their images on a constant curvature surface (in the Poincare model) and in the parametric 
square K. 
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.U/V' b . 

....Ll \ 
lL\ \ \ 
11 \ \ \ 

\ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ 

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
c. 

Figure 2.5: a). region ('PI = 0.4571", 'P2 = 0.6771", 'P3 = 0.2171", 'P4 = 0.3271" )  and grid; b). 
image on constant curvature surface; c). image in parametric region K 

To evaluate quality of quasi-isometric mapping and compare a few mappings we intro
duce the coefficient of isometry Q that can be computed by a few procedures. 

There is a simple geometric procedure to compute the isometry coefficient distribution 
by a grid, constructed in a region. It is naturally for each grid cell to construct an approx
imation mapping of parametrization gridding rectangle with the help of an affine mapping 
and find isometry coefficients as singular values of matrix, defining this mapping. 

Let a grid cell in the parametric rectangle be a rectangle with sides a and b, see Figure 
2.6; and the ratio of its sides denotes II = a/b. Let it be mapped onto a quadrangle on phys
ical plane with vertices x} , YI ; X2 , Y2; X3 , Y3; X4 ,  Y4 .  We construct in each these cells new 
quadrangle restricted by lengths connecting the midpoints of boundary edges, see Figure 
2.7. 

It is easy to verify that both these quadrangles (these are shaded in the pictures) are 
parallelograms and the mapping of the first one onto the second one is affine. This affine 
transformation is defined by the matrix 

The singular values Amax, Amin of matrix A are the needed approximation of isometry 
coefficient in a cell under investigation. The coefficient of isometry is 
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a 

Figure 2.6:  Parametric cell (left) and its image (right) 

a 

Figure 2.7:  Affine equivalent parallelograms 

Q = m�(x,y) .Amax
. mm(x,y) .Amin 

For each ratio v = alb, the isometry coefficient Q(v) can be computed easily and, there
fore, the extremal value v can be evaluated by a numerical minimization of Q(v) . The plot 
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Q(v) is given in Figure 2.8 for a region shown in Figure 2.9. For extreme value v = 5 in 
Figure 2.9 the isolines of the ratio Amax \ Amin ( local distortion) is presented. 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 o 1 0  2 0  

Figure 2.8: Isometry coefficient Q(v) versus v 

7 1 .60 
6 1 .50 
5 1 .40 
4 1 .30 
3 1 .20 
2 1 . 1 0  
1 1 .00 

Figure 2.9: Grid and local isometry coefficient 
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2 .5 Conclusion 

The quasi-isometric mapping technique presents an approach based on the rigorous math
ematical formulation. Numerical validation in geometrically complex regions is performed 
and demonstrated the possibility to construct efficient tools for quasi-isometric grid genera
tion. This technique can be extended for multi-block grids. There are a few open questions 
and future investigations in geometry and mathematical analysis are needed to obtain for
mulation and solution of the problem of optimal quasi-isometric mapping. 
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Chapter 3 
TRIANGLE DISTORTION UNDER QUASIISOMETRIES 

Andrew V. Lygin and Vladimir M. Miklyukov 

Volgograd State University 

We bring some estimates of a triangle distortion under quasiisometric mappings be

tween subdomains of ]R2 with given Riemannian metrics. 

3.1 Introduction 

Below we consider a problem that is appeared in the well-known Godunov method to con

struct two-dimensional grids on surfaces [ 1 ] .  Namely, we decompose a standard domain in 
the w-plane with a Riemannian metric and form a grid in a given subdomain of the z-plane 

by an auxiliary quasiconformal mapping z = <p( w) (see also [2], [3]). The existence and 
quality of the grid are connected with the angle distortions under quasiconformal mappings 
<p and, in particular, with the orientation preservation of triples of points. 

One of the quality characteristics is the smallest angle among the triangle grid. It is 
clear that too sharp angles can be obstructions for the numerical solution of the physical 
problem on the considered grid with the necessary accuracy. Thus it is important to evaluate 
distortion of angles under different mappings. 

The following statement is the key for this approach [4, Section D, Chapter III] : Let <p 
be a K -quasiconformal mapping of ]R2 to itself with K < v'3. Then the vertices of each 
equilateral triangle are transformed to the vertices of some triangle of the same orientation. 

The most difficulty in the test of these conditions is evoked by the assumption that the 

map <p must by of]R2 to ]R2 . In the general case the map is given on a proper subdomain of 
]R2 and the problem of its K -quasiconformal extentions up to ]R2 _ ]R2 with K < v'3 is 
highly complicated 

This paper is concerned with a direct approach based on estimates of a triangle under <po 
However, we essentially reduce the class of mappings <po Namely, we study angle distortion 

under quasiisometries of quasiconvex subdomains of ]R2 . 
In particular, we give an estimate of triangle angles, prove some criteria of the preser

vation of their angles, and employ some conditions for mappings from surfaces to ]Rffl to 

7 1  
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satisfy the bilipschitz condition. 

3.2 Surfaces 

We start with the terminology. By [ 1 1 ] ,  we shall use the following conception. 

Definition 1. The dilatation of a mapping f between metric spaces X, Y is the 
(possibly infinite) number 

d·l (f) - r(f(x) , f(x') )  1 - sup " 
x,x' E X r(x, x ) x#x' 

where " r" denotes the metrics (distances) distx in X and disty in Y. 

A mapping f is called Lipschitz if dil (f) < 00. 
If every point x E X has a neighbourhood U such that the restriction f* = f lu satisfies 

dil (f* ) < 00, then f is called locally Lipschitz . 
Let D C �2 be a domain and let n be a surface in �m, m 2': 2, given by a locally 

Lipschitz vector-function 

x = f(u, v) = (!I (u, v) , · · · , fm(u, v) ) : D -+ �m , X = (X1 , . . . , Xm) . (3 . 1 )  

In the general case the surface n can have self-intersections. We shall say that a surface 
n is embedded in ]Rm if the vector function f realizes a homeomorphic mapping from a 
domain D onto a set f(D) with a metric (and hence a topology ! )  induced by �m. A 
surface n is immersed in ]Rm if a vector-function f has the described property locally in D. 

Because the vector-function f is locally Lipschitz, then by Rademacher Theorem [ 12, 
3 . 1 .6] almost everywhere on D there exists a total differential df ( u, v) . 

Let (u,  v) E D be a point in which f has the differential. By the symbol 

we denote the derivative of f at the point (u, v) in which such derivative exists. Using 
standard designations 

we define the first quadratic form of the surface n on the domain D 

ds� = 91 1 du2 + 2912 du dv + 922 dv2 
• 
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The simplest view of the first quadratic form of the surface n is in isothermal coordi
nates. However, the question - what are isothermal coordinates on a non-smooth surface 
has no a sufficiently good answer today. We shall use the following definition. 

DefiDitioa l. Let n be a surface given over a domain D c ]R2 by a locally Lipschitz 
vector-function (3 . 1 ). The variables (u, v) are called isothermal coordinates on the surface 
n if 

9U (U, V) = 922(U, v) , 912 (U, V) = 0 a.e. on D .  

Moreover, if ( u, v) are isothennal coordinates on the surface n, we have 

almost everywhere on the domain D. Here, A = 9u = 922 . 

(3 .2) 

The first among the conditions (3 .2) means that the tensions of ! along lines u, v = 
const coincide at points in which df exists. The second condition implies the mutually 
orthogonality of the images of these lines at the corresponding points x = ! (u , v) . Thus, 
at every point (u, v) E D in which the total differential d! exists and simultaneously the 
relations (3 .2) hold, the mapping ! : D -+ n is conformal, that . is, it conserves angles 
between curves. The existence of isothennal coordinates on non-smooth surfaces is studIed . 
incompletely. For surfaces of the Class W',p with l � 3 and p . > 2, the existence of 
isothennal coordinates can be obtained from well-known results of Bojarski and Vekua 
(see. [6, §6, Chapter II]). Similar results for Lipschitz graphs belong Morrey [5], and for 
locally Lipschitz graphs can be obtained ( under different assumptions on domains of graph 
definitions ) from results Bers [7], Belinski [8, Theorem 9], Martio and Miklyukov [9] . 

The general case of non-parametric locally Lipschitz surfaces was considered in the 
recent article of Miklyukov [ 10] .  

3.3 Quasiisometry 

A mapping ! : D -+ ]Rm is called (q, Q)-quasiisometric if there exist constants q > 0 and 
Q > 0 such that for arbitrary points w = (u, v) and w' = (u', v') in D, we have 

q Iw - w' l ::; I!(w) - !(w') I ::; Q Iw - w' l ·  (3 .3) 

Here and below, the quantity I! ( w) - ! (w') I means the Euclidean distance between points 
!(w) , !(w') E ]Rm. 

The following condition is useful in the testing of the assumption that (3 .3) holds. We 
follow [ 13] .  

Denote M2,m the linear space of  the 2 x m-matrices with natural coefficients. 

Let !(u, v) be a locally Lipschitz vector-function defined on a domain D C  ]R2 and let 
(u, v) be a point of the differentiability of !. 
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For an arbitrary matrix G E M2,m, we set 

IG I  = max I h GI , h = (h I ,  h2) . I hl=l 
In particular, for the derivative I' of the vector-function I : D --+ ]Rm , it is easy to see that 

1 /' 1 = rm . max I V Ii i ,  �=1,2, . . .  ,m 

where the symbol Vii means the formal gradient (fIw IIv) .  
If G( u ,  v) : D C ]R2 --+ M2,m is a matrix-function, then let 

\ l G \ lD  = ess sup(u,v) ED I G(u, v) l ·  

Theorem 1.  Let D C ]R2 be a convex domain and let I : D --+ ]Rm be a locally 
Lipschitz mapping, m � 2. Suppose that there exists a (q, Q)-quasiisometry h : U --+ ]Rm 
such that 

I I I' - h' \ I D :::; A < 00 . (3 .4) 

Then for arbitrary points w = (u' , v') , w" = (u", v") E D we have 

l (f(w") - h(w") )  - (f(w') - h(w') )  I :s; (Q + A) Iw" - w' l . (3 .5) 

Moreover, if A < q then I is homeomorphic on D and 

(q - A) Iw" - w' l :::; I / (w") - l(w') 1 :s; (Q + A) Iw" - w' l . (3 .6) 

Proof. Denote P the set of the points w = (u, v) E D, in which the vector-function 
I - h is non-differentiable. By the Rademacher theorem, the two-dimensional measure 
H2 (P) = o. 

The relation (3 .4) implies the estimate 

I I' ( w) - h' ( w) I :::; A , (3 .7) 

which holds almost everywhere on D. 
Fix arbitrarily points w', w" E D and denote l (  w', w") the line segment joining w' and 

w". Since the domain D is convex then l ( w' , w") lies in D. Let l ( w', w") be a line segment 
with the endpoints W' and W" achieved by a parallel translation of the segment l (w' , W") . 
For almost everywhere such line segments which are sufficiently close to l (w', w") , we 
have 

Hl (l (w', w") \ P) = o.  

Let l (w�, wZ) be a sequence of segments satisfying (3 .8) and such that 

- , , W- 'k' � w" wk --+ w , � 

(3 .8) 
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Because f and h are locally Lipschitz, then the vector-function f - h is absolutely continu
ous along l (w�, w�) and almost everywhere on l (w�, w�) there exists the derivative f' - h' . 
Integrating, we have 

1 (J(w�) - h(w�) ) - (J(wk) - h(wk) ) 1  

= 111 (w� - wD (J'(w� + t(w� - w�)) - h' (w� + t(w� - w�) ) )  dt l 
� 11 1!'(W� + t (w� - h' (Wk + t(w� - zk) ) ) ) l lw� - w� 1 dt . 

Using (3 .7), we obtain 

1 (J(w�) - h(w�) )  - (J(Wk) - h(Wk) )  I � A Iw� - wk l · 

Setting k - 00, we arrive at the estimate 

1 (J (w") - h(w") )  - (J(w') - h(w') ) 1 � A Iw" - w' l (w', w" E D) .  

Let 1/J(w) = few) - hew) . For an arbitrary pair of points w', w" E D we have 

f(w") - few') = (1/J(w") - 1/J(w') )  + (h(w") - h(w')) . 

Thus, 

I f(z") - f(z') 1 � 11/J (w") - 1/J(w') 1  + I h(w") - h(w') I · 

Using (3 .9) and the (q, Q)-quasiisometry of h, we obtain 

I f(w") - f(w') 1 � (Q + A) Iw" - w' l · 

Analogously, 

I f (w") - f(w') I � I h(w") - h(w') I - I1/J (w") - 1/J(w') 1 

and further, 

I f(w") - f(w') I � (q - A) Iw" - w' l · 

Thus the estimates (3 .5), (3 .6) are proved. 

In the case h = w this statement is proved in [ 1 3]. 

(3 .9) 
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3.4 Distortion and Quasiconvexity 

Let D be a subdomain of jR2 and let D c jRm be a locally Lipschitz surface given by a 
vector-function (3 . 1 )  realizing an enclosure. 

Define an inner distance rn (x' , x
") between points x

' and x
" on the surface D. Since 

the surface D is embedded in jRm, then by the unique way in the domain D, there exist 
points w' = (u', v') and w" = (u" , v") , for which x' = f (w') and x" = f (w") . We put 

rn (x
' 

, x
") = i�f J dsn , 

'Y 
where the infimum is taken over the rectifiable arcs 'Y C D joining points w' and w". 

Because the surface D is locally Lipschitz, then the distance rn (x
'

, x
") < 00 for all 

x
'

, x
" E D. 

Definition 3. [ 1 1 ,  Section 1 . 14] The distortion of a surface D C jRm is the quantity 

r (x
" 

x
') distort (D) = sup r" , 
' I 

. x' ,xl/ En X - X x'#x" 

It is clear, that for every non-parametric surface D C jRm we have distort (D) � l .  
If the surface D i s  a domain D C jR2 with the Euclidean metric I dw l , then the quan

tity r D ( w', w") is the well-known Mazurkiewicz distance between w' and w" in D. The 
assumption distort (D) < 00 implies that 

rD(w", w') � C I w" - w' l , C = distort (D) . 
Such domains D C jR2 are called C- quasiconvex (see [ 1 1 ,  p. 393 ]) . 

It is easy to see, that every convex domain is l -quasiconvex. 

Theorem 2. If a domain D C jR2 is convex and a mapping <p : D ---t jR2 satisfies the 
property 1 I<p' - I I I  = A < 1, where I E M2,2 is a unit matrix, then the set D' = <p(D) is a 
quasiconvex domain with the constant C = ( 1  + A)j ( 1  - A). 

Proof. Indeed, consider a pair of mappings 

x = <p( w) : D ---t jR2 and the identity mapping x = w . 

Since the identity mapping is a ( 1 ,  1 ) -quasiisimetry and its derivative I differs from 'P' 
neither more then A < 1 , then by Theorem 1 we conclude that <p is homeomorphic and 

D' = <p( D) is a domain. 
Let x'

, x
" be a pair of points in the domain D' and let w', w" be a pair of their preimages. 

According to Theorem 1 ,  we may write 

I x" - x
' I = I f (w") - f(w') 1 � ( 1 + A) Iw" - w' l ·  
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Let l( w', w") be a segment joining the points w' and w". The domain D is convex 
and hence l (w', w") c D. Suppose that the points w' , WI,  W2, . . .  , Wk, w" follow one after 
another along the segment l ( w', w") . Then 

::; (1 + A) Iw' - wI I + . . . + (1 + A) IWk - w" l = ( 1  + A) Iw' - w" l
· 

Ch 
. 

th 
. . , " f th l ( , ") b· ·1 mall oosmg e partition w , WI ,  W2, . . .  , Wk, w o e  segment w , w ar Itrari y s 

and observing that the left side of this relation can be arbitrarily close to length f (l ( w', w") ) , 
we obtain 

length f(l ( w', w") )  ::; ( 1 + A) Iw' - w"l . 

Thus, 
TDI (X' , x") ::; (1 + A) Iw' - w" l . 

However by the relation (3 .6) we have 

( 1 - A) Iw' 
- w"l ::; lx' - x" l , 

and hence, 1 + A  TDI (X' , x") ::; 1 _ A lx
' - x" l · 

It means the quasiconvexity of D' and the theorem is proved. 

The following statement is useful for applications. 

Theorem 3. Suppose that a domain D C ]R2 is C -quasiconvex. 
If a mapping f : D --+ Rm is (q, Q)-quasiisometric, then the surface 0 = feD) has a 

finite distortion, moreover 

In particular, we have: 

distort (0) ::; C 
Q 

. q (3 . 1 0) 

i) if the surface 0 is given in some isothermal coordinates such that the relations (3 .2) 
hold and moreover 

then 

0 < A' = ess inf('II.,v)EDA(U, v) ::; esS SUP('II.,v)EDA(u, v) = A" < 00 ,  

A" distort (0) ::; C 
A' 

. (3 . 1 1 ) 

ii) if the domain D is convex and there exists a (q, Q)-quasiisometry h : D --+ ]Rm, jor 
which the assumption (3.4) holds with A < q, then 

distort (0) ::; C Q 
+AA . q - (3 . 12) 
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Proof. For arbitrary pair of points x' ,  x" E n by the assumption of f to be Lipschitz 
with the constant Q, we may write 

( ' ") Q ( '  ") rn x , x ::; r D w , W , 

where w' = f-1 (x') , w" = f-l (x') . 
Indeed, let , c D be an arbitrary rectifiable arc joining the points w' , w" E D . Fix 

€ > 0 and choose an arbitrary broken line W'WI . . .  WkW" lying in D such that 

I length (W'WI . . .  WkW") - r D( w', w") I < € • 

Then 

Approximating , by broken lines, we easily obtain the necessary statement. 
Now we use the property f- 1  to be � -Lipschitz and the C -quasi convexity ofthe domain 

D. We have 
l x' - x" l = I f (w') - f(w") I 2: q Iw' - w" l 2: 

> .!L r (w' w") > -L r (x' x") . - C D , - CQ 0. , 

From this inequality, it follows (3. 1 0). 
In the case i), if the surface n is given in some isothermal coordinates by a vector

function f : D --t ]Rm, then for every arc , e D it is realized that 

A' length ( ,) ::; J dsn ::; A" length ( ,) . 
'"Y 

Thus, for every pair of points w', w" E D we obtain 

A' r D( w', w") ::; rn (f(  w') , f(  w") )  ::; A" r D( w', w") . 

The estimate (3 . 1 1 )  follows now from the relation (3 . 1 0), which was proved above. 
In the case ii), for the proof of (3 . 1 2) it is sufficient to combine the estimates (3 . 1 0) and 

(3 .6). 

3.5 Distortion of Triangles 

Let Do be a triangle in a domain U of the Eucliadean plane ]R2 with the coordinates <: = 
(� ,  1]) . Let Do' C D be a triangle in the w = (u ,  v)-plane with a metric dsn, the vertices of 
which are the preimages of the vertices of the triangle Do under a mapping cp : U --t D. 
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Theorem 4. Suppose that a mapping cp : U -. D is a (q, Q)-quasiisometry. Let 
D = cp(U) be a quasiconvex domain and let a be the smallest angle of the triangle fl. C U, 
and let o! be the correspondent angle of the triangle fl.'. Let 

q p R -1 . P = 
Q ' rl = 

2 
, 1 = P , r2 = P SIn a . cos a 

Then the following statements hold: 
i) ifrl + r2 > 1 and Rl - r2 < 1, then , . { J4r� - (r� - r� + 1 )2 J4R� - (R� - r� + 1 )2 } tan a � mm 2 2 1 ' R2 2 i r1 - r2 + 1 - r2 + 1 

ii) if rl + r2 � 1 or R 1 - r2 � 1, then the quantity a' can equal to 0; 
iii) for an arbitrary another angle {3 of the triangle fl. we have 

Proof. We may write 

sin {3' > q sin a' 
sin{3 - Q sin a . 

(3 . 1 3) 

(3 . 14) 

(3 . 1 5) 

Denote the length of the largest side of the triangle fl. by E. We denote the length of 
the suitable side of the triangle fl.' by E'. 

We locate the triangle fl. such that the vertex of the angle a lies in the origin and the 
side with length E lies on the axis Oe. Because the angle a is minimal and, hence, the 
opposite side is minimal, then we may define the set, in which the third vertex can lie. (We 
denote this set by A ). It will be a segment of the straight line 'f/ = e tan a in the interval 
e E [E /2, E cos a] .  The distance from the point (0, 0) to the vertex A will be in the bounds 
between (E /2) cosa and E (this is not the best estimate but it is sufficient for our aims), 
and the distance from the point (E, 0) will be in the bounds between E sin a and E. 

Locate the triangle fl.' in the Euclidean plane such that the angle a' lies in the origin and 
the side of the length E' lies on the axis Oe. By (3 . 1 5), the distance from the point (0, 0) to 
the point A' = cp(A) will lie in the bounds between r� == q(E/2) cosa and R� == QE and 
the distance from the point (E', 0) lies in the bounds between r� == qE sin a and � = �.  

v 

A cp A' 
-

o E e o E' u 
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As the result, we obtain the following system of inequalities described the set, in which 
the point A' can lie: 

�2 + 1]2 � r� 
e + 1]2 :::; R� 
(� - E') 2 + 1]2 � r2 
(� - E') 2 + 1]2 :::; R2 
� � o  
1] � o. 

(3 . 1 6) 

The similarity transformations preserve magnitude of the angles. We decrease then the 
triangle tl.' for the E' times. Then we obtain 

rl = r� = 
qE > q 

, Rl = 
R
E
! = 

Q
E� :::; Q

q , E' 2E' cos a - 2Q cos a 

= r2 = qE sin a > q sin a R = 
R2 

= 
QE < Q r2 E' E - Q ' 2 E' E' - q .  

Now (3 . 1 6) implies the system 

e + 1]2 � rl 
�2 + 1]2 :::; Rl 
(� - 1 ) 2 + 1]2 � r2 
(� - 1 )2 + 1]2 :::; R2 
� � o  
1] � o .  

(3 . 1 7) 

Under done assumptions, the minimum of the quantity a' can be reached only at two 
points, first, at the point of the intersection of the circle R,.l (0, 0) and the circle R,.2 ( 1 , 0), 
or at the point of the intersection of the circles RRI (0 , 0) and R,.2 (1 ,  0) . The values 

and 
. /4R2 - (R2 - r2 + 1 ) 2 

tan a' = V 1 1 2 R� - r� + 1 

are corresponding to these points, respectively. 
If these circles are not intersecting (it is possible in the case, if rl +r2 :::; 1 or Rl -r2 � 1 

), then the point A' can lie on the axis O�, and hence, the angle a' can equal to O. 
The statement iii) follows from the sine theorem for triangles and (3 . 1 5). 
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3.6 Orientation 

As above, let U be a domain in the (-plane and let w = IP( () be a homeomorphic mapping 
from the domain U onto the domain D. 

The quasiisometry does not guarantee that the mapping IP preserves the orientation of 
the triples of points. We will also need an infonnation on a deviation between IP( () and (. 

Theorem 5. Suppose that there exists a constant P > 0 such thatfor all points ( E U 

P 
I IP( ) - ( I < T ' (3 . 1 8) 

where T is length of the largest side of the triangle. 
If a triangle � C U has angles not less, than Q and 

4P Q > arctan T2 ' (3 . 1 9) 

then the triple of the vertices of � preserves the orientation under the mapping IP. 
In particular, suppose that the domain U is convex, 0 E U, and the mapping IP preserves 

the fixed point ( = 0 and satisfies the condition 

I I IP' - I I I  < A , (3 .20) 

where I E M2,2 is the unit matrix. Suppose, in addition, that the triangle � has one of the 
vertices at the point ( = 0 and its angles are greater than arctan( 4(1 + A)IT) . Then the 
triple of the vertices of � preserves its orientation. 

Proof. Denote �, the triangle which is fonned by the images of the triple of the vertices 
of �. Locate the triangle � in the w-plane as on the drawing. Let M be a set in which the 
third vertex C can lie. 

v M 

If IP( C) lies higher than the base of �', then IP preserves the orientation of the triangle. 
Thus in the worst case, vertices A and B are displaced up at the distance PIT, and the 
vertex C lies in the down part of M and is displaced at the distance PIT. If the distance 
from the axis Ou to the set M greater that 2P IT, then IPC C) does not intersect the base. It 
follows from (3 . 1 9). 

The second part of the theorem follows from its first part and Theorem 1. Here it is 
sufficient to observe that assumptions (3 .20) and IP(O) = 0 imply 

everywhere in �'. 
I I IP(() - ( I I < ( 1  + A) T 
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3.7 Conclusion 

We pointed to a few of distortion estimates under qusiispmetric mappings useful for the 
construction of grids on surfaces. The set of such , estimates does not become exhausted 
by them. Clearly, that there are many other helpful estimates connected with distortion 
triangles on surfaces. The construction of the geometric theory of quasiisometric mappings 
on surfaces in ]R3 is a certain primary task. Unconditionally, tests for mappings between 
surfaces to be quasiisometries are also valuable. 
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Chapter 4 

GRID O PTIMIZATION AND ADAPTATION 

Sergey A .  Ivanenko and Boris N. Azarenokl 

Dorodnicyn Computing Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences 

A variational approach of two-dimensional grid generation, based on the principle of 
minimal energy density of a mapping, is presented. Cell shape control allows us to construct 
grids, being orthogonal near the boundary with prescribed spacing, as it can be done by a 
hyperbolic grid generator. At the same time the method is elliptic with immanent guarantee 
to produce grids free of folding. To adapt the mesh towards singularities in the solution of 
a flow problem. the energy density functional, written on the surface of graph of control 
function, is used. The problem of the boundary nodes redistribution is considered. A vari
ational principle, allowing for determining classes of one-to-one mappings, is formulated. 
A consequence is that there exist equations describing all possible one-to-one mappings. A 
discrete analogue of this variational principle is formulated and proved. Method capabilities 
are illustrated in a number of examples. The energy density in the 3D case is introduced. 

4.1 Introduction 

In a one dimension space for grid generation, it was developed the equidistribution prin
ciple, cf. [25] .  The idea is that the Jacobian of the mapping, multiplied by some positive 
weight function, is set equal to a positive constant 

wx� = canst > 0 ,  w{�) > 0 ,  � E (O, 1 )  , 

and the mapping x{�) satisfies the boundary conditions 

x{O) = 0 ,  x{l) = 1 .  

(4. 1 )  

(4.2) 

IThis paper was planed by the both authors. After Sergey lvanenko's death the second author wrote it on 

the basis of the material in hand. 
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Instead of (4. 1 )  we may consider the minimization problem for the functional 

(4.3) 

on the class of the functions x(�) , satisfying the boundary conditions (4.2). Differentiating 
(4. 1 )  with respect to �, we get the Euler-Lagrange equation for the functional (4.3) 

(wx�)� = o .  (4.4) 

In general all one-dimensional adaptive methods are reduced to the equidistribution princi
ple. This is due to the function x(�) , being the solution of (4.4) with the boundary conditions 
(4.2), is the one-to-one mapping � -tx, since from (4. 1 )  it follows that the Jacobian is posi
tive. On the other hand, for any smooth one-to-one mapping x* (�) with a positive Jacobian 
we can define the weight function w=const(xV-1 and then x* (�) will satisfy the equation 
(4.4). Therefore, both the variation formulation of minimizing the functional (4.3) and the 
Euler-Lagrange equation (4 .4) include, as solutions, all smooth one-to-one mappings with a 
positive Jacobian. A mapping, being not one-to-one, can not satisfy the equation (4.4) with 
a positive weight function w(�) .  

Simplicity and geometrical clearness of the equidistribution principle have simulated 
numerous attempts to extend it in the multidimensional case (cf. [ 1 0] ,  Chapts. 1 ,34). An 
analogous reasoning with purpose to obtain a mapping of the unit square in plane (�, .,,) 
onto the domain S1 in plane (x , y) suggests to apply linear elliptic equations, where the 
coefficients are defined as that in the one-dimensional case, for instance, in the following 
way 

(WIX�\ + (W2X1))1) = 0 , 

(WIY�\ + (W2YT/)T/ = 0 . 

However, the class of all solutions of these equations with positive WI and W2 contains 
functions x(� , .,,) , y(� , .,,) which cannot execute a one-to-one mapping of the unit square 
onto S1.  A similar result is observed to many other differential and variational formulations, 
employed at present time. 

In this work we present a variational approach, based on the principle of the minimal en
ergy density of a mapping [ 1 5, 1 6] ,  being a generalization of the equidistribution principle in 
the 2D case. It is formulated in the both continuum and discrete case in Sections 4. 1 0,4. 1 1 .  
A complete proof is executed only for the discrete mapping in Section4. 1 1 .  

This principle leads to a variational formulation of the elliptic grid generator. The main 
idea is the following. In every cell, it is introduced a local mapping of this cell onto an
other cell with a shape given in some manner or obtained using an algorithm by introducing 
additional information. In particular, as an objective shape one can use a shape of the corre
sponding grid cell, generated at the first stage. Thus, for every cell the parameters, defining 
the shape which the cell should tend to, are given. For instance, in the triangle there are two 
parameters: two sides length ratio and angle between them. The shape measure is a quantity 
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inverse to the energy density. Maximum of such a shape measure corresponds to the min
imum of the energy density and it is attained if and only if the shape of the element is the 
same as that in the corresponding objective shape. We fonnulate a local objective function 
(i.e. energy density) and its minimization allows us to obtain a cell shape being homothetic 
to a given one. A global objective function (or energy density) is obtained by summing the 
local shapes over all grid cells. Grid correction is defined by minimizing the global energy 
density. This user-defined grid quality measure is implemented in the optimization-based 
method of grid generation and improvement. The approach can be considered as extension 
of methods, based on constructing a mapping being a composition of the algebraic map
ping and inverse to the hannonic one (see [8, 23] and chapter 5), giving a guarantee that the 
composite mapping is invertible in the continuous approach. The present approach gives 
such a guarantee at the discrete level. 

The energy density of grid defonnation is a discrete functional with an infinite barrier 
at the boundary of the set of unfolded grids and is an extension of the barrier function, 
introduced in [ 1 1 ]  (see also [5]). Barrier functions for grid generation and optimization 
have been also considered in [24] , [ 1 9] .  The barrier property is very important in problems 
with moving boundaries and in moving adaptive grid technology [ 1 ,  2, 3] because such 
methods ensure generation of unfolded grids at every time step. The direct control of the cell 
shape is used to provide mesh orthogonality with a prescribed cell width near the boundary. 
Adaptation to the solution of the host equations can be realized as in the adaptive-hannonic 
grid generator [ 14] .  In the 3D case the well known tetrahedron shape measure, such as the 
mean ratio, can be obtained from the energy density of the defonnation of the equilateral 
tetrahedron. The condition number of the Jacobian matrix, measured in the Frobenius nonn 
[18], can be obtained as well. 

4.2 Energy Density of a Linear Transformation in 2D 

The energy density of a mapping is introduced for the linear transfonnations of a plane. 
This quantity characterizes the underlying linear mapping and is an orthogonal invariant, 
i.e., it does not change under orthogonal transfonnations. Consider a linear transfonnation 
of the coordinates 

(4.5) 

This transfonnation is defined uniquely by the mapping of three points, not located along 
a straight line, in plane (� , 'T1) into three points, not located along a straight line, in plane (x, y) , see Fig. 4. 1 .  The matrix c= (Cij) is the Jacobi matrix of the mapping (4.5). If the 
Jacobian of the mapping, equal to the determinant of the Jacobi matrix, is not equal to zero, 
i.e. 

J = CnC22 - C21C12 i= 0 , 

then this mapping is invertible (nondegenerate). 
Consider in what way the distance squared between two points changes under the trans

fonnation (4.5). First, the coordinates are shifted so that Cl =0 and C2=0. Then, under 
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3 

3 

2 
x 

(a) 

Figure 4. 1 :  Correspondence of vertices under the mapping of a triangle in plane (� , rJ) into 
a triangle in plane (x , y) . 

the invertible mapping, the radius vector r= (x , y) length squared can be represented as a 
positive definite quadratic form 

(4.6) 

The elements of the symmetric and positive definite matrix 9=(9i; )=C T c (c T is a trans
posed matrix) are given by formulas 

One can readily check that 
2 J2 91 1922 - 912 = . (4.7) 

In analytical geometry, there is a theorem stating that by rotating the � , rJ-coordinates through 
some angle a 

� = e cos a - rJ' sin a ,  rJ = e sin a + rJ' cos a , 

the quadratic form (4.6) can be reduced to the canonical form 

where the coefficients 9� 1 and 9�2 are the roots of the quadratic equation 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

The equation (4.9) is a characteristic equation of the quadratic form (4.6). Its roots are 
always real, since the discriminant is positive 
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Since the matrix 9= (9ij ) is positive definite, the roots are positive: AI , A2 > o. 
Let AI , A2 be two solutions of the equation (4.9). The coefficients of this equation 

tr(9) = (911  + 922) = Al + A2 , det(9) = 911922 - 9�2 = J2 = AIA2 , 

are said to be the orthogonal invariants of the quadratic form (4.6), since they do not change 
under the orthogonal transformations of plane (e, 11) , i.e., under the superposition of a rota
tion, reflection, and shift. 

The discriminant of (4.9) depends only on invariants and equals zero if and only if 

911 = 922 , 912 = 0 . (4. 1 1) 

If the conditions (4. 1 1 ) are satisfied, the linear transformation (4.5) is conformal, i.e., it is 
a superposition of the orthogonal transformation and dilatation with the same coefficient 
along the both axes. From (4. 10) it follows that 

� 911 + 922 > 1 
2 yf911922 - 9�2 -

, 

moreover it turns into the equality if and only if the conditions (4. 1 1 )  are satisfied. 

(4. 1 2) 

Accordingly to the theorem on reducing the quadratic form (4.6) to the canonical form 
(4.8) it follows that any invertible linear mapping is a superposition of an orthogonal trans
formation and dilatation along the e' , 11' -axes with the coefficients .;>:l and y'X2, respec
tively. Under this mapping the unit square is transformed into the rectangle with the sides 
.fJ\i and y'X2. 

In the physical sense the expression in the left-hand side of (4. 12) is the (internal) energy 
density. Actually, the numerator in (4. 12), equal Al + A2, is the sum of the lengths squared of 
the rectangle sides, i.e., proportional to the elastic deformation energy of two springs with 
zero length oriented along the e' , 11'-axes. The denominator is the rectangle area VAIA2 . 
Thus, this expression (in the left-hand side of (4. 12» is the orthogonal invariant of the 
mapping (4.5) and can be written in the form 

e(x, y) (I:, '11) = � tr(9) = 
� Al + A2 = � ( Mt 

+ 
f>:;) . 

.. .  , 2 yfdet(9) 2 VAIA2 2 V >:;  V >:;  (4. 1 3) 

We refer the function e(x, y) to as the (internal) energy density of the mapping 
(e, 11)-+( x, y) . Its minimum is achieved under the mapping, satisfying the condition Al =A2' 
which is equivalent to (4. 1 1). Note that in the 2D case the energy density is also a conformal 
invariant, since it does not change under a linear conformal transformation (e,  11) -+( e', 11') . 

We extend the formula (4. 1 3) to the case of a linear mapping between two planes, 
defined by different linear transformations of the same plane (e, 11) . Consider a mapping 
(X, Y)-+(x, y) , where x(e, 11) , y(e, 11) and X(e, 11) , Y(e, 11) are two linear transfonnations 
with the matrices c and C, respectively. The vector length squared x2+y2 and X2+Y2 is 
calculated using positive definite quadratic forms with matrices 

9 = (9ij ) = eTc , and G = (Gij) = CT C . 
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The quadratic form, corresponding to the mapping (X, Y)�(x, y) , is defined by the 
matrix (C-1 ) T C T cC-l . The characteristic equation is of the form 

det[( C-1 ) T c T cC-1 - AIJ = det( C) -2det( eTc - ACT C) = 0 , 

where I is the identity matrix. Hence, subject to the matrix C is invertible, the character
istic equation for the matrix (C-1 f c T cC-1 possesses the same solutions AI ,  A2 as the 
characteristic equation of the pair of quadratic forms 

det(g - AG) = det(G)det(G-lg - AI) = 0 . (4. 14) 

The orthogonal invariants of the mapping (X, Y) � (x, y) depend upon the eigenvalues 
Al ,2 of the matrix (G-lg) 

A + A - t (G-1 ) - G11 + 2 G12 + G22 _ g1 1G22 - 2g12G12 + g22G1 1  
1 2 - r 9 - g1 1  g12 g22 - det( G) , 

-1 det(g) A1A2 = det(G g) = det(G) . 

Here Gij are the elements of the matrix G-1 inverse to G. Substituting them in (4. l 3), we 
obtain 

(4. 1 5) 

Note that the formula (4. 1 5) is symmetric with respect to 9 and G, and, consequently, 

e(x, y) (X, Y) = e(X, Y) (x, y) . 

We formulate the properties of the energy density of the linear mapping. 

1. The energy density is an orthogonal invariant, which remains unchanged under 
orthogonal transformations of planes (X, Y) and (x, y). Moreover, it is also a confor
mal invariant, since e(x, y) (X, Y)=e(ax, ay) (f3X, f3Y) with any a, f3 > O. In the 2D 
case the energy density is identical to the direct and inverse linear transformations, i. e., 
e(x, y) (X, Y)=e(X, Y) (x, y) . 

2. If a mapping x(X, Y) , y(X, Y) becomes singular, i.e. , J � 0, and if at least one 
of the quantities Al or A2 does not tend to 0, then the energy density e�oo. If the energy 
density does not tend to 00 while J � 0, the transformation degenerates into a point: 
(X, Y)�(O, 0), and in this case Al � 0 and A2 � 0 simultaneously. 

3. Optimalityprinciple. Minimum of the energy density e(x, y) (X, Y) of a Ii near trans
formation (X, Y)�(x, y) is equal to 1 and is attained ifand only if A1=A2, i. e. , provided 
that the transformation is conformal. 
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4.3 Shape Measure for Triangular and Quadrilateral Cells 

Consider a linear transformation of a given triangle in plane (� , ,,,) into a triangle in plane 
(x, y) .  The sides and angles L1. L2, � and h, 12 , C{J of the triangles are shown in Fig. 4. 1 .  A 
correspondence between the vertices of the triangles defines a unique linear transformation 
(4.5). The Jacobian of the transformation is equal to the areas ratio 

(4. 1 6) 

Note that the conforma1ity condition is the similitude conditions for the triangles 

(4. 17) 

In the ID case, the shape measure has no sense, since any two segments are homothetic. 
We aim to construct a shape measure et (h , 12 , C{J, L1, L2 ' �) so that its minimum pro

vides the conditions (4. 17) to be fulfilled. Clearly that it should be "dimensionless", i.e., 
not change at substitution 

(h, 12, L1 , L2) -t (Ph ,  P12, PL1 , PL2) , 

where p:f:O is a real number. The shape measure is a characteristic of a linear transforma
tion, induced by a mapping of a given triangle in plane (�, ,,,) into a triangle in plane (x, y) .  
Hence, it should not change under an orthogonal transformation of plane (�, ,,,) ,  and, there
fore, depend only on the orthogonal invariants of the quadratic form (4. 17). For instance, 
the function 

(4. 1 8) 

is not invariant under the orthogonal transformations, and, consequently, can not be used as 
a shape measure. We demonstrate it in the case depicted in Fig. 4.2, where it is presented the 
linear transformation of the figure (grid cell), consisting of two triangles: equilateral and 
right-angled isosceles. The linear transformation is a dilatation along the �-axis: x=P�, 
y=",. Let lij be a length of the side joining the points with numbers i,j ,  and C{Jijk be the 
angle between the sides lij and ljk . Similarly, we introduce Lij and �ijk .  Note that the 
shape measure for the equilateral triangle should not depend upon numeration, i.e., the 
following equality is to be hold 

This equality does not hold for the function (4. 1 8}, since it is not invariant under the or
thogonal transformations. Actually, the shape measures of the right-angled and equilateral 
triangles are known and used in smoothing irregular grids (cf. [ 1 3]) 
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t 7r 
l�3 + l�4 + l�4 e (l23 , l24, 1t'324, 1 , 1 , -3 ) = 4l l ·  . ( /3) . 23 24 sm 1t'324 sm 7r 

It may be of interest to note that in this example the above functions take the same value 
for the both triangles, equal to the energy density of the mapping. 

3 3 

x 

Figure 4.2: Dilatation offigure consisting of two triangles. 

So as to derive the shape measure in a general case we rewrite (4. 1 3) in terms of the 
sides length and angles of the triangle. Since the energy density (4. 1 3) does not change 
under a coordinate system rotation in plane (�, .,,) , we assume that the side L1 is parallel to 
the �-axis. Draw a perpendicular from vertex 3 to this side. Point 4 is intersection of them, 
see Fig. 4. 1 b. Due to linearity of the mapping it follows that the image of this point divides 
the side I I with the same ratio as that for the side L1 as for the side L1 .  It follows that 

(OX) 2 (oy ) 2 
2 (L2 cos <.P )  2 ( ) -2 l� 

91 1 = o� 
+ o� = I I L1 

L2 COS <.P = 
L� , 

(OX ) 2 ( Oy ) 2 
922 = 0." + 0." 

_ [l2 ( L2 cos <.P ) 2 l2 2l l (L2 cos <.P ) 1 (L . "",) -2 - 1 L1 
+ 2 - 1 2 L1 

cos It' 2 sm ':l' • 

Recalling (4. 1 6) the function (4. 1 3) takes the form 
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(4. 19) 

This function is said to be a triangle shape measure. Note, when deriving (4. 19), we as
sume that it , l2' Ll ,  L2=10, t.p, �=l0, and t.p, �=l1I". The fonnula (4. 19) can be obtained from 
(4. 15) if to define the mappings with 91 1=l�, 922=l�, 912=lll2 cos t.p, Gl l=L�, G22=L�, 
G12=L1 L2 cos �. The shape measure can be also interpreted as the energy density. 

To check whether the conditions (4. 1 7) are satisfied, we introduce notations from [9] 
(see also chapter 2) 

l� = p exp(a) ,  L� = Rexp(A) , l� = p exp( -a) , L� = R exp( -A) . 

With these notations the expression (4. 19) takes the fonn independent on p and R 

sh2 f3-B + sin2 !f-� 
et = 2 � . 

2 + 1 .  
sm t.p sm �  

(4.20) 

It is clear that the minimum of (4.20) is attained if f3=B and t.p=�, i.e., the conditions 
(4. 17) are satisfied. Note that 1/  et is a triangular shape measure according to the definition 
given in [7] and applied for triangles. Note that in [9] (see also chapter 2) it was suggested 
a functional with an integrand equal to the numerator in (4.20).

· 
Below we will show that 

it is the denominator sin t.p sin � that provides the ''barrier property" guaranteeing unfolded 
grid generation. The barrier property satisfies the conditions of invertibility for the global 
mapping. 

From (4.20) and property 3 of the energy density (see Section4.2) it follows 
Property 1. lftwo triangle vertices arefixed in plane (x, y), then the function et pos

sesses a unique minimum being attainable if and only if a=A and t.p=�, i.e., when the 
conditions (4. 1 7) are satisfied. 

Consider the shape measure (4. 1 9) when the mapping degenerates, i .e. , at J -+ O. We 
assume that the triangle in plane (e, '11) does not degenerate. 

Since J=lll2 sin t.p/(L1L2 sin �) , there are possible two cases: 
a) The triangle in plane (x, y) degenerates into a segment. It is possible subject to 

sin t.p -+ 0 or only one of values l l '  l2 tends to zero. 
b) The triangle degenerates into a point and then ll ' 12 -+ 0 simultaneously. 
From property 2 of the energy density (see Section 4.2) it follows a local barrier property 

of the triangle shape measure. 
Property 2. lfthe triangle in plane (x, y) degenerates, i.e., J -+ 0, and at /east one of 

the values II, l2 does not tend to zero, then et -+ +00. 
Note that if J -+ 0 at J<O and at least one of the values II , 12 does not tend to zero, 

then et '-+ -00. 
The sign of the Jacobian coincides with the sign of the term sin t.p sin � in the denomi

nator of (4.20). Hence, the Jacobian can be positive ( J>O) in two cases: 
a) 0 < t.p, � < 11", and b) -11" < t.p, � < o .  
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The energy density of a quadrilateral element can be expressed as 

(4.2 1)  

where, for example, et i s  the function (4.20) for the triangle corresponding to vertex 1 of 
the quadrilateral element (see Fig. 4.2) 

t l l�2L�4 + l�4L�2 - 2l12l 14L12L14 cos <P214 cos <P214 e1 = 2 h2h4 sin i.p214L12L14 sin <P214 
The quantities e� , e� , e� for the remain vertices are calculated similarly. 

(4.22) 

If to join the quadrilateral vertices with its center (centroid), we can define another 
quadrilateral shape measure, based on dividing the quadrilateral into four triangles. It is 
possible to define another shape measures, as a sum of triangle shape measures at some 
partitioning of the quadrilateral. 

The minimum of eq , equal to I ,  is attained for a quadrilateral, being homothetic to a 
given one. The properties of eq outflow from that of et

, set forth above. 

4.4 Energy Density of Grid Deformation 

Consider an unstructured grid, formed by quadrilateral elements. A correspondence be
tween local and global enumerations is defined as 

n = n(N, k) , n = 1 , 2, . . . , Nn' N = 1 , 2, . . . , Ne, k = 0, 1 , 2 , 3 , 

where n is the global node number, Nn is the total number of grid nodes, N is an element 
number, Ne is the number of elements, k is the local node number in the element. 

The energy density of the grid deformation eh is obtained by averaging over all grid 
cells 

(4.23) 

where et are calculated via (4.22). 
There is an interesting property of the function (4.23). Consider a hypothetical case 

when the grid structure and objective shape for every cell, identical to the shapes of an 
existing grid, are known. Ifwe specify positions of two arbitrary neighboring nodes of the 
grid, then the positions of all other nodes can be obtained sequentially from the condition 
eh=1 . Similarly, if the positions of the internal boundary nodes are specified, then all other 
nodes can be obtained layer by layer as that in a hyperbolic method, meantime the present 
method is elliptic. 

Obviously that any grid perturbation, when at least two nodes are fixed, leads eh to 
increase, if the shape measure in the cells corresponds to the one in the initial grid. 
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The main property of the energy density of grid deformation, resulting from local prop
erties of the shape measure (see Section 4.3), can be formulated as 

Theorem. Every unfolded mesh, constructed in the domain by defined coordinates of the 
boundary nodes, generates a class of grids with the same structure and with the same values 
of sin <p in the corresponding internal cell angles. Thus, the set of all grids with identical 
structure and coordinates of the boundary nodes can be divided into classes, separated by 
the infinite barrier of functions eh, where the cell objective shape corresponds to a cell of a 
grid belonging to this class. 

4.5 Specification of Objective Shapes near the Boundary 

By virtue of the above theorem on the barrier property of the energy density, it follows that 
a defon:nation of a grid, belonging to some class (e.g. to a class of convex grids, i.e., grids 
consisting of convex quadrilaterals), can be executed by defining a cell objective shape so 
that minimization of eh produces a mesh from this class. Meanwhile, a grid with the shape 
in every cell equal identically to the objective shape may not exist. As an example we 
specify a harmonic mesh, whose objective shape in every cell is a square. 

To achieve grid orthogonality near the boundary we should specify the corresponding 
cell objective shape. First, an "orthogonal" direction is to be specified in every boundary 
node. With this purpose one determines an intersection point of two lines, parallel to the 
boundary segments (i-I , i) and (i ,  i+I )  (see Fig. 4.3 a). The vector rl . orthogonal to the 
interval (i- I ,  i ) ,  is given by 

Xl = dO(-Yi + Yi-l )h /(Xi-l - Xi)2 + (Yi-l  - Yi) 2 , 

Yl = do(xi - xi-I )/  V(Xi-l - Xi)2 + (Yi-l  - Yi ) 2 . 

Here do is the width of the boundary cell layer. Coordinates of r2 are computed similarly. 
The vector r is determined from the conditions 

rl (r - rl ) = O ,  r2 (r - r2) = 0. 

Solving this system of linear equations, we obtain 

Y2 \rl \2 - YI \r2 \ 2 x2 \rl \ 2 - xI \r2 \ 2 
x = y = 

XIY2 - X2YI XIY2 - X2Yl 

The cell shapes in the next layer can be obtained similarly. To provide a smooth trans
formation of the cell shape from the boundary cell layer to the internal cell layer, a linear 
interpolation of the objective shape is used along the corresponding curvilinear coordinate 
lines. The shape of two cells at the ends of the interpolation layer is known. These cells 
are scaled and rotated in such a way that their bottom sides coincide and interpolation is 
performed along lines, connecting two top vertices of the cells (see Fig. 4.3 b) 

r3U) = ( 1 - s)r3 + sr3' , r4 (j) = ( 1 - s)r4 + sr4' . 
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Figure 4.3 :  

The interpolation coefficient s i s  detennined by a cell location in the interpolation layer 

s = (j - 1) / (Nj - 1) , 

where Nj is the total number of cells in the interpolation layer along the j-direction, j is 
the cell number in the layer. If necessary a polynomial (quadratic, etc.) interpolation can 
be used here. 

Coordinates of the objective cell vertices (Xk , Yk) , k=l ,  2, 3 , 4 are specified as follows 

Note that many other algorithms can be formulated to specify the objective shape. The con
ception "orthogonality near the boundary" can be introduced by the user himself. Besides, 
the objective cell can be a non-planar quadrilateral. It may be of use to apply an arbitrary 
quadrilateral in space ]R3. For instance, if we want that all four triangles, into which the ob
jective cell is divided by every of two diagonals, to be equilateral triangles, then the regular 
tetrahedron should be used as the objective cell. 

4.6 Energy Density Functional 

Consider a mapping (M, G) ---+( m, g) of two-dimensional manifolds M and m with metrics 
G and g, respectively. We work with the same local system of coordinate �, 'T] to the both 
manifolds. The problem of minimizing the energy density functional is formulated as 

1 = ! If tr (G-1g) d�d'T] = ! If tr (g-lG) d�d'T] (4.24) 2 Jdet(G-lg) 2 Jdet(g-lG) 

= ! If gUG22 - 2g12G12 + g22GU d�d . 2 Jdet(g) Jdet(G) 
'T] 
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Consequently, the mapping, delivering a minimum for the functional I, will be harmonic if 
instead of the metric Gij the "scaled" metric 

Gij = Gij / v'det( G) 
is used. In this case det( G)=1 . The Euler-Lagrange equations for the functional (4.24) are 
elliptic and, besides, subject to a non-positive curvature of M and convexity of its boundary 
(with respect to the metric Gij) the theorem on existence and uniqueness of the one-to-one 
harmonic mapping (m, 9) -+ (M, G) is correct (cf. [22]). 

When adapting to a control (in other words monitor) function I(x, y) the metric 9 is 
defined as follows (for details see [3, 5]) 

9u = x� + Y� + (fzxe + lyYe) 2 , 922 = x� + Y� + (fzXTJ + IYYTJ)2 , 

912 = xeXTJ + YeYTJ + (fzxe + lyYe) (/zxTJ + IYYTJ) . 
Substituting them in (4.24) we have 

where 

1 // Dl {1 + J':) + D2(l + I:) + 2Dafzly 
1 = - �� , 2 (xeYTJ - xTJYe)VI + f'1 + 1;v'GUG22 - G�2 

Dl = x�G22 - 2XeXTJG12 + x�Gu , D2 = y�G22 - 2YeYTJG12 + y�Gu , 
D3 = XeYeG22 - (xeYTJ + xllYe)Gl2 + XTJYTJGll . 

(4.25) 

The minimization problem for the functional (4.25) is equivalent to the problem of con
structing such a curvilinear coordinate system (i.e. structured grid) on the surface z= I (x, y) 
that the averaged energy density of the mapping (X, Y) -+( X, y, I (x, y» is minimized. The 
mapping (e, ,,,) -+ (X, Y) is assumed to be known, and the metric tensor components Gij 
are calculated as 

Gu = Xl + Ye2 , G12 = XeXlI + y{ YTJ , G22 = X; + YTJ2 . (4.26) 

In the case of an unstructured grid, the problem is posed for the energy density of the 
mapping of a target cell in plane (X, Y) onto the corresponding cell on the surface. Finally, 
a minimization problem is posed to the sum of functionals written for every cell, i.e., for 
the averaged energy density. 

To control the number of cells contained in a subdomain of high gradient of I, it was 
previously proposed to replace the function I(x, y) (cf. [ 10] ,  Chapt. 8) by the function 
cal (x, Y) ,  where Ca is the coefficient of adaptation. The function I (x, y) is scaled so that the 
difference of the maximal and minimal values of I equals to the diagonal of the rectangle 
circumscribed about the domain in plane (x, y) 

Imaz - Imin = v'(xmaz - Xmin)2 + (Ymaz - Ymin)2 . 
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The relative number of grid points, contained in a steep-gradient layer, increases with rise 
of the coefficient of adaptation Ca , whose value is usually set within the interval (0.05 , 0.5) . 
In the case of an elliptic problem, the relative number of grid points, contained in the layer, 
is approximately equal to Cal ( Ca + 1 ) [ 1 3] ,  i .e. , about one-third of the points belongs to the 
steep-gradient layer when ca=0.5 .  

Practical computations show that when a grid is  adapted to a smooth function, an in
crease in Ca makes the resulting grid "sensitive" to a larger domain of a sufficiently steep 
gradient. Furthermore, as Ca --t 00 the grid, adapted to a continuously differentiable func
tion f of one variable, is optimal in the C norm in the sense that the C -norm error of 
piecewise constant interpolation is minimized. Indeed, with f replaced by caf(x) , the one
dimensional functional (with Gij=8ij) has the form 1 - /  1 d� - XE Jl + c�f; 

, 

and the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation, which determines the asymptotic behavior 
of the Jacobian of the adaptive harmonic grid, can be written as 

xE = const( l/c� + f;) -1/2 . 
At the same time, a grid, being optimal in the C norm under a piecewise constant interpo
lation, is characterized by a Jacobian asymptotically expressed as 

xE = const l fx l -1 . 
Therefore, the adaptive harmonic grid is optimal in the C norm as Ca --t 00. 

When an adaptive grid is to be generated for a vector-valued control function with 
components Ii (x, y) , rather than for a scalar f (x, y) , one can write the functional I in the 
following generalized form: 

where 

I = � / / 0'.91 1 + 213912 + "(922 d�d 
2 (xEYT/ - XT/YE) J911922 - 9f2JG1 1G22 - GI2 

rJ ,  

911 = 1 + 2: c; (fi ); , 912 = 2: c; (Ii)x (fi)y , 922 = 1 + 2: c; (fi)� . 
i i i 

The minimization problem for this functional is equivalent to the problem of construct
ing such a coordinate system on the surface, described by the vector function 

r(x, y) = (cd1 ' c2!2 . . .  ) (X, y) 
that the averaged energy density for the mapping (X, Y) --t (x, y, r (x, y) )  is minimized. As 
a result one obtains a surface parametrization in the form (x, y, cd1 ' c2!2 . . .  ) (� ' rJ), which 
corresponds to a structured grid. In the case of an unstructured grid, the problem is posed for 
the energy density of the mapping of a given cell in plane (X, Y) onto the corresponding 
surface cell . When a problem of computational fluid dynamics is to be solved, fi (X, y) 
denote either the flow parameters u, v, p, p or their functions, e.g. I V I = Ju2 + v2 (cf. 
[ 1 , 2]). 
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Figure 4.4: The cell in plane (e, .,,) is a unit square. Solid lines indicate the underlying cell, 

dash lines show the adjacent cells. The underlying cell is split into two triangles by the 
diagonal 24 (and analogously by the diagonal 1 3). 
4.7 Discretization 

A finite-difference analogue of the functional I can be derived as follows. A square cell 
(with the side equal to 1) in plane (e, .,,) is split into triangles by the diagonals 24 and 13 ,  see 

Fig. 4.4. The mapping of the square onto a quadrilateral cell in plane (x, y) is approximated 

by the half-sum of two functions, each is a linear function in the corresponding triangle. 

Denote the half-sum of these functions by xh(e, .,,) and yh (e, .,,) . They define a piecewise 
linear mapping of the parametric square onto a quadrilateral cell. Unlike a bilinear map

ping, the inverse mapping of the quadrilateral onto the parametric square has derivatives, 
being discontinuous across the diagonals. Furthermore, the mapping of the square onto 

the quadrilateral cell in plane (X, Y) with vertices Xl , Yh X2, Y2, X3, Y3, X4, 1'4 is also 
approximated by the half-sum of two functions, being linear in the corresponding triangle. 
All derivatives in the integrand of I are readily calculated, and the integral over the square 

cell in plane (e, .,,) is approximated by the half-sum of the integrals of piecewise linear ap

proximations for the underlying functions. As a result one obtains an approximation of the 

integral (4.25) in the fonn 

(4.27) 

where Ne is the number of grid cells, k specifies the vertex number in the cell, see Fig. 4.4, 
and the integrand is 

Fk = aDI + f3D2 + 'YD3 . J 
(4.28) 
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For brevity we omit the subscript k in the right-hand side of (4.28). These quantities are 
defined as 

Q = 
1 + f; 

, f3 = 1 + f; , 'Y  = 2fxfy , 
BJ 1 + r; + fJ BJI + f� + fJ B Jl + f� + fJ 

D1 = (Xk+1 - Xk) 2G22 - 2(Xk+1 - Xk) (Xk-1 - Xk)G12 + (Xk-1 - Xk) 2Gl l  , 

D2 = (Yk+1 - Yk)2G22 - 2 (Yk+1 - Yk) (Yk-1  - Yk)G12 + (Yk-1 - Yk) 2Gl l  , 

D3= (Xk+1 - Xk ) (Yk+1 - Yk)G22- [(Xk+1 - Xk ) (Yk- 1 - Yk)+(Xk-1 - Xk) (Yk+1 - Yk ) ]G12 
+ (Xk-1 - Xk) (Yk-1 - Yk)Gll , 

J = (Xk+1 - Xk) (Yk-1 - Yk ) - (Xk-1 - Xk ) (Yk+1 - Yk) , 

and approximation of (4.26) gives 

Gll  = (Xk+1 - Xk) 2 + (Yk+1 - Yk)2 , G22 = (Xk-1 - Xk)2 + (Yk-1 - Yk)2 , 

G12 = (Xk+1 - Xk) (Xk-1 - Xk) + (Yk+1 - Yk) (Yk-1 - Yk) , 

B = JGl lG22 - G�2 = (Xk+1 - Xk) (Yk-1 - Yk)  - (Xk-1 - Xk) (Yk+1 - Yk) . 

4.8 Minimization Procedure 

Recall that under a convex mesh we mean the grid, every cell of which is a convex quadri
lateral. If the set of convex meshes is not empty, the system of algebraic equations written 
for every interior node (here i is a global node number) 

OIh oIh Rx = - = 0 , Ry = - = 0 , (4.29) 
OXi OYi 

has at least one solution being a convex mesh. To find it one should have an initial convex 
mesh and then to use a method of unconstrained minimization. 

The discrete functional ]h is minimized by applying a quasi-Newton procedure. As
suming the grid to be convex at the pth step of the iteration procedure we find the coordi
nates of the ith node at the p+ 1 st step using the quasi-Newton method in the sense that the 
Hessian is a diagonal matrix 

_ xf - T (Rx 
oRy 

_ Ry 
oRx ) (ORx oRy _ 

oRy oRx ) -1 
, (4.30) 

0Yi 0Yi OXi 0Yi OXi 0Yi 

= yf _ T (Ry 
oRx _ Rx 

oRy ) (ORx oRy 
_ 

oRy oRx ) -1 

OXi OXi OXi 0Yi OXi 0Yi 

here the iteration parameter T is within the interval 0 < T < 1 .  
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To demonstrate, how to find Rx, Ry and their derivatives, we consider one of four tri
angles, into which the cell is partitioned by two diagonals, e.g., with vertices 1 ,2 and 4, see 

Fig. 4.4. The integrand (4.28) does not depend on rotation of the coordinates e, 'f/, and as a 
result the fonnulas below hold for the remaining three triangles. For the triangle 124 setting 
k=l , k+l=2, k-l=4 in (4.28) gives (we omit the subscript of FI) 

where 

F = a
DI + f3D2 + 'YDa 

J ' 

1 + f2 2/xly 
f3 

= 
By'l + Ii + n '  'Y = 

By'l + n + I: ' 
DI = (X2 - XI)2G22 - 2(X2 - XI ) (X4 - XI)GI2 + (X4 - XI)2Gll , 

(4.3 1)  

D2 = (X2 - XI) (Y2 - ydG22 - [(X2 - XI ) (Y4 - YI )  + (X4 - XI ) (Y2 - yd]Gl2 

+ (X4 - XI ) (Y4 - ydGll  , 

Da = (Y2 - YI )2G22 - 2(Y2 - YI ) (Y4 - YI )GI2 + (Y4 - YI ) 2Gll  , 

Gl l  = (X2 - XI)2 + (Y2 - YI )2 , G22 = (X4 - XI )2 + (1'4 - YI)2 , 

Gl2 = (X2 - XI) (X4 - Xl) + (Y2 - YI) (Y4 - YI )  , 
B = (X2 - XI) (1'4 - Yi) - (X4 - Xt} (Y2 - Yi) , 

J = (X2 - Xl ) (Y4 - yd - (X4 - XI) (Y2 - YI )  . 

Here the derivatives lx ,  Iy are calculated at point 1 .  
For the sake of convenience we introduce new variables 

U = aDI + f3D2 + 'YDa , V = J , 

and by virtue of (4.3 1)  obtain 

Using the chain rule gives 

U F = V · 

Fx = (Ux - FVx)/V ,  Fy = (Uy - FVy)/V , 
Fxx = (Uxx - 2FxVx - FVxx)/V , Fyy = (Uyy - 2FyVy - FVyy)/V , (4.32) 

Fxy = (Uxy - FxVy - FyVx - FVxy)/V , Fyx = Fxy , 

where 

When differentiating, we assume lx ,  Iy are independent on the variables x ,  Y (frozen metric, 
see [3]). 
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When varying triangle vertex 1 ,  the variables are Xl , Yl . Substituting them instead of 
X, y, we have 

(D3)Xl = (Yl - Y2 ) (G22 - G12) + (Y4 - Yl ) (Gl l  - G12) , 

(D3)Yl = (Xl - X2) (G22 - G12) + (X4 - Xl ) (Gl l  - G12) , 

(Dl )Xl = 2(D3)Yl ' (DdYl = 0 ,  (D2)Yl = 2 (D3)Xl '  (D2)Xl = 0 , 

(D3)XIXI = (D3)YIYl = 0 , (D3)XIYl = G22 - 2G12 + Gl l , 

(DdxIXl = (D2)YIYl = 2 (D3)XIYl ' (Dl )Yl Yl = (DdxlYl = (D2)XIXI = (D2)XIYl = 0 , 

and via the fonnulas (4.32) we find the derivatives of F. 
When varying vertex 2, the variables are X2 , Y2 . Analogously we have 

(Dl )x2 = 2(D3)Y2 ' (Dl )Y2 = 0 ,  (D2)Y2 = 2 (D3)X2 ' (D2)X2 = 0 , 

(Dl )x2X2 = (D2)Y2Y2 = 2G22 , (D3)X2Y2 = G22 , 

(DdY2Y2 = (Dl )x2Y2 = (D2)X2X2 = (D2)X2Y2 = (D3)X2X2 = (D3)Y2Y2 = 0 , 

When varying vertex 4, the variables are X4, Y4 . We have 

(Dl )X4 = 2(D3)Y4 ' (Dl )Y4 = 0 ,  (D2)Y4 = 2 (D3)X4 ' (D2)X4 = 0 , 

(Dl )X4X4 = (D2)Y4Y4 = 2Gl l , (D3)X4Y4 = Gl l  , 

(Dl )Y4Y4 = (Dl )X4Y4 = (D2)X4X4 = (D2)X4Y4 = (D3)X4X4 = (D3)Y4Y4 = 0 , 

If vertex 1 corresponds to the ith node of global numeration, then the contributions of 
four adjacent cells (see Fig. 4.4) are summarized by 

4 4 4 
[Rxl i = L [Fx] z , [Ryl i = L [FYh , [Rxxl i = L [Fxx] z , 

l=l l=l l=l 
4 4 

[Rxyl i = L [Fxyh , [Ryyl i = L [Fyyh . 
l=l l=l 
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Here l=l corresponds to the triangle 124 of the underlying cell, l=2 corresponds to the 
triangle 231 of the left cell, l=3 corresponds to the triangle 342 of the left-down cell, l=4 
corresponds to the triangle 413 of the down cell. 

To find the derivatives {/x)i and {/Y)i '  we discretize the following relations 

and calculate them as average values over the four adjacent cells attached to the ith node 

Here the index l corresponds to the same triangles as described above. For example, if l=l 

then for the underlying cell we have 

[ixh = [ (Y4-Yl ) (h-It) - (Y2-Yl ) (!4-It )] , 
[!yh = [(X2-Xl ) (!4-h) - (x4-xl ) (h-It )] , 

and Jl is equal to J in the formula (4.3 1) .  
If a flow solver gives the values of the control function in the cell center, it is required 

to update them to the nodes. Since every ith node (except boundary nodes) is surrounded 
by four cells, it can be done by 

where i is a global node number, It is the value in the cell center, Ca is the coefficient of 
adaptation which may depend on the node position, Le., Ca =Ca (x, y) . 

Remark 1. The method of untangling the initially prepared folded mesh was suggested 
in [ 12] (see also [ 1 1 ]  p. 389). When treating a folded mesh the computational formulas are 
modified so that the initial greed need not belong to the set of convex grids. The quantities 
Jk in the denominator of (4.3 1 ),(4.32) are replaced with new quantities 

where c>O is a small quantity. 

if Jk > C ,  
if Jk � C ,  

Remark 2. Numerical experiments have shown that employing the standard Newton 
procedure, when it is used the full matrix of the second derivatives (it consists of seven 
blocks, each block is a three-diagonal matrix), does not provide gainings when executing 
the iteration procedure analogous to (4.30). This is because the gainings in decreasing 
the mesh iterations are insignificant and additional computational operations (necessary to 
invert this matrix) reduce these gainings to zero and even leads to increasing the running 
time. 
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4.9 Boundary Nodes Redistribution 

The algorithm of redistributing the boundary nodes, consisting of using constrained min
imization, has been suggested in [3] . Such an approach leads to consistent redistribution 
of the grid nodes inside the countable domain n and on its boundary on, which increases 
the reliability of grid generation and modeling the main flow problem. In this approach, we 
minimize the following discrete functional 

1 Ne 4 
1 

jh = 2 L L 4 [Fk]N + L AIHI = ]h + L AIHI , (4.33) 
N=l k=l IE.c IE.c 

where the constraints Hl=H(XI ' YI )=O define on, Al are the Lagrange multipliers, £, is the 
set of the boundary nodes. The function H(x, y) is assumed piecewise differentiable. 

If the set of convex grids is not empty, the system of algebraic equations has at least one 
solution being the convex mesh 

O]h oH· o]h oH· Rx = - + Ai-� = 0 ,  Ely - - + A .-� - 0 H· - 0 (4.34) OXi OXi - 0Yi � 0Yi - , � - . 

Here Ai=O, if i fI. £, and constraints are defined for the boundary nodes i E C. 
Consider the method of minimizing the functional (4.33) assuming the grid to be convex 

at the pth step of the iteration procedure. We use the quasi-Newton procedure to find the 
coordinates xf+1 , yf+1 of the ith node from the system (4.34) 

where 

oRx 02]h 02Hi oRx 02]h 02 Hi oRx OHi 
= ox? + AiBT ' + Ai o 0 ' = , OXi °Yi OXiOYi Xi Yi OAi OXi � Xi 

oRy 02]h 02 Hi oRy 02]h 02Hi oRy OHi = + Ai o 0 ' = oy: + AiB"T ' = -OXi OXiOYi Xi Yi °Yi Yi OAi °Yi 

Resolving the last equation of (4.35) about yf+1 - yf and SUbstituting it in the two 
remaining equations, we get the system 
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where 

Since Hi = 0, the terms a13, a23 are simplified. Denoting 

we obtain 

xf+1 = xf + 6.1/6. , ,xf+1 = ,xf + 6.2/6. , (4.36) 

and yf+1 is determined from the third equation of (4.35). If the constraints are resolved 
about y in the form H(x, y) = y - h(x) = 0, then 

aHi a� - = -- , aXi aXi 
and above formulas are simplified. Constraints can be resolved about x in the form H (x, y) = 
x - h(y) = 0 and then (here it is better to resolve the third equation of (4.35) about 

xr+l - xf) 
aHi 

_ 1 aHi = ahi 
aXi - , aYi aYi 

These two forms of H(x, y) can substitute for each other. For example, on the part of an 
. that is nearly parallel to the axis x the boundary should be defined in the form y = h(x) , 
and where an is nearly parallel to the axis y it should be defined as x = h(y) . 

If an is given by parametric functions x=x(t) , y=y(t) or tabular values (x, Y)i, the 
following algorithm can be used. When calculating the coordinates of the ith node, in 
the interval (Xi-I , Xi+1 ) we construct an interpolating parabola t=t(x) using the values in 
three nodes i-I , i, i+ 1 .  From (4.36) we compute an intermediate value xrl, further from 

the interpolation formula we determine ti=t( xr I ) and final values xf+1 , yf+1 from the 
parametric formulas. 

Another way of redistributing the nodes along an, given as parametric functions or 
by tabular values, employs an unconstrained minimization of the functional in parametric 
form and is based on solving the following system of algebraic equations, referred to as 
parametric minimization, 

via the quasi-Newton procedure 

(4.37) 
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Here 

Remark 1. For the analytical control function j, constrained and parametric minimiza
tion provide similar results. Real-world 2D flow computations have shown that it is better to 
perform adaptation along the boundary using constrained minimization (4.35), (4.36) since 
the procedure (4.3 7) does not always ensure consistent redistribution of the nodes in 0 and 
on 80. 

Remark 2. Using the constrained minimization without adaptation (in (4.25) we set 
j=const.) and with Euclidean metric G (Gn =G22=1 , G12=O) implies that we seek the 
conformal mapping x( � , 'TJ) , Y( � , 'TJ) of the parametric square onto the domain 0 with an ad
ditional parametet; so-called conformal modulus. This is because according to the Riemann 
theorem under the conformal mapping we can define correspondence only between three 
points on the boundary contour of the physical and parametric domains, and in our case 
there is a correspondence between four comer points on the boundary. That is why such 
a mesh is said to be rather a quasi-conformal grid, and, therefore, the mapping is quasi
conformal. For the first time the quasi-conformal mapping in grid generation was applied 
in [8] .  

To demonstrate i t  we write the Dirichlet functional for the direct mapping x(�, 'TJ) , 
Y(� , 'TJ) 

I(x, Y) = J (x� + Y� + x� + Y�) d�d'TJ , 

for which the Euler-Lagrange equations are the system of the Laplace equations 

!:::"x = 0 , !:::"Y = 0 , 

(4.38) 

where the Laplace operator is expressed in terms of the variables � , 'TJ. Applying the identity 

x� + Y� + x� + Y� = (x� - YTJ )2 + (xTJ + y� )2 + 2(x�YTJ - xTJY�) , 
we have 

I(x, y) = J [(x� - YTJ)2 + (xTJ + y� )2]d�d'TJ + 2A , 

where A is the area of the domain O. Hence, the minimum of the functional (4.38), equal to 
the double area of 0, is attained under the conformal mapping obeying the Cauchy-Riemann 
relations 

x� = YTJ , xTJ = -Y� , 
when it is defined the correspondence between three boundary points on the parametric 
square contour (three comer points) and three points on 80. That is why, in general case, 
the Diriclet functional is the measure of non-conformality of the mapping. 
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Before proceeding to numerical examples, in the next two sections we will present a 
variational principle, being an extension of the equidistribution principle in the 20 case. It 
is formulated in the both continuum and discrete case. Complete proof is executed only 
for the discrete mapping. The reader, interested in practical applications, may omit these 
sections. 

4.10 Formulation of Variational Principle 

Consider the problem of constructing a smooth mapping of the parametric square Q={ (e, ",) 
O<e, ",<1}  onto an arbitrary domain n with given transformation between the boundaries 

(Xb, 1/b) : aQ -+ an, where Xb, 1/b are given functions, so that the resulting mapping 

x(e, ",) , y(e, ,,,) is invertible. 
With the metric 9 defined in the domain n as 

gl1 = x� + Yl , g12 = g21 = x�x71 + Y�Y71 ' g22 = x� + Y� , (4.39) 

the energy density functional (4.24) takes the form 

1 1 
1 11 (xl + yl)G22 - 2(x�x71 + Y�Y"1)G12 + (x� + y�)G1 1  1 = - �� . 2 (x�y"1 - x71y�)..jG11G22 - G�2 o 0 

(4.40) 

Here {G,m, l, m=l , 2} are the elements of the symmetric and positive definite matrix 
G(e, ,,,) = GT > o. 

The integrand in (4.40) can be written as 

! tr(G-1g) = 1 A1 + A2 > 1 2 ..jdet(G-1g) 2 v'A1A2 - , (4.41)  

where Al and A2 are the eigenvalues of the matrix G-1g. The equality is  attained if  and 
only if A1=A2. Then it follows that 1�1 and 1=1 if and only if 

G'm = a(e, ",)g'm , 

where a(e, ,,,) is an arbitrary smooth function defined in the unit square. Hence, for every 
one-to-one mapping with a positive Jacobian there exists a matrix G (e, ." )=GT > 0 so that 
the minimum of the functional (4.40) is attained under this mapping. 

Instead of G it is convenient to introduce the matrix G with the elements 

(4.42) 
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Since det(G)=l,  the elements of the matrix G are not independent. They are defined by 
two smooth functions h (�, ",) and h (�, ",) 

Gu = h ,  G12 = G21 = J h h - 1 ,  G22 = h . (4.43) 

The Euler-Lagrange equations for the functional (4.42) are 

o:x�� - 2{3x�.,., + "Ix.,.,.,., = x� ( -PG22 + QG12) + X.,., (PG12 - QGu ) , (4.44) 

o:y�� - 2{3y�.,., + "IY.,.,.,., = Y� ( -PG22 + QG12) + y.,., (PG12 - QGu) , 
where 

Consider the class of all homeomorphisms from the unit square onto the domain n, 
satisfying the same boundary conditions as (Xb , Yb) : aQ � an. Recall that (Xb , Yb) : 
aQ � an is a homeomorphism between the boundaries. Above we have shown that for 
every mapping from this class there exists a matrix G (�, ",) = G T > 0 so that the minimum 
of the functional (4.42) is attained under this mapping. 

It may be conjectured that the class of all smooth two-dimensional homeomorphisms is 
equivalent to the class of all smooth symmetric and positive definite 2 x 2 matrices with a 
determinant equal to a unity at every point of the square. 

To substantiate this conjecture, it remains to show that for any smooth symmetric and 
positive definite matrix G (�, ",) there exists a homeomorphism, under which the minimum 
of F is attained. The class of such homeomorphisms is defined by all possible pairs of 
smooth functions h (�, ,,, ) and h (�, ,,,) satisfying the conditions (4.43). 

We formulate the conjecture in the form of the variational principle, allowing to single 
out a class of homeomorphisms among all possible mappings of the square onto n with a 
defined one-to-one mapping between the boundaries.  

Optimality principle. A smooth mapping of the unit square Q onto a domain n is a 
homeomorphism if and only ifit delivers the minimum ofthefimctional (4.42) with some 
symmetric and positive definite matrix-function G. 

If this hypothesis holds true, then the following proposition is correct. A mapping, being 
not a homeomorphism, cannot minimize the functional F with any matrix G (�, ",) =G T >0 
and thereby satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations (4.44). 

4.1 1  Variational Principle at Discrete Level 

The grid generation problem is considered in the following formulation. In a simply con
nected domain n in plane (x, y) a grid { (x, Y)ij ,  i=l ,  . . .  , i * ;  j=l , . . .  , j*}  must be con
structed with given coordinates of boundary nodes (x, Y)i1 ,  (x, Y)ij* , (x, yhj, (x, Y)i*j . 
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This problem is a discrete analog of the problem on seeking the functions x(€, 11) , 

Y(€, 11) , providing an one-to-one mapping of the square Q onto the domain n with a given 
correspondence between the boundaries (Xb, 1/b) : aQ -+ an. 

Consider the cell with number i+l/2 , j+l/2 and enumerate its vertices as shown in 
Fig. 4.4, i.e., the grid node (i , j) corresponds to vertex 1 ,  node (i+l , j ) to vertex 2, etc. 
Each vertex corresponds to a triangle as follows: vertex 1 corresponds to 6412, vertex 2 
corresponds to 6123,  etc. Denote by Jk the doubled area of the corresponding triangle 
(k=l , 2, 3, 4); for example, 

(Xi+l ,j - Xij ) (Yi,j+1 - Yij ) - (Yi+l ,j - Yij ) (Xi,j+1 - Xij) . 
A discrete analog of Jacobian positiveness may be written in the form of the inequalities 

[Jk]i+l/2,j+1/2 > 0, k = 1 , 2 , 3, 4; i = 1 , . . .  , i *  - 1 ; j = 1 , . . .  , j* - 1 , (4.45) 

where Jk=(Xk+1 - Xk) (Yk-l - Yk) - (Yk+l - Yk) (Xk-l - Xk) , the index k is cyclic, and 
when calculating Jk we set k- l=4 ifk=1 and k+l=1 if k=4. When the conditions (4.45) 
are fulfilled, every cell is a convex quadrilateral. 

The set of grids, satisfying the inequalities (4.45), we denote as WD. This. set belongs 
to Euclidean space JRNin Where the total number Nin = 2(  i* - 2) (j* - 2) of degrees of 
freedom is the doubled number of the interior grid nodes. In this space, W D is an open 
bounded set. Its boundary aw D is the set of grids for which at least one inequality turns 
into equality. Henceforth, the set W D is assumed to be nonempty. 

Thus, any admissible set of coordinates of the boundary nodes defines a class of un
folded (convex) grids satisfying the inequalities (4.45). With the purpose to characterize 
this class it is naturally to use a discrete analogue of the variational principle, formulated in 
Section4. l 0. 

The discrete analogue of the functional (4.40) is 

1 i*- l ;*-1 4 
1 

Jh =
 (i* - 1 ) (j * - 1) � � L 4 [Fk] i+1/2,j+1/2 , (4.46) 

1=1 3=1 k=l 

F1 (rk+1-rk)2 (G22)k-2(rk+1-rk) (rk-l -rk) (G12)k+(rk-l-rk)2 (Gu) k k = 2 [(Xk+1 - Xk) (Yk-l - Yk)  - (Yk+1 - Yk) (Xk-l - Xk)] 
, (4.47) 

where 
rk = (Xk' Yk) T , (rk+1 - rk)2 = (Xk+1 - Xk)2 + (Yk+1 - Yk)2 , 

(rk+1 - rk) (rk-l - rk) = (Xk+l - Xk) (Xk-l - Xk) + (Yk+1 - Yk ) (Yk-l  - Yk)  , 
(rk-l  - rk)2 = (Xk-l  - Xk)2 + (Yk-l - Yk)2 , 

(Glm)k are the elements of the matrix 

Gk = Gr > 0 , det(Gk) = 1 , 
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referred to the triangle with the local number k of the (i + 1 /2, j + 1/2) th cell . 
Consider a symmetric and positive definite matrix (9) k with elements 

(91 1) k  = (Tk+l - Tk) 2 , (912)k = (921 ) k  = (Tk+l - Tk) (Tk-l - Tk) , (4.48) 

(922) k  = (Tk-l - Tk) 2 . 

Substituting (4.48) in (4 .47), we obtain 

- 1 

Fk = 
tT (  Gk 9k) = Al + A2 � 1 , 

2} det( Gk1 9k) 2y'AIA2 
(4.49) 

where Al and A2 are the eigenvalues of the matrix Gk19k . The equality in (4.49) is attained 
if and only if Al =A2 . Therefore, we have Fk� l ,  and Fk=l if and only if 

(Glm)k = (9lm)k/Jdet(9k) . 

The function [h posses the barrier property, which is established by the following 
lemma. 

Lemma. For any set of symmetric and positive definite matrices at every cell {Gk( ij ), 
k=l , 2 , 3,  4 ;  i=l ,  . . . , i*- l ;  j=l , . . .  , j *- l }  such that det(Gk)=l, thefunction [h has an 
infinite barrier on the boundary of the class of unfolded grids WD, i. e., ifin a cell the area 
of one of the triangles tends to zero, at the same time remaining positive, then [h --+ +00. 

Proof. Assume that Jk --+ 0 in some cell while [h does not tend to +00. Then the 
numerator in (4.47) must tend to zero as well. From this and inequality 

(Tk+l - Tk)2 (G22)k  - 2(Tk+l - Tk) (Tk-l - Tk) (GI2)k  + (Tk-l - Tk)2 (Gl l ) k  

}(Gl l ) k (G22)k - (GI2) � 

> 
Amin( Gk) ( ( ) 2 ( ) 2) Amax (Gk) Tk+l - Tk + Tk-l - Tk 

it follows that the lengths of two corresponding sides of the cell tend to zero, and, conse
quently, the areas of all triangles, including these sides, tend to zero as well. Reiterating 
this argumentation as many as necessary one finds that the lengths of all sides of all cells 
must tend to zero. In other words the grid will shrink to a point, and this contradicts the 
boundary conditions (the boundary grid nodes belong to the domain boundary). 0 

Now we prove the discrete analogue of the variational principle formulated in Sec
tion 4. 1 0. 

Theorem. A structured grid { {x, Y)ij , i=l ,  . . .  , i * j  j=l ,  . . . , j *}, constructed in a 
domain n by the given coordinates of the boundary nodes, is an element of the class of 
unfolded grids W D if and only if it delivers the minimum of the functional [h for some 
set of symmetric and positive definite matrices {G k (ij ) ,  k= 1 , 2 , 3, 4; i = 1 , . . . , i* - 1 j 
j=l ,  . . .  , j *- l } .  
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Proof of the necessity. Let a grid, satisfying the inequalities (4.47), be given. In every 
cell, we introduce four matrices Gk=Ok9k, Ok>O, k= l , 2 , 3 , 4, where the elements of the 
matrix 9k are given by (4.48). Instead of Gk we define the matrices Gk with the elements 
(G,m)k=(9Im)k/"'; det(9k) , determined uniquely by the elements of 9k and det( Gk) = l .  It 
is easily seen that in this case every summand in (4.45) is equal to 1 

Fk = 
tr(G;;19k) _ tr (9;; 19k) 

= 1 . 
2) G;;ldet(9k) 2) det(9;;19k) 

Consequently, for every grid from WD there exists such a set of matrices Gk(ij) that ]h 

takes a minimal value equal to 1 .  Let us show that the grid, which corresponds to the 
minimum ]h= l  for the defined set of matrices Gk (ij) , is unique. 

Really, if ]h=l,  then each term in (4.45) takes the minimal possible value equal to 
Fk= l .  Considering the sum offour terms for some cell, we can see that if the coordinates of 
two adjacent vertices are specified, the last two are determined uniquely from the conditions 
Fk =l , k= l , 2 , 3 , 4. Thus, if ]h= l ,  the mesh can be constructed sequentially, beginning 
from the boundary. Initially, by the coordinates of two boundary vertices of a boundary cell 
we determine the coordinates of two remaining vertices. Next this procedure is repeated for 
the neighboring cell, etc. As a result the grid sought will be constructed. The constructed 
grid is unique. 

Proof of the sufficieney. Let the set of symmetric and positive definite matrices 
{Gk( ij ) ,  k= l , 2 , 3, 4; i=I , . . .  , i*- I ;  j=I ,  . . .  , j*- I} be given. The function ]h pos
sesses an infinite barrier on the boundary of the class of unfolded meshes W D according to 
the Lemma of the barrier property. From (4.48) it follows that ]h is bounded from below 
by 1 .  Since ]h is a continuous function of coordinates of internal grid nodes, there exists at 
least one grid from W D, which delivers the minimum of ]h and the equations (the necessary 
conditions of minimum) 

8]h /8Xij = 0 ,  8]h/8Yij = 0 ,  

have at least one solution from the class of unfolded grids W D.  This completes the proof. 
o 

Remark 1. From this principle it follows that the class of non degenerate grids WD is 
equivalent to the class of all sets of symmetric and positive definite matrices 
{Gk(ij ) ,  k=I , 2 , 3, 4; i=I , . . .  , i*-I ; j=I , . . . , j*- I }, so that det(Gk) = l .  

Remark 2. The theorem can be extended to the case when the triangle areas in the 
inequality (4.45) may be both positive and negative. It is possible, for instance, for the 
triangles corresponding to the comers of the square Q, if the angle at the comer point in the 
domain n is greater than 7r .  

Remark 3.  The problem can be formulated for a block-regular grid consisting of several 
regular grids. This is the case when the parametric domain, consisting of several rectangles 
(rather than a parametric square), is mapped onto the physical domain. The principle can 
be also extended to the case of an arbitrary irregular grid. 
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4.12 Numerical Results 

4. 12. 1 .  Horseshoe domain. We begin with grid generation in the horseshoe domain, shown 
in Fig. 4 .5 .  Its bottom boundary is a half-circle with radius R=1 and top is a half-ellipse 

with the semi-axes a=2 and b=2R, R=4.5 .  Two other sides are the straight-line segments. 
This domain is of interest, because the Winslow's method [26] produces a folded mesh and 
besides all interior grid nodes are located near the bottom boundary. Meanwhile, a suitable 
mesh is constructed by drawing the straight-lines joining the opposite sides, see Fig. 4.5 a. 

The variational barrier method [ 1 1 ] (functional (4.40) with the Euclidean second met
ric G: Gn =G22=1 ,  G12=0) delivers the mesh presented in Fig. 4.5 b. Some grid cells, 
attached to the top boundary, are very stretched and this mesh is unfit to calculation. 

The presented method allow to obtain both the mesh from Fig. 4.5 a and 4.5 b. For 
instance, if as an initial guess to define the mesh from Fig. 4.5 b and as an objective shape to 
prescribe the shape of corresponding grid cells from Fig. 4 .5 a, then minimizing the energy 
density functional we get the mesh from Fig. 4.5 a in several tenths of mesh iterations. 

If as an initial guess to define the mesh from Fig. 4.5 a and as an objective shape to 
prescribe the square for every cell, then, minimizing the energy density functional, we get 
the mesh from Fig. 4.5 b with maximum value of the energy density (over all cells) equal 
to 7.9 and average equal to 1 .9 .  By this values one can judge how far the produced mesh 
from the square grid. Note that the minimum value of the energy density, equal to 1 ,  is 
not attained, however the minimization problem possesses the unique solution. For more 
complicated domains the uniqueness of the solution can be lost. 

There are possible different ways to define the cell objective shape to attain mesh or
thogonality near the boundary. In Section 4.5, it was presented a simple way to define the 
boundary cell shape and the mesh, constructed using this method of orthogonalization, is 
shown in Fig. 4 .5c. The width of the objective boundary cell is equal to 0. 1 .  The width of 
the interpolation layer along j (number of cell layers) is equal to 5. For remaining cells, as 
an objective shape, we define the cell shapes of the mesh depicted in Fig. 4.5 a. The maxi
mum value of the energy density over all cells is equal to 1 .4 and average equal to 1 .07. The 
mesh is "more orthogonal" near the top boundary than the mesh of Fig. 4.5 a. However, the 
shape of the boundary cells is insufficiently close to the objective shape. 

Analogous results are obtained when using the square as the objective cell shape ev
erywhere except the boundary cell layer and interpolation layer. This mesh is shown in 
Fig. 4.5 d. Here the width of the objective boundary cell is equal to 0 . 1  and interpolation 
is executed along five cell layers. The maximum value of the energy density over all cells 
is equal to 6 . 1  and average equal to 2 .48. In toto the mesh differs substantially from the 
grid of Fig. 4.5 c, however, the shape of some boundary cells is rather far from the objective 
ones. 
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(8) (b) (c) (d) 

(8) (f) (g) 
Figure 4.5: Examples of grids in the horseshoe domain. 
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Hence, there is a necessity to obtain such a boundary cell shape which is exactly equal 
to the objective shape. It can be attained as follows. Besides the objective shape of the 
boundary cells we define an initial mesh, and cell shape of this grid is defined to be an 
objective shape outside the boundary layer. Next the function of the average energy den
sity deformation of the initial grid is minimized. The resulting mesh is considered as the 
objective one (except the boundary cell layer, for which the cell shapes are defined from 
the beginning). Next again the energy density is minimized, etc. Solving sequentially the 
minimization problems, in the end we obtain the mesh with cell shapes exactly equal to the 
objective ones. Actually, both the cell shape and size are equal to the objective ones, re
spectively. However, one may expect that if this procedure treats some (not a large) part of 
grid cells, the cells, located far from treated cells, will not be deformed. This is confirmed 
by the example depicted in Fig. 4.5 e. The mesh is produced for one layer of the boundary 
cells with the prescribed width of the boundary cell equal to 0 . 1 .  As initial it is used the 
mesh of Fig. 4.5 a. Both the maximum and average value of the energy density is equal to 1 
(within 7 figures after the decimal point). Consequently, the shape and size of the boundary 
cells are equal to prescribed. 

Fig. 4.5 j, 9 demonstrates the grids obtained using the above procedure for two and four 
layers of boundary cells, respectively. The width of all layers are equal to 0 . 1 .  Accuracy of 
the solution is the same as that of Fig. 4.5 e . The last case demonstrates that, if the number 
of boundary layers is equal to 4, the number of grid nodes is insufficient for precise approx
imation of the domain and there appears too stretched cells in the center of the domain and 
near the bottom boundary. 

The mesh, presented in Fig. 4.5 h, has four layers of boundary cells with the layer width 
equal to 0.0 1 .  We see that the presented method can condense significantly the grid lines 
to the boundary. We also performed computations up to the case when the width of the 
first boundary layer is equal to 10-5 . This mesh is similar to presented in FigA.5 h, and 
boundary cell layer is so narrow that can not be seen (that is why we do not present it here). 

4. 12.2. Grid in the external aerodynamics problem. When solving external aerody
namics problems there are specific requirements for the grid generation methods. This is 
because the countable domain on one side is bounded by the streamline contour, whose 
shape is described rather precisely and requirements for nodes location are stiff, and on the 
other side by the outer shock wave (if supersonic flow) or by a far outer boundary (if sub
sonic flow) where requirements for nodes location are weak. Especially stiff conditions are 
imposed when modeling the viscous flow near an airplane. Here the width of the boundary 
layer is about 10-3 - 10-5 of the typical linear size. Models of turbulence require that the 
mesh to be orthogonal near the body surface. The actual problem is construction of a grid 
of a simple structure, e.g., O-type mesh in the 2D case, being orthogonal near the boundary 
with prescribed number of boundary cell layers of a necessary width. 

An example of the O-type 1 1 1  x37 mesh is presented in Fig. 4.6 a. The internal bound
ary of the domain is the airplane contour (due to symmetry we demonstrate only the right
half of the domain). The boundary layer has the width about 10-3 of the typical line size 
and consists of 7 cell layers. Fragments of the mesh are presented in Fig. 4.6 b, c. The mesh 
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(b) (c) 

Figure 4.6: O-type l 1 1 x 37 mesh around airplane contour (a) and close-up (b) , (c) . Due to 
symmetry only the right-half of the domain is shown. 
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Figure 4.7: O-type 101 x 51 mesh with fixed boundary nodes (a) and quasi-conformal grid 
(b) generated with constrained minimization of boundary nodes. 
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is orthogonal (in the sense defined in Section 4.5) near the body. 

4. 12.3. Quasi-conformal mesh. We demonstrate the quasi-confonnal mesh generation 

in the sense stated in Remark 2 of Section4.9. Fig. 4.7 a presents the mesh constructed 

around a triangle with the variational barrier method. On the outer boundary (left and right 

outer boundary is a half-circle) the grid nodes are fixed. Next we employ the unconstrained 
minimization for the boundary nodes and obtain the mesh shown in Fig. 4.7 b, which is a 

discrete realization of the quasi-conformal mapping. Here the boundary nodes move along 
the axis of symmetry (boundary from the left grid end to the triangle left vertex) as well. 

The boundary nodes along the triangle contour are fixed, since in general, the conformal 

mapping near the internal boundary produces the mesh which may not be applicable for 
modeling. Meanwhile, in addition we can execute the mesh orthogonalization (with con

densing if necessary) near the triangle contour as in the example of item 4. 12.2. 

4. 12.4. Modeling detonation wave motion. Note that simultaneous employing the adap

tation and Riemann metric G in the parametric square, i.e., using the functional (4.25), is 

possible only if when adapting the direction of grid nodes motion to the singularity of the 
solution (shock waves, slip lines, boundary layers, etc.) coincides (or nearly) with the di

rection into which we move the nodes using the second metric G. If these two mechanisms 
employ the nodes motion in different directions, the mesh distorts (remaining unfolded) and 

is not fit for modeling. This occurs due to the following. In [3], for the model example, it 
was shown that, when adapting to the discontinuity of the flow problem solution (without 

the second metric G), the discrete functional has no minimum and the nodes travel back and 
forth along the discontinuity providing grid lines condensing towards the singularity. If to 
apply an additional constrain by "switching on" the second metric G, this a ''weak-stable'' 

state is disrupted that causes distortion of the mesh. It does not mean that one method can 
substitute the other. For instance, to adapt the mesh to the boundary layer with width being 

smaller than the cell size, first, we should "catch" it by significant condensing the grid lines 
to this narrow zone, and to do it we use the functional (4.40). After several cells have been 

placed into the boundary layer, we "switch off" the second metric and "switch on" adapta
tion, i.e., employ the functional (4.25) with the Euclidean second metric G. Note that the 

latter turns into the functional of smoothness written on the surface of the control function 
f suggested in [20] . 

Example of the adaptive mesh, obtained when modeling the unstable detonation wave 

motion (for details see [4]), is presented in Fig.4.8. The pressure is used as a control func
tion f in the functional (4.25) with the Euclidean metric G. To execute a stable mesh 

adaptation we employ the constrained minimization for the boundary nodes redistribution, 
i.e., minimize the functional (4.33). 

In the second case, presented in Fig.4.9, we employ the shock-tracking procedure for 

the heating shock wave and apply the functional (4.40) to condense the grid lines towards 
the right moving boundary (being the heating shock) so as to resolve accurately the zone 

behind the wave. The height-to-width ratio in the boundary cells is achieved 10. Here we 
distribute the nodes along the moving right boundary employing the functional (4.33). 
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Figure 4.8 :  Adapted mesh (a) of 100 cells in height and close-up (b) , (c) . Pressure is a 
control function f. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.9: Shock-tracking and condensing the grid lines to the shock using the metric G. 
Mesh (a) and close-up (b) . 

4.13 Energy Density in Three-Dimensional Case 

Consider an extension of the energy density for the case of a linear mapping of 3D Eucle
dian spaces defined by different linear transformations of space (e, ,,, , J.t) . Thus, we discuss 
the mapping (X, Y, Z)--'(x, y, z) , where xce, ,,, , J.t) , yCe, ,,, , J.t) , z(e, ,,, , J.t) and X(e, ,,, , J.t) , 
Y(e, ,,, , J.t) , Z(e, ,,, , J.t) are two linear transformations with matrices c and C, respectively. 
The vector length squared x2+y2 and X2+ y2 is calculated using positive definite quadratic 
forms with the matrices g=(gij)=C T C and G= (Gij) =CT C, respectively. The quadratic 
form, corresponding to the mapping (X, Y)--'(x, y) , is defined by the matrix (C-1 ) T C T cC-1 . 
The characteristic equation is of the form 

det[(C-1 ) T C T cC-1 - AI] = det(C)-2det(c T c - ACT C) = 0 . 
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Hence, subject to the matrix C is invertible, the characteristic equation for the matrix 
(C-1 ) T c T cC-1 possesses the same solutions )'1, A2 as the characteristic equation of the 
pair of quadratic forms 

det(g - AG) = det(G)det(G-1g - AI) = 0 . 

The orthogonal invariants d1 , d2, and d3 are written in terms of the eigenvalues A1 ,2,3 
of the matrix (G-1g) 

d1 = Al +A2+A3=tr (G-1g)=gl lGl l +2g12G12+2g13G13+g22G22+2g23G23+g33G33 , 

d2 = A1A2 + A1A3 + A2A3 = det(G-1g)tr (g-lG) , 

-1 det(g) d3 = A1A2A3 = det(G g) = det(G) . 

Here Gij are the elements of the matrix G-1 , inverse to G. The energy density of the 
mapping (X, Y, Z)�(x, y, z) is written in the form 

Here gij are the elements of the matrix g-l , inverse to g . In contrast to the 2D case, the 
energy densities of the direct and inverse 3D mappings are not equal each other 

e(x, y, z) (X, Y, Z) =J e(X, Y, Z) (x, y, z) . 

We write these values in terms of the eigenvalues A1 ,2,3 of the matrix (G-1g) 

e- = e(X Y Z) (x z) = � A1A2 + A1A3 + A2A3 
= 

�� . 
" , y, 3 VA1A2A3 3 v'd3 

It is easily seen that the inverse quantities l/e+ and l /e- are the tetrahedron shape mea
sures according to the definition in [2 1 ,  7] . 

In [ 1 8] it was suggested to use the condition number k of the matrix cC-1 , defined to 
be 
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One can see that the condition number k i s  proportional to the geometric mean of the enmgy 
densities of the direct and inverse transformations, i.e., k2=ge+ e- . Using the inequality 

we can obtain the following estimates for the condition number 

Consider the enmgy densities for tetrahedrons. Let a tetrahedron in space (x, y, z) be 
given such that one of the vertices ro=O, the other vertices be defined by three vectors rl , 
r2, and r3 .  Similarly a tetrahedron in space (X, Y, Z) is defined by Ro=O, Rh R2, and R3. 
If the tetrahedron in (X, Y, Z) is formed by the unit orthogonal vectors, then the enmgy 
densities for the direct and inverse transformations are the following 

+ 1 r� + r� + r� _ 1 (rl x r2)2 + (r2 x r3) 2 + (r3 x rl )2 e = 3 V2/3 , e = "3 V4/3 
where V = r3 · (rl x r2) is the triple tetrahedron volume. For the equilateral objective tetra
hedron in space (X, Y, Z) it is easy to obtain that the energy density of the direct transfor
mation is inverse to the mean ratio, defined in [7] 

+ _ (rl - r2)2 + (r2 - r3)2 + (rl - r3)2 + r� + r� + r� e - 12V2/3 
The enmgy density of the inverse transformation e- is proportional to the ratio of the 

sum of areas squared of all faces over the volume in the corresponding power. 
The energy density of a hexahedron can be defined similarly to the 2D case as a sum of 

8 energy densities e+ of the comer tetrahedrons. In this case, the procedure of minimizing 
the corresponding functional is analogous to that in 2D, only the expressions are more 
cumbersome [ 17] .  This functional possesses a barrier property, associated with conditions 
of positive volumes of all comer tetrahedrons for all hexahedral grid cells. 

4.14 Conclusion 

The presented method allows us to obtain any mesh of a given structure. One only needs 
to know the shape of all grid cells. The variational principle, determining classes of one
to-one mappings, is formulated. This principle can be extended to the three-dimensional 
grids. However, to substantiate it in the continuous level, in a variational formulation one 
should prove existence of the class of one-to-one mappings of the cube onto an arbitrary 
3D domain. Note, that in the 3D case it is unknown yet whether a harmonic map of an arbi
trary domain onto a convex domain (unit cube) with a given one-to-one mapping between 
the boundaries is always a homeomorphism. There is an example (see [6]), when, subject 
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to some conditions imposed on the boundaries, the harmonic mapping is not a homeomor
phism. 

The method allows generating the mesh and its adapting to the solution of the flow 
problem. 

It is of interest to extend this method to the 3D case. The way of its realization on 
the irregular tetrahedral grids is clearly seen. However, on the hexahedral mesh its direct 
application leads to rather cumbersome expressions for the functional and its derivatives. 
An additional study is required here. 
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Chapter 5 
M OVING MESH C ALCULATION IN UNSTEADY 

TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS 

Genadii P. Prolcopov 

Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics 

Variational functionals for calculating two-dimensional difference grids, applied when 
solving unsteady problems of mathematical physics with moving boundaries, are suggested. 
Their coefficients are defined by the metric parameters of the grid, obtained at the preceding 
time step, and corrected additionally using other variational functionals taken with weight 
coefficients, being proportional to the time step. Discretization of the functionals and itera
tion procedures for the obtained system of equations are considered. 

5.1 Introduction 

We accentuate that major scientific results of the present paper was published in [ 1 ,  2] . 
Nevertheless, this publication is of interest since readers, not knowing Russian, may not be 
informed of it. Besides, the present work includes additional information and gives more 
clear accents to some peculiarities of the problem. The present paper does not pretend to a 
review and contains only the references required by the essence of the questions discussed. 

5.1.1. Our interest to the grid generation problems arose many years ago during the 
work headed by S.K. Godunov (at present Academician) on developing algorithms for 
solving two-dimensional unsteady gas dynamics problems. One result of that work was 
the monograph [3] . In the introduction of [3] they noted the substantial role of applying 
moving and deforming grids, what was connected with contact (slip) boundaries, shock 
waves, etc. tracked when modeling. 

Since grid generation is not a final purpose and only a means for subsequent solving 
rather complicated physical problems, we were eager towards the simplest mesh structure 
in the point of view of arranging the grid cells. When computing a problem in a domain 
with complex geometry, it is divided into several subdomains. Next, in every subdomain we 
generate a regular mesh consisting of quadrilateral cells, which (mesh) looks like a crooked 
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rectangular (or rather like a parallelogram) mesh. Under such an approach, cell numeration 
is quite simple (like numeration of matrix elements by strings and columns). Such grids we 
refer to as regular. 

5.1 .2. In the simplest realization (cf. [3], § 23) one family of the grid lines can be 
the system of the straight-line segments, being fixed when modeling, and the mesh move
ment is provided by motion of the second family of the grid lines (nodes on the domain 
boundaries along those straight-line segments). In every segment of the first family the 
node coordinates are obtained by some distribution laws. These distribution laws can be 
either conserved invariable (e.g. when using the simplest uniform nodes redistribution) or 
controlled via some parameters (including dependence on time). Joining the adjacent nodes 
(by numbers of the first family segments), we generate the second family of the grid lines. 

In unsteady gas dynamics problems the domain boundary moves by virtue of physical 
laws and concrete distribution of the physical parameters near the boundary at the underly
ing time. Thus, in general the boundary nodes redistribution is performed within separated 
stage (usually before interior nodes redistribution) . 

5.1 .3. One more simplest and effective grid generation algorithm is based on apply
ing explicit formulas, like interpolation ones, which allow for computing the interior node 
coordinates using known coordinates of the boundary nodes (see details in Section 5 .7). 

In the case of arbitrary domains these formulas can give unsatisfactory results, because 
we can not cut the domain without folds and self-intersection of the grid cells .  Violation of 
such a regular structure we refer to as grid degeneration. 

5.1 .4. A regular grid generation problem can be considered as a discrete realization of 
an invertible (univalent) mapping of the parametric domain onto the physical (countable) 
domain defined by its boundaries at the underlying time. 

Within long time many authors were suggesting approaches and algorithms for solving 
this problem. Unfortunately, rather seldom their substantiation was brought to the level of a 
clear formulated mathematical problem assuming existence and uniqueness of the solution. 

5.1 .5. It may be of interest that the matter on existence of such algorithms was always 
beyond any doubt. Really, we know from the theory of functions of complex variables that 
the Riemann theorem states: "There is a conformal mapping of an arbitrary planar simply 
connected domain, bounded by a piecewise smooth curve, onto another analogous domain. 
This mapping is defined uniquely if to specify a correspondence between three arbitrary 
boundary points (observing the bypass direction to the boundaries)". 

Let us assign four "comer" points on the boundary of the simply connected domain, i.e. 
we define it as a curvilinear quadrilateral. Then there is (and undoubtedly unique) a confor
mal mapping of a rectangular with some sides ratio onto this domain. Under this mapping 
four comers of the rectangular correspond to four "comers" of the domain. The sides ratio 
is a conformal invariant of the curvilinear quadrilateral, it is unknown beforehand and is to 
be determined during calculation. Besides, it must be defined a one-to-one correspondence 
between given points on the domain boundary and strictly given points on the contour of 
the parametric rectangular. 

We introduce an additional dilatation of the coordinates so as to make consistent dimen-
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sions of the confonnal rectangular and parametric one, defined by number of intervals along 
two space variables (or so as to transfonn it into the canonical unit square). Superposition 
of two mappings is one of possible solutions of the underlying problem in the differential 
fonn. 

Images of the straight-line segments in the parametric rectangular, joining mentioned 
points at the opposite sides and corresponding to the given points on the physical domain 

boundary, can be taken as the grid lines. Intersection points between the lines of two fami
lies are the grid nodes sought (more precisely, one of possible examples of the grid). 

5.1.6. Direct realization of the above idea was described in [4] . Its main advantage is 
the theoretical substantiation. Unfortunately, in the point of view of practical applications 
there were found two substantial drawbacks. The first is complexity of the numerical algo

rithm and large number of numerical operations when realizing. It was rather serious with a 
weak power of computers. Secondly, at discrete realization, with a concretely defined num
ber of nodes in the case of "strongly bent" domain boundaries, the generated mesh may be 
unfit to simulation. In general the grid is not orthogonal. This is because, when fixing the 

boundary nodes, the corresponding grid in the parametric rectangular is not orthogonal, and 
the confonnal mapping preserves the angles between the grid lines. Meanwhile, generation 
of the orthogonal or maximal close to them (i.e. "quasi-orthogonal" ) grids was users' re
quirement. First of all it concerned the grids closed to polar, especially with nonunifonn 

redistribution by the angle and radius. 

Users' requirement could be realized in this algorithm as well if to allow node "free 
flow" along two boundaries of the domain (the algorithm is significantly simplified if to al

low node "free flow" along all four boundaries). However, for the sake of the main problem 
we refused of such a fonnulation in grid generation. 

5.1.7. In some sense the publication of [4] was stimulated by appearing of [5], where 
with the purpose of grid construction it was used a nonlinear system of elliptic equations, 

being the invertible Laplace equations. 

Our attempts, preceding the work [4], to avoid complexity, connected with nonlinear

ity of the equations, by using the direct Laplace equations and their generalization failed. 
Later, the respective analytical examples were suggested (of course, it does not prevent such 
algorithms from applying in simple cases). 

At a later time the idea that in grid construction we can use the mapping, sought as a so
lution of the system of elliptic equations, was widely extended. The most natural realization 

of the variational approach is the use of the finite element method. 

S.l.S. In one Russian folk fairy tale the hero is ordered: "Go there nobody knows where 

and bring that nobody knows what". In grid problems we meet an analogy with that case. 
Uncertainty of requirements imposed upon the grid, except one, that is nondegeneracy, 

gives an illusion that the generation algorithms can be rather arbitrary. Indeed, the user 
make a choice within his restricted possibilities. The selected method must provide with 
an unique solution. Otherwise there is no a chance that it will succeed when realizing on a 

computer. 

Indeed, for solving the main problem it is of interest the mesh providing the minimal 
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error of the solution sought in a flow problem. These meshes are referred to as adaptive (or 
adapted). and there is a lot of works where these grids are obtained. However. in the case 
of the domain with a complex boundary. the problem of regular grid generation is rather 
difficult. Adaptation towards the solution of a concrete problem can be partially achieved 
by a special boundary nodes redistribution. Thus. as noted above. we refuse of freedom in 
boundary nodes redistribution for the sake of the grid generation algorithms. 

5.1 .9. Ifwe consider the grid generation problem in a given domain with fixed bound
aries. there are several attempts (if necessary) to obtain the mesh. Looking at the mesh even 
at the level "I like it or don't" and having the set of grid algorithms, the user may hope that 
a suitable mesh can be produced. This way does not work when solving unsteady prob
lems with moving boundaries, where the mesh should be generated at every time step and 
number of time steps can achieve several hundred thousand and even millions. 

Deformation of the moving boundaries is hardly predictable beforehand. Even if we 
can foresee (i.e., using preliminary rough calculations). then the initially successfully se
lected mesh algorithm can lead to undesirable or even catastrophic ("break") results during 
modeling. 

This results in necessity to change something. Even if a new solution is successful. the 
transition process is very complicated due to the high speed of the grid nodes. which should 
switch from one grid equations to others (even if the equations remain the same and we 
only vary their parameters). 

One more difficulty, connected with a high grid node velocity, is that in general the 
iteration processes do not attain convergence. because it is not realistic and not necessary. 
This means that the residual of the grid equations is not small enough. Meanwhile, the node 
velocity depends (directly or indirectly) on the residual value. Hence, if in the main flow 
problem the time step is significantly reduced (independently by a physical reason or it is 
"grid's" fault). the node velocity is steeply increased and next it follows the "chain reaction" 
of failures causing a break of modeling. 

The presented approach should solve the above problems connected with regulation of 
the grid node velocity. 

The concrete form of the coefficients to the variational functional. suggested in [6], 
plays the substantial role in our study. It is of universal character. since any unfolded grid 
can be produced if to specify properly these parameters. Foundation of the discrete model 
to this functional is presented in [7] (see also chapter 4).  

To describe algorithms we use the simplest variant of the regular mesh, specified by two 
indices. in an isolated domain which can be considered as a quadrilateral with curvilinear 
boundaries. Since the described algorithms are applied in local subdomains. obviously. they 
can be used in an arbitrary domain (or "map") consisting of these subdomains. 

5.2 Variational Functionals 

5.2.1. In the above sense the grid generation problem can be performed as a discrete real
ization of the invertible mapping of the unit square Q: (O�€, 77�1)  onto a given domain n 
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in the plane of the variables (x,  y) . 
With this pwpose we use the Ivanenko's functional [6] 

1 1  
F = 11 Ed€dTJ , 

0 0  

where the integrand E, referred to as the energy density of the mapping, is 

E _ 9u G22 - 2912G12 + 922GU -
290VGUG22 - G�2 

. 

The elements of the symmetric and positive defined matrix 

9 = I I :�� :�� I I 
are the metric parameters of the mapping 

9u = x� + y� , 
922 = x17 + Y17 ' 

912 = x�x17 + Y�Y17 , 

90 = x�Y17 - y�x17 . 

(5 . 1 )  

(5 .2) 

(5.3) 

Invertibility of the mapping and positive definiteness of the matrix 9 are interconnected 
by virtue of the identity 

9u922 - 9f2 == 9� . (5 .4) 

value Gn , G12, G22 are the elements of the analogous symmetric and positive defined 
matrix G, given at every point of the unit square Q. 

The functional is  minimized in the class of the functions x(€, TJ) , y(€, TJ) , being the 
smooth extension of the functions Xb,Yb, given on the boundary, inwards the square Q. The 
latter execute the smooth one-to-one mapping of the square Q boundary onto the boundary 
of the domain n, where the grid is to be generated. 

One can readily prove that E� 1 . The proofis presented in [6] and below in Section 5.8 .  
Therefore, the absolute minimum of the functional is F min = 1 .  

5.2.2. Let x(€, TJ) , y(€ , TJ) be an arbitrary smooth invertible mapping of the square Q 
onto the domain n and 

Gu = 9u , G22 = 922 , G12 = 912 . (5 .5) 

Then, by virtue of the identity (5 .4), we obtain E==I,  F=1 .  Hence, this arbitrary mapping 
is realized as a minimization problem for the functional (5. 1  )-(5 .2) with matrix (5.5). 

It is convenient to introduce a matrix G with normalized elements 

(5 .6) 

where the normalizing factor Go is 

Go = VGUG22 - G�2 ' (5 .7) 
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Consider a variational functional differing from (5 . 1 )  by the integration domain. Here, 
instead of the parametric square, we integrate over the countable domain n 

F* = J J Edxdy = J J E*d�df/ . 
n Q 

(5 .8) 

Since dxdy = (Xt;y"., - yt;x".,)d�df/ = 90d�df/, we obtain the energy density of the mapping 
E* 

1 - - -

E* = 2 (91 1G22 - 2912G12 + 922G1 1 ) . (5 .9) 

Thus, the functional (5 .8)-(5 .9) differs from (5 . 1)-(5 .2) by absence of the Jacobian of the 
mapping in the denominator. This decision was made by the authors in [4], where the 
functional (5 .8)-(5 .9) was suggested intentionally so as to simplify the problem of solving 
the Euler-Lagrange equations. 

If to define the metric parameters G according to (5 .5), then minimizing the functional 
(5 .8)-(5 .9) we obtain the absolute minimum of F* equal to the domain n area. 

Consequently, defining (5 .5) and applying the functional (5 .8)-(5 .9) we can construct 
any mapping as well. Thus, the functionals F and F* are the universal grid generators. 

5.2.3. In particular, if to set 

G1 1  = G22 = 1 ,  G12 = 0 , (5 . 1 0) 

then the harmonic mappings and corresponding harmonic grids are realized. In the func
tional F the energy density of the mapping is 

and in the functional F* it is 

E = 91 1  + 922 , 
290 

E* = 91 1  + 922 . 
2 

As variational Euler-Lagrange equations for the functional F* we obtain the Laplace equa
tions 

Xt;t; + x".,TJ = 0 , Yt;t; + YTJTJ = 0 . (5 . 1 1 ) 

After transformation, we obtain the inverse Laplace equations as variational Euler-Lagrange 
equations for the functional F 

922Xt;t; - 2912Xt;"., + 91 1X.,.,.,., = 0 , 922Yt;t; - 2912Yt;TJ + 91 1YTJTJ = 0 . (5 . 1 2) 

It is agreed that the equations (5 . 1 2) were used in [5] in grid generation for the first 
time. 

We constructed an example to the equations (5 . 1 1 ), where in the simple domain they 
produce a degenerate mapping, see Section 5 .8 .  Thus, at arbitrary definition of the matrix 
G ( � ,  f/) the functional (5 .8)-(5.9) does not guarantee invertibility of the mapping. 
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In tum, in [7] (see also chapter 4) it is proved in the discrete fonn that the functional 
(5 . 1  )-(5.2) provides an invertible mapping with arbitrary positive defined matrices G( €, 'T1) . 
It is a substantial advantage of this functional. However, the functional (5 .8)-(5.9) possesses 
a number of advantages over the functional (5. 1)-(5 .2). Thus, it is worth considering the 
both functionals. 

For the sake of clearness we will refer (5. 1 )-(5.2) to as the functional with the Jacobian 
and (5.8)-(5.9) to as the functional without the Jacobian. 

5.2.4. The variational Euler-Lagrange equations for the functional without the Jacobian 
are 

o ( - ox - ox ) 0 ( - ox - ox ) 
o€ G22 8€ - G12 8'T1 

+ 8'T1 Gu O'T1 
- G12 8€ = 0 , (5. 1 3) 

o ( - Oy - Oy ) O ( - 8Y - OY ) 
o€ G22 8€ - G12 8'f1 + O'T1 Gu 8'f1 - G12 o€ = 0 . 

We will denote it as the system S* [G) . It is a linear system with given G=G(€, 'T1) .  Anal
ogous and more cumbersome nonlinear system can be derived for the functional with the 
Jacobian. As its consequence in [7], it was derived nonlinear equations generalized (5. 12) to 
the arbitrary matrices G( €, 'T1) .  For the completeness, we write them as well in our notations 

where 

922X�� - 2912X�17 + 9uxl717 = A·x� + B·x17 , 
922Y�� - 2912Y�17 + 9uYI717 = A·y� + B·Y17 , 

- - 1 ( OGu 8G12 8G22 ) A = -PG22 + QG12 , P = 2 922lif: - 2912lif: + 9U lif: 

- - 1 ( 8Gu oG12 OG22 ) B = -PG12 + QGll , Q = - 922-- - 2912-- + 9u -- . 2 O'T1 O'T1 O'T1 
We will denote it as the system S [G) . 

(5 . 14) 

Relative simplicity and linearity of the variational equations (5 . 1 3) in comparison with 
(5. 14) is an substantial advantage of the functional without the Jacobian. 

5.3 Unsteady Grid Problem 

5.3.1. Now we turn to the matter of grid generation when solving unsteady problems with 
moving boundary. 

We introduce the following notations: N is the time step number, T = T(N) is the time 
step, r(N-l} is the grid, generated at the preceding time step. The vector r includes the 
coordinates (x, y) ofall grid nodes. 

For the sake of definiteness consider a gas dynamics problem. Accordingly to the split
ting scheme, calculation of the next time step includes several stages. 
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At the 1 st stage the boundary of the countable domains is shifted. Its motion is caused 
by the physical laws and distribution of the physical quantities in the boundary vicinity at 

the underlying time. Suppose that the sequences rr-1) define the boundary location at 

the preceding time step and turn into the sequences rr) at the present time step. We can 
assume that 

I (N) _ (N-l) 1 - O( ) rb rb - T .  (5 . 1 5) 

Let us agree that (5 . 1 S) and analogous equalities are fulfilled to each coordinate of the 
vector r.  

By reasons, stated in [8] ,  at the 2nd stage we determine the shift ofthe boundary nodes 

(S . 1 6) 

and then, by interpolation formulas, compute the shift of the internal nodes, and obtain an 
initial guess 

(S . 1 7) 

to the nodes at the Nth time step. Boundary nodes take a correct location, which does not 
change at the next stages of this time step. 

Interpolation formulas will be presented in Section S.7 and it will be clear that 

(S . 1 8) 

5.3.2. Now consider the 3d stage, definition of the matrix G coefficients to the above 
functionals. We suggest to use the metric parameters of the grid from the preceding time 
step 

(S . 1 9) 

As noted in Section 1 ,  this definition reproduces the grid of the preceding step, i.e. 

S[G(N)] (r(N-l » ) == 0 for the functional (S . I)-(S .2) , 

S* [G(N)] (r(N-l» ) == 0 for the functional (S .8)-(S .9) . 

By virtue of (S . 1 8), we may assume that 

and similarly to the second functional. 

(S .20) 

(S .2 1)  

Strictly speaking one needs to formulate requirements to be imposed upon smoothness 
of the domain boundary and grid, etc. We omit it, more over that these requirements should 
be formulated to the discrete variant, which will be described in Section S.4. 

Under well-conditionality of the system of equations we assume that the sought grids 
r(N) , determined from the equations 
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to satisfy the condition 
(5 .22) 

This would solve completely the grid generation problem. Unfortunately, in practical 
calculations it is not so. When defining the coefficients by (5 . 1 9), the functionals exhibit 
"indifference" to the "gird fate", because to any grid the functional value is close to the ab
solute minimum, differing from it only by a value of O( T) due to deflection of the boundary 
conditions (5 . 1 5). If there is no a feedback, deterioration of the grid quality can lead to ir
reversible consequences, including break. Therefore, definition (5 . 1 9) should be corrected. 

5.3.3. One way of correction reflects the eagerness to make the grid closer to "quasi
orthogonal". 

We suggest a substitution for the functional (5 . 1 )-(5 .2) with the Jacobian 

E - (1 + POT) (91 1G22 + 922G1 1) - 2912G12 - E + E -
2 G 

- PoT 0 I 90 0 

Eo = 911  G22 + 922G11 
(5.23) 290Go 

For the functional (5.8)-(5 .9) without the Jacobian, the analogous substitution is 

E* - E* + p TE* - 0 0 I 

Here Po > 0 is the control parameter. 

(5 .24) 

To realize (5.23) or (5 .24) it is sufficient to change the normalization formulas (5 .6)
(5 .7) 

011  = G11 ( 1 + PoT) 
I 

022 = G22(1 + PoT) 
I 

012 = G12 
I Go Go Go 

holding Go = v'G11G22 - G�2 and definition (5. 1 9). 

(5 .25) 

It may be of interest to note that, when defining the correcting functionals by (5.5), the 
eneIgy densities Eo and E� take the form 

E - 911922 E* _ 911922 0 - 2 I 0 - • 90 90 
(5 .26) 

The first was suggested in [9] as a functional of "orthogonality" and the second in [ 10] as 
a variant for obtaining "quasi-orthogonal" grids. Both cases produce incorrectness when 
realizing, which was overcame by introducing "regularizing" means. In the suggested vari

ant as such means we use the "support" functionals (5 . 1 )-(5.2) or (5 .8)-(5 .9) which they are 
added to with the coefficient poT. 

In general, for correcting the support functionals we suggest to apply arbitrary "good 
functionals" with control coefficients PT. The term "good functionals" means 
well-conditionality of the corrected functional and influence upon the mesh to provide its 
quality suitable for solving the main problem. We pay attention to concordance of the 
functionals dimensionality with respect to the variables (x, y) , see details in Section 5.8 .  
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Note that, considering dimensionality of the variable t, instead of p7' it is convenient to 
define the weight coefficients as 

p*O( l + p* ) p( r) = 1 + p* 0 ' 
(5 .27) 

where 0 = r(N) /r(N - 1) .  
In particular, the use of the functional, producing the hannonic meshes, with the coeffi-

cient Ph ( r) is executed by applying 

instead of (5.25). 

G- - G1 1 ( 1 + po (r) )  + ( )  - G12 1 1  - Go Ph r , G12 = 
Go ' 

G- _ G22 ( 1 + po(r) )  + ( )  / 22 - Go Ph r , Go = V G1 1G22 - G�2 ' 

5.4 Discretization 

(5 .28) 

5.4.1.  The next stage in the grid generation algorithm is transition from the differential form 
of the variational functional to discrete. The simplest and efficient way is to change the 
differential Euler-Lagrange equations (5. 1 3) of the functional (5 . 8)-(5 .9) and consequences 
(5 . 1 4) of the functional (5 . 1 )-(5 .2) by difference ones. However, opinion that this stage is 
reduced to mechanical (formal) substitution of the differential expressions by difference is 
incorrect. When approximating, some important properties of the differential model can be 
lost. 

In the problem considered, it is very important that the discrete model provides the con
ditions (5 .20), i.e. the residual of the difference equations (appeared after the coefficients 

G have been defined via (5 . 1 9), when substituting the grid of the preceding step into these 
equations) must be identically equal to zero . Violation of this requirement, in the hope 
that an approximation error will be rather small, can lead to uncontrolled value of the node 
velocity. A special procedure, well-known as a variational barrier method, guarantees that 
this purpose can be achieved. It was suggested in [ 1 1 ]  for constructing the harmonic grids. 
We will set forth it for completeness with additional remarks. 

The discrete analog of the functional (5 . 1 )-(5 .2) is written in the following form 

Fh = L L En+1/2 ,m+1/2 , 
n m 

(5 .29) 

where summation is performed over all grid cells of the countable domain. In general, 
one uses half-integer indices n+ 1/2 ,  m+ 1/2 . The normalizing factor, number of cells, is 
omitted in (5 .29), since it does not influence upon the result. 

The difference equations to the grid node with number (n, m) are 

8Fh 8Fh 
8 = 0 , -8 -

= 0 .  
xn,m Yn,m 

(5 .30) 
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Equations (5.30) can be derived if we consider the "stencil" of four cells, attached to 
this node. It is depicted in Fig. 5 . 1 .  For simplicity of the fonnulas, we introduce a short 
notation to the node and cell number, see Fig. 5. 1 .  The cells are enumerated as L=l ,  . . .  , 4. 
Then, the equations (5.30) are written as follows (t aEL ) = 0 , 

aXl L=l n,m 

n-1 n 

I I 
5 4 

L = 2 L = l 

1 
6 

L = 3  L = 4  

7 8 

(t aEL ) = 0 . 
L-l aYl - n,m 

n+1 

I 
3 - m+1 

2(10)- m 

- m- 1 
9 

Figure 5 . 1 :  Stencil for derivation of equations in node (n, m) . 

(5.3 1 )  

In turn, every Lth cell, with vertices ( 1 , 2L,  2L+1 ,  2L+2) , i s  divided into two pairs of 
triangles by drawing the diagonals (1 ,  2L+1 ) and (2L, 2L+2) . The obtained triangles are 
enumerated as k=l ,  . . .  , 4, see Fig. 5.2, with correspondence to the cell vertices. Vertices 
of the kth triangle are enumerated as k-1 ,  k, k+1 ,  see Fig. 5.3a. The other vertices are 
enumerated by analogy. Next we can write 

(5.32) 

Ek,L = � [ (91 l)k (  (22)k - 2(g12)k (  (12)k + (g22)k (  Gl l)k] L . (5 .33) 

Hereinafter the index (k, L) denotes that the corresponding value relates to the kth 
triangle of the Lth cell. 

It is important to note that in (5.29) we assume that 

(go)k,L > 0 for all k, L . (5.34) 
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4 3 4 3 

k = 4 

k = l 

1 2 1 2 

Figure 5 .2 :  Cell partitioning into two pairs of triangles. 

Further it will be clear that the value (9okL is the double area of the corresponding triangle. 
Therefore, the requirement (5 .34) means that all grid cells should be convex quadrilaterals. 
In practical calculations this requirement is weakened, see discussion in Section 5.6. Now 
we assume the condition (5.34) to be satisfied. 

k- l 

k k+l (x , Y) k-l 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5 .3 :  Node numeration in triangle. 

5.4.2. To determine the metric parameters in the kth triangle we use the formulas, which 
after introducing notations 

are of the form 

Uk+l = Xk+l - Xk , Vk+l = Yk+l - Yk , 
Uk-l = Xk-l - Xk , Vk- l = Yk-l - Yk , 

(5 .35) 

(91 1 ) k  = u�+1 + v�+1 ' (912) k  = Uk+1Uk-l + Vk+1 Vk-l , (5 .36) 

(922) k  = ULI + VLl ' (9o)k  = Uk+lVk-l - Vk+lUk-l . 

The formulas (5.36) satisfy the discrete analog of (5 .4) 

(91 1 ) k (922)k  - (912)� = (9o)� . (5 .37) 
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Besides, we can write the following equalities 

where <Pk is the angle at the kth vertex of the triangle, see Fig. 5 .3 b. 
The quantities (Gl l)k , (GI2)k , (G22) k, (Go)k are defined via similar fonnulas using the 

node coordinates of the preceding time step, and further they are corrected, e.g. by fonnulas 
(5 .28). 

The difference equations (5.3 1 )  for the functional (5 .8}-(5 .9) without the Jacobian can 
be written in node 1 of the stencil in the fonn 

4 4 L CL(XI - X2L) + L bL (XI - X2L+1) = 0 , 
L=1 L=l 
4 4 L CL (YI - Y2L) + L bL(YI - Y2L+d = 0 , 

L=l L=l 

where the coefficients CL , bL are 

(5.39) 

CL = (G22h,L - (G12h,L + (G22h,L - (G12h,L + (5 .40) 

(Gllh,L-l - (G12h,L-l + (Gl l )4,L-l - (G12)4,L-I , 

(5.41 )  

Note that the above fonnulas do not include the quantities with index (3, L) , corresponding 
to the triangle with number k=3. It is not occasionally, since "contribution" of this triangle 
to the sum (5 .29) does not change when varying the node (Xl , Yl) . Therefore, we need not 
treat the triangle with number k=3. 

5.4.3. Next, if GI2:;/:0, then, in general, the negative coefficients arise in the fonnulas 
(5 .40)-(5 .4 1 ). Therefore, the principle of maximum is not satisfied to the resulting system of 
linear equations. This is one more reason of constructing carefully the system of difference 
equations based on using the functional without the Jacobian. 

When obtaining the coefficients G, we use (Go)k to nonnalize them. By virtue of 
(5 .38) they depend on sin <Pk, i.e. on the angles between grid lines at the preceding time 
step. Therefore, the system of difference equations "responds" to small values of these 
angles or if they approach 7r, and, in turn, it should prevent the cells from degeneration. 
This is rather a serious reason to sophisticate the algorithm by cutting the cell into triangles. 
If not, in fonnulas (5.40)-(5 .4 1 )  we have "average" values G12 and area of the whole cell 
that "smears" the effect of degeneracy. 

Consider the case when GI2=0. Then bL=O and the system (5 .39) is reduced to more 
simple 

4 L CL(XI - X2L) = 0 , 
L=l 

4 L CL(YI - Y2L) = 0 , (5 .42) 
L=1 
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Next from (5 .40) we obtain 

Therefore, this system satisfies the principle of maximum. Meanwhile in the formulas (5 .6), 
we obtain 

Consequently, it is not necessary to cut the cells into triangles. 

That is why the algorithms of constructing "quasi-orthogonal" grids are attractive in the 
domains with a fixed boundary. Unfortunately, in the unsteady problem definition 012=0 
conflicts with the ideology, set forth in Section 5 .3 ,  where it is allowed only variation of the 
coefficients O( T) . Consequently, it will not be discussed, though, these algorithms can be 
used for steady grid generation. 

Now we turn for the functional (5 . 1  )-(5.2) with the Jacobian. The corresponding system 
of grid equations (5 .3 1)  is nonlinear due to presence of the denominator in (5 .32) and it is 
of more complicated form. It is described together with the iteration procedure in [6] and 
chapter 4. Corresponding formulas will be presented in Section 5 .5 .  

5.5 Iteration Procedures 

5.5.1. We begin with the method of solving the system of difference equations (5.39) for 
the functional without the Jacobian. Note that there is a good initial guess rO(N) to the 
solution sought, defined by formula (5 . 1 7), and, by virtue of (5 . 1 8) and (5 .22), it differs 
from the solution by a value of 0 ( T) . Keeping it in mind and considering the structure of 
the equations (5.39), we suggest to use the simplest iteration procedure 

Here the coefficients CL , bL are constant at iterations and 

4 
Co = I )CL + bL) . (5 .45) 

L=l 

The iteration parameter W=Wi can be changed during iterations and it will be considered 
below. To provide the stability of the iteration procedure it should be 0 < Wi < 1 . 
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5.5.2. According to ideas stated in the end of Section 5 .4, for the functional (5 . 1)-(5 .2) 
with the Jacobian the formulas of the iteration procedure are 

(5 .46) 

Here Hz, Ry, Rxx, Rxy, Ryy are the first and second derivatives of the discrete functional 
Fh, respectively, at the central point (XI , Yl ) of the stencil, described in Section 5 .4. These 
derivatives are calculated on the grid of the preceding iteration . In ph we use the matrix 
coefficients Ou , 012, 022 obtained on the grid of the preceding time step with correc
tion (5.28). These matrix coefficients are constant within all iterations. Every quantity 
R:,;, Ry, Hzx, Rxy, Ryy is the sum of 12  summands, corresponding in every of four cells 
with numbers L= 1 , . . .  , 4 to three triangles with numbers k= 1 , 2, 4. It is a cumbersome and 
simple exercise on differentiation and the user himself can execute it. Note that these for
mulas will be different for the triangles k= 1 , 2 , 4 due to different role of the node (Xl , Yl ) . 

In practical computations, two variants are possible. In the first, we select all the quan
tities from the stencil of an internal node and perform calculations up to obtaining the result 
of (Xl , Yl ) (Hl) . In the second variant we reserve a special array for gaining the quantities 
R:,;, Ry, Rxx, Rxy, Ryy, by consequent treating all grid cells, as described in [ 1 1 ,  6] and 
chapter 4. The second variant is preferable by number of operations. However, if to calcu
late on a multi-processor computer an additional check is required to make a final choice. 

In Section 5 .4 we began to describe the algorithm in conformity with the first variant 
so as to present its essence and structure of the coefficients (5 .40)-(5 .4 1 )  in the equations 
(5.39). 

5.5.3. As noted in [ 1 1 ,  6], other papers, and chapter 4, the iteration process is the 
variant of the quasi-Newton procedure, differing from the standard method by using only 
the block-diagonal in the matrix of the second derivatives. This allows us to execute the 
explicit iterations and eliminating solution of a complex nonlinear system of equations. 
This procedure was applied in harmonic mesh generation. 

It may be of interest to note the following. Since for the functional (5 .8)-(5.9) without 
the Jacobian we have 

then the formulas (5 .46) take the form 

Ou - 2012 + 022 
022 
au 

at k = l , 
at k = 2 ,  
at k = 4 , 

(HI) (i) R;, Yl = Yl - Wi R* . 

yy 

(5 .47) 

(5 .48) 
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Taking into account (5 .47) one can readily check that the formulas (5 .48) are identical to 
(5 .44), since R;x = R� = co. 

Therefore, the iteration procedure (5.44) is also a variant of the quasi-Newton procedure 
for the functional without the Jacobian. In the discrete form, this functional is a positive
defined quadric form of the grid node coordinates. Note that the sum Co of the coefficients 
in (5 .45) is positive, since according to (5 .47) every of twelve triangles gives a positive 
"contribution" into it. Actually, 

Gll  - 2G12 + G22 > 0 , 

since 

I G12 I < VGllG22 � (Gll + G22) /2 . 
5.5.4. Now we turn to definition of the iteration parameter Wi . Specific is that one 

should care for providing nondegeneracy of the mesh, i.e. the grid lines must not overlap. 
For the functional (5 . 1  )-(5 .2) with the Jacobian in the denominator this requirement is more 
stiff: we must hold convexity of all grid cells. As noted in Section 5 .4, we assume that the 
requirement (5 .34) to be satisfied on the initial mesh. 

Consequently, after every iteration the mesh (x, y )�,-:;; ) is checked for convexity of the 
cells. In every cell, we compute four values (9o)k  using the formulas (5 .35)-(5 .36) by the 
vertex coordinates. If (9o)k>O for all k= I ,  . . .  , 4, then the cell is convex. 

Violation of this condition at least in one cell leads the whole grid to be updated again 
with a smaller parameter Wi . If to reduce Wi by half, the necessary result is obtained if to 
take a half-sum of the grids 

i(i+1) = (x(H l ) + xCi) ) /2 y-(Hl ) = (y(H l ) + y(i) ) /2 . n,m n,m n,m ' n,m n,m n,m (5 .49) 

The updated mesh (i, jj)�,-:;;) is checked again and, if necessary, the parameter Wi is reduced 
by half again, etc. (To avoid recycling of this procedure, one should stipulate the number 
of such "cuttings" of Wi). 

The stiff procedure of updating the whole grid, when appearing at least one "bad" cell, 
serves to hold mesh smoothness. Practical calculations have shown that improving the grid 
by treating only "bad" cells leads to undesirable consequences. 

When performing the next iteration it is useful to begin with Wi , taken from the pre
ceding iteration or this value multiplied by a coefficient ( > 1) .  It is caused by desire "not 
to delay the procedure" which should improve at convergence of iterations with decreasing 
the residual of the equations. 

The matter of the initial guess Wo in the first iteration is not simple, since it can depend 
on the countable domain shape at this time. One of possible solutions is using the last Wi 
from the preceding time step or this value multiplied by a coefficient ( > 1) (then these val
ues should be kept as "regional" control parameters), and this matter is reduced to definition 
of W at the first time step. 

5.5.5. Now consider the convergence rate of the iteration procedures. Despite encour
aging words that these procedures are the modified variants of the quasi-Newton procedure, 
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in practical computations the convergence rate is extremely slow. Two circumstances res
cue the situation. Firstly, at the next step the system of equations is constructed so that if the 
correcting parameters equal to zero, the grid of the preceding time step satisfies them with 
the residual equal to 0 (in the discrete fonn). Thus, in accordance with (5. 1 8) and (5.22), 
iterations should extinguish the residual of O( T) . This is a distinction of the suggested al
gorithms from another which produces "underiterated" equations which can not be driven 
to convergence. Secondly, along with extinguishing the residual of 0 (T) , the iteration pro
cedure should provide grid smoothness with the defonned boundary and direct change of 
the grid in the proper way (desirably in necessary) not allowing for degrading mesh qual
ity, suitable for solving the main flow problem. This is achieved by using corresponding 
correcting functionals. If above two purposes are achieved, the matter, whether the residual 
O( T) will be extinguished completely, is not of importance. The next step begins from 
the "clean sheet", i.e. constructing a new system of difference equations. Hence, we can 
hope that the required number of iterations (even slowly converging) will not be too large. 
Naturally, the domain shape plays the substantial role. Besides, the value of the control 
parameters p( T) in the correcting functionals, is of importance. 

Is there an alternative, allowing for improving the matter of convergence ? In the mono
graph [ 12] (page 263) we read: "In the general theory of the iteration methods, it is consid
ered the methods of two kinds: 1 )  methods which use a-priory infonnation about operators, 
and 2) methods which do not use it (variational methods). The first methods do not use 
closeness of the initial guess to the solution. In the variational methods the iteration pa
rameters are selected under condition of minimum of some functionals connected with the 
original equation. In this case the iteration parameters possess the property to take into 
account the quality of the initial guess". 

Thus, recommendations incline to the variational methods. In point of view of devel
oping automatical computer codes on grid generation, this approach can be perspective. 
However, by virtue of the above specific of the problem, it may happen that the iteration 
parameter is unfit and leads to a "bad" grid. Besides, numerical experiments have shown 
that employing more sophisticated procedures (e.g. as the standard Newton procedure, see 
chapter 4), taking into account additional numerical operations, does not provide significant 
gainings in running time. 

5.6 On Mesh Degeneracy and Nonconvex Cells 

5.6.1. Hitherto, when discussing the grid generation algorithms, we assumed that all mesh 
cells were convex, as stipulated by the condition (5 .34) in Section 5.4. Unfortunately, the 
practical calculations require that this restriction to be weakened. 

In Fig. 5.4 we present illustrations, when in the countable domain it is required to admit 
presence of quadrilateral cells degenerating (or nearly) into triangles, see the cells attached 
to the point 0 (or 01.02) in Fig. 5 .4a-c. Moreover, in the case, presented in Fig. 5.4d, 
one cell in the initial fonnulation is nonconvex. Degeneracy (or nearly degeneracy) of the 
quadrilateral cells into triangles may occur when computing an unsteady problem and the 
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boundary is becoming more complicated with time, while it is approximated by a restricted 
number of grid nodes, stipulated in initial data. 

To execute the algorithm, when degenerating the cell into a triangle, we stipulate a 
correction of the algorithm. 

As noted, the value (90)k, given by the formulas (5 .35)-(5 .36), is the double area of the 
kth triangle. Then in this cell, we have 

(5 .50) 

Correction of the algorithm is of the following. Let 

1 (90) k l  S c* (90)o , where c* « 1 . (5 .5 1) 

Then the kth triangle is excluded from calculation. 
Actually it means that in the discrete variant of the formulas (5. 1 ) and (5 .8) we exclude 

an insignificant part of the integration domain, corresponding to degenerated triangles. 
(This integration domain is covered by the other pair of triangles) . Note that "break-free" 
modifications (e.g. change of the degenerated Jacobian (equal to 0) in the denominator by 
something other), generally suggested by authors, which works when treating steady grids, 
lead to uncontrolled node velocity values when employing unsteady meshes. 

The above technique (5 .5 1 )  exhausts the measures connected with degenerating the 
quadrilateral cells into triangles. 

5.6.2. The case of appearing nonconvex cells is more complicated. They can be revealed 
if in a "bad" triangle we get 

(5 .52) 

Hypothetically there are the following alternative variants to resolve this case. 
a) Not to pay attention (nothing should be changed in formulas). For instance, in the 

case, depicted in Fig. 5 .4d, the only "bad" (nonconvex) cell is the "comer" one (the point 
o is one of its vertices) in the countable domain. Corresponding "bad" triangle is of the 
number k=3 and it is not treated as noted in Section 5 .4. Here we need to take care that 
the computer code admits this "bad" cell, meanwhile not allowing for appearing another 
nonconvex cell. 

b) The "bad" triangle is excluded from treating. This variant is admissible. For exam
ple, when constructing the harmonic meshes in [ 1 3] ,  it is considered the algorithm where 
nonconvex cells are cut only with one "good" diagonal (i .e. passing inside the triangle), 
and even in the convex cells only one diagonal is drawn (realizing the minimal value of the 
functional). Validity of this algorithm has been confirmed by practical calculations. 

c) In formula (5 .2), the value 90 is replaced by 190 1  = v' 91 1922 - 9�2 . Obviously, that 
positive definiteness of the matrices Gk will be hold. For the functional with the Jacobian, 
according to the above mentioned theorem from [7], existence of an unfolded grid for this 
set of the matrices G k is guaranteed. The problem is how to overcome the variational 
barrier, if some grid node(s) jumps over it, and what a node velocity will be developed. 

d) To take measures on preventing from appearing nonconvex cells. The following 
technique can be used. In the case of (5 .52), the kth node is projected onto the segment 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5 .4: Examples of grid with triangle (a) ,  (b) ,  (c) and nonconvex (d) cells. 
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attached to the (k-l) th and (k+l)th nodes, and obtained point (Xk , Yk) is entered into 
the list instead of (Xk ' Yk) . Then the nonconvex cell turns into the triangle. We give the 
corresponding fonnulas. Denote 

6x = Xk+1 - Xk-l , 6y = Yk+1 - Yk-l . 

Using the equation of the line, passing through the points (x, Y) k-l and (x, Y) k+l , we can 
write 

Xk = Xk-l + t6x ,  Yk = Yk-l + t6y . (5 .53) 

According to the equation of the perpendicular, passing through the points (x, iih and 
(x, Y)k, we have 

and readily obtain that 

- (Xk - Xk- l )6x + (Yk - Yk-l )6y t = . 

6x2 + 6y2 

Next we calculate (x, ii)k via the fonnulas (5 .53). 

(5 .54) 

One should remember that this volitional transfonnation of the nonconvex cell into the 
triangle can lead to uncontrolled increase of the node velocity. 

Nevertheless, practical calculations have shown that admission of appearing nonconvex 
cells can lead to failure, since their shape may be very "bad". On such a mesh the ap
proximation of even the first derivatives, needed for consequent solving the main problem, 
deteriorates. 

Thus, from the above variants in the case of appearing nonconvex cells, probably, the 
latter is preferable. That is one should get rid of nonconvex cells in the initial mesh (e.g. 
using the above technique), and further not allow for their appearing . Corresponding tech
nique, based on selecting the iteration parameter Wi , was described in Section 5 .5 .  

Note that the recommended solution originates from the interest of calculating gas dy
namics problems on the quadrilateral grids. It can be another one if, for instance, we calcu
late on the triangle grids or in the cases b and c, when nonconvex cells are admitted. 

5.7 Problem of Nodes Velocity Control 

5.7.1.  As noted in [ 14] (page 1 5) ". . . calculation of fitted shock waves, whose motion 
induces the movement of the two-dimensional or three-dimensional grid nodes, has not 
been thoroughly studied yet, neither theoretically nor experimentally. A feed-back of the 
nodes movement upon the shock wave traveling is not studied yet, and it is not clear what 
effects this feed-back gives rise to." 1 .  

I Cited by the Russian issue: Godunov S.K. Reminiscenses about difference schemes. Report at the In

ternational Symposium "Godunov's method in gas dynamics", Michigan Univ., May 1997, Nauchnaya kniga, 

Novosibirsk, 1997. 
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In support of the above words we can say that a negative experience gained, first of all, 

relates to an inadmissible node velocity, appearing when modeling due to imperfection of 

the grid generation algorithms. Indeed, the grid node velocity influences substantially upon 

computing the main flow problem. It can be seen even by the example of the elementary 

Riemann problem, being the key item in the method of calculating gas dynamics problems 
(see [3]). 

When the boundary moves, the grid generation algorithm should continuously provide 

adequate change of the nodes location inside the domain. The requirement, that the velocity 

of the "interior" nodes should be within the limits of changing the velocity of the ''bound

ary" nodes, seems natural. (This is analogously to the principle of maximum to the elliptic 

equations). However, in spite of its naturalness, one can readily suggest examples when this 

requirement is not fulfilled, for instance, when applying the interpolation formulas in grid 

construction. 

5.7.2. Now we will give the answer to this question, as promised in Section 5.3 .  The 

results of comparison to several variants of generating two-dimensional meshes using inter

polation formulas are presented in [ 1 5] .  

One of the algorithms, proved to be suitable in the real-world calculations, i s  a transfi

nite interpolation which can be recommended for using. In the simplest two-dimensional 

variant the interpolation formula for (he function f(e, "1) in the unit square ° ::; e, "1 ::; 1 , 
with given boundary values, is 

f(e, "1) = ( 1 - ao) f(O, "1) + ad(l ,  "1) + ( 1 - bo)f(e , 0) + bd(e, 1 ) -
(1 - ao) ( l - bo)f(O, 0) - a1bd(l ,  1 )  - (1 - ao)bd(O, 1 )  - al (1 - bo)f(l ,  0) . (5 .55) 

Here ao=ao( e) , al =al (e) , bo=bo( "1) , bl =b1 ("1) are the monotone increasing functions with 

respect to their arguments in the segment [0, 1] ,  and 

One can readily check that to the arbitrary functions ao, aI , bo, bl. satisfying the above 

conditions, the interpolant f (e, "1) equals the boundary values at the boundary points. 

Considering the sequences of grid node coordinates, defined at the boundary points, as 

values of some continuous functions at the points en =n/ n* , "1m =m/ m*, and using the for
mula (5.55) independently for each spatial coordinate x and y, we obtain the interpolation 

formulas for calculating the interior node coordinates. 
To define the control functions ao (e) ,al (e) ,bo("1) ,bl ("1) one successfully uses so-called 

laws of boundary nodes redistribution, described in the monograph [3] (pp. 1 80- 1 82) 

S�°t , S!OP, (n = 0, . . .  , n*) ; S�, S�ht , (m = 0, . . . , m*) . 
In [ 15] · in the simple example, when constructing a mesh in the convex quadrilateral 

with direct-line boundaries and specially imposed nonuniform boundary nodes redistribu

tion, unexpected results have been obtained. We present those results with an insignificant 
modification, concerning the domain shape. The underlying domain is very simple, a unit 
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Figure 5 . 5 :  Grid generation in the unit square with transfinite interpolation (5 .55) when 
coefficients are defined via (5 .56). 

Figure 5 .6: Grid generation with transfinite interpolation (5 .55) when coefficients are de
fined via (5 .57). 
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square ° � x, y � 1 .  The boundary nodes redistribution is defined as recommended in 

[ 15] .  For the sake of clarity the number of grid nodes 1 1  x9  (n*=lO, m*=8) is not large. 

The distribution laws are the following 

-b t - 1ft S
no = {0, 16, 24, 28, 30, 31 , 32, 33 , 34, 36, 40} , 8m = {0, 16, 24, 28, 30, 31 , 32, 34, 38} ,  

and normalized values are determined as 

Sbot = S-bot/S-bot SIft = Slft/S- 1ft 
n n n* ' m m m* · 

Two other distribution laws are 

Stop = 1 _ Sbot srght = 1 _ SIft 
n n* -n , m m* -m . 

For example, definition of the control functions in the form of 

aO = a1 = (Sbot + StoP)/2 bO = b1 = (SIft + srght)/2 
n n n n , m m m m (5 .56) 

provides unfolded mesh generation in the square, see Fig. 5.5. When using the formulas 

(5.56), unfolded mesh generation is hold with an arbitrary boundary nodes redistribution. 

Recall that in [ 1 5] a more general case (domain is a quadrilateral with direct-line bound
aries) was considered. If we define 

(5 .57) 

i.e. as it seems in a more natural way than that of in (5 .56), the above boundary nodes 

redistribution causes a folded mesh in the domain, see Fig. 5.6. The formulas 

(5 .58) 

can lead to more unsatisfactory result, see Fig. 5.7. Enlarging the number of nodes on the 

boundary (holding already located points), we do not change the position of the interior 

nodes. 

As noted in [20], the transfinite interpolation is widely used when solving various prob

lems of mathematical physics with the finite element method. Thus, in our opinion, the 

results, presented in Figs. 5 .5-5.7, is of interest as a methodical example of applying the 

formulas (5 .56}-(5 .58) in the discrete realization of (5.55). 

5.7.3. Note, that in the case of arbitrary domains, even the formulas (5.56) can give un

satisfactory results (that is why we need to invent sophisticated grid generation algorithms). 

However, ''viability'' of the interpolation formulas, applying (5 .56), is higher than that of 
using (5 .57) and (5.58). 

Concerning the grid node velocity, calculated by interpolation formulas using (5.55), 

we can note the following. In (5.55) presence of the both positive and negative weight 

coefficients at the comer points allows us to suggest examples, when the interior node 
velocity is out of the interval, within which the boundary node velocity is changed. It 
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1 .0 

Figure 5 .7:  Grid generation with transfinite interpolation (5.55) when coefficients are de
fined via (5 .58). 

can occur to each of the coordinates x and y, and moreover to the total node velocity. In 
Section 5 .4, we noted the analogous case for the system of linear equations (5 .39). 

This impedes automatization of the control for the node velocity in the practical calcu
lations. For example, when generating, one can calculate Wbnd, the maximal node velocity 
on the domain boundary, and Wint , the maximal node velocity inside the domain. The 
question is what a deviation of Wint from Wbnd can be considered as admissible. 

Note that the present algorithms can be also used to grid reconstruction with a fixed 
boundary (so as to have the grid, more suitable for modeling the flow problem). When 
reconstructing the grid, we have Wbnd=O and Wint#O. 

5.8 On Correcting Functionals 

The suggested grid technology uses the universal variational functionals (5 . 1  )-(5 .2) or (5 .8)
(5 .9). Their coefficients are defined by the metric parameters of the grid already produced. 
For the sake of brevity, they are referred to as the support functionals. However, as noted in 
Section 5 .3 ,  they should be corrected by another functionals with rather small weight coef
ficients. The choice of these functionals by the user is directed towards achieving necessary 
purposes. 
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5.8.1. As noted the meshes, generated by the orthogonal mapping, are o f  particular 

interest to the practical calculations. They should satisfy the condition 

(5 .59) 

Taking into account the Euler-Lagrange equations (5. 1 3) or (5 . 14), we have the case when 

two functions x( �, ".,) and y( �, ".,) sought should satisfy three equations with correspond
ing boundary conditions. The matter on existence of this solution is not clear. Consider 

possibilities of the algorithms presented. 

In [4], suggesting the functional (5.8)-(5 .9), the authors accompanied it by the following 

identity 

where 

A = VG22 (x� sin � + y� cos �) + VGn (x." sin ; - y." cos �) , 

B = VG22 (-x� cos � + Y� Sin �) + � (x." cos � + y." sin �) (5 .6 1) 

The value of w (O�W�1r) is defined as 

cos w = G12/VGnG22 . 

From (5.60) it follows that the inequality E2:1 is fulfilled for the energy density E of the 

invertible mapping, given by (5.2). 

5.8.2. Consider the case, when minimizing the functional (5 . 1 )-(5.2) or (5 .8)-(5 .9) we 

attain its absolute minimum. Then the functions x(�, ".,) , y(�, ,,.,) sought; realizing this min

imum, should satisfy the equations 

A = O ,  B = O ,  

where A, B are defined by the fonnulas (5 .61 ). By an immediate check one can see that the 

following consequence is correct 

(5 .62) 

In the theory of the quasi-conformal mappings they are known as Beltrami equations. 
Suppose that the sought orthogonal mapping exists and is invertible. If the absolute 

minimum of the functional is attainable, this mapping should satisfy the equations (5.62). 
Substitute the equations (5 .62) into (5.59) and after a simple derivation we get 
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Since the matrix (; is positive defined, then 

except the trivial case of Y�=Y1J=O. Therefore, to satisfy the condition 912=0 it is necessary 
that (;12=0. 

If (;12=0, then the equations (5 .62) take the form 

(5 .63) 

Since in this case (;1 1  (;22 = 1, the condition of orthogonality (5 .59) is satisfied. 
Thus, if the absolute minimum of the functional (5 . 1 )-(5 .2) or (5 .8)-(5 .9) is attained, the 

functional provides the orthogonal grid if and only if 012 = O. 
5.8.3. For the functional (5 .8)-(5 .9) without the Jacobian we suggested the following 

example, cf. [ 1 ] .  Consider the mapping, defined by 

1 2 2 2 1 1 x(� , "l) = 2 (� - "l ) - 3� ' Y(�, "l) = �"l + 2� - 3"l · (5 .64) 

in the unit square Q : {O��, "l�I } . Obviously, the mapping (5 .64) satisfies the Laplace 
equations (5. 1 1 ) and, consequently, minimizes the functional (5 .8)-(5 .9) when 

(;11  = (;22 = 1 , 012 = 0 . 

The Jacobian of the mapping (5.64) is 

J(�, "l) = X�Y1J - X1JY� = (� - �) (� - �) + "l ("l + �) 
Since J(� , 0)=(�-2/3) (�-1/3) <0 in the domain "l=0, 1 /3<�<2/3, the mapping has 
the fold in the vicinity of the image of the square bottom boundary "l=0, see Fig. 5 .8 .  This 
example is of interest, because the shape of the domain n, enclosed within the image ofthe 
square Q, is rather simple. 

The maximal deepness of fold penetration into the square Q is at � = 1 /2 and achieves 
the coordinate "l="lo, defined by the condition "l0("l0+1/2)=1/36.  From it we get 
"lo= ( J13-3)/ 12=0.0505. Therefore, the mapping (5 .64) is invertible in the rectangle 
Qo : {0���1 , "l0�"l�1 } and the fold occupies a zone O�"l�"lo. In (5 .64), "l can be sub
stituted for ("l-"lo) / ( 1-"l0) . Then we get the unfolded mapping in the entire square Q, and 
folded one in the rectangle 0���1 , -"lo/( 1 -"l0) �"l�1 .  

5.8.4. The above example attests, firstly, when defining an arbitrary positive defined ma
trix G(� , "l) , the functional (5 .8)-(5 .9) without the Jacobian does not guarantee invertibility 
of the mapping, as already noted in Section 5 .2. 

Secondly, definition (;12=0 is insufficient so as to provide orthogonality of the mesh. A 
serious reason, caused by the mathematical formulation of the problem, is that the absolute 
minimum of the functional may be not attainable . If it is attainable, then with (;11=022=1 
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-G.60 -GAO -G.20 
(8) 

o. 

o. 

o. 

o. 

o. 

o. 

o 

o����������+ -G.OO -G.28 -G.24 -G.22 -G.20 -G.18 
(b) 

Figure 5 .8 :  Folded 16 x 16 mesh is obtained by using the mapping (5 .64). 

the equations (5 .63) would be the equations of the conformal mapping. Meanwhile, they are 
not satisfied to the mapping (5 .64). Why? According to the Riemann theorem (mentioned in 

Introduction) under the confonnal mapping one can define a correspondence only between 
three points at the boundary contour, and not to the all boundary points. Consequently, 

when minimizing the functional, the set of acceptable functions is very narrow and does 
not contain the confonnal mapping. Meanwhile, it is the confonnal mapping that would 

provide the absolute minimum of the functional. 

Thus, a prudent stipulation that we can only hope that the orthogonal mapping exists, 
has every reason. Actually, when realizing a discrete mapping, we can only expect to 

produce a mesh being close (in some sense) to orthogonal. We refer it conditionally to as a 
quasi-orthogonal mapping. 

Exceptions can be only in the favorable cases of lucky correspondence between the 
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boundary nodes. 

We can conclude that, when minimizing the functional, there is a principal difference 
between the cases when the absolute minimum of the functional is attainable or not. In 
particular, note that in [7] for the discrete variant of the functional (5. 1 )-(5 .2) it is proved 
that the unique solution exists only if the metric parameters provide its absolute minimum. 
The matter of uniqueness of the solution, when the absolute minimum is not attainable, is 
still open, and moreover, we call doubt on it. 

5.8.5. Tendency to extract a special class of quasi-conformal mappings, which one can 
substantiate existence and uniqueness to, was realized for the functional (5 .8)-(5.9) in [ 1 6] .  
The corresponding numerical algorithm was published in the monograph [3] (pp. 237-
241 ). Extension of this trend was executed in number of works, where the quasi-isometric 
mappings are studied. 

The mapping x(�, 'fJ) ,Y(�, 'fJ) is referred to as quasi-isometric , if the ratio of the distance 
between any two (rather close) points to the distance between their images is limited from 
the top and bottom: 

Quasi-isometric mesh generation is outside the present study. For detail information we 
refer the reader to [ 1 7] and chapter 2. 

5.8.6. One more interesting example of the variational functional, used in grid genera
tion, is considered in the works by Academician A.F. Sidorov and his followers, cf. [9, 1 8], 
chapter 1 0. Its two-dimensional variant in the discrete formulation is 

(5 .65) 

here 

is the distance between the central node of the stencil (x, Y)n,m and neighbouring node 
(x, Y)n+1 ,m. The other values are defined similarly. In contrast to (5 .29), summation is 
executed by grid nodes, and not by cells. 

Minimization of the functional is directed towards obtaining uniform meshes. That is 
why it is referred to as a criterion of uniformity. 

5.8.7. The author believes that instead of (5.65) one can use another formula as the 
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criterion of uniformity 

Note that to any a, b > 0 the equality 

(a - b)2( 1/a2 + 1/b2) a2 + b2 -
(a2 - b2) ( 1/a2 - 1/b2) (a + b)2 ' 

and inequality 

(a + b)2/2 $ a2 + b2 < (a + b)2 $ 2(a2 + b2) 

are correct. Applying these estimates to every summand in the sums (5 .65) and (5 .66), we 
can see that the criteria (5 .65) and (5.66) are energetic equivalent 

Therefore, they are equivalent in the point of view of the variational approach. The fonn 

(5.66), not including the square root, is preferable in computing the first and second deriva

tives when iterating, as described in Section 5 .5 .  

Note that in contrast to that of in Section 5 .4, to derive the difference equations for the 
functional ofunifonnity in the (n, m)th node, the nine-point stencil (see Fig. 5 . 1 )  should be 

added by four nodes more with numbers (n+2, m) , (n, m+2) , (n-2, m) , and (n, m-2) . 
It requires a special consideration, when deriving the equations in the neighboring nodes to 

the boundary, so as to exclude non-existent summands in the functional. 

It is quite natural, since the fonnula (5.65) is the discrete model of the variational func

tional suggested in [9] . This functional includes both the first and second derivatives of the 
functions sought. A consequence is that the Euler-Lagrange equations to this functional are 
the fourth-order PDEs, and not second-order ones as the equations (5. 1 3) or (5. 14). 

S.S.S. We could continue the list of the functionals suggested by various authors. In 

particular, it is of interest the variational functionals, mentioned in Introduction, oriented to 
obtaining adaptive meshes. One such a functional was suggested in [6] (see also chapter 4) 

as generalization of (5. 1)-(5 .2) and is applied with the purpose to adapt the mesh towards 
a control function, obtained when modeling the unsteady flow problem. This function can 
be vector-valued one [ 19], i.e. include several quantities (density, pressure, components of 

velocity, etc.). Once the control function has been selected, they compute its derivatives 
in the grid nodes and use a bit more complicated fonnulas to calculate the first and sec

ond derivatives of the discrete functional needed in the iteration procedure, described in 
Section 5.5. 
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Every functional can be used as correcting one to the support functionals (5 . 1 )-(5 .2) or 
(5 .8)-(5 .9). As described in Section 5 .3 ,  it can be done, for instance, defining the energy of 
the mapping as 

where Ek is the energy of the correcting functional. 
Dimensions of E and Ek should be matched. Dimensionless formulas (5 .65) or (5 .66) 

can be used for correcting the support functional (5 . 1 )-(5 .2). In the functional (5 .8)-(5 .9) 
we should enter an additional co-factor of Jacobian dimensionality, e.g. the sum of areas of 
four cells, attached to the underlying mesh node. 

With the purpose to accelerate the convergence rate of the iteration procedures, when 
constructing the meshes in the domains with fixed boundary (for example, when preparing 
the initial data at initial time of the unsteady problem), the correcting functionals can be 
used independently, as implied by the authors. The functionals can be used either individ
ually or in combination with weight coefficients. In the latter case the author recall one 
proverb: "If to run simultaneously after two hares, no one will be caught". Discussion on 
these questions is beyond the scope of the present work. 

5.9 Conclusion 

1.  It is suggested to use (5. 1 )-(5 .2) or (5 . 8)-(5 .9) as the support functionals when con
structing the meshes in unsteady problems. Their coefficients are the metric parameters of 
the mesh, obtained at the preceding time step of unsteady simulation. 

2. If discretization of these functionals is performed carefully, it is obtained the system 
of equations, substituting into which the grid of the preceding step, we get the residual 
identically equal to zero. Hence, with the boundary conditions, corresponding to the next 
time step, the residuals are of O( T) (T is the time step). Therefore, one can expect that the 
node velocity will be within the reasonable interval relative to the velocity of the boundary. 
By virtue of set forth in Section 5 .7, a more clear statement can hardly be declared. 

3. The study of the support functionals, when there is no a feed-back, may lead the 
mesh to spoil irreversibly during unsteady modeling, and it becomes unsuitable to the main 
flow problem. To prevent it, one should add another functionals with weight coefficients 
p( T) to the support functionals. 

In the simplest variant it can be realized via the formula (5 .28) so as to correct the 
coefficients Gn ,  G22 , G12 • One can conditionally say that the use of the coefficient Po 
connects up the functional of "orthogonality", and the coefficient Ph is harmonic. The other 
cases have been discussed in Section 5 .8 .  

4. In the case of the functional (5 .8)-(5 .9) without the Jacobian the system of difference 
equations (5.39) with coefficients (5 .40)-(5 .4 1 )  is realized. From this formulas one can see 
that correction (5 .28) is reduced to increasing the coefficients CL in the system of equa
tions (5.39) .  The matter, concerning the choice of the correcting functionals and weight 
coefficients, should be the subject of a special experimental study. 
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s. Now we discuss which of two functionals (with the Jacobian or without) one should 
prefer. As noted, the functional with the Jacobian guarantees the unfolded mesh genera
tion with any positive-defined symmetric matrices of the coefficients G, and the functional 
without the Jacobian does not. However, one should note that with small coefficients in the 
correcting functionals we calculate in the vicinity of the support functionals. Both of them 
provides nearly identical results, reproducing the grid from the preceding time step (if the 
boundary is taken at this time step as well), which is implied to be unfolded. Therefore, 
with rather small parameters p* one can hope that the functional without the Jacobian will 
provide an unfolded mesh as well. 

Presence of the Jacobian for the mesh Go from the preceding time step in the denomi
nator of the coefficients (5 .6)-(5 .7) of the functional (5 .8)-(5 .9) is of importance. Besides, 
when calculating, we verify that mesh is unfolded. 

The above argumentation is added by advantages of the functional without the Jacobian. 
First of all, it is a linearity of the equations (5 .39), and, therefore, the coefficients (5 .40) are 
constant during iterations. The matrix of these coefficients (8 numbers in every internal grid 
node) can be determined only once at every time step, and then it is used at all iterations. 
The iteration is reduced to simple formulas (5 .44) and control for mesh convexity. Thus, if 
necessary a large number of iterations is not burdensome. The computational formulas for 
the functional with the Jacobian are substantially more complicated, and, therefore, running 
time significantly increases. 

Probably, in practical computations one need to have the codes, realizing the both func
tionals. The use of the functional with the Jacobian should be executed if we have exhausted 
all possibilities of the functional without the Jacobian. 

6. Note that in practical computations at the first stage one calculates the mesh by 
interpolation formulas. This stage is executed till it provides with a suitable mesh. 

It is important that transition from the interpolation stage to using the functionals is 
"painless" (without appearing an uncontrolled node velocity) due to the ideology of one 
functional, set forth above. The same concerns change of the control parameters in the 
functionals. 

However, practical calculations have shown that this is realized only if such a recon
struction begins "in advance" so as to have sufficient "time reserve" not causing the break 
in modeling the flow problem. 

7. In view of "survivability" of the grid generation algorithm and suitability of the pro
duced meshes to the flow problem it is of importance whether to admit or not nonconvexity 
of the cells. This matter was discussed in Section 5.6. It is preferable to dispose of the 
nonconvex cells in initial data (if possible) and not to admit their appearance (stipulating 
this requirement in the code on mesh quality control). Realization of this requirement was 
considered in Section 5.5 by automatical selection of the iteration parameter Wi . 

8. In spite of above, the author does not pretend to developing completely automatic 
grid generation algorithms, allowing for modeling unsteady problems without user's con- . 
tro!. Assume that we could experimentally develop a technology of switching on the cor
recting functionals, described above. It should be realized in the form of concrete rec-
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ommendations, allowing the user for working with the code. (It would be ideal to define 
automatically the control parameters at every time step based on a concrete situation). 

There still remains the cases when the modeling can not be completed due to necessity 
to change the topological map of the problem (to change "cutting" into countable subdo
mains), to change the number of grid nodes so as to reflect adequately appearing singulari
ties (e.g. distortion of the boundary shape), etc. Automation of solving these questions was 
and is an actual problem, have not quite solved in practical applications. 
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Chapter 6 
GENERATION OF C URVILINEAR GRIDS 

IN MULTIPLY C ONNECTED D OMAINS 

OF C OMPLEX TOPOLOGY 

Nataliya A. Artyomova, Aleksey F. Khairullin, and Olga B. Khairullina 

Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics 
Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences 

A survey of the authors works on the automatic generation of optimal multiblock curvi
linear grids of large size (about hundreds of millions of nodes) in two-dimensional domains 
of an arbitrary connectivity and configuration using minimum input data is presented. Ba
sic features of the proposed approach are: a special way of formalization of the criterion 
of closeness of grids to a uniform ones, smoothness of grids at block boundaries, autom
atization of generation of arbitrary topology grids in multiply connected domains, and the 
use of combined iterations, which include both discrete and variational interpretations, re
sulting in an effective computational process. An algorithm of the automatic generation 
of three-dimensional block-structured grids is described for a wide class of axisymmetric 
three-dimensional simply and multiply connected domains. 

6.1 Introduction 

The construction of grids of high quality (sufficiently smooth, close to uniform and orthog
onal ones [ 1 ,  2], with a large number of nodes) is an important step in solving problems 
of mathematical physics. This construction should be maximally automated and use min
imum input information. The calculating time of a grid must be much less than the total 
calculating time of the problem. 

A vast survey of the literature on constructing grids is given in [3, 4] . The methods of 
construction of grids are rather different: with the help of conformal and quasiconformal 
mappings, solutions of the Euler equations of elliptic type obtained from variational prob
lems, and so on. Some algorithms take into account only geometry of the domain, other 

1 6 1  
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algorithms consider, besides geometry, singularities of the solutions of a concrete problem 
in this domain. The constructed grids may have a regular and irregular structure. In the 
case of regular (structured) grids, most of the works are devoted to constructing curvilinear 
grids in two- and three-dimensional domains topologically equivalent to a rectangle and 
parallelepiped, respectively. Smaller part of works are devoted to designing block-regular 
(composed or block-structured) grids. Very few works describe grid generation in multiply 
connected domains of complex topology (with elements of basis types of the topologies 
H, 0, C [3] of grids or non-one-sheeted mapping). 

In this paper, we consider questions related to constructing optimal block-structured 
curvilinear grids in two- and three-dimensional simply and multiply connected domains of 
complex geometries in the class of coordinate grids. In this case, parts of the boundary r of 
a given domain D are considered to be coordinate lines or coordinate surfaces in the plane 
of curvilinear coordinates (p, q) (the plane of node numbers). A two-dimensional domain 
is represented as a rectangle or a union of rectangles and a three-dimensional domain is 
represented as a parallelepiped or a union of parallelepipeds (blocks) in which a regular 
uniform orthogonal grid is introduced. 

6.2 Optimal Two-Dimensional Grids 

6.2.1 Optimality Criteria 

We consider a grid in a domain D to be optimal if the functions 

X=X(p, q) , y=y(p, q) 
mapping the grid from the plain (p, q) in the physical plane (x, y) under a prescribed ar
rangement of nodes on the boundary r minimize the functional [ 1 ,  2] 

cp = {f [ (In . lx2 + y2 ) 2 + (In . lx2 + y2 ) 2 + A (x; + y�) (X� +:�) ] dP dq. (6. 1) llD V p P P V q q q (XqYP - xpyq) 
The functional cP formalizes the optimality criteria, i .e., criteria of closeness of grids to 
uniform ones with respect to the distance between nodes and to orthogonal ones at the 
intersection points of coordinate lines. We can control the quality of a grid by changing 
the weight A > o. The subscripts in (6. 1 )  denote the differentiation of the corresponding 
function with respect to variables p, q. 

Let T i±l ,j denote the Euclidean distance between the grid nodes with coordinates (Xi,j , Yi,j) 
and (Xi±1 ,j , Yi±1 ,j ) , Ti,j±l denote the distance between nodes (Xi,j , Yi,j) and (Xi,j±1 , Yi,j±I ) , 
and a�l� (l=l ,  2, 3, 4) denote the angles between the rays connecting the node ( i , j )  and the 
nodes 

'(i+l ,  j ) ,  ( i ,  j+l ) ,  (i-I ,  j ) ,  and ( i ,  j-l ) . Then the functional (6. 1 )  is a continuous 
analog of the discrete functional [ 1 ]  

(6.2) 
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The functional FR enables us to minimize in the average the relative difference of the 

distances between adjacent nodes, and the functional FQ enables us to construct nondegen-

erate grids (OI!3 =f:. 0, 11") which are close to orthogonal ones. 

A distinctive feature of the variational method used in the algorithm is a special way 

of formalization of the criterion of closeness of grids to uniform ones with respect to the 
areas of adjacent cells in combination with the criterion of closeness of grids to orthogonal 

ones. Formalization of the uniformity criterion of the arrangement of grid nodes turned out 
to be crucial for constructing economical and stable procedures of calculation of grids. The 

functional corresponding to this formalization yields a system of the Euler-Ostrogradsky 
equations, hyperbolic in a broad sense. It has allowed us to consider new wider types of 

boundary conditions and to develop effective algorithms and programs of grid generation 
for rather complicated domains. Economical and efficient procedures of calculation of grids 
are connected with the application of iterative processes, Which use both a special nonsta

tionary modification of the Euler--Ostrogradsky equations and direct geometrical methods 
of minimization of discrete functionals formalizing the optimality criteria. 

A formulation of the problem of constructing such grids and corresponding iterative 
calculating methods for domains of complex geometry are described in [ 1 ,  2] . In detail, an 

economical successive algorithm of designing optimal grids in multiply connected domains 
is described in [5, 6] . 

The grids constructed can contain elements of basic grids of the type 0, C, H [3], for 

which the mappings of grids from the physical plane (x, y) into the plane (p, q) and in

versely are not one-valued. Namely, they are multivalued along the splits in the plane (x, y) 
(grids of the H type, marked lines) and along slits (grids of the 0 and C type, bold lines) 
in the plane of curvilinear coordinates (Fig. 6. 1) .  The image of the prescribed domain in 

the plane (p, q) can be non-one-sheeted (Fig. 6. 1 c). The use of the subdomain overlapping 

method [2] enabled one to construct grids which are smooth on the boundaries of adjacent 

blocks. 

6.2.2 Sequential and Parallel Algorithms 

To reduce the computation time for multiblock optimal grids of large size (dozens or hun

dreds of millions of nodes), a parallel algorithm [7]-[ 1 0] is elaborated on the basis of the 
sequential algorithm for a multiprocessor computational systems (MeS) [ 1 1 ] .  The use of 

distributed memory of the system essentially reduced both the memory necessary for stor
age of the matrices of coordinates of grid points, densely packing them independently of 

dividing the domain into blocks, and the calculation time of a grid. 
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Memorizing the coordinates of grid points. A multiblock grid is formed as a result 
of joining regular grids in the blocks covering this domain. In the sequential algorithm, the 
structure of the matrix of coordinates of grid points is determined, using a special numera
tion [2, 5] ,  by the geometry of the topological image (Fig. 6. 1 c) ofa grid in the plane (p, q) . 
This image is inscribed into a rectangle of the size M x N. The matrix is filled by the "flag" 
method. If a point does not belong to the domain, then "a flag", i.e., the number 1018, is 
transferred into the corresponding element of the matrix. In this case, the memory is used 
uneconomically. The matrix can be filled more densely if we divide the domain into blocks 
in another fashion. To memorize the ambiguity of the coordinates of a split, we introduce 
two columns in the matrix if this line is vertical (marked lines in Figs. 6. 1 a and 6. 1 c) or 
two rows if the line is horizontal. To each point of a slit in the plane (x , y) , at least two 
elements of the matrix correspond, since the slit in the plane (p, q) has two images (bold 
lines in Figs. 6. 1 a  and 6. 1 c). If more than one slit emerge from a point, then from two up 
to four elements of the matrix can correspond to the endpoints of the slits . 

Figure 6 . 1 :  a an optimal grid; b boundaries of given fragments of the domain; c 
the topological image of the grid. 

In the parallel algorithm, a block structure is suggested for memorizing the coordinates 
of grid points. The coordinates of the block grid points form one-dimensional arrays. The 
points are numbered from the bottom on vertical lines and from the left on horizontal lines 
and written one after the other. As a result, the array of the coordinates of grid points is 
densely packed independently of the way of dividing the domain into blocks. The matrix 
requires no extension to memorize the ambiguity of the coordinates of splits. 

Each block k in the plane (p, q) can be described by coordinates Plk ,  qlk ,  P2k, and q2k 
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of its vertices, which are used to arrange connections between blocks. Knowing the number 
K of a block and the number of the element in the common array, which is the beginning 
of the one-dimensional array for this block, enables us to restore the structure of the image 
of the constructed grid. On the other hand, for solving problems on large grids we may not 
recover the structure of the image but solve problems block by block on several processors, 
using the distributed memory of Mes and infonnation on the neighboring blocks. As each 
block has at most 8 adjacent blocks (one at each side and one at each angle), relations 
between the problems being solved on different processors are easily organized. 

Constructing grids with smooth coordinate lines. If we construct grids in blocks 
independently of coordinates of grid points of the adjacent blocks, then the grid lines on the 
common boundaries may not be smooth. When solving problems, such grids are poor if the 
unknown quantities have large gradients in a neighborhood oflines of block junctions [ 12] .  
In this case, we use the block overlapping method for calculation of smooth grid lines. 

In the sequential algorithm, each block whose boundary has a common part with the 
boundary of another block (inner boundary) is extended beyond this boundary by the addi
tion of one coordinate strip. Respectively, a horizontal or vertical line of the adjacent block 
are taken as the boundary of the extended block. After that, the grid is calculated at each 
iteration in all blocks successively. Since blocks are overlapping, points of the grid on the 
inner boundaries of the domain are calculated in correspondence with the given optimality 
criteria. When calculating grids in multiply connected domains of complex topology, the 
movement of nodes on slits and splits is organized in a similar way, but in these cases the 
analysis of geometrical possibilities of block junctions is much more complicated [5, 6] . 

To organize the block overlapping in the parallel algorithm, we consider indications 
e,k (l = 1 , 2 , 3, 4) of sides of each block k. They characterize the type of the block boundary 
and can take the value Clk = 0 for the given boundary of the domain, Clk = 1 for an internal 
boundary, e,k = 31 for an internal boundary belonging to a split, and Clk > 40 for slits. 
Each block is considered as a given simply connected domain with a given arrangement of 
nodes on the boundary. 

In the parallel algorithm, each block is extended, by the addition one coordinate strip, 
beyond all sides independently of the type of the boundary. Hence, every block will consist 
of two interconnected parts: internal and external. The external part is referred to as "a 
border" (the shaded strip in Fig. 6.2). 

Figure 6.2: The structure of a block and the arrangement of the block overlapping. 

If Cik=1 or Cik=31 on some side of the block, then the block border overlaps the adja-
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cent block and the coordinates of points of the external line of the block border are defined 
to equal the values of the coordinates of points of this line in contiguous block. For calcula
tion of the grid in the block k with a slit Cik=m (m>40) , we seek the block l one of whose 
sides is a slit with the same number Cjl=m. The coordinates of points of an internal line of 
the border of the block k, corresponding to this slit, and its external line as well, are defined 
to equal the values of the coordinates of points of the boundary and near-boundary lines of 
the block l .  If the border is adjoined to the boundary of the domain, then the coordinates of 
points of its external line are labeled by the corresponding ''flag''. 

Distributing blocks into groups. To provide smooth grids, the blocks whose borders 
are not completely labeled cannot be simultaneously calculated on different processors in 
an arbitrary order. 

Figure 6.3 :  Principal scheme of par all eliza ton. 

Let us consider, for example, the block Al (Fig. 6.3), which is a part of the image of 
some domain. Its sides bc and cd has the indications C2 = C3 = 1 .  When using several 
processors, the grid in the adjacent blocks Bl and Cl must be calculated in different time 
in order to transfer infonnation about the boundary, obtained when calculating the grid in 
one of the blocks, to block AI . The coordinates of a point laying on the intersection of bc 
and cd must be calculated also in correspondence with the given optimality criteria. For 
this purpose, the calculation of the grid in the block Dl should be separated in time from 
calculation of the grid in AI , Bl , and C1 • The other sides of this block and the remain
ing blocks should be similarly analyzed. As a result of such analysis, we obtain blocks 
Ai (i=1 . . . ,Ia) ,  Bi (i= 1 . . . ,Ib) ,  Ci (i=1 . . . ,Ic) ,  and Di (i=1 . . . ,Id) ,  which are combined 
into four corresponding groups. Distributing the blocks into groups allows us to gener
ate the grid in blocks of one group simultaneously on different processors and by turns in 
blocks of different groups. 

The use of the border enabled us to arrange the overlapping more universally and to 
calculate the grid in blocks with several slits. In the case when the grid is generated by 
the sequential algorithm, the block being calculated cannot have more than one slit [5, 6] . 
Otherwise, since a block may have up to four slits in the general case, this problem was 
solved by duplicating the block into several (depending on the number of slits) blocks, and 
a particular slit is assigned to each of them. 

For calculation of an optimal curvilinear grid in a given domain by the iterative method, 
we should specify the initial allocation of grid nodes and the coordinates of block vertices. 
Using these data, the indications of block sides are determined, the external line of borders 
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is filled, and the blocks are divided into groups. All these operations are perfonned by the 

program. 

Loading of processors. The calculation time of an optimal grid on a multiprocessor 

computer consists mainly of the calculation time on processors for the grid in blocks and 

the time of exchange of infonnation between these processors. A unifonn loading of the 

processors used and minimum amount of infonnation to be transmitted are basic criteria of 
the calculation time minimization. 

We suppose that the calculation time of coordinates of each node of a block is approx
imately the same. The calculation time of the grid in a block k is determined by its weight 
Lk - the number of nodes of the block. We introduce a parameter Bk, which initially 

equals Lk. If blocks k and l have the same slit and are in one group, then, to reduce the 

amount of infonnation to be transferred between processors, they are sent to one processor, 

the parameter Bk is defined to equal the sum of weights of these blocks ( Bk = Lk + L,), 
and the parameter B, is defined to equal zero, In the group under consideration, the block 

k can generally have common slits with several ''neighbors '' (for example, the block k has 
common slits with blocks II and l2 and the block h ,  besides the block k, has a common slit 

with the block l3, and all of them are in one group). Then 

Blj = 0 for j = 1 , 2,  . . . . 

Blocks of a group are numbered in decreasing order of parameter Bk, and infonnation 
on them is written in an array MI . The number of blocks with Bk ¥ 0 determines the 

maximal number of processors PI that are necessary for calculation of this group of blocks. 
There arise two situations, depending on the relation between a prescribed number P and 

the required number PI of processors. 

If P ;::: PI , then blocks with Bk ¥ 0 are distributed among processors, and blocks with 

B, = 0 are sent to processors on which blocks with the same slits must be calculated. In 
this case, processors work unevenly and some of them either stand idle or work for a short 

space of time. 

If P < PI , it is possible to load processors more uniformly. For each group, we form 

a matrix M2 with the number of columns corresponding to the given number of processors 

and the number of rows equal to the number of blocks in the group. Elements of a column 

mi of the matrix M2 are the numbers of blocks calculated on the ith processor. The average 
value S of parameters Bk of all the blocks of the group is determined. If Bk ;::: S for 
some blocks, then their numbers are immediately transferred from Ml to the array M2, 
and the sum of quantities Bk for every ith processor is accumulated in Si . The remaining 
blocks are distributed in accordance with the decrease in the weight Bk . If the condition 

Si + Bk < S is satisfied, then the block number k with the maximal value Bk is transferred 
from the array Ml to M2, and Si changes accordingly. If, after such distribution of blocks 

among P processors, the array Ml contains the block numbers for which Bk ¥ 0, then 
the procedure above is iterated and the value S is increased by 1 % in comparison with the 

value S on the previous iteration. Each iteration increases the unevenness in the loading of 
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processors. After distributing all blocks with Bk # 0 among processors, the block numbers 
with Bl = 0 are added to the array M2 in columns which contain the block numbers with 
the same slits. 

To reduce the exchange of information, we unite blocks which are on the same processor 
and have a common side with indication Cik = 1 .  It takes few seconds of the counting time 
to completely analyze blocks and distribute them among processors. 

After distributing blocks among processors, we send to each processor the coordinates 
of grid points of the initial approximation of blocks which are assigned to this processor. 
Secondary information about these blocks (size, the number in line, overlappings to be 
transferred) is also sent to the processor. 

The iteration is completed if the grid has been calculated in blocks of the four groups. 
The last processor, as the least loaded, gathers the values of the functional in blocks from 
the remaining processors, summarize them, decides whether one should calculate the next 
iteration or finish the grid generation, and then informs the remaining processors about its 
decision. After ending the calculation, each processor writes its part of the grid in the file 
in which the coordinates of grid points of all blocks are stored in a packed form. 

Results of grid generation. For completeness of the investigation, the grids were cal
culated in different domains with the number of nodes about 600000 and 900000. We 
measured the calculation time, the delay of calculations start (the work of MCS on rout
ing), the time of reading input data and writing calculation results, the time of transferring 
overlappings and waiting for reception of them. Coefficients Ky of acceleration of compu
tations (the ratio of the calculation time on one processor to the time on N processors) and 
coefficients K = Ky/ P of the effectiveness of utilization of processors depending on the 
number of processors are calculated. 

The dependence, on the number P of processors, of the grid calculation time with 
taking (total) and without taking (pure) the time of reading the initial approximation into 
account and as well as the dependence of the time of recording the results and start delay 
of calculations were studied. These investigations have shown that using two or three pro
cessors sharply decreases the time expenditure. Beginning with six or eight processors, the 
computation time varies little. This is explained by the fact that, for specified divisions of 
domains into blocks, processors are loaded non-uniformly when increasing the number P. 
The total computation time determines the computation time on the first processor on which 
the block with the largest weight Bk is located. A more uniform load can be obtained if we 
split this block into two or more parts. 

Overhead expenses (the time expenditure on start delay, reading data, and writing the 
computation results) for different numbers P of the given processors are approximately 
the same, though their shares in the total time expenditure increases as P increases, but 
inessentially. So, the overhead expense share on 1 0  processors increases about twice in 
comparison with two processors. It consists of the start delay � 2 .5%, reading data � 12%, 
and writing results � 1 5% . 

The greatest coefficient of acceleration Kly = 5 .2 ( without account of the overhead 
expenses, which corresponds to the pure computing time) in the case of a grid of 600000 
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nodes is obtained on P = 10 processors. Actually, with taking the overhead expenses 

into account, Ky = 4.2. The effectiveness coefficient of the load of processors is K 1 = 
0.51 (K = 0.42) , that is, when calculating this grid, processors were practically halfloaded. 

For a grid of900000 nodes, we obtain Ky = 7 on 14  processors. 
The investigations show that the time spent on sending and receiving overlappings es

sentially depend on the uniformity of the loading of processors. The time spent on opening 
buffers and passage to a new group is inessential. 

For comparison, we give an average time of one iteration for a grid with 600000 (900000) 

nodes: 

• using the sequential algorithm, 19 min. 1 1  sec. (2 1 min. 28 sec.) on PC Pentium 100 

MHz ( 150 MHz); 
• using the parallel algorithm, 6 min. 7 sec. ( 10  min. 6 sec.) on one processor of MCS, 

49 sec. (2 min. 57 sec.) on four processors, and 36 sec. ( 1  min. 49 sec.) on eight 
processors. 

The time on PC is much greater than that on MCS, which is explained by another way 
of organization of computations. Depending on the weight, the initial approximation, and 

the splitting into blocks, 5 + 15 iterations are required to complete the grid generation. 
The parallel algorithm enables us to construct optimal block-regular two-dimensional 

grids of large size (about hundreds of millions of nodes). 

6.2.3 Automatic Generation of the Initial Approximation of a Grid 

To construct an optimal grid by an iterative method, it is necessary to specify or calculate 
some initial approximation of it without self-intersecting cells. In [2, 5, 6] an initial approx
imation was constructed semi-automatically, i.e., to a great extent by hand. This requires 

the user to possess some practical skills. 
In [ 13] an algorithm was elaborated for the automatic dividing of domains of complex 

configuration into blocks--simply connected curvilinear quadrangles. In this case, the do
main boundary in the physical plane and its topological image in the curvilinear coordinates 

are given. The criterion of the choice of a topological image is often either the conditions of 
the problem being solved in the domain (for example, heterogeneity of physical processes) 
or the required directions of coordinate lines of the curvilinear grid (for example, the coin
cidence of one of the families of grid lines with the streamlines estimated). Specifying the 
location of nodes on the boundary, we can take into account peculiarities of the problem. 

In [14] a geometrical method was elaborated for automatic generation of the initial ap
proximation of a regular grid in simply connected domains of an arbitrary geometry using 
minimum input infonnation, namely, the description of the domain boundary and the loca
tion of nodes on it. 

The problems of automatic organization of the block overlapping when constructing a 
multib10ck grid and automatic determination of lines that may be mapped ambiguously in 
domains of complex topology are solved in [2, 5, 6] . 
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Using these methods, we managed to automate the optimal grid generation in two
dimensional domains of any connectivity and configuration. As a result, a universal package 
of programs MOPS-2A [ 1 5] was composed. 

Let us consider these algorithms in detail, taking the grid constructed in the domain in 
Fig. 6.4 as an example. 

Automatic dividing of a domain into blocks. 

Figure 6.4: Optimal grid. 

The boundary r of a given domain D in the physical plane (x, y) and in the curvilinear 
coordinates (p, q) is represented in the form of one (Fig. 6.5 a) or several (Fig. 6. 1 b) lines, 
which can be both closed and non-closed. The program package MOPS-2A applies the 
operations "Symmetry ", "Turn ", and "Shift ", which essentially reduces the information 
processing in the cases when the domain or some of its parts are symmetric, respectively, 
about a line or a point, or coordinates of points of one of subdomains can be obtained by 
shifting another subdomain along some vector. Then the boundary is described only for 

III 

Figure 6 .5 :  a the boundary of a fragment of the domain; b its topological image; 
c the grid initial approximation. 
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an initial fragment of the domain (Figs. 6. 1 b and 6.5a) and the grid in the whole domain 
(Figs. 6 . la and 6.4) is automatically constructed by the program using minimum infor
mation. For example, for the operation "Symmetry " this is the coordinates of two points 
through which the symmetry line of this fragment passes. 

The user describes lines in input data by sets of nodal points Ak ( 13  points in Fig. 6.5a), 
each of which is determined by four numbers Xk, Yk, Pk, and qk - the coordinates in the 
physical plane and the curvilinear coordinates. We may go around the boundary starting 
from any point and moving in any direction. The program connects nodal points in the 
physical plane by segments of straight lines or arcs of circles of prescribed radii in a pre
scribed direction (clockwise or counter clockwise). The images of points Ak in the curvi
linear coordinates are connected by segments of the straight lines P = Pk or q = qk .  As a 
result, the topological image of the given domain D in the curvilinear coordinates is repre
sented as a quadrangle, polygon, or a union of them (n) with sides parallel to the coordinate 
axes P = 0 and q = 0 (Fig. 6.5b). 

To automatically divide the domain into blocks, information on the boundary is ana
lyzed and the geometry of the image in the plane of curvilinear coordinates and the di
rection in which we should go around its boundary are detennined. From nodal points of 
the boundary, the supporting points of its image are selected (the vertices of the polygon 
{l} in which, when moving along the boundary, the passage from a grid coordinate line 
of one family to a coordinate line of another family is realized. From supporting points, 
the concavity points of the image of the boundary are selected and subdivided into 5 types 
(Fig. 6.6). 

II • 

i +-
. 

Figure 6.6: a, c types of concavity points; b, d examples of selected blocks. 

The fifth type of points is the endpoints of the given non-closed curves or turning points 
on splits. The segment marked by the bold line can be both horizontal and vertical, and the 
considered point can be on either side of the segment. 

Through the found points, depending on their type, the lines dividing the domain into 
blocks are drawn in the directions pointed by arrows. Near each point of the type 1-4, three 
blocks (Fig. 6.6b) can be selected and two of them are adjoined to the domain boundaries. 
Two sides of the third block are dividing lines and one of the vertices, as well as in the case 
of the first two blocks, is a concavity point of the boundary. Four blocks (Fig. 6.6 d) can be 
similarly chosen near points of the type 5 .  
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The blocks are selected at the instance when the coordinates of points of three sides 
of the block are already known. The lengths of the block sides are detennined so that the 
opposite sides of the block have the same length in the plane of curvilinear coordinates. 
Viewing all supporting points of the boundary by turns allows us to completely divide the 
domain into blocks and then to fonn a data array for the blocks obtained (coordinates of 
their vertices). 

In the case of multiply connected domains, it is necessary to know where the grid must 
be constructed: inside the closed boundary curve or outside. This infonnation is written in 
the input data. If the grid must be calculated outside this curve, then the direction of moving 
along the boundary curve is taken to be opposite. 

The boundary curve of the image n of the given domain D of complex configuration 
and complex topology consists mostly of several closed curves (2 curves in Fig. 6.5 b). They 
are automatically selected and considered in the sequel as independent boundary curves. 

In the plane of curvilinear coordinates (Fig. 6.5 b) and in the physical plane (bold lines 
in Fig. 6.Sc), the dividing lines are segments of straight lines and points on them are placed 
unifonnly by the linear interpolation method. Whether or not a dividing line intersects the 
domain boundary in the plane (x , y) is checked by the program. If there are intersections, 
additional dividing lines are drawn. 

When dividing the domain into blocks is completed, the coordinates of grid points on 
the block boundaries become known. In every block it is necessary to construct a regular 
grid of the initial approximation without self-intersections. 

Constructing a regular grid in a block. The method of automatic construction of a 
structured grid without self-intersections in the block consists in analyzing the boundary 
curve with the purpose to find its convexity and concavity points, to arrange grid points in 
the domain, and to control and improve the quality of the grid. 

As in dividing the domain into blocks, a key moment of this method is to know con
vexity and concavity points of the boundary, but these points must here be detennined in 
the plane of physical coordinates (x, y) . To find these points, the following equation of an 
oriented straight line is used in the work [ 1 6] :  

If  the condition A(Xk+b Yk+l ) < 0 i s  satisfied, then the vertex Ak+1 (Fig. 6.7a) 
lies on the left of the straight line Ak-lAk, the inner angle LAk-lAkAk+l is greater 

than 1r, the point Ak is a concavity point of the boundary. If Ik (Xk+b Yk+1 ) > 0, then 
the point Ak is a convexity point. However, when using this method, we are to go around 
the boundary in a certain direction, namely, clockwise. This is an essential shortcoming in 
constructing a multiblock grid. 

The convexity and concavity points can be found using the condition that these points 
belong to the closed domain, which does not depend in which direction we go around 
the boundary. If we connect points Ak-l and Ak+ 1 by the segment of the straight line 
(Fig. 6.7b), we obtain a new domain whose boundary does not contain point Ak . For each 
point Ak (Xk , Yk) ,  the number n of the intersection points of the straight line x = Xk and 
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Figure 6.7: Determining the convexity and concavity points. 

the domain boundary with Y > Yk is determined. All parts AiAi+l (i=l , 2 , . . .  ) of the 

boundary are checked whether they intersect or not. If n is odd, the point Ak lies inside the 
bounded domain and it is a concavity point; otherwise, it is a convexity point. The time of 

determination of points by this method increases as the number of the specified points on 
the boundary increases. 

In the algorithm under consideration, points of the boundary are analyzed by a method, 
which combines the speed of the first method and universality of the second. Using the 
oriented straight line equation, we determine the indication of each specified point, i.e., we 
check whether the boundary at this point is convex or concave. This indication is searched 
for any point of the boundary by the second method. If the indications of a point obtained 

by the two methods coincide, then the boundary is described clockwise and the indications 
of points are defined correctly. Otherwise, the boundary is described counter clockwise, the 
indications of all of its points are taken to be opposite. 

We use the priority principle in arranging grid points inside the block. For this purpose, 
a particular quantitative indication t is assigned to each of the grid points of the block. The 
concavity points of the boundary have the highest priority ( t  = 31), the priority of the points 
of its convexity is lower (t = 21), and the remaining points of the boundary have t = 1 .  
The grid points inside the block with coordinates x, Y unknown for the present have t = o. 

Grid lines are sequentially drawn first from the concavity points of the boundary and 
then from the convexity points. As a result, the domain is divided mostly into convex 

polygons, in which the grid is generated by the linear interpolation method. 

Suppose that it is required to draw a grid line from the point Tl (Fig. 6.8a). 

In the plane (p, q) , we search its nearest neighboring point T2 with the indication t = o. 
The coordinates of this point in the plane (x, y) are not defined yet. The position of the point 
T2 coincides with one of eight positions, which are outlined in Fig. 6.8 a, and depends on the 
position of the point Tl on the boundary or in the domain. If such a point exists, then from 
Tl in the direction of the foUnd point T2 we search a point Ts with an indication t � 1 and 

the known coordinates x, y. An intersection of the segment TITs and the boundary curve is 
checked. If TITs does not intersect the boundary curve, then the grid points are placed on 
the segment by the linear interpolation method and the indication t = 1 is assigned to them. 
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Figure 6.8 :  a scheme of choosing the calculation direction of grid points; b scheme 
of choosing the calculation direction of a temporary grid node. 

If there is an intersection, then no grid points are placed in this direction, since otherwise 
they will be beyond the computation domain. We attempt to place the grid points in another 
direction, choosing the following point T2 with unknown x, y.  

Figure 6.9: Grid for different ways of determining the intersection points of diagonals. 

When placing the points in the diagonal direction, the intersection point of diagonals 
may not belong to the grid as the straight line Tl T3 in the plane of curvilinear coordinates 
passes between points T4 and Ts (Fig. 6.8b) with indications t =1= O. This results in an 
incorrect computation of the step of arrangement of points on the diagonal, and the grid can 
have self-intersecting cells (Fig. 6.9a). Introducing a temporary node T� with fractional 
coordinates allows us to calculate a grid without self-intersections (Fig. 6.9 b). 

After calculation of a grid line, whose image is T1T3, the following boundary point is 
selected. Such a point is also chosen in the case when all points T2 surrounding Tl have 
the indication t = 1 or the segments Tl T3 intersect the block boundary. Processing of the 
arrays of the concavity and convexity points of the boundary is continued till the complete 
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determination of the point coordinates in the computation domain. 

The grid quality control and improvement. When constructing the initial approxi
mation of the grid is completed, an automatic control of its quality is carried out. 

A number of criteria of the quality of a grid are suggested in the work [ 17] and are 
broadened in [ 14] .  A criterion based on the analysis of the areas of cells is used for the 
quality control of the grid initial approximation. 

Each cell is determined by the coordinates of four its vertices (Fig. 6. 10). 

r----�IJ+1 

Figure 6. 10:  Numeration of the cell vertices. 

Assigning numbers k= 1 ,  2 , 3, 4 to vertices, we calculate the areas [ 17] 

of four triangles obtained when the diagonals of the quadrangle are drawn. In this case, 
(xo, YO) = (X4' Y4) and (xs, YS) = (Xl ! Yl ) . 

For each cell, the signs of Uk are checked, which determine the type of the cell. The 
following five types of cells are possible: 

• convex. cell (Fig. 6. 10) if all areas Uk > 0; 

• nonconvex. cell (Fig. 6 . 1 1 a) or triangular cell if three areas Uk > 0 and one area 
Uk � 0; 

• self-intersecting cell (Fig. 6. 1 1  b) if two areas Uk > 0 and two areas Uk < 0; 

• nonconvex. inverted cell (Fig. 6. 1 1  c) or triangular cell if three areas Uk < 0 and one 
area Uk � 0; 

• convex. inverted cell (Fig. 6. 1 1  d) if all areas Uk < o. 

When constructing grids in practice, convex. and nonconvex. cells are admissible for 
solving problems. We will call them nondegenerate. The grids containing self-intersecting 
and inverted cells are unsuitable for calculations. We will call such cells degenerate [ 14, 1 5] .  

When constructing the grid initial approximation, sometimes there arise a situation 
when the grid generation in a domain of complex. configuration cannot be completed or 
the constructed grid is of poor quality, i.e., the grid contains self-intersecting or inverted 
cells or, because going out of the domain is strictly prohibited, coordinates of some nodes 
are not defined in the plane (x, y) (we will call them "empty" cells) (Fig. 6. 1 2 a). 
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a b c d 

Figure 6. 1 1 : Types of cells. 

a b 

Figure 6. 12 :  The grid initial approximation before and after improvement. 

When checking the quality of a grid, information on such cells is written in the indi
cation t of the corresponding nodes. Several methods were elaborated for improvement of 
these cells. 

It was found that the quality of the grid initial approximation in domains of complex 
configurations essentially depends on the order of choosing the boundary points which are 
used at the first stage of calculation. To construct a qualitative initial approximation, it is 
required to examine several different versions of sequences of points. The following four 
versions are stipulated in the program: nodal points of the boundary are scanned clockwise, 
counter clockwise, on vertical and then horizontal lines of the boundary, and, conversely, 
first on horizontal and then vertical lines. From these four versions, the grid with the best 
quality parameters is taken. 

In the case when the constructed grid is of low quality, some subdomain is chosen that 
contains degenerate and empty cells but has a boundary consisting only of nondegenerate 
cells. Indications t of all nodes lying inside this boundary are set to be zero, the convexity 
and concavity points are selected on the subdomain boundary, the repeated calculation of 
the coordinates of internal points is implemented by the algorithm above. This process is 
iterated under increase in the size of the subdomain till the quality of the grid becomes 
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satisfactory or the specified number of attempts of improving the grid is exhausted. 

The presence of empty cells can result in degenerate cells, which are concentrated 

mainly near nodal points of the boundary concavity. A horizontal or vertical line is drawn 
through such boundary points, which splits the block into two blocks. The grid is anew 

constructed in each of the new blocks. Passing from the block to the block, the grid initial 
approximation is constructed in the whole domain. 

The designed procedure of dividing a domain of complex geometry into blocks and 

constructing the initial approximation of a structured grid in blocks in combination with 
overlapping of blocks [2, 5, 6] enabled us to solve the problem of automatic generation 

of both the grid initial approximation and an optimal multiblock curvilinear grid in two
dimensional domains of any connectivity and configuration. Minimum input infonnation is 
used in this construction; namely, specification of the boundary, arrangement of nodes on it 

in the physical plane, and the image of the boundary in the plane of curvilinear coordinates. 

The time of self-dividing the domain into blocks and constructing a multiblock grid of 
the initial approximation with the number of nodes about one million on a computer of the 

type Pentium-l 00 does not exceeded 1 min. 

6.3 Block-Structured Grids in Axisymmetric 
Three-Dimensional Multiply Connected Domains 

In the work [ 1 8] algorithms are designed for constructing three-dimensional curvilinear 
structured grids in simply connected domains, obtained by rotation of a directrix about an 
axis through an angle 4> (4)0 � 4> � 7r) . The grids are constructed without singularities 
(there are no degeneration on the axis and self-intersections in the domain) [ 19] .  

In this work, three-dimensional block-structured grids are constructed in axisymmetric 

domains of any connectivity in the case when the rotation angle ¢ of the directrix around 
the axis is equal to 3600 •  Such grids are required when solving problems of mathemati

cal physics in three-dimensional axisymmetric domain with nonsymmetric boundary con
ditions (for example, gasdynamic flow around axisymmetric bodies at nonzero angle of 
attack). 

A curvilinear grid in a domain is proposed to be constructed by rotation of a two
dimensional radial section of the domain about the symmetry axis. This section can be sim

ply or multiply connected with one-valued or multivalued mapping into the plane of curvi
linear coordinates. A two-dimensional structured or block-structured optimal grid should 

be generated in the section by the use of algorithm MOPS-2A. 

For automatic generation of a three-dimensional grid it is necessary to set the number 
Ks of sectors into which the domain of rotation should be divided. 

If a three-dimensional grid is constructed using only rotation ofa section, then on the 
symmetry axis we obtain an ambiguity of the mapping like 0 and C grids (Fig. 6 . 1 3a). To 
eliminate this, we must change the grid in blocks or parts of blocks adjacent to the symmetry 
axis (Fig. 6. 1 3b). 
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a b 

Figure 6. l 3 :  Grid in the cross section of the central part of a three-dimensional domain with 
a singularity and after elimination of it. 

Figure 6 . 14:  Radial section ofa three-dimensional domain. 

The lateral faces of blocks can be represented as conical (bd) and cylindrical (gh) sur
faces or their combination (rs) . Each of the bases can be a circle (cd) , spherical (ab) or 
conic surface (ed) , or more complicated surface whose directrix of rotation is a broken line 
(combination of the lateral faces of truncated cones) (g J) (Fig. 6. 14). 

Let us first consider a rather simple structure of the block-a truncated cone with circle 
bases. To reconstruct the grid, we "cut out" a part of the block adjacent to the symmetry 
axis. In the remaining part of the block, if such a part exists, the grid is constructed by 
rotation of the segment of the original section of the domain that belongs to this part of the 
block. 

When constructing the grid in the central part of the block, we renumber the boundary 
points of its bases so that this boundary in the plane of curvilinear coordinates is represented 
as a curvilinear square (Fig. 6 . l 3  b). To maintain the symmetry in the grid reconstructed, 
the number K s of given sectors for generation of a three-dimensional grid, determining the 
number of the boundary points of the block base in which the grid is reconstructed, must be 
multiple of 8. Otherwise, in handling input data the nearest K c > K s multiple of 8 will be 
automatically chosen. A grid close to a uniform one is constructed in the base of the central 
block by linear interpolation. Points are placed first on the vertical and horizontal symmetry 
axes of the circle and then in the left top quadrant. For maintaining the symmetry, the grid in 
the top of this quadrant is symmetrically mapped with respect to the diagonal to its bottom. 
Then the grid obtained in this quadrant is symmetrically mapped to other quadrants .  As a 
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result, we get a symmetric grid of size L = (Kc/4 + 1)  x (Kc/4 + 1) in the base of the 
central block. 

Having perfonned analogous constructions in cross sections of the block for specified 
Z = Zk, we obtain in the central part a grid close to a unifonn one and without singularities. 

Let now the block base is the lateral face of a right circular cone ( de in Fig. 6. 14). We 
will generate a grid on such surface as follows. We represent the base de of this cone in 
the plane curvilinear coordinates (pq) as a square in which a unifonn orthogonal grid will 
be generated. In the plane of physical coordinates, we construct a circle of radius de and 
project the grid points of the generator de to the axes x = 0 and y = O. In the general 
case, we can obtain a nonunifonn grid on the axes. Then, on lines q = const in the left 
top quadrant, we arrange points so that the ratios of the distances between grid points are 
the same as on the axes. To ensure the symmetry, the grid in the top of this quadrant is 
symmetrically mapped with respect to the diagonal to its bottom. The grid obtained in this 
quadrant is symmetrically mapped to other quadrants. As a result, we get a symmetric grid 
in the cone base, which is projected to the lateral face of the cone. 

The composed surface of the cone base (for example, ab in Fig. 6. 14) can be represented 
as a combination of the lateral faces of truncated cones (K = E Ki) with heights hi, = 
Zi - Zi-l (i = 1 , 2, . . .  ) . 

To construct a grid on such surface, we project the grid points of the section line (ab) , 
corresponding to this surface, to the ordinate axis (ak) . In the plane (xy) , we construct a 
circle of radius ak and a grid in it by the method described above. To project the obtained 
grid to the base face, it is necessary to take into account that this surface is a combination 
of the lateral faces of truncated cones and to rightly choose the required cone. 

Having perfonned analogous constructions for the section lines inside the block for 
specified Z = Zk, we obtain in the central part of the domain a grid close to unifonn one 
and without singularities. 

The coordinates of the grid points are stored in a block fonn. When solving problems 

a b 

Figure 6. 15 :  Three-dimensional grids in domains with simply connected radial sections. 
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Figure 6. 1 6: A three-dimensional grid in a multiply connected domain. 

on these grids, connections between blocks are automatically organized. 
A three-dimensional grid in a simply connected domain is presented in Fig. 6. 1 5  a and 

in multiply connected domains of simple and complex topologies in Figs. 6. 1 5  b and 6. 1 6. 
The radial section in Fig. 6 . 1 4  was used for designing the grid presented in Fig. 6. 1 5  b. To 
make the grids more viewable, we cut a quarter out of each domain. The bold lines in 
Figs. 6. 14-6. 1 6  mark the block boundaries. 

6.4 Using Optimal Grids 

A non-orthogonal optimal two-dimensional curvilinear grids were used to solve compli
cated gas dynamics problems. Using these grids, a method of calculating parameters of sta
tionary vortical flows of compressible and incompressible fluid in axisymmetric and plane 
parallel simply connected channels of complex configuration is elaborated [2, 12 ,  20] . The 
method is realized by the program package SOKOL. It enables us to reliably diagnose zones 
of the subsonic part of channels in which vortices are formed, to determine how the gas
dynamic parameters and peCUliarities of the channel design influence the formation of the 
pressure and velocity field and the formation of stationary large scale vortices in the flow. 
As a result, using various constructive techniques, we can exclude, even at the stage of 
designing, the vortices giving rise to acoustic oscillations of pressure in these channels. 

The methods designed and the program SPECTR for calculation of parameters of acous
tic oscillations propagating in a moving media in these channels enabled us to calculate 
enough effectively acoustic parameters of combustion chambers [20]-[22] . The effect was 
revealed that frequencies perceptibly decrease when vortical zones are present in the flow. 

It is precisely the use of optimal curvilinear grids that enabled us to free ourselves of 
the essential restrictions on the class of the considered geometries of channels, and the 
high approximative quality ensured a success in constructing rapid iterative processes for 
calculating flows and acoustic oscillations in channels of complex configuration. The grid 
generation time is 5-1 0% of the computation time of the problem. The more complicated 
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structure of the gas flow the less percentage. 
The grids constructed by this technique were successfully used for solving problems 

of the gas flow around axisymmetric spatial bodies, in particular, for calculating counter 
and overtaking diffraction on a sphere [23] . A three-dimensional grid was designed as a 
union of two-dimensional optimal grids. These grids are constructed on the evolvent of the 
lateral face of circular cones which are one of the families of coordinate surfaces in the 
given domain. 

The three-dimensional grids described in Section 6.3 were used for solving problems 
of stationary flows of an ideal gas around axisymmetric bodies at a nonzero angle of attack. 
As an example, the results of calculation of the flows around a body composed of cones and 
a cylinder are given. A three-dimensional grid in the domain was constructed by rotation of 
the section presented in 

a b 

Figure 6. 17: a a three-dimensional grid in the computation domain; b the original 
two-dimensional grid in its radial section. 

Fig. 6. 17b. To make the grid viewable, a quarter of the domain in Fig. 6. 17  a was cut 
out. Below, the results of calculations are presented for the cases when the flow was both 
subsonic with the Mach number Mo = 0.5 and supersonic with the Mach number Mo = 2. 
The velocity vector of the flow lies in.the plane xz at the angle of attack a = 15° . 

Figures 6. 1 8  and 6. 1 9  show isobars in sections xoz and xoy obtained for the subsonic 
flow around a body. The sections xoz and xoy are symmetry planes of the streamlined 
body. Since the velocity vector of the flow lies in the plane xz, the pattern of the gas flow 
in the section xoz is symmetric. 

Figure 6.20 shows isolines of the Mach numbers in the section xoz obtained for a su
personic flow around a body. 
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Mo = 0.5 
z 

Level P 
1 5  1 .1 1 3  

1 4  1 .097 

1 3  1 .081 

1 2  1 .065 

1 1  1 .049 

1 0  1 .033 
9 1 .0 1 7  O����-----------------------+�r--+�vx 8 1 .001 

y 

7 0.965 

6 0.969 

5 0.953 

4 0.937 

3 0.921 

2 0.905 

1 0.889 

Figure 6. 18 :  Isobars in section xoz for the subsonic flow. 

Mo = 0.5 

x 

Level P 
1 5  1 .1 1 3  

14 1 .097 

1 3  1 .081 

1 2  1 .065 

1 1  1 .049 

1 0  1 .033 

9 1 .017 

8 1 .001 

7 0.985 

6 0.969 

5 0.953 

4 0.937 

3 0.921 

2 0.905 

1 0.889 

Figure 6. 1 9: Isobars in section xoy for the subsonic flow. 

The numbers at lines denote the numbers of isolines. The corresponding values of 
pressure P and the Mach numbers are given in the tables. 

Calculations of gasdynamic flows were carried out by programs elaborated in the Keldysh 
Institute of Applied Mathematics of Russian Academy of Sciences. 
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Mo = 2  

z 

o�----�--------------------�--��x 

Level M 
1 2  2.064 
1 1  1 .938 
1 0  1 .813 
9 1 .687 
8 1 .681 
7 1 .436 
6 1 .310 
5 1 .1 84  
4 1 .059 
3 0.933 
2 0.608 
1 0.682 

Figure 6.20: Isolines of the Mach numbers in section xoz for the supersonic flow. 

6.S Conclusion 

1 83 

The numerous calculations show that the hyperbolicity of the system of equations solved 
does not give rise to discontinuities. No additional singularities appear when passing to 
a new system of coordinates, though the general theorems on smoothness, existence, and 
uniqueness of the solution of the system of Euler-Ostrogradsky equations are not derived 

[2] . However, the experience in using optimal grids based on the approach proposed shows 
that the grids constructed have high computational and approximative advantages. Their 

application allows us to solve complicated gas dynamics problems with high degree of 
accuracy. 

Automatization of constructing both two-dimensional and three-dimensional grids in 

specified domains makes it possible to use MOPS-2A for solving nonstationmy problems. 
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Chapter 7 
ANISOTROPIC GRID ADAPTATION ApPLIED 

TO AERODYNAMIC PROBLEMS 

Alexander M. Sorokin and Natalia A. Vladimirova 

Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute (TsAOI) 

Two anisotropic grid adaptation methods are considered. The first one is the algorithm 
of constrained Delaunay triangulation with specified stretching of triangular cells adjacent 

to the boundary applied in mUltiply connected regions. The grid generation procedure in
crementally inserts the nodes to make the distribution of circum-circles around triangular 

elements smooth and meet the requirement imposed on the cells stretching adjacent to spec
ified curves. The generated grids were used in Navier-Stokes numerical simulation of high 
Reynolds number turbulent viscous flows around isolated and multi-element airfoils. 

The second method is anisotropic edge refinement adaptation technique of 
three-dimensional unstructured grids. The adaptation procedure identifies three directions 

of adaptation at each grid node, performs the refinement of grid edges aligned to these direc
tions and reconnects edges. The interpolation based error indicator at an edge is determined 
as a weighted sum of the first and second order derivatives of monitor function along an 
edge direction. The edge refinement utilizes this error indicator. The developed adaptation 

algorithm was applied to convection-diffusion problems. The solutions to these problems 
simulate three-dimensional curved viscous wakes with large gradients of flow parameters. 

The explored dependencies of numerical errors via the number of grid nodes showed good 
correlations with theoretical predictions. The industrial application to the Euler transonic 

flow over a wing with winglets is considered. 

7.1 Introduction 

The accuracy of the numerical solution with large gradients calculated on the uniform grid 
can be significantly improved with the optimal placement of grid nodes. The tessellation 
of the given set of nodes is not unique and nodes connectivity signi-ficantly influences 
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the accuracy of the numerical scheme. If the problem parameters vary differently in the 
different directions, the optimal grid should comprise the anisotropic grid elements. 

Two different anisotropic grid adaptation techniques are presented in this paper. The 
first one constructs the constrained Delaunay triangulations with specified cell stretching in 
the regions with large gradients of flow parameters. This algorithm does not rely on flexible 
push button technology, but it produces high quality grids that meet all the requirements 
imposed by employed numerical Navier-Stokes schemes. These requirements are: 

• the Delaunay grid property 

• the grid steps small enough to resolve the flow parameters in viscous dominated flow 
regions 

• the control of maximal angle in triangular cells 

• the smooth transition between isotropic and anisotropic parts of grid 

• reasonable grid quality 

The other method utilizes the edge refinement technique and can be the base for auto
matic grid generation technology. The grid is generated through iterations consisting in the 
following steps: 

• computation offlow parameters on the current wing 

• calculation of edge-based error indicators 

• refinement and derefinement grid adaptation according to the values of error indicator 

7.2 Generation of Constrained Delaunay Triangulations 

with Specified Cells Stretching near the Boundaries 

The Navier-Stokes numerical simulation of high Reynolds number turbulent viscous flows 
needs the regular tessellations with extremely high cell aspect ratio in viscous dominated 
flow regions. Moreover, most of the numerical schemes prefer the Delaunay triangulation 
because the Delaunay property improves and for some problems even ensures the stability 
of numerical schemes. The triangular tessellation of the given region is considered to be De
launay if interior of the circum-circle of each triangle contains no points of the triangulation. 
Everywhere in this paper the boundary constrained Deluanay triangulations are considered, 
i.e. points that are occluded by boundary edges are not taken into account in the in-circle 
test. The aspect ratio of the cell is the ratio of its circum-radius to in-radius. The Delaunay 
property in highly stretched grids imposes tough requirements on the grid generation tech
nique. Although the Delaunay criteria can be easily met with the edge reconnection, this 
procedure generally seriously corrupts the quality of the highly stretched grids. The angles 
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in triangular elements may be arbitrary increased and the high connectivity at isolated nodes 
may appear. 

Generally the viscous dominated flow regions close to the boundary are the crucial re
gions in calculations on Navier-Stokes flows. The straightforward approach to this problem 

is to use the triangulated rectangular grid near boundaries and isotropic grid in the rest part 
of the flow field [ 1 ] .  Generally this tactics introduces sudden and considerable discrepan
cies in the cells shape and size on the boundary of the isotropic and anisotropic parts of 
the computational region. Two alternate strategies of isotropic grid generation can be out

lined. One of them incrementally inserts nodes in the centers of circum-circles of mesh 
triangles to improve the grid quality. The grid quality is defined with the size and shape 
of grid cells [2]-[5] .  The other technique starting from the region boundaries incrementally 

cuts off the triangles from the computational regions, until the region is exhausted [6] . One 
of the possible approaches to generation of anisotropic grids is to apply the isotropic grid 

generation technique in locally transfonned space with specified metric of Euclidean space 
[7] . Unfortunately, this approach does not control the grid quality. 

The developed approach specifies the cells stretching near boundaries of the region and 

adjacent to the cuts inside it. The initial triangulation of the region based on the boundary 
nodes is incrementally enriched with the nodes to meet the requirement on the stretching of 
adjacent to the boundary triangular cells and to produce the smooth distribution of radii of 

circum-circles of mesh triangles. The developed technique does not employ the tactics of 
node insertion in the centers of circum-circles with maximal normalized radius [7] . In the 

developed algorithm the gradient vectors of circum-circle radii are calculated numerically 
at the grid nodes and new nodes are injected in the gradient direction from the nodes with 

maximal module of the gradient vector. The new node is injected from the old one at the step 
that assured the smooth distribution of circum-circle radii. The same algorithm was used 

in the isotropic and anisotropic parts of the mesh. The notable feature of this algorithm is 
that it may produce the highly stretched grid structures close to the triangulated orthogonal 

rectangular grids in viscous dominated flow regions. The algorithm controls the maximal 
angle value of in the grid triangles. 

7.3 The Algorithm of Anisotropic Grid Generation 

The algorithm of the anisotropic grid generation is based on the following steps: 

• The computational region boundaries and the cuts defined by the streamlines starting 

from the sharp ends of the bodies are discretized. 

• The aspect ratio of the cells close to the bodies and the cuts is specified; actually the 
length of the edges entering the body and the cuts are prescribed. 

• The initial tessellation of the region is produced. The tessellation contains only the 
nodes on the boundaries and the cuts. 
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• The gradient of circum-circles radii (Px, Py) is calculated integrating over the Voronoi 
control volume. The gradient of circum-circles radii at node i = (Xi , Yi ) is obtained 
by integrating over the appropriate Voronoi control volume 

p. � (t. C,nI4nLlXtn) [t. Ctn (  Llx� + LlYlnf 
p. � (t. C'n I4n LlY'n ) [t. Ctn (Llx�n + LlY�n) r " 

the node i shares the edges (i ,  n) , n = 1 , N. The value of Rin is equal to half of the 
sum of circum-circles radii around triangles sharing the edge connecting the nodes i 
and n, .6.xin = Xn - Xi , .6.Yin = Yn - Yi . Gin = Lw/ Le , where the value of Lw is 
equal to the length of the side of Voronoi cell, corresponding to the edge ( i ,  n) , and 
the value of Le being equal to the length of the edge (i ,  n) . 

• Some number of nodes (the parameter of the algorithm), where the module of the 
gradient of circum-circle radius is the largest is chosen. The new nodes are inserted 
near the chosen nodes. The location of the new nodes is defined at the step along the . 
gradient direction from the old ones. This tactic means the mesh enrichment in the 
regions where it is mostly rarefied. The step is equal to the normalized length of the 
edge entering the node and aligned to the direction opposite the gradient vector. The 
normalizing value defines the ratio of grid stretching. If the node with large gradient 
of circum-circle radii locates on the boundary or on the cut, then the step value is 
chosen to produce the specified cell stretching on this boundary or the cut. 

• Before insertion of the new node the check is made whether the presence of this node 
would cause the illegal grid structures such as grid overlapping, when the new node 
locates outside the region or lies too close to the old nodes. If it is so, the insertion of 
new node is forbidden. 

• The edge reconnection is fulfilled to meet the Delaunay property. 

• If all nodes that are candidates for insertion are rejected, the grid generation is con
sidered to be finished. If not so, the gradient of the circum-circle radii is calculated 
at the nodes, where it was changed by the node insertion and edge reconnection, and 
the next iteration step is made. 

7.4 Computational Results 

The developed grid generation technique was used in Navier-Stokes numerical si-mulation 
of high Reynolds number turbulent viscous flows around isolated and multi-element airfoils. 
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Figure 7. 1 :  Grid around RAE-2822 airfoil, 5 138 nodes 

7.4.1 RAE 2822 Airfoil 

The Navier-Stokes grid generated around RAE-2822 airfoil is shown in Figure 7. 1 .  The 
cell aspect ratio, being equal to 1000, was specified only at the airfoil surface. The grid 
comprised 5 1 38 nodes. The maximal angle in triangular cells did not exceed 160° . The 
Navier-Stokes calculation with incorporated Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [8] was 
performed with FLUENT package on this grid at M = 0.725, a = 2.92° , Re = 6 .5 . 106 • 
Figure 7.2 displays good correlation of pressure distribution on the airfoil surface between 
numerically predicted values and experimentally determined data [9] . 

7.4.2 Two-Element Airfoil GA(W)-1 

The important feature of the developed algorithm is the ability to create highly stretched 
Delaunay grid not only adjacent to the boundaries of the computational domain but to curves 
inside the region. The illustration of this feature is the case of Navier-Stokes grid around 
airfoil GA(W)- I .  The cell aspect ratio equal to 1000 was specified both on airfoil surface 
and on the wakes. The flow at M = 0.21 , a = 0, Re = 2 .2 . 106 was considered. At first 
the grid with specified density only near airfoil boundaries was generated (see Figure 7.3) 
and the Navier-Stokes code was run on it at the considered flow regime. After that the cuts 
were generated as a stream lines in the calculated flow field going from the sharp comers 
of the body. Then the grid with grid density near body and defined cuts was produced. This 
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Figure 7 .2 :  Comparison of pressure distribution on the RAE-2822 airfoil surface between 
numerically predicted values and experimentally determined data ( M  = 0 .725, a = 
2 .92° , Re = 6 .5 . 106) 

grid is depicted in Figure 7.4. It consists of 1 5463 nodes. The cells adjacent to the body 
have the aspect ratio equal to 1 000. The maximal angle in triangular elements does not 
exceed 160° .  Figure 7.5 presents the fragment of this grid near flap. Figure 7.6 shows the 
Mach number distribution around this airfoil obtained with FLUENT package on this grid 
at M = 0 .21 , a = 18° , Re = 2 .2 . 106 • The algorithm produces grids of poor quality 
when fronts of dissimilar scales are encountered. That is why the grid density on the closely 
placed curves should be fitted to each other. 

7.4.3 Four-Element Airfoil 

This example demonstrates the capabilities of the algorithm for complex multiply connected 
geometries. The flow parameters were equal M = 0 .2 , a = 8 .09°, Re = 2 .85 . 106. 
Besides gaps between close surfaces, close locations of multiple boundaries and wakes, 
some elements of this airfoil have blunt trailing edges. The wake from such blunt trailing 
edge is modeled with two streamlines going from its sharp ends. At first the grid with 
prescribed density only near airfoil boundaries was generated and N avier-Stokes calculation 
at the considered flow parameters were performed. After that, the streamlines going from 
the body sharp ends were constructed according to computational flow fields. Then the gird 
with cell aspect ratio equal to 1 000 near body surface and wakes was generated. The grid 
comprised 4 1 8 1 3  nodes. The maximal angle in grid triangles does not exceed 175° . The 
general view of the grid is shown in Figure 7.7. The grid fragments are depicted in Figure 
7.8, Figure 7.9 and Figure 7. 1 0. 
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Figure 7.3:  Grid around GA(W)-l airfoil without adaptation to the wake, 309 1  nodes 

Figure 7.4: Grid around GA(W)-l airfoil with adaptation to the wakes, 1 5463 nodes 
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Figure 7 .5 :  Fragment of the grid around GA(W)- 1 airfoil near the flap 

3.41..01 

1 . ..,..01 

1I.71..oz 

Figure 7.6: Mach number distribution around GA(W)-l airfoil, M = 0.21 , a = 
18° , Re = 2 .2 . 106 
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Figure 7.7: Grid around four-element airfoil, 4 1 8 1 3  nodes 

Figure 7.8: Grid fragment near slat 
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Figure 7.9: Grid fragment near fiaps 

Figure 7. 10 :  Grid fragment near fiap trailing edge 
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7.5 Anisotropic Adaptation Applied to Unstructured Grids 

The general adaptation procedure estimates local numerical errors with error indicator and 
achieves the unifonn distribution of error indicator in the computational domain with the 
help of various grid transfonnations. The error indicator can be attributed to nodes, edges 
or tetrahedrons. The most efficient among them is the edge based error indicator because 
it gives directional infonnation about adaptive properties of unstructured grid. The error 
of the linear interpolation of one-dimensional quadratic function can be estimated with the 
following expression [ 1 0] ,  [ 14], [ 1 5] 

Kh2 1 tPu i dx2 ' 

where K is a constant and h is a grid step. If the optimal grid is considered to be the grid 
with unifonn error distribution, then the fonnula 

Kh2 1 d2u l = C dx2 

determines the grid step in the optimal grid. The symbol C in the upper fonnula is a positive 
constant. 

In three-dimensional case, the Hessian of monitor function u is used instead of sec
ond derivative in presented fonnula, [ 10]-[ 1 3] .  In multidimensional problems the monitor 
function is a function the grid is adapted to. The Hessian is decomposed in the following 
manner 

where A is a diagonal matrix composed of Hessian eigenvalues and matrix R is a matrix of 
its eigenvectors. As the error is always positive, the matrix H is replaced generally with the 
following expression 

jj = R IAI RT = SST, 

where S = Rv'JAi. The matrix R defines the rotation transfonnation and S can be inter
preted as a stretching transfonnation of the element in the direction of the principle axes 
of jj. The matrix jj specifies the metric that defines the length of the edge connecting the 
node i with the node j using the expression 

eij = V(ri - rj)Tjj(ri - rj) ,  
where ri i s  a radius-vector of a node i .  The adaptation procedure �fonns the given 
initial grid to the isotropic grid in the metric defined with the matrix H. This can be done 
applying nodes movement, node insertion/extraction and edges/faces reconnection. In this 
work, only two last transformations are employed. 

The transformations producing isotropic grid in metric jj are the crucial issue for adap
tive grid generation technique. The unifonn distribution of error indicator with the same 
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a b c 

Figure 7 . 1 1 :  The refinement of two-dimensional triangulated rectangular grid 

error level can be achieved on the grids with different structure, and comprising different 
number of nodes. Let us consider the two-dimensional simple problem on the initial trian
gulated rectangular grid uniform in both directions (Fi-gure 7 . 1 1 a). The rectangular grid 
has a grid step h in both directions. Let us consider on this grid the following monitor 
function u constant along x direction 

Let the error indicator at an edge (i , j )  is determined as eij = lUi - uj l .  Then the edge 
refinement according to criteria eij > 0 .001 refines both vertical and diagonal edges (Fig
ure 7. 1 1  b). Adaptation of this type is not efficient, because it refines the space not only in 
the vertical direction, but also in the horizontal direction, despite the constant behavior of 
monitor function in this direction. In this work, all edges are sorted according to directions 
of adaptation. One of these directions is the direction of maximal change of monitor func
tion (the vertical direction in the considered example). Another direction of adaptation is 
the direction of minimal values of error indicator (the horizontal direction in the example). 
The diagonal edges are not aligned to directions of adaptation in the example. If the edge 
refinement is applied only to edges aligned to directions of adaptation where the error in
dicator exceeds the specified threshold, the efficient adaptive grid is obtained. The grid is 
shown in Figure 7 . 1 1 c. This adaptation technique does not refine the horizontal direction. 

The important problem is the stretching direction of the grid elements. The tetrahedrons 
should be stretched in the directions of minimal values of error indicator. Otherwise, most 
of the edges will be subjected to refinement to distribute the error indicator uniformly on 
the edges, and the produced grid structure will be not efficient. The edge alignment to 
the direction of minimal values of error indicator is achieved in this work with the edge 
reconnection according to proper criteria. 

The other important problem is the control of the grid elements shape. Namely, the 
value of the maximal angles in triangles and tetrahedrons should be limited, because un
limited angles corrupt the accuracy of numerical schemes [ 14] . In this work, the angles in 
triangular cells are limited by the procedure of recovery of the edges aligned to direction of 
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maximal changes of error indicator. Besides local reconnection is not made if it results in 
large angles. 

7.6 The Basics of Adaptation Algorithm 

The adaptation algorithm iteratively calculates the error indicators at each grid edge using 
the numerical solution obtained at the previous iteration level, sorts the edges according 
to directions of adaptation, refines the edges aligned to directions of adaptation, where the 
error indicator exceeds the given threshold, extract the nodes, where the error indicator at 
the edges entering a node is less than the given threshold, reconnects the edges to minimize 
the value of error indicator. The second derivatives of monitor function along the edge 
direction are calculated with the help of gradients of the monitor function at the nodes. The 
gradients are calculated according to conventional Green formula. The numerical solution 
obtained on the grid of the previous iteration level is used to construct adaptive grid on the 
next level. The iterations are repeated until the needed accuracy is obtained. 

7.7 Edge Refinement along Directions of Adaptation 

The three-dimensional adaptive algorithm employs the following procedures: 
Sorting. The behavior of monitor function at the node is considered to be isotropic, if 
absolute values of the first derivatives of monitor function along an edge direction are close 
to each other at all edges entering this node and the same is true for the absolute values 
of the second derivatives. Three directions of adaptation are attributed to each node with 
anisotropic behavior of monitor function: the direction of minimal values of error indicator, 
the direction of maximal changes of monitor function and the direction orthogonal to the 
previous two. All edges are identified as aligned to one of these directions or nonaligned. 
All faces in tetrahedral grid are identified as aligned to a pair of the described above three 

directions or nonaligned. 
Edge refinement. Only aligned edges are subjected to refinement. The error indicator at an 
edge is based on the estimate of the error of linear interpolation of quadratic function and 
presented with weighted sum offirst and second order derivatives along the edge [ 14],  [ I S] 

where e is an edge unit vector and u is a function the grid is adapted to. The term with 
the first derivative in the present expression regularizes the generation of grids with little 
number of nodes. The derivatives are scaled by their average value over all edges in the 
grid. The derivatives along the edge are calculated using the derivatives provided by the 
solver or the values of monitor function at the nodes. If the error indicator at the aligned 
edge exceeds the threshold, this edge is refined. The nonaligned edges are closed to refine
ment. All edges entering a node with isotropic behavior of monitor function are opened to 
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refinement. 
Three-dimensional reconnection. Faces/edges are swapped to align edges along the direc
tion of minimal values of error indicator. Generally, three-dimensional reconnection swaps 
three tetrahedrons into 2 and vise versa [ 1 6] .  Faces aligned to gradient of monitor function 
are closed to swapping. 
Derefinement. The node with isotropic behavior of monitor function is removed if the 
value of error indicator at all edges entering this node is less than a threshold. At the node 
with anisotropic behavior only edges aligned to directions of adaptation are taken into ac
count. It may be impossible to implement tessellation of polyhedron appeared as a result 
of removing all tetrahedrons sharing the removed node. In this case, additional node is in
serted. 
Restoring the gradient aligned edges . The node insertion and derefinement may result in 
three-dimensional grids some nodes of which do not have the gradient aligned edges enter
ing them (the other types of aligned edges exist because of edge swapping). If the behavior 
of monitor function is anisotropic and there are no edges aligned to direction of maximal 
change of monitor function entering this node, these edges are restored with the help of 
nodes insertion and reconnection. There must be faces that pass through the aligned edges. 
That is why after recovery of gradient aligned edges the gradient aligned faces are restored 
with reconnection or node insertion. 

7.8 Sorting Edges along Directions of Adaptation 

The following directions of adaptation are defined: 
The direction of maximal change of monitor function. An edge is considered to be 
aligned to this direction if absolute value of the scalar product of the monitor function 
gradient at this edge with edge unit vector takes on the maximal value among all the edges 
entering the end points of this edge at the angle that does not exceeds the given threshold 
(700 in practice). 
The direction of minimal values of error indicator. An edge is considered to be aligned to 
this direction if the error indicator takes on the minimal value among all the edges entering 
the ends of this edge at the angle that does not exceeds the given threshold ( 700 in practice). 
The third direction of alignment. This direction is defined as orthogonal to the previous 
two. For any edge t the set of edges {li I i  = 1 • . . .  n} entering the ends of the edge and 
aligned to the first two directions of adaptation is considered. The edge is considered to be 
aligned to the third direction of adaptation if the functional 

n 

F(t) = L cos2 (li . t) 
i=l 

takes on the minimal value among all the edges entering its ends at some angle to this edge. 
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7.9 Multilevel Three-Dimensional Reconnection 

The developed adaptation algorithm employs edge reconnection to achieve minimum value 
of error indicator in c norm. Namely, it means that an edge is swapped to the tetrahedral 
face if the error indicator at this edge is greater than the maximum of the error indicators on 
the face sides. 

The possible reconnection in three-dimensional case consists in changing two neigh
boring tetrahedrons into three ones and vice versa. Besides, 4 to 4 or 2 to 2 reconnections 
on the boundary are possible. In two-dimensional case, any triangulation of a prescribed 
set of nodes can be obtained from the given one with two-dimensional edge swapping. It 
is not true in three-dimensional case. Three-dimensional reconnection may stick the local 
optima. This situation often takes place when large number of nodes is inserted in chaotic 
manner and the followed three-dimensional swapping fails to provide proper alignment. To 
overcome this difficulty the multilevel swapping is applied. This means that nodes are in
serted by portions followed by three-dimensional swapping aligning edges to the direction 
of minimal values of error indicator. As a result, each new portion of nodes is inserted in 
aligned grid structure. This tactics provides good alignment for complex grid structures. 

7.10 Application of Anisotropic Adaptation to Three-Dimensional 
Convection-Diffusion Problem 

The developed adaptation algorithm was applied to three-dimensional convection-diffusion 
problem in a cube with solution similar to curvilinear viscous wake. The following convection
diffusion equation is considered 

OXU + Oz [f(x, y)u] = I-' o�u, f(x, y) = A sin (Bx + C) , 

where the symbol I-' is a diffusion coefficient and function f (x, y) defines the shape of a 
surface of diffusive discontinuity, the values A, B and C are the functions of (x, y) in a unit 
cube [ 1 ,0,0] x [0, 1 ,0] x [0,0, 1 ] .  The considered problem has the following solution in a 
unit cube 

u(x, y, z) = erf(e) , e - z - zs (y) - f(x - xs , y) 
- V41-'(x - xs ) 

, 

where er f is an error function, er f(x) = � J; e-t2 dt and point (xs , y, zs(y» defines the 
beginning of the discontinuity in each cube section y = canst . 

The boundary conditions on the cube faces were prescribed according to the exact so
lution considered in a half plane x � Xs with boundary conditions 

u(xs , z) = sign(z - zs (y» , u(x, ±oo) = ±1 ,  x � Xs 

At x = Xs the initial profile of the solution has discontinuity. For Xs < ° the initial profile 
is smooth. In calculations the following value was chosen Xs = -0. 1 (smooth profile), 
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Figure 7 . 12 :  Convergence of the error in L2 norm via number of nodes for different degrees 
of polynomials in finite element basis k = 0, 1 , 2  

zs (O) = 0.6, function zs (y) is linear, and linear functions A, B and C define the shape of 
discontinuity in each cross section y = const. 

The discontinuous Galerkin finite element scheme was used to solve tbree-dimen-sional 
convection-diffusion problem [ 1 8] ,  [ 1 9] ,  [20] . The code developed by Galeev D.M. [2 1 ]  
was employed. Three sequences of adaptive grids for different orders of  accuracy of finite 
element schemes corresponding to different degrees of polynomials in finite element basis 
k = 0, 1 , 2 were generated and the convergence rates of errors via number of grid nodes 
were explored. In all these sequences the diffusion coefficient was equal J.l = 5 . 10-3 . 
Figure 7. 12  presents the convergence of error in L2 norm via number nodes in these se
quences. Top fragments in Figure 7 . 14  show the distribution of solution on the cube faces 
(on the left) and the grid structure on these faces obtained by removing the grid tetrahedrons 
close to the boundary (on the right). 

The grid adaptation procedure was applied to convection-diffusion problem with dif
ferent values of solution gradients corresponding to different diffusion coefficient chosen 
in the range 5 . 10-5 :S J.l :S 5 . 10-3 . Figure 7 . 1 3  depicts the dependencies of the error 
in L2 norm via number of nodes for different values of diffusion coefficient. The initial 
uniform grid 5 x 5 x 5 was used in these calculations. Figure 7 . 14  (top, middle and bottom 
fragments) shows the distribution of solution on the cube faces (on the left) and the grid 
structure on these faces obtained by removing the grid tetrahedrons close to the boundary 
(on the right) for J.l = 5 . 10-5, 5 . 10-4 and 5 · 10�3 accordingly. 
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Figure 7. 1 3 :  Convergence of the error in L2 norm via number of nodes for different values 

of diffusion coefficient 

7.11 Anisotropic Refinement Coupled with Euler Solver 

An ONERA M6 wing with winglets configuration has been used to demonstrate the tran
sonic shock capturing capability of developed adaptive gridding scheme. The finite volume 
scheme was used to calculate the Euler flow [22]. The flow conditions were at M = 0.84 
and a = 3.06°. The initial grid was isotropic in computational field and almost uniform on 

the body. The grid density was produced only at the wing leading edge. The initial grid and 
the final adaptive grid are shown in Figure 7. 15  a and Figure 7. 1 5  b. The fragments of these 

grids near winglet are presented in Figure 7. 16  a and Figure 7. 1 6  b. 
The Mach number was employed as a monitor function. The initial grid contained 65 1 3  

nodes on the body surface and 373 1 7  total nodes. An inviscid Euler flow computations on 
this grid indicates the presence of A - shock wave on the upper surface of the wing and 

strong shocks on the winglet. The Mach number contours of numerical solutions calculated 
on the initial and final adapted grid is presented in Figure 7. 1 7  a and Figure 7. 1 7  b. The 
close-up view of these pictures near winglets is presented in Figure 7. 1 8  a and Figure 7. 1 8  
b. As expected, the shock wave was smeared on the coarse initial grid and became sharp on 
the adapted grid. 

The body Mach number distributions in z = const cross wing section and y = const 
cross winglet section are depicted in Figure 7. 1 9  and Figure 7.20. Two levels of adaptation 
were performed. The first level increased the number of nodes on 1 82 1 6  nodes and the 
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Figure 7. 14: Top - f.l = 5 . 10-3 , middle - f.l = 5 . 10-4 , bottom - f.l = 5 . 10-5 

a b 
Figure 7. 1 5 :  Initial grid (373 1 5  nodes) and final adaptive grid (87326 nodes) 
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a b 
Figure 7. 16: Initial grid and final adaptive grid (fragments near the winglet) 

a b 
Figure 7. 17 :  Mach number contours for initial and final adaptive grids 
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a b 

Figure 7. 1 8 : Mach number contours for initial and final adaptive grids (fragments near the 
winglet) 
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Figure 7. 1 9: Mach number distribution in the wing section (full line - adaptive mesh, dashed 
line - initial mesh) 
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10.5 11 X 11 .15 

Figure 7.20: Mach number distribution in the winglet section (full line - adaptive mesh, 
dashed line - initial mesh) 

second level on 3 1 797 nodes. The final grid comprised 1288 1 nodes on the body surface 
and 87326 total nodes. As a result, the grid is efficiently refined at shock locations and near 
the leading edges of the wing and winglet. The adaptation was performed at the suction 
peak where Mach number gradients are large. The presented results show that an adaptation 
algorithm effectively refines the grid in the regions with large gradients offlow parameters. 
Figure 7 . 19  and Figure 7.20 illustrate how the grid adaptation significantly improves the 
accuracy of numerical solution. 

7.12 Conclusion 

The algorithm of constrained Delaunay triangulations with specified stretching of boundary 
triangles is developed. The algorithm produces grids of good quality with extreme stretch
ing in viscous dominated flow regions. The developed technique was successfully applied 
to produce grids for Navier-Stokes calculations of turbulent viscous high Reynolds num
ber flows around multi-element airfoils. The grids resolved both the boundary layers and 
multiple wakes. 

Three-dimensional algorithm generating anisotropic adaptive grids was deve-loped and 
coupled with discontinuous Galerkin high order scheme for convection-diffusion problem. 
The order properties of developed adaptive technique were investigated for different levels 
of anisotropy. The adaptive algorithm did not display significant change of convergence 
rate with increase of adaptation anisotropy. 

The adaptive algorithm was applied to transonic Euler flow computations around wing 
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with winglets. The adaptive meshing efficiently refines grid at the shock locations and at 
the leading edges of the wing and winglets. The adaptive procedure significantly improves 
the Mach number distribution in the flow field. 
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF 3 D  

MULTI-COMPONENT VORTEX FLOWS 
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Nikolay S. Es 'kov, Olga S. I1yutina and Oleg M. Kozyrev 

Russian Federal Nuclear Center - Zababakhin Institute of Technical Physics 

Brief description of the MAH-3 code for simulation of complicated multi - component 
hydrodynamic :ftows in movable Eulerian coordinates is given. The interfaces between 
substances are described by Lagrange coordinate surfaces of a hexahedral mesh or by mixed 
cells and a triangular mesh of markers in the case of strong deformations. The MAH-3 code 
provides a simultaneous fulfillment of the difference analogs of the conservation laws for 
mass, pulse, total energy and preserves 2D symmetry (planar and cylindrical) as well as 
10 symmetry (planar, cylindrical and spherical). A few numerical examples illustrate the 
efficiency of the MAH-3 code. 

8.1 Introduction 

Dynamics of multi-component media with strong interface deformations is very important 
field of applied researches in many scientific areas, such as, high density matter and energy 
physics (inertial confinement fusion, explosive processes), astrophysics (birth and evolution 
of stars, supernew stars), physics of Earth's atmosphere and hydrosphere. 

Significant difficulties arise in solving a lot of practical problems since the most of 
considered :ftows are instable. Strong distorted interfaces appear because of KH (Kelvin
Helmholtz) [ 12, 1 5], RT (Rayleigh-Taylor) [27, 33] and RM (Richtmyer-Meshkov) [ 1 9, 28] 
instabilities or their combination. Beside hydrodynamic instability, vortex and stream :ftows 
as well as large transfer of matters lead to strong deformations of interfaces too. Limited 
possibilities of analytical treatment for these phenomena make necessary to use numerical 
simulation in researches. 

2 1 5  
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Mathematical modelling of hydrodynamic flows with strong interface deformations and 
a loss of an initial topological structure is very difficult problem. 

Difference methods using Lagrangian variables and regular grids [3 1 ,  32, 36] are simple 
for implementation and allow one to describe interfaces and small details of flows well. But 
they become unfit under strong distorted interfaces and large transfer of substances. In these 
methods, a neighborhood of Lagrangian particles is not changed in calculations. This leads 
to the strong distorted grid, i.e. to a loss of approximation and accuracy. In the case, the 
calculations often become impossible. 

To solve various applied problems with multi-component flows the movable Eulerian 
coordinates are used [9, 37] .  In such approach, a movable regular difference grid for each 
computational domain is generated where the interfaces are coordinate lines. The grid 
generation depends on the domain boundaries. Considerable and sometimes unsolvable 
difficulties arise for the strong distorted boundaries. 

In modem computational gas dynamics, there are two main directions to develop nu
merical methods for calculations of multi-component flows in which the interfaces may be 
strong distorted up to destruction. 

First direction. This direction was proposed by S.Ulam [34] . He considered a medium 
as a set of particles whose dynamics obeys the Lagrange equations. A neighborhood of 
particles is not fixed by a grid. This idea, for example, was implemented in [20, 25], where 
Dirichlet cells for calculating gradients of gas dynamical fields were used. Methods based 
on irregular difference grids [6, 8, 26] for gradient calculations as well as SPH (Smoothed 
Particles Hydrodynamics) methods [ 1 8] using gas dynamical fields as a sum of regularized 
delta-functions are intensively developed. 

An implementation of these methods meets with essential obstacles such as the support 
of sufficient uniform density of Lagrangian particles, interpolation of fields on irregular dis
posed points as well as lack of conservation in some methods and complexity of numerical 
algorithms. 

Second direction. This direction is based on the movable and unmovable regular 
Eulerian grid with various descriptions of the interfaces not being coordinate lines of the 
grid. In this case, there are cells with a few substances (mixed sells). The interfaces are 
localized in the mixed cells . There exist some approaches to develop numerical methods in 
the direction. 

First approach is related with the "particles in cells", method proposed by F.Harlow 
[ 1 0] .  The principal feature of the method is the presence of two discrete grids, the unmov
able rectangular Eulerian grid for calculating gradients of gas dynamical variables and the 
Lagrangian particles grid for finding fluxes at the boundaries of Eulerian cells. A substance 
of each particle is known. Therefore, particles movement allows to obtain the interface 
movement. This method and its modifications [ 1 ]  were found very effective for numerical 
simulation of vortex multi-component flows with strong distorted and destroyable inter
faces. 

Second approach is based on the method of concentrations and the concept of con
tinuous fluxes [4] . Under this approach the interfaces are not distinguished and locally 
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calculated from the concentration field at each time step. That i s  required for determining 
mass and energy fluxes, and momentum in the mixed cell. The most complete review of. 
numerical methods calculating the interfaces with concentrations is given in [29] . In these 
methods, additional assumptions about the interface form are often induced. In the methods 
VOF (Volume Of Fluid) [ 14] and SLIC (Simple Line Interface Calculation) [23] ,  the inter
face within the cell is approximated by a straight line in parallel to coordinate lines. Various 
modifications of the concentration method are widely used in 2D codes (for example [38]). 

Third approach necessarily contains an explicit description of the interface moving 
through the Eulerian grid. This information permits to reduce the numerical diffusion at 
the interfaces. First such approach for calculating 20 flows was proposed in [22]. There 
the interface is presented as a broken line which movement with respect to a difference grid 
is determined in the process of calculations. Algorithmic complexities arise in the method 
implementation. The method application is difficult for strong interface deformations and 
practically impossible in turbulent flows. 

Two methods of interface description are often used in publications. The first method is 
a Lagrangian one known as "front tracking" [5] . Interface movement is characterized by the 
movement of points at this surface. Velocities of the points are obtained from the solution 
of the Riemann problem. 

The second method, "level set" [24], uses an Eulerian approach to describe the inter
faces. Instead of considering the interface as a set of points, this method uses a level set 
function of Eulerian variables, treating the interface as a specific level of this function. 

There exist some other methods of describing the interfaces, for example [7], in which 
Lagrangian interface approximation is based on information about intersection of the inter
faces with Eulerian coordinate lines. 

In many important applied problems, it is necessary to consider distinct gas dynamical 
flows. Shock-wave, laminar, vortex and shear flows without strong interface deformation 
as well as vortex ones with strong interface distortions and a topological change of physical 
domains are often required to model effectively (simultaneously or at differ time intervals) 
and with sufficient accuracy. Therefore, in our view, the most perspective approach to 
effective mathematical modelling is a development of adaptive, i.e. adjusting to flows, 
computational algorithms. The algorithm adaptation may be achieved by decomposition 
of the computational field into a few simple domains, by description of strong and weak 
breaks, by grid generation taking into account integral and local details, by nonuniform 
numerical methods and so on. In the adaptive algorithms the grid generation must take 
into account the domain geometry and character of processes there. Algorithms of the 
grid generation and program tools for the geometrical domain description are widely used 
in mathematical modelling of various mathematical physics problems [ 1 6] .  The adaptive 
methods using a priori knowledge about the flow features allow to obtain more meaningful 
information. 

In this paper, the brief description of the MAH-3 code is given. The code is intended 
for simulation of complicated multi-component hydrodynamic flows in movable Eulerian 
coordinates [ 1 3] .  The interfaces between substances are described by coordinate grid sur-
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faces or by mixed cells [4] and a triangular mesh of markers [35] in the case of strong 
deformations. A few numerical examples illustrate the efficiency of the MAH-3 code. 

8.2 Adaptive Difference Method of C alculation 

of Multi-component Vortex Flows in MAH-3 Code 

The difference method implemented in the MAH-3 code allows to calculate complicated 
non-stationary hydrodynamic flows from a wide range, in particular, multi-component vor
tex flows with strong interface deformations, and with changing of topological structure 
of the physical fields. The adaptive computational method using a priori information on 
the irradiating flows, can apply algorithms of MAH-3 code in various combinations and at 
different stages of modelling for effective solution with the accuracy needed [2, 3, 35] .  

8.2.1 Main Characteristics of MAH-3 Difference Method 

• The calculated system depending on a priori information on the problem is presented 
by a set of computational domains. Each domain is a topological parallelepiped. The 
boundaries may be contact or external borders of the problem. The external bor
ders involves free boundaries, rigid walls, borders with given pressure and Eulerian 
borders with the material outflow or inflow. 

• In each domain, one uses an arbitrary hexahedral grid of its own. In particular, the 
grid may be Lagrangian [3 1 ], stationary Eulerian [ 1 0],  movable Eulerian [ 1 3] ,  or their 
combination over the coordinate directions. 

• The difference method is based on splitting into Lagrangian and Eulerian stages [ 13]. 

• The Lagrangian stage may be calculated by explicit or implicit schemes. This allows 
to model the flow with Mach number from a sufficiently wide range. The implicit 
difference equations are solved by the Jacobi-Newton iteration with an iterative pa
rameter. The parameter is determined from the condition of a maximal rate of the 
iteration convergence. 

• The difference scheme of the Eulerian stage is an explicit one in which locally adap
tive algorithms for the movable Eulerian mesh generation are used. The convective 
fluxes are approximated by the upstream scheme with first order of accuracy or the 
Lax-Wendroff scheme [ 1 7] with second order of accuracy. 

• The interfaces may be coordinate surfaces of the grid. In order to calculate strong 
deformations of the interfaces the markers [35] are used. The marker coordinates are 
determined at each time step. The markers indicate the interface position at any time 
moment. While moving, the interfaces can intersect the Eulerian grid in an arbitrary 
manner. As a result the mixed cells [4] including several different matters arise. In the 
mixture calculation the hydrodynamic equilibrium of components and continuity of 
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the velocity at the interface are mainly applied [4] . In computations of  the convective 
fluxes across the mixed cell edges the interface position determined by the markers is 
used. In the case of strong interface deformations the matter concentrations are used 
too. 

• At each stage the difference equations approximate the conservation laws written for 
a curvilinear hexahedron, i.e. the scheme is divergent with respect to mass, pulse and 
total energy. 

The MAH-3 code, unlike many others, provides a simultaneous fulfillment of the dif
ference analogs of the conservation laws for mass, pulse, total energy and preserves 20 
symmetry (planar and cylindrical) as well as 10 symmetry (planar, cylindrical and spheri
cal) of the difference solution. 

8.2.2 Brief Description of Calculation Algorithms 

Equation Systems at Lagrangian and Eulerian Stages 

Let t, 7, 11, 11,  w = 11 - 11 be time, radius-vector in immovable Cartesian coordinate 
system of (x, y, z) , medium velocity field, observer's velocity field, medium velocity rela
tive to the observer, respectively. The substantial time derivate will be denote by :t . In the 

observer's coordinate system, the time derivative will be denote by It. 
The integral conservation laws of mass, pulse and energy for a certain volume D moving 

in accordance with observer's velocity field may be written as follows 

a7 = 11, !... [ p� + [ 
pw . 7t ds = 0, at at 1D JaD 

a ir -+-+ i -+ 1 -+-+ -+ T P u dr + p n ds + p u w . n ds = 0, ut D aD aD 
a [  -+ [

-+ -+  
[ -+ -+ at 1D pEdr + 1 aD p u . n ds + 1 aD pE w . n ds = 0,  

where p, p, E = e + 0.5112 , e, 7t denote density, pressure, total specific energy, intrinsic 
specific energy, unit vector of the external normal to the boundary aD of volume D, re
spectively. The system of equations is closed by the state equation of the form p = f (p, e) . 

Splitting into the Lagrangian and Eulerian stages corresponds to the presentation of the 
observer's velocity as the difference 11 = 11 - W between the medium velocity and the 
medium velocity with respect to the observer. 

The system of equations for Lagrangian stage: 

d7 -+ d [ 
dt = u ,  dt 1D � = 0, 

d i -+-+ 1 -+ -d P u dr + p n ds = 0, t D aD 
d lr -+ 1 -+ -+ -d pEdr + p u . n ds = o. t D aD 
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Figure 8 . 1 :  Unit cube in a parametric space of (�, 'I},  () and ruled cell in a physical space of 

(x, y , z) 

The system of equations for Eulerian stage: 

d7 --t - = - w 
dt ' d i --t i --t --t  

T pdr + pw · n ds = O, 
ut D aD 

d Ir --t - fa -- -T P u dr + p u w . n ds = 0,  
ut D aD 

d i  - i - -
T pEdr + pE w · n ds = O .  
ut D aD 

Spatial Approximation of Gas Dynamical Parameters 

The cell of a computational domain is obtained by a nonsingular trilinear mapping of a unit 
cube to the 3D physical space, where the cube vertices correspond to the cell ones. So, the 
cell has six faces of every which is a part of ruled surface, twelve edges being segments of 
straight lines and eight vertices coinciding with grid nodes (Fig. 8 . 1 ). 

The radius-vector 7 and velocity vector 11 are related to the cell vertices, while density 
p, pressure p, and specific intrinsic energy e are specified in the geometrical center of a cell. 
The additive values as volume V which is the function of radius-vectors of vertices, mass 
Me, internal energy Ei = Me · e, kinetic energy Ek, total energy Et = Ek + Ei are also 
assigned to the cell. 

The cell mass is distributed between its eight vertices Me = L:T=l Mtl , where Mtl is 
the vertex mass. Consequently, the cell kinetic energy is defined as E k = � L:T=l M tl .11; .  

The mass of  a grid node M n i s  obtained by addition of  masses of appropriate eight 

-
vertices. The kinetic momentum I = M n . 11 is related to the grid nodes (Fig. 8.2). 
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Figure 8.2: Approximation of the main and derived values 
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Figure 8.3 :  The increment of vortex ( 1 )  pulse caused by pressure is connected with oriented 
area of triangle (235) 

DitIerence Scheme of Lagrangian Stage 

The Lagrangian stage can be calculated by explicit and implicit schemes. In the explicit 
scheme the increments of pulse and kinetic energy of the vertices caused by pressure, and 
the increment of intrinsic energy for each cell are defined (Fig. 8.3). 

The new volume of a cell is defined by the radius-vectors of vertices calculated with 
new velocities of the grid nodes. 

For shock waves calculations, the artificial viscosity as a combination of linear and 
square viscosities is introduced. The effect of artificial viscosity forces is determined by the 
conservative explicit formulas. At this stage, volume forces are taken into account too. 

In the implicit scheme, pulse and total energy equations differ from those in the explicit 
scheme just by the fact that pressure is related to advanced time moment. The equations 
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are interpreted as a stage of the corrector of the common scheme predictor-corrector. The 
pressure is determined at the predictor stage involving node trajectory equations , motion 
equation, energy equation in non-divergent form, and state equation. The implicit nonlinear 
difference equations are solved by the Jacobi-Newton iteration. The values obtained by 
explicit scheme are posed as the initial approximation. In the linear approximation the 
iterations converge for any time step. 

Difference Grids 

In each computational domain, an arbitrary hexahedral grid of its own is used. The grid may 
be Lagrangian, immovable Eulerian, movable Eulerian or any combination of them over 
coordinate directions. For example, one can generate the immovable Eulerian, movable 
Eulerian, and Lagrangian grids along three different coordinate directions. In the case of 
an arbitrary movable Eulerian coordinate system the splitting over parametric directions is 
applied to create a new grid. 

In the algorithms of locally-adaptive grid generation, in order to find the new radius
vector of the current node its nearest neighbors in this parametric direction are invoked only. 
If needed, one can globally remap the grid in one or several parametric directions. Some 
analysis of the quality of the produced grid and its correction (e.g. a "smoothing" algorithm 
for "very sharp" angles between the edges) are provided. 

The choice of the grid modification needed is determined by the specificity of the cal
culated problem. 

Difference Scheme of Eulerian Stage for Calculating of Single-Component Medium 

The difference scheme of the Eulerian stage is an explicit scheme with the locally-adaptive 
algorithms for generating a movable Eulerian grid. The convective flows are approximated 
by a one-sided upstream scheme with the first order of accuracy or by the Lax-Wendroff 
scheme [ 1 7] with the second order of accuracy. 

At the Eulerian stage, the convective flows of mass, pulse and total energy, associated 
with the transition of gas dynamic fields from the Lagrangian to the Eulerian grid [ 1 3] are 
calculated. The flows are calculated along each parametric direction, and are connected 
with the change in the cell volume caused by the change in the position of any face of the 
cell in the Lagrangian and Eulerian grids (Fig. 8 .4). In the scheme of the first order, the 
convective flow approximation is based on the principle of a donor-cell [ 1 3] .  

Let the flow come from the  cell A to the cell B .  One calculates the  volume increment 
8V, which is equal to the volume of a ruled hexahedron (2L24 L 46L68L8) . 

By volume 8V we find an increment of the mass and total energy calculated with the 
help of corresponding specific values of the cell A. The change in the mass of the cells 
leads to a corresponding pulse exchange between the four triads of the nodes ( 1  -+ 2L -+ 2),  (3 -+ 4L -+ 4),  (5 -+ 6L -+ 6) ,  (7 -+ 8L -+ 8) .  

In the calculation of the flows by the scheme of the second order of accuracy the specific 
values from both cells are used. The stability of the Lax-Wendroff scheme is ensured by 
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Figure 8.4: Calculation of flows between the cells A and B 

the application of stabilizing tenns. 

Calculation of Contact Surfaces 

In the MAH-3 code, the interfaces are described as the coordinate surfaces of the grid in the 

computational field, or with the help of triangular mesh of markers and mixed cells, or by 
the mixed cells only. 

In detailed study of the interface evolution the following calculation technology is used: 

• the interface with small distortions is described as a Lagrangian coordinate surface 

of the grid; 

• the interface with significant distortions is described by means of transition to mixed 

cells and Lagrangian triangular mesh of markers, which is not connected with the 
movable Eulerian grid of a computational field; 

• in the description of turbulent flows when the interfaces are destroyed and there ap
pears a zone of mixed matters, the method of concentrations is used. 

Algorithms for describing the interface as Lagrange coordinate surface of the grid 

Such description of the interface leads to the following peculiarities in the calculation 
algorithm: 

• with the generation of a new Eulerian grid after the Lagrangian stage the deviation of 

the nodes at the interface is performed only in the tangent plane; 

• at the Eulerian stage convective flows through the interface are absent. 
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Algorithms for describing the interface as Lagrange triangular mesh of markers 
In MAH-3 code, strong deformations of the matter interfaces are calculated by a trian

gular mesh of markers. The markers define the interface position at any time. The interfaces 
may intersect the Eulerian grid in an arbitrary manner. In this case, the mixed cells which 
contain several different matters are formed. The mixture calculation is based on the condi
tions of hydrodynamic equilibrium of the components and continuity of the velocity vector 
at the interface. The convective fluxes in the vicinity of mixed cells are calculated accord
ing to the direction of the medium flow and the composition of the matters in the cells. 
The matter composition in the cells is determined by the markers. For strongly deformed 
interfaces the calculation algorithms using the markers may be divided into two groups: 

• geometrical algorithms for generating the triangular mesh of markers and maintaining 
its optimum in the course of interface evolution; 

• algorithms for processing the mixed cells: 

[ 1 ]  calculation of pressure in the mixed cells at the Lagrangian stage; 

[2] calculation of convective fluxes at the face of mixed cells with account for the 
motion of the markers at the Eulerian stage. 

Geometrical algorithms for describing the interface as a Lagrangian triangular mesh 
of markers 

The interface is a 2D surface in a 3D space. A triangular mesh of markers for describing 
the surface is used. Each node of the mesh is a marker whose motion is defined by the 
velocity field of the medium. 

The marker is characterized by an ordinal number m, the indices (im, jm, km) of its 
cell, the Cartesian coordinates -:t m (x , y, z) and the vector d m(�, 'TJ ,  () , where (�, 'TJ, () are 
the local Lagrangian coordinates of the marker with respect to its cell. 

The relation between -:t m (x , y, z) and d m(�' 'TJ, () is given by a trilinear mapping of a 
unit cube into a 3D physical cell containing the considered marker. 

At the Lagrangian stage, the local Lagrangian coordinates of the marker do not change. 
After the Lagrangian stage the coordinates d m(�, 'TJ, () are transformed into the Eulerian 
coordinates -:t m (x , y, z) . At the Eulerian stage, after generation of a new grid we determine 
the position of the markers with the relation to the cells of a new grid, and find new local 
Lagrangian coordinates, which in a general case do not coincide with the old ones. 

The sides of the triangles determining the relation between the markers at the interface 
give the grid topology. 

The requirements imposed on the triangular mesh of the markers are as follows: 

• the mesh should cover all the interface by nonintersecting triangles; 

• the mesh should be symmetrical if the problem has the corresponding symmetry 
(plane, cylindrical and spherical); 

• the mesh should be close to the uniform one. 
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Creation of initial triangular mesh of markers 
It is assumed that initially the interface coincides with the coordinate surface of the grid 

and is presented by a regular grid composed of spatial quadrangles. When the description 
of the interface by coordinate surface is substituted for the description by a triangular mesh 
of the markers, the markers are placed into the nodes of a regular quadrangular grid and 
geometrical centers of spatial quadrangles. 

Addition of the marker 
In order to add one new marker the corresponding side of the triangle is split into two 

equal intervals, and an additional new point is then connected with the opposite vertices of 
the triangles related to the side. 

Such simple algorithm of the marker addition does not provide the conservation of 
symmetry of the numerical solution with modelling the appropriate symmetrical flow. So, 
the initial algorithm has been completed by special sorting of the mesh edges, that allows 
to hold the symmetry of the numerical solution. 

Remapping of the marker triangular mesh 
In calculations the triangular mesh can become nonuniform. In this case the marker 

mesh is remapped. The remapping is a local algorithm which displaces the markers in 
the tangent plane to the interface in order to equalize distances between the neighboring 
markers. 

Processing of mixed cells 

Topology of the marker triangular mesh given at the interface defines a direction of the 
normal. It makes the interface oriented and separates the left part of the space from the right 
with respect to the normal. Each interface divides the concrete matters. The direction of the 
normal allows to know from which side of the interface one or other matter is situated. 

The matter composition of each mixed cell is defined. Each matter i of the mixed cell 
is characterized by the volume concentration Ui, mass Mi, and specific intrinsic energy ei . 

Calculation of pressure in mixed cells at the Lagrangian stage 

For a mixed cell, the total pressure and intrinsic energy of the matters of mixture are 
defined by a single-velocity model of a multi-component medium and the conditions of 
joint deformation of the components [4] . 

Let N matters be in a cell. For each matter i, we know the mass Mi, the specific intrinsic 
enetID' �, the fraction of the volume Ui, occupied by the matter in the cell volume V, and 
the equation of state of the matter Pi = Ii (pi, ei) is given, where Pi = Md (Ui . V) is the 
density of the matter i in the cell. 

In order to calculate all the values in the mixed cell at the Lagrangian stage, one should 
determine the pressure. In the pressure calculation, we make use one of the following 
assumptions: 

• the compression of all the mixture components should be equal; 

• all the matters are of the same pressure. 
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In the case of the explicit difference scheme under the first assumption, and from addi
tivity of the total intrinsic energy of the components it follows that: 

P = LlTi · Pi . i 
Under the second assumption the pressure P and lTi are defined by the following system 

of equations: PI = P2 = . . .  = PN, 
L lTi = 1 , i Pi = fi (Mi/ (lTi . V) , ei) , 

which is solved by an iterative method. 
If at the Lagrangian stage the implicit difference scheme is applied, the relationships 

above for determining pressure in the mixed cells are introduced into the iterations. 

Calculation of convective .flows at the faces of mixed cells with account for the nuuker displace

ment 
At the next time, the matter composition in the cells is determined by the analysis of the 

marker positions relative to a new Eulerian grid. 
Each marker entering the cell of the new grid supplements its composition by the mat

ters, which are separated by the marker surface. If all the markers come out of the cell, 
then, may be, only one matter will stay in the cell. This matter will be the same as in the 
nearest neighboring non-mixed cell, if such exists. For analysis we take only those cells, 
which have a common face with considered cell . If the cell does not contain markers, and 
the markers have not entered the cell, the matter composition is not changed. 

The convective flows are calculated only between the cells having a common face. So, 
it is necessary to define the flows through six faces of the cell. 

For each cell A, we find the volume variation 8Va (Fig. 8 .4) caused by the motion of 
the face a resulting from the grid modification. In the case shown in Fig. 8 .4, the flow 
comes from the cell A into the cell B. In calculations, it is convenient to determine only 
the outgoing flows for each cell. 

At the beginning we define the matters participating in the fluxes and the change of 
their volumes. For the cells A and B, both the old and new matter compositions are known. 
The flows from the cell A to the cell B are calculated for only those matters, which are 
contained in the cell A, and will be contained in the cell B. 

For each matter i, flowing out from the cell A through the face a, it is necessary to 
determine the volume variation 8ltia, so that L:i 8ltia = 8Va. At first for the matter i, the 
preliminary values 8Via are found: 
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Here O"iA and O"iB are the volume concentrations of the matter i in the cells A and B 
obtained at the Lagrange stage. The summation is made for all the matters flowing out from 
the cell A to the cell B through the face a. 

After calculating the &ii'ia for all the matters flowing out through all the faces of the 
mixed cell A, the situation is possible when the calculated volume of some matter flowing 
out from the mixed cell A exceeds the volume of the matter in the cell A, or is insufficient 
to remove any matter from the cell, although this component should not be present at the 
next moment of time. So, the &ii'ia are corrected to obtain the final values of &Via. The 
correction is made by a redistribution of the volumes of flowing out components. 

After this correction the convective flows of the mass, total energy and pulse are calcu
lated separately for each component. 

The use of markers in describing the interface allows to localize its position with the 
accuracy up to one cell of the difference grid. This gives possibility to trace in detail the 
evolution of the interface up to its destruction. 

Clllcullltion of convectiYe jIows "t the faces of mixed cells by concentrations 
In the description of turbulent flows, when the interfaces are destroyed and mixture of 

matters is formed, the method of concentrations is applied. In this case, the algorithms for 
determination of &Via are essentially simplified and are reduced to the following. 

Initially only those matters contained both in the cell A and in the cell B at the current 
time flow out from the cell A to the cell B. When volume of some matter calculated for all 
the faces exceeds its volume in the mixed cell A, then the preliminary obtained volumes of 
the matter are corrected at the expense of the volumes of other matters flowing out from the 
cell. If the latter fails then the rest components of the mixed cell are used. 

8.3 lllustration of Capabilities of Calculational Algorithms 
by Test Problems 

To confirm practically that the calculational algorithms preserve the plane, cylindrical and 
spherical symmetry of the flows and to evaluate the accuracy of them the calculations of 
several test problems were carried out. Part of these problems have analytical solutions. 

8.3.1 Scattering of Gas Cloud 

The numerical simulation of scattering of a gas cloud into the vacuum was performed. At 
the initial time, the gas is a rest perfect one with the density and pressure distributions given 
in a special way: 

( (x2 y2 z2 ) ) 7:1 
p =  1 - - + - + - , a2 a2 a2 x y z 

( (x2 y2 z2 ) ) � 
p = 1 - - + - + -a2 a2 a2 x y z 
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The following shapes of the gas cloud have been considered: a circular cylinder, an 
elliptic cylinder, a ball, a biaxial ellipsoid and triaxial ellipsoid. Such given shapes of the 
gas cloud, except for the last one, correspond to ID  cylindrical, 2D plane, ID spherical and 
2D cylindrical symmetry of the flow. 

The ellipsoid semi-axes will be denoted ax , ay , az along the directions x , y, z, respec
tively. For an perfect gas with adiabatic index '"Y = 1 .4, the following initial geometries 
have been considered. 

Table 8 . 1 :  Initial geometries 

I ax I ay I az I Type of symmetry I 
1 1 00 ID  cylindrical 
1 2 00 2D plane 
1 1 1 ID  spherical 
1 2 2 2D cylindrical 
1 2 3 -

Using a separation of variables for all cases listed above the problem is reduced to the 
system of ordinary differential equations [2 1 ] ,  which can be numerically integrated with 
high degree of accuracy. The solution of this system is said to be the "exact" solution. 

The picture of the flow is as follows. The cloud scattering begins from a rest state. In 
the course of scattering, the ratio between the semi-axes changes. The smaller semi-axis 
becomes the greater one, and vice versa. In time the scattering becomes the stationary flow 
when velocity along the axial directions is constant. 

In calculations, the Lagrange variables and the movable Eulerian grid were used. The 
free surface served as coordinate surface. Two intervals were taken along the coordinate 
directions where the medium was immovable due to the symmetry. 

Figs. 8 .5-8. 1 0  demonstrate the calculated profiles of pressure and the semi-axes ratio 
depending on time as compared to the "exact" solution. 

In all calculations, the corresponding symmetry of the flow is preserved. The numerical 
solutions practically coincide with the "exact" ones. 

8.3.2 Comparison of the Marker and Concentration Methods 

In the calculations using Eulerian methods, an interface may be not a coordinate surface. 
While moving, the interface can intersect the Eulerian grid in an arbitrary manner. As a 
result, the mixed cells containing a few different matters are formed. The accuracy of these 
methods depends on the algorithms calculating the convection flows through the mixed cell 
faces. 

Interesting model problems for the comparison of different numerical methods of such 
type are proposed in [30] for two spatial variables. 

The problems are generalized for the case of three spatial variables. These problems 
have been calculated by MAH-3 code in order to compare the algorithms describing the 
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Figure 8.5:  Scattering of circular cylinder. Pressure profiles at t = l over directions x, y: 
- - exact solution, 0 - numerical solution along direction x, + - numerical solution along 
direction y 
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Figure 8.6: Scattering of a ball. Pressure profiles at t = l over directions x, y, z :  - - exact 
solution, 0 - numerical solution along direction x, + - numerical solution along direction y, 
x - numerical solution along direction z 
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Figure 8.7: Scattering biaxial ellipsoid. Pressure profiles at t = l over directions y, z :  
- - exact solution, 0 - numerical solution along direction y, + - numerical solution along 
direction z 
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Figure 8 .8 :  Scattering of biaxial ellipsoid. Semi-axes ratio versus time: - - exact solution, 
0 - numerical solution for ay/ax, + - numerical solution for az/ax 
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Figure 8.9: Scattering triaxial ellipsoid. Pressure profiles at t = l over direction z: - -
exact solution, 0 - numerical solution 
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Figure 8. 10: Scattering of triaxial ellipsoid. Semi-axes ratio versus time: - - exact solution, 
o - numerical solution for ay / ax, x - numerical solution for az/ ax 
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, ... 0.0 , .. 0.57 I = T  

Figure 8 . 1 1 : Results at T = 8: a) mixed cells (M); b) marker surface (M); c) mixed cells 
(C) 

strong distorted interfaces with the markers (M), and with the concentrations (C) only. 
In the cube 0 :s x, y, Z :s 1 with the rigid walls, there is an incompressible homoge

neous liquid with the parameters p = 0, p = 1 .  The sphere with the radius 0. 1 5 and the 
center at the point (0 .75, 0 .75, 0.75) is assumed to be a interface separating two matters. 
The matter number 2 is inside the sphere, and the matter number 1 is outside the sphere. 

The liquid moves with the velocity 11 ( u, v, w) : 

i.e. div 11 = o. 

u = (sin(7rx))2 sin(27rY) sin(27rz) cos(7rt/T) , 
v = (sin(7ry) )2 sin(27rx) sin(27rz) cos(7rt/T) , 

w = -2 (sin(7rz)? sin(27rx) sin(27rY) cos(7rt/T) , 

In the comparative calculations performing by MAH-3 code with T = 8, an immovable 
Eulerian grid in which the number of cells equal to 323 was used. 

The results obtained are shown in Fig. 8. 1 1 .  The figures demonstrate the mixed cells 
arising in the course of calculations, and the marker surfaces. 

The comparative calculations show that the calculation diffusion with describing the 
interface by the marker surfaces is essentially smaller. In the method of concentrations, a 
rather difficult problem is to reconstruct the interface position by the concentration field. 

8.4 Numerical Simulation of the Rayleigh-Taylor Instability 

in the Spherically Convergent Systems 

The studies ofRT instabilities are of great practical importance, because they are an obstacle 
to achieve high degrees of the target compression, and thereby decrease the intensity of 
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thennonuclear reactions in the inertial confinement fusion (ICF). 
In a typical ICF problem, a target consists of several concentric spherical shells having 

different functional purposes. An external layer is an ablator, the next layer is a shell, 
which accumulates a kinetic energy at motion to the symmetry center, and an inner layer 
is the gas. The conditions for the nuclear fusion are provided and exist at compression and 
expansion of a target. During compression, the target is twice unstable, i.e. at an external 
ablative surface during an acceleration phase, and at an inner gas-shell interface during a 
deceleration phase. 

In [ 1 1] ,  a spherically symmetric self-similar solution of the gas dynamic equations was 
developed. For the solution, theoretical analysis of a linear stage of the RT instability arising 
at a shell-gas interface during deceleration phase was done. 

In this section, we represent the results of 2D and 3D numerical simulation of a linear 
stage and beginning of a nonlinear stage ofRT instability in the setting as proposed in [ 1 1 ] .  

In the spherical coordinate system (r, <p,  'I/J) ,  two layers of  non-viscous, non-heat con
ducting gases of different densities are considered: PI. P2 (PI < P2) (Fig. 8. 1 2). The gases 
are described by the equation of state p = ('Y - 1)  cp, where 'Y = 5/3. 

The boundary conditions: r = ° is the symmetry center; r = r 8 is the free boundary. 
The moment of the maximal system compression is t = 0. 

x 

z 

Figure 8. 12: Setting of the problem 

Using the MAH-3 code, a numerical simulation of evolution of a small single-mode 
perturbation of interface in 2D and 3D setting was carried out. 

At the moment t / T = -1 ( T is typical time of deceleration), the following perturbation 
is introduced in the position of the interface: 

Yi (<p, 'I/J) = Pi (cos <p) cos m'I/J, (l = 0, 1 , 2, . . .  j m = 0, 1 , 2 , . . .  , l ) is the tesseral 
spherical hannonic of the degree l and the order m (Fig. 8. 1 3). 

Pi (x) (-1 � x � 1 , l = 0, 1 , 2, . . .  j m = 0, 1 , 2, . . .  , l ) is the adjoint Legendre 
function of the first kind, of the degree l, and the order m. 

� (x) is the Legendre polynomial of the degree l .  
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a) b) 

Figure 8 . 1 3 :  Tesseral spherical hannonic of the degree l and order m Ylm (if;, 'I/J) :  a) l = 

10 , m = 0; b) l = 10 , m = 2 and - - 'I/J = 0, - - - 'I/J = 7r /2 

For the known degree l of the tesseral spherical hannonic and initial amplitude ao, the 
growth of perturbation amplitude on the linear stage can be found numerically with high 
degree of accuracy. It is said to be the "exact solution". 

An initial amplitude ao of the perturbation was given so as a maximal value ofpenetra
tion of a light matter into a heavy matter was the same for both 2D and 3D cases. 

For 2D setting: l = 10, m = 0, ao = 0.017. The difference grid consists of 40 x 50 x 2 
intervals along the r, if; and 'I/J directions, respectively. 

For 3D setting: l = 10, m = 2, ao = 0 .00032. The difference grid consists of 40 x 
50 x 20 intervals. 

Figures 8 . 14 and 8 . 1 5  illustrate the shape of the interface for 2D and 3D settings at 
different times. 

Figure 8 . 1 6  illustrates the growth of a perturbation amplitude, as compared to the "ex
act solution". The results of2D and 3D simulation agree well with the linear theory. After 
a maximum compression, one can observe a deviation from the linear theory. Within the 
studied time interval, the curves of the bubble growth (2D, 3D) and the curve of the jet 
growth (3D) coincide. They showed that for the perturbations with the same initial am
plitude, the growth of perturbation amplitude is determined by the degree l of the adjoint 
Legendre function of the first kind, and is independent on the order m. Thus, the results 
of numerical simulation of development of the RT instability arising at a shell-gas interface 
during deceleration phase agree with the linear stage of analytical solution well. 

8.5 Conclusion 

• Adaptive calculation method and the program means (MAH-3) have been developed 
for effective mathematical simulation of the wide class of 3D gas dynamical multi
component flows, in particular, vortex flows with strong deformations of the inter-
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a) 6) c) 

Figure 8. 14: Interface shape at the following moments: a) tiT = 0.03, b) tiT = 0.545, 
c) tiT = 0.89 

a) 

Figure 8. 15 :  Interface shape at the following moments: a) tiT = 0.03, b) tiT = 0.53 
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faces, their damage, loss of topological structure of the physical regions, and mixing 
of substances. The method using a priori information about the studied flows allows 
to apply different calculation algorithms, implemented in the code in various compu
tational regions and at different stages of the calculations. This should permit one to 
choose optimal way for obtaining the results of the required accuracy. 

• The calculation algorithms of the MAH-3 code, unlike the other ones, provide for 
simultaneous fulfillment of the difference analogs of mass, pulse, total energy con
servation laws, and conservation of 2D (planar and cylindrical) as well ID  (planar, 
cylindrical and spherical) symmetries of the difference solution. That is especially 
important for the solution of problems, where the influence of the asymmetrical ex
ternal conditions on the parameters of the symmetrical initial system (ICF problem, 
for example) is studied. 

• The 2D and 3D calculations, which simulate a Rayleigh-Taylor instability arising 
during deceleration at the gas-shell interface, were performed. At linear stage of per
turbation growth, the good agreement of numerical and analytical data was obtained. 

In (a/ao ) 
3.5 . 

3 

2.5 

2 

1 .5 

0.5 

Figure 8 . 1 6: The growth of perturbation amplitude as compared to the "exact solution": - 

"exact solution", - - - bubble amplitude (2D), 0 - bubble amplitude (3D), * -jet amplitude 
(3D) 
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Chapter 9 
NONDEGENERACY C ONDITIONS FOR DIFFERENT 

TYPES OF GRIDS 

Olga V. Ushakova 

Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics 

Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences 

The work is devoted to the question of nondegeneracy of computational grids. This 

concept is strictly formulated along with three fundamental theorems guaranteeing nonde
generacy of grids. Conditions of nondegeneracy are obtained for different types of three
dimensional grids. A review and comparative analysis of different grid nondegeneracy 

conditions are given. New formulas of a volume are obtained for different types of cells. 

9.1 Introduction 

Although grid generation methods have begun to intensively develop more than forty years 
ago and the concept of a grid has appeared in the computational practice essentially ear
lier, nevertheless the full list of requirements to a grid has not been still formulated and has 
been filled up till now. Some of the requirements are established by a concrete solution 

algorithm developed on the considered grid and some of them, as in the case of adaptation, 
by the properties of a solution of the physical problem. Among the requirements, there are 
some common (main) and some more particular. Among common requirements, the non
degeneracy criteria are the most important, since on degenerate grids, numerical algorithms 

of solving physical problems do not work, because after SUbstituting differential problems 
by systems of algebraic equations we can get badly stipulated systems and (or) can not de
scribe the physical field phenomena with the necessary accuracy. So, nondegeneracy of a 

grid is the first main aim of grid generation. 

Among other common requirements influencing on the accuracy (we mean the case of 

structured grids, see definition 1 in section 9.2), the requirements usually considered are: 
smoothness of grid lines, closeness of a grid to a uniform one, closeness of a grid to an 

orthogonal one and adaptation of a grid to the solution of a physical problem. The great 
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amount of requirements (often contradictory) complicated a separation of the main require
ments and their formalization. Therefore, despite of importance, not in all investigations 
on grid generation the problem of nondegeneracy is strictly formulated and discussion of 
this question is often omitted as well as obtaining the reliable conditions and the ways of 
verification of such a property. As a rule, a nondegeneracy of a grid (cell) is understood 
as a one to one correspondence of a mapping used for generating a grid (cell). However, 
the nondegeneracy of a grid is frequently judged only visually - by checking the lack of 
folded or self-intersecting cells and the arrangement of cells without overlapping and gaps 
and so on. Such a way of estimating the grid nondegeneracy can be difficult especially in a 
three-dimensional case. Therefore, often for estimation of grid nondegeneracy, the condi
tion of a positivity of cell volumes or the Jacobian of the mapping (computed, for example, 
in grid nodes) is used. From the other hand, it is also well known, see, for example, in 
the literature on grid generation [ 1  ] , [2] that positivity of the Jacobian does not guarantee 
the one-to-one correspondence of the mapping globally, it guarantees the one-to-one corre
spondence of the mapping locally. A detailed discussion of a question of a necessity to find 
conditions that check allows one to draw a conclusion on nondegeneracy of a grid (a cell) is 
contained in the monograph by Ivanenko [3] . "It is surprising," is pointed out in [3], "but in 
accessible mathematical literature we did not managed to find publications devoted to this 
questions. Existing criteria are either sufficiently common and their use requires additional 
mathematical investigations in each concrete case or very much restricted class of map
pings is considered . . .  ". For the purpose to find effective criteria, investigations [4] , [5]  have 
been undertaken on the initiative ofIvanenko. These investigations gave the foundation and 
theoretical background of many grid generation algorithms. At that time, local conditions 
guaranteeing nondegeneracy for the majority of types of cells have been obtained for a two
dimensional case. For a three-dimensional case, such conditions have not been obtained. 
Conditions guaranteeing nondegeneracy of hexahedral cells, for the first time, have been 
published in [6] , and their detailed proof in [7] . Then, on the basis of [7] ,  criteria of non de
generacy have been obtained in [8] . Approximately at the same time, in [9], nondegeneracy 
conditions for pyramidal and prismatic finite elements, and later in [ 1 0] ,  a numerical algo
rithm for checking the nondegeneracy of hexahedral ruled cells have been published. The 
purpose of these investigations was to find the conditions of the local invertibility of the 
mappings or conditions guaranteeing the Jacobian non vanishing for the mappings used for 
generating cells. In [ 1 1 ], conditions of nondegeneracy have been obtained for polynomial 
functions used for constructing finite elements. In the same work, it was shown that ob
tained conditions were the conditions of global invertibility of mappings. Theorems [4], [5] 
gave the opportunity to use these conditions for developing the grid generation algorithms 
and for estimating the nondegeneracy of grids composed of above cells. 

In section 9.2, the concept of a grid (cell) nondegeneracy is strictly formulated and for
mulations of three main theorems guaranteeing a one-to-one correspondence of a mapping 
globally and proved in [4, 5] for different cases and especially for the demands of grid 
generation practice are given. Section 9.3 is devoted to the problem of non degeneracy of 
three-dimensional structured grids composed of ruled hexahedral cells. Such cells are most 
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widely used in three dimensions (see [ 12]). Earlier in [6, 7] for testing such grids on non
degeneracy, necessary conditions and sufficient conditions (not coinciding with necessary 
conditions) for grid cells were obtained. The question about the check of the cells satisfying 
necessary conditions but not satisfying sufficient conditions remained open. In [8], a spe
cial numerical algorithm of testing the Jacobian on its positivity for the mapping used for 
generation of cells was suggested to use. In this paper, this algorithm is described in detail. 
Moreover, new necessary conditions that permit to restrict essentially necessary conditions 
[7] are found. For the completeness of consideration, conditions [7] are also given in this 
paper. Conditions [7], new necessary conditions and numerical algorithm for testing the 
Jacobian of a mapping on its positivity give practical criteria for testing structured grids on 
nondegeneracy. Criteria also allow us to check a one-to-one correspondence or invertibility 
of trilinear mapping from a unit cube into a region defined by eight points that are vertices 

ofa cell. Analogous criteria for the two-dimensional case can be found in [ 1 3, 14, 1 5] .  The 
criteria are formulated for hexahedral cells, so they can be used for the finite elements too. 
In section 9.3, a question about admissibility of single degenerate hexahedral ruled cells in 
some configurations of the domains is discussed. 

In section 9.3, examples of hexahedral cells and three-dimensional structured grids [ 1 6] ,  
nondegeneracy of which was verified by suggested conditions are given. 

In section 9.4, conditions of nondegeneracy are obtained for another types of cells. The 
consideration of the material is compared with the results [9, 1 0, 1 1 ] .  

In section 9.5, new formulas of the volume are obtained for ruled cells: a pyramid with 
ruled quadrangular face and for a prism with triangular base and ruled faces. The formula 
of a volume [7] is given also for a hexahedron with ruled faces. The obtained formulas 
reveals the connection of ruled cells, in general case having a complicated form and non
planar faces, with planar face polyhedrons with the vertices of a ruled cells. This gives 
the opportunities for the essential simplification (see chapter 12) of numerical algorithms 
developed on grids consisting of ruled cells. 

9.2 Formulation of Nondegeneracy Conditions 

While numerical solving the problems of mathematical physics, two fundamental types 
of grids differing in the way of organization of grid nodes are usually used. These are 
structured and unstructured grids. 

For structured grids, the coordinates of nodes are organized into a special structure that 
is a matrix in a two-dimensional case or a three-dimensional array in a three-dimensional 
case. In structured grids, every grid node has the same number of neighboring nodes and 
the type of a shape for the grid cells is the same for all grid points. 

Unstructured grids can have their own organization of grid node connectivity for each 
grid node. For unstructured grids, the number of neighbors can be different. Unstructured 
grids are composed of cells of arbitrary shape and require the description of connectivity 
between nodes. 

We shall investigate a question of nondegeneracy on the example of structured grids. We 
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shall formulate this concept for a structured grid in the whole and for a cell in particular. We 
shall consider such the most widely used way for generating structured grids as a mapping 
approach. 

According to this approach, the generation of a structured grid in the domain G of 
the solution of the physical problem, named as a physical domain and in the general case 
having a complex geometrical form, is performed by means of a continuous mapping x of 
some additional domain P of a simple form, called as computational domain or a space of 
parameters, onto a domain G. The mapping x is also given on the boundary of a domain. It 
maps the boundary 8P of the domain P into the boundary 8G of the domain G, i.e. the grid 
nodes are also arranged on the boundary of the domain G. This way of generating structured 
grids gives an opportunity to carry out all computations on a fixed grid in the computational 
domain of a fixed form. In generation of a structured grid, we consider the case when G is 
a simply connected domain. In this case, a computational domain is, as a rule, a rectangle 
or a square for a two-dimensional grid, and a rectangular parallelepiped or a cube for a 
three-dimensional grid. Rarely, the computational domains in the form of a circle, triangle, 
tetrahedron, sphere and others are used. We shall consider the computational domains of 
a rectangular form. For example, if a computational domain is given in the form of a 
rectangular parallelepiped P = {� = (6 , 6, 6) : ° ::; �l ::; h l = 1 ,  2 ,  3} ,  where II 
are positive integers determining the number of grid nodes for each of variables (coordinate 
directions), then the values of the mapping x : P ----t G 

for 6 = ii , l = 1 , 2 , 3 , il = 0, 1 ,  . . .  , II give the coordinates of nodes ofa three-dimensional 
grid Xil ,i2 ,i3 = x ( i I , i2 , i3) .  The images of cells of the computational domain given in the 
form of unit cubes 

Pil i2i3 = {� = (6 , 6, 6) : il ::; 6 ::; il+I , l = 1 , 2 , 3 , } ,  il = 0, . . .  , 11 - 1 ,  

define the grid cells, and lines and surfaces corresponding to fixed values of indices ii , 
define coordinate lines and surfaces. So, for a given mapping, a grid arises as an object 
consisting of nodes and cells. For this mapping, a physical domain G is represented as a 
hexahedron having 8 vertices, 12  edges and 6 faces. 

Constructing a grid in the way described above is carried out by searching an appro
priate mapping of the domain P into the domain G. This mapping, depending on the used 
approach, can be given in an explicit form, for example, by means of algebraic formulas, 
functions, or can be obtained by solving differential equations, or by minimization of spe
cial functionals, which depend on functions defining the required mapping, and by other 
methods. The grid itself and its cells, their properties and geometrical characteristics,- all 
this is determined by the considered mapping. Properties and geometrical characteristics 
of grids and cells are formalized and controlled via special expressions depending on the 
required functions and their derivatives. These expressions, as a rule, determine the form 
of minimized functionals in variational problems and, frequently, the form of differential 
equations for computing grids. 
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In the numerical realization of the most of the approaches, the mapping is searched only 
at nodes of the computational domain. At other points, the mapping can be defined in either 
way, where cells are determined as images of cells of the computational domain under 
the mapping used for constructing cells. For these purposes, when generating structured 
grids, a bilinear mapping of the unit square is used most frequently in the two-dimensional 
case, and a trilinear mapping of unit cube is used in the three-dimensional case. When 
generating unstructured grids, construction of cells also can be carried out by means of 
special mappings of unit triangles, tetrahedrons, prisms, and etc., called as a reference 
element or domain. For successful numerical solution of a physical problem, it is important 
that the grid thus constructed and its cells would be nondegenerate. 

We consider the following definition of nondegeneracy of a grid (cell). 

Definition 1. A grid (cell) is called nondegenerate, if a mapping (*) used for its generation 
is one to one and "onto ". 

It is worth noting that the mapping (*) from definition 1 will be a homeomorphism 
(one-to-one continuous mapping whose inverse is also continuous), since the domain of the 
mapping, in the considered case, is a compact set (bounded and closed set). 

The nondegenerate grid does not contain folded or self-intersecting cells, self-intersecting 
coordinate lines and surfaces, cells or nodes sticking together, and in most of cases, cells 
with different orientation of edges and faces. 

Usually, the mapping is demanded to be smooth that is the functions given this mapping 
be continuous and have continuous derivatives. Such mappings belong to (:1 class. In this 
case, coordinate lines and surfaces are smooth. 

If the mapping is one-to-one, smooth and "onto" and the inverse mapping is smooth 
(such a mapping is called diffeomorphism) and if the Jacobian of the mapping does not 
vanish then the mapping defines curvilinear coordinate system. 

As a rule, the aim of grid generation is to find such a mapping. In addition, it is required 
also that the Jacobian of a mapping has to be positive (the positivity guarantees the preser
vation of orientation, i.e. the coordinate system is right-hand as the Cartesian coordinate 
system). However, the conditions guaranteeing listed requirements are included in the al
gorithm very rare. Quite often, the grid generation algorithm produces degenerate grids for 
complicated configurations of domains. Examples of such algorithms are algebraic methods 
(see., for example [ 1 ]). 

What conditions should be included in the construction of grid generation algorithm to 
guarantee the nondegeneracy of grids? 

Special theorems have been obtained in [2, 4, 5] that give sufficient conditions of 
the one-to-one correspondence of the mappings, namely conditions of homeomorphism of 
mappings under different assumptions about their smoothness. These conditions ensure the 
nondegeneracy of grids and can be applied to justify the properties of grid generation algo
rithms for the cases of structured and unstructured grids in the domains of complex fonns. 
The conditions use the infonnation about properties of the mapping on the boundaries of 
the domains and infonnation about local properties of the mapping. 
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Let us formulate two fundamental theorems from [5] : the first one is for a smooth case, 
the second one is for a continuous case. 

Theorem 1 (Smooth case). Let ]Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space. Let P and 
G be bounded connected domains in ]Rn that closures P and G are diffeomorphic. Let 
x : P - G be the mapping of (:1 class. Let x map homeomorphically the boundary 
8P into the boundary 8G, and the Jacobian of the mapping (the determinant of Jacobian 
matrix of the mapping) satisfies the conditions 

J = det x' (�) t 0 (� E P) . 

Then x is a homeomorphismfrom P onto G. 

This theorem can be applied for verification of the nondegeneracy of a grid or a cell 
given by a smooth transformation. For example, all curvilinear coordinate systems homeo
morphic on the boundary are nondegenerate. 

In the most of cases, the grid is given by a discrete set of nodes, and grid elements 
or cells are constructed by different mappings. So, for practice the situation when, the 
mapping x = x(�) is only continuous, is also important. 

The following theorem is valid. 

Theorem 2 (Continuous case). Let P and G be bounded connected domains and x : 
P - G be a continuous mapping. Let x map homeomorphically the boundary 8P into the 
boundary 8G and be a local homeomorphism (i.e. homeomorphism in some neighborhood 
of each point) from P into G. Then x is a homeomorphismfrom P onto G. 

The two previous theorems allowed authors of [5] to prove the theorem. 

Theorem 3. Let P and G be bounded connected homeomorphic domains. Let the domain 
P be decomposed into non-intersecting convex subdomains Pi (i = 1 ,  . . .  , m) such, that 

m 

Let x : P - G be continuous mapping smooth on Pi . Let us denote the restriction of the 
mapping x corresponding to Pi by Xi (i = 1 ,  . . .  m) . 

Let x map homeomorphically the boundary 8P into the boundary 8G, and for any 
i = 1 ,  . . . , m its constriction Xi be a homeomorphismfrom 8Pi onto x(8�) and, besides 

det x' (�) > 0 (� E � ,  i = 1 ,  . . . , m. ) 
Then x is a homeomorphismfrom P onto G. 

Theorem 3 can be applied to obtain conditions of nondegeneracy of grids given by 
a discrete set of nodes. When constructing structured grids, the computational domain 
P is divided into simple cells or elements. On these elements, different mappings into 
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corresponding cells of the physical domain are defined. On the basis of such mappings, the 
global continuous mapping is constructed. 

Then, in order to verify the conditions of theorem 3, one should check whether the map
pings from the elements of the computational domain onto grid cells of the physical domain 
are homeomorphic. The homeomorphism of a single element ensures nondegeneracy of its 
image or corresponding cell. In common, homeomorphism for single elements guarantees 
nondegeneracy of all cells and the grid as a whole. The homeomorphism of a mapping 
for a single element is verified in fact by means of theorem 1 ,  since a single cell is often 
constructed using smooth mappings. 

For example, in the considered three-dimensional case, a computational domain P is 
divided into elementary cells - the unit cubes l'il i2iS . A three-dimensional grid is given as 
a set of nodes XiI i2is . To construct the global mapping is possible using trilinear mappings 
of unit cubes PiI i2is (see further (9. 1 »  

for given values of coordinates of grid nodes XiI i2is as images of vertices of a cube. Con
structed in such a way the global mapping will be continuous. To verify the conditions of 
theorem 3, one have to check the positivity of the lacobians of trilinear mappings for all 
unit cubes. 

In a similar manner, one can check (in terms of definition 1 )  the nondegeneracy of 
unstructured grids. In [5], a finite element mesh is considered as an example. "If we 
consider the mesh that elements are simplex then conditions of nondegeneracy of a mesh 
are equivalent to conditions of positivity of algebraic volumes of all mesh cells. In the case 
when we have more complicated cells (rectangular, hexahedral or polynomial cells), it is 
necessary to have the conditions of a homeomorphism from an elementary cell that is a 
reference element onto each mesh cell." 

First, we shall give such conditions for hexahedral ruled cells. 

9.3 Nondegeneracy of Hexahedral Ruled Cells 

For simplicity we shall consider the cell with the comers XiIi2iS = (xlli2 is ' X�l i2is ' XfIi2iS ) ' 
iI , i2 , i3 = 0, 1 .  The mapping 

x = xooo(1 - 6) ( 1 - �2) ( 1 - 6) + XooI ( 1 - �1 ) ( 1  - 6)6 
+xOlo( 1 - 6)6(1 - 6) + xOll ( 1 - 6 )66 + xlOo6( 1  - 6) ( 1 - �3) (9. 1 )  

+XlOI6 (1 - 6)6 + xl lo66 (1 - 6) + Xll 1666 

of the unit cube Pooo transforms the comers of a cube into the comers of a cell, the edges 
of a cube into edges of a cell, and faces of a cube into faces of a cell that are ruled surfaces 
of the second order or planes (Fig. 9. 1 ), and defines a so-called ruled cell. 
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X101 xnl X101 

Xno 

a b 

Figure 9 . 1 :  Three-dimensional cells: a hexahedron; b dodecahedrons. 

The mapping is a trilinear mapping (linear in each of the variables) . This is immediately 
seen from the representation 

X (�) = 8000 + alO06 + 80106 + 80016 
+ an066 + a10166 + 8on66 + an1666 , (9.2) 

to that (9. 1 )  is reduced. The vectors �l i2i3 are found from the relations: 

8000 = Xooo, 
8001 = XOOI - Xooo, 80n = Xon - XOIO - XOOI + XOOO, 
8010 - XOlO - XoOO, a101 = X101 - X100 - XOO1 + XOOO, (9.3) 

a100 - X100 - XOOO, ano = Xno - X100 - XOlO + XOOO , 
anI Xnl - Xno - X101 - Xon + X100 + XOlO + XOOI - XOOO· 

In the two-dimensional case, the ruled cell is given by a bilinear mapping of the unit 
square and is a quadrilateral. 

9.3.1 The Jacobian of the Trilinear Map 

The Jacobian of mapping (9.2) 

is equal to the triple scalar product [ ax  8x 8X ] J = 
86 ' 86 ' 86 

. (9.4) 
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Partial derivatives can be written in the fonn 

(9.5) 

where vectors P, q, r (see Figure 9. 1 a) are defined in the relations 

Pil i2i3 = xi"ii2i3 - Xili2i3 '  qil i2i3 = Xili2i3 - Xil i2i3 ' 
ril i2i3 = �li2ia - Xi1 i2i3 ' 11i1i2i3 = �li2ia - Xil i2i3 ' (9.6) 
Vili2i3 = �li2ia - Xi1 i2i3 ' Wili2i3 = �li2i3 - Xi1 i2i3 ' 
dili2i3 = xili2ia - Xil i2i3 ' 

Here and hereafteI; 0 = 1 ,  I = 0 and Sil = i, + (_I )il ( 1 - �,) , 1 = 1 , 2, 3,  i, = 
0, 1 (Sil = 1 - �" if i, = 0, Sil = �" if i, = 1 ) .  The vectors p, q, r are directed along 
the edges, the vectors n, v, W play the role of "diagonals" of the faces, and vectors d are  
''inner diagonals" of the cell. 

Considering �" 1 = 1 , 2, 3,  equal to 0 or 1 (iI , i2 , i3 = 0, 1 ) , we compute the Jacobians 
at the comers of the cube P: 

Here and hereafteI; c5il i2i3 = (_I )il+i2+i3 , and lower indices related to brackets refer to 
each element inside brackets. The value Jil iai3 is six times the volume of a tetrahedron with 
the comer Xili2i3 and edges Pil i2i3 ' qili2i3 ' rili2i3 (the notation Vl�ti3)' The notations of 
such type will be used to designate the volumes of tetrahedrons with the comer Xi1i2i3 and 
the edges corresponding to superscripts. 

The properties of the Jacobian are studied in [3, 6, 7, 8, 13 , 14, 1 5] .  In two dimensions, a 
bilinear map of a unit square is considered. Its Jacobian is a linear function. If the Jacobian 

is positive at the comers of the square, then due to linearity the Jacobian will be positive 
everywhere in the square. The converse is also true. In two dimensions, if the Jacobian is 
positive, then the cell is convex, and the condition of nondegeneracy of cells is equivalent 
to the condition of convexity of cells. 

A three-dimensional case is much more complicated. Since the faces of the cell can be 
nonplanar, the cell can be nonconvex. In [ 1 5] there is an example rejected the statement 
from [ 13] that the Jacobian in three dimensions is positive everywhere if and only if the 
Jacobian is positive at the comers of a cube. It is also demonstrated that for the positivity 
of the Jacobian in the interior of the cube the positivity of the Jacobian on the edges of 
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the cube and even on the faces is not sufficient. So, in [ I S] it is shown that simple tests in 
general situations do not guarantee nondegeneracy of cells . The Jacobian in [ 1 5] is written 
in tenns of polynomials, the coefficients of which are the values of the Jacobian on the 
edges. In [6, 7, 8], another fonnulas of the Jacobian are obtained. These fonnulas can be 
easily reduced to the fonns from [ 1 5] .  By means of fonnulas from [6, 7, 8] the positivity 
of the Jacobian is investigated. Now the main results from [6, 7, 8] necessary for further 
consideration will be presented. 

Substituting (9.5) into (9.4) we have 

Decomposing the triple scalar product of sums of vectors into a sum of triple scalar 
products and taking common factors of vectors out of the sign of the triple scalar product 
we get the following lemmas from [7] . 

Lemma 1. The Jacobian of trilinear map (9 .2) can be written in the form 

J = 

where 

1 L � 2� 2� 2 ail i2i3 =il =i2 =i3 
il ,i2 ,i3=O 

1 
+ L KiI i2i36 (1 - 6)6(1 - 6)6(1 - 6) ,  (9.7) 

il ,i2,i3=O 

[POi2i3 ' qilOi3 ' riIi20] ' 
[POi2i3 ' qilOi3 ' liIi20] ' 
[POi2i3 ' qiI0i3 ' riIi20] ' 
[POi2i3 ' qiIoi3 , riIi20] '  

KiI i2i3 = [POi2i3 ' Qi10i3 , liIi"20] , (9.8) 
Ii 1 "ti2f3 = "tiI i2i3 = [pOi2i3 ' Qi10i3 , riIi2o] ' 
2i 2 "ti31I = "tiI i2i3 = [POi2i3 ' Qi10i3 , liIi20j ,  3i 3 "ti112 = "tiI i2i3 = [P0i2i3 ' Qi10i3 ' liIi20j , 

and indices k, i ,  mform the permutation of the cycle ( 123); i. e., k, i ,  m are equal to the 
values 1 , 2 , 3, 2 , 3 , 1 , 3 , 1 , 2 , respectively. (The last one is denoted by (kim) = ( 123) . )  

L t . tr d th t t · iiI 2i2 3i3 e us ill 0 uee e no a Ions O!i2i3 = O!i3iI = O!iI i2 = O!iI i2i3 . 
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Lemma 2. The following relations are valid for coefficients (9.8): 

ait i2i3 - [P0i2i3 ' qil0i3 ' rili20] = 6il i2i3 [P, q, r] ili2i3 = 6\1i";1;i3 = Jili2i3 

f3l1i2i3 = 

f3t1hi3 -
[pOi2i3 ' qilOi3 ' rili"20] = 6il i2i3 [P, q, U]ili2i3 = 6Vlj�3 ' 
[P0i2i3 ' qilOh ' rili2o] = 6il i2i3 [P, U, r] ili2i3 = 6\1i��3 ' 

'I tim=O (1clm)=(123) 

= 

I I '" (-ki1c + ki1c ) _ '" - ki1c � 'Yilim f-tilim - � 'Yilim i" im=O i" im=O (1clm)=(123) (1clm)=(123) 
1 L (-a�lm + P!�i1c + py,::;n) , i" im=O (1clm)=(123) 

I 3 L L f3Zi2i3 - 2 
i} ,i2 ,i3=O k=I il ,i2 ,i3=O 

= 2Kooo + 2KIl l , Kill - 6111 [U, v , W]lll = 6Viiivw , l = 0, 1 ,  
1 3 L L 'YZi2i3 -

il ,i2 ,i3=O k=l 

I L ail i2i3 + 4(Kooo + KIl l ) , 
i} ,i2 ,i3=O 

1 3 1 
L L f3Zi2i3 -

2 L aili2i3 + 2 (Kooo + KI l l ) .  
il ,i2 ,i3=O k=l il ,i2 ,i3=O 

(9.9) 

(9. 1 0) 

(9.11) 

(9. 12) 

(9. 1 3) 

(9. 14) 

(9. 1 5) 

(9. 1 6) 
Lemmas 1 and 2 give the following result: the Jacobian of the mapping can be rep

resented by the sum of polynomials of the sixth degree (second degree in each of vari
ables). The coefficients of the polynomial are expressed in terms of the volumes of tetra

hedrons of four types (9.9), (9. 10), (9. 12) erZi2i3)' (9. 14). Tetrahedrons (9.9) are formed 
by three edges (with the common comer), tetrahedrons (9. 10) by two edges and "diagonal" 
of one of adjacent faces, tetrahedrons (9. 12) (iZi2i3) by two edges and "inner diagonal" of 
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the cell, tetrahedrons (9. 14) by "diagonals" of faces. The total number of tetrahedrons is 
8 + 24 + 24 + 2 = 58. 

Finally, substituting (9. 1 1 ), (9. 1 3) into (9.7), we have in [7] the Jacobian (9.7) in the 
fonn of polynomial of the degree not higher than fourth. 

Theorem 4. The Jacobian of trilinear map (9 .2) is a polynomial of the degree not higher 
than fourth (second in each of variables). It can be written in the form 

J = 
1 L O:il i2i3 �l 2i2 2i3 (�l + 2i2 + 2i3 - 2) 

3 1 ( 1 ) 
+ L . � � f3Z�':" �k ( 1 - �k)2iI 2im ' 

k=l '1 " m =O Zk=O (khn)={123) 
(9. 17) 

Since 2il + 2i2 + 2i3 - 2 = 1 - 2il - 2i2 - 2i3 , the fonnula (9. 1 7) can be reduced 
to the following one: 

J = 
1 L O:ili2i32i1 2i22i3 + t . t (t (f3�':" - O:��:.)

) 
�k ( 1 - �k)2iI2im '  

il ,i2 ,i3=0 k=l '1 .>m =O Zk=O (klm)=(123) 
(9. 1 8) 

Fonnula (9. 1 8) requires computations of eight volumes of tetrahedrons (9.9) and 12 
triple scalar products 

1 
cf>I2i3 = Oili2i3 [Pil i2i3 ' Pi�i'2i3 ' Pili2i3 ]  = L (f3L2i3 - O:il i2i3 ) , i l=O 

1 
cf>fl i3 = Oil i2i3 [qi� i'2i3 ' qili2i3 ' qili2i3] = L (f3rl i2i3 - O:il i2i3 ) , i2=0 

1 
cf>fl i2 = Oil i2i3 [ri� i2i3 ' rili'2i3 ' rili2i3 ] = L (f3fl i2i3 - O:il i2i3 ) . 

i3=0 

(9. 1 9) 

The Jacobian J on lines �l = const ,  �m = const ,  i i= m, i ,  m = 1 , 2 , 3 is a quadratic 
trinomial. In particular, on the edges the Jacobian is of the fonn 

J (6 , 6 , 6) I ���!!n = o:fz�m (1 - �k) 2 + o:fzL �k 2 + 

(f3t�m + f3tL) �k ( 1 - �k) , (kim) - ( 123) , il , im = 0, 1 . (9.20) 

If a hexahedral cell is a parallelepiped, then 

and the fonnula of the Jacobian (9. 1 8) is essentially simplified: 

J = 0:000 ( 1 - 6 - 6 - 6) + 0:1006 + 0:0106 + 0:0016 = 0:000 = const . 
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9.3.2 Positivity of the Jacobian of a Trilinear Map 

The condition J > ° implies in [7] the inequalities 

which compose the necessary conditions 1 of nondegeneracy of a cell. 

253 

(9.2 1) 

Theorem 5 (Necessary contitions 1). In order that the Jacobian be positive in the unit 
cube including its boundary it is necessary that conditions (9 .21 ) be satisfied. 

The polynomials corresponding to the coefficients from (9.7) in the interior of the cube 
P are positive. Hence, if coefficients ail i2i3 are positive, and the rest of the coefficients are 
greater than or equal to zero, then the Jacobian is positive in the interior. It is easy to see 
that J is positive on the boundary. Since the coefficients ,Zi2i3 ' Et ,i2 ,i3=O �li2i3 can be 

expressed in terms of ail i2i3 '  f3Z i2i3 ' (see. (9 . 1 3}-{9 . 1 5», the conditions of the positivity of 
the Jacobian (sufficient conditions 1) have the form (see [7]) 

> 0, 

i" im = 0, 1 ; 

1 3 1 

ik = 0, 1 ; 

2KoOO + 2�11 1  = L L f3ti2i3 -
2 L aili2i3 � K, il ,i2 ,i3=O k=l il ,i2 ,i3=O 

where aili2i3 ' f3ti2i3 are calculated according to formulas (9.9), (9. 10), and 

(9.22) 

(9.23) 

Theorem 6 (Sumaent conditions 1). In order that the Jacobian of the trilinear mapping be 
positive in the unit cube including its boundary it is sufficient that conditions (9 .22) , (9.23) 
be satisfied. 
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The following corollary is obvious. 

Corollary 1. A hexahedral cell is nondegenerate ifvolumes of 58 tetrahedrons (9.9), (9. 10), 
(9. 12), (9. 14), corresponding to coefficients ai1 i2i3 ' f3Zi2i3, 1Zi2i3' KOOO, Kl l 1 are positive. 

It is clear that necessary conditions assume a wider range of values for ail i2i3 ' f3Zi2i3 
than sufficient conditions 1 .  Both conditions include 27 inequalities (for 8 corners, 1 2  edges, 
6 faces, and the interior part of a cell). 

The expression for J is also positive if (9. 1 9) and (9.9) are positive. However, these 
conditions restrict (in comparison with (9.22» the set of values of ail i2i3 ' f3Z i2i3 for which 
J is positive. Therefore, sufficient conditions 1 are more general conditions. 

The conditions of corollary I is also more restrictive than sufficient conditions 1 .  

The Jacobian on edges is either a linear function or a quadratic trinomial, so it is easy 
to find necessary and sufficient conditions of its positivity on the edges. 

Theorem 7. In order that the Jacobian of the trilinear mapping be positive on edges of the 
cube P it is necessary and sufficient that conditions 

be satisfied. 

1 L f3�� > -2 atL atL , (kIm) = ( 123) ,  i" im = 0, 1 
ik=O 

(9 .24) 

The Jacobian J on the faces �, = 0, 1 ,  I = 1 , 2 , 3 and general formula (9. 1 8) can be 
written (see [6], [8]) as a quadratic trinomial in one variable with fixed other variables (one 
or two, respectively). An attempt to find necessary and sufficient conditions of positivity of 
the Jacobian using its representation in the form of a quadratic trinomial fails since even in 
the case of faces the discriminant of a quadratic trinomial is a fourth-degree polynomial in 
one variable; in the general case, the discriminant will be the polynomial in two variables. 
Because of above reasons an analysis of the discriminant on the property of having fixed 
sign fails. However, it is possible to find sufficient conditions 2 more general than sufficient 
conditions 1 and necessary conditions 2 more restrictive than necessary conditions 1. 

Theorem 8 (Sumcient conditions 2). In order that the Jacobian of the trilinear mapping 
be positive in the whole cube P including its boundary it is sufficient that conditions (9 .22) 
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in strick inequality form where 

= 2 ' (
kO k1 ) (kl ) ( 123) . .  0 1 - mIn O:iliTn ' O:iliTn , m = , �l , �m = , ; 
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_ -2 min (20:�� + � al.il .  + � f.l��m) , ik = 0, 1 ,' (9.25) . . -0 1 313m L..J Pjm'" L..J IJ'''31 31 ,3m- , . 0 . 0 '1= 'm= 

be satisfied. 
It is obvious that cells satisfying sufficient conditions 1 satisfy sufficient condition 2 

consisting of (9.22) and (9.25) . Sufficient conditions 2 are more general than sufficient 
conditions 1 but demand more computations. It is possible to show that when sufficient 
conditions 2 are satisfied, necessary conditions 1 also hold (but not vice versa). 

Since on lines e, = const , em = const, l :f:. m, l , m = 1 , 2, 3, the Jacobian is either 
a linear function or a quadratic trinomial, we can get necessary and sufficient conditions 
of Jacobian positivity on these lines, and, thus, restrict necessary conditions 1 .  To get nec
essary conditions 2, we shall write down necessary and sufficient conditions of Jacobian's 
positivity on the edges and midlines passing through the midpoints of faces and midpoint 
(0.5, 0.5 , 0.5) of the cube P. So, necessary conditions 2 will be composed of conditions 
(9.24) and the following conditions 

¢>�l 0 + ¢>�1 1 > -2(0:0 + 0:1 + 2y'0:00:J) , O:j = J (i I , j, 0.5) , 

¢>�l 0 + ¢>�1 1 > -2(0:0 + 0:1 + 2y'0:00:J) , O:j = J (ib 0.5 , j) , j = 0, 1 , 

¢>t20 + ¢>t2 1 > -2(0:0 + 0:1 + 2y'0:00:J) , O:j = J (j, i2, 0.5 , ) , 
¢>gi2 + ¢>�i2 > -2(0:0 + 0:1 + 2y'0:00:J) , O:j = J (0.5, i2, j) , j = 0, 1 , 

¢>6i3 + ¢>�i3 > -2(0:0 + 0:1 + 2y'0:00:1 ) , O:j = J (j, 0.5, i3) , 
¢>�i3 + ¢>�i3 > -2(0:0 + 0:1 + 2y'0:00:1 ) ,  O:j = J (0 .5 , j ,  i3) , j = 0, 1 , 

on midlines for the planes 6 = ib 6 = i2 , 6 = i3 , ik = 0, 1 , respectively, and 

1 
� ¢>�li2 > -4(0:0 + 0:1 + 2y'0:00:1 ) ,  

il ,i2=0 

O:i" = J (6 , 6, 6) {"=i,, , ik = 0, 1 , (klm) = ( 123) ,  
{I .{m=! 

(9.26) 

(9.27) 
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on midlines passing through the midpoint (0 .5 , 0 .5 , 0 .5) . Here values of J are given in 
(9.2 1 ), and 4>fm are given in (9. 1 9) .  

Theorem 9 (Necessary conditions 2).  In order that the Jacobian be positive in the unit 
cube including its boundary it is necessary that conditions (9 .21) , (9 .26) , (9 .27) be satis

fied. 
To see how general the obtained conditions are, a numerical experiment was carried out. 

The comers of hexahedron were selected randomly. Of 107 hexahedrons randomly gener
ated by the computer only 36 251 were found to have positive Jacobians at the comers of a 
cell. From them only 14 622 cases satisfied necessary conditions 1 for edges, 14 OlD cases 
satisfied necessary conditions 1 for faces, and 14 004 cases satisfied necessary conditions 
1 for the whole cell. Necessary conditions 2 allowed us to exclude some more degenerate 
cells. The number of cases when necessary conditions 2 were satisfied, was equal to 1 1  533. 

The Jacobian was positive in 11 481 cases. Sufficient conditions 1 were satisfied in 
33.93% of the cases (from the number 1 1 48 1 ), sufficient conditions 2 were satisfied in 
75 .08% of the cases. In 1 1 733 cases the Jacobian was positive on the edges, 97.85% of 
them had positive Jacobian everywhere in the whole cell. The success rate of necessary 
conditions 2 was 99 . 54%. 

Numerical results showed the following. 
1 .  Necessary conditions allowed us to exclude a great number of cells which were 

degenerate. 
2. In less than one third of cases when the Jacobian was positive at the comers of a cell 

the Jacobian was positive everywhere in the cell. Therefore, it would be unreliable to draw 
a conclusion about the invertibility of the Jacobian on the basis of positive Jacobians at the 
comers of a cell. 

3. Necessary and sufficient conditions of positivity of the Jacobian on the edges (pro
vided that necessary conditions 1 were satisfied) in a large percentage of cases gave positive 
Jacobian everywhere in the cell. The success rate of necessary conditions 2 was higher. 
However, both of these conditions also did not guarantee the invertibility of the trilinear 
map. 

4. Sufficient conditions 2 permitted to recognize the nondegeneracy of cells in most of 
cases. 

5. In other cases, nondegeneracy was established by a special numerical algorithm. 
In Figures 9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, 9.6 and tables 9. 1 ,  9.2, 9.3 there are hexahedrons ( a  

edges, b faces) nondegeneracy and degeneracy of which were checked by means of ob
tained criteria. In Figures 9.2 and 9.3 there are nondegenerate cells that nondegeneracy was 
established by sufficient conditions. 

9.3.3 A Special Algorithm of Testing the Jacobian on its Positivity 

Initially in [7] , to estimate the success rate of nondegeneracy conditions, computation of the 
Jacobian on the uniform grid with the number of nodes 10 x 10 x 10 was carried out. The 
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Table 9. 1 :  Nondegenerate cells. Sufficient conditions 

Figure 9.2 

Values il , i2, ia xt i2 i� xt i2i� 
0,0,0 0.45738 0.36896 

0,0, 1 0.24993 0.43 7 1 8  

0, 1 ,0 0.70201 0.9 1 1 27 

0, 1 , 1  0. 12916 0.72680 

1 ,0,0 0.4421 5  0.32725 

1 ,0, 1 0.06207 0.301 00  

1 , 1 ,0 0. 81 539 0. 1 70 1 9  

1 , 1 , 1  0. 1 9301 0. 1 1 998 

a 

xt'i2h xI hi� 
0. 1 3358 0.88478 

0.35387 0.43024 

0.2 1 267 0.5 1 549 

0.47524 0.33026 

0. 1 3254 0.72676 

0.70946 0.9 1 5 1 1 

0.28804 0.08 1 0 1  

0.84236 0.05098 

b 

9.3 

xt hh 
0.3401 9  

0. 1 5050 

0.57 1 1 1  

0.23357 

0.77997 

0.701 63 

0.74778 

0.32246 

xt i2h 
0.58412  

0.96750 

0.35779 

0.05489 

0.37987 

0.8 1 098 

0.42077 

0.58977 

Figure 9.2: Hexahedral cell satisfying sufficient conditions 1 .  

a b 
Figure 9.3 :  Hexahedral cell satisfying sufficient conditions 2. 
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Table 9.2: Nondegenerate cell. Special algorithm 

Figure 9.4 

i} , i2 , i3 Xi, i2i,. Xi, i2i:. Xi,i2i,. 
0,0,0 0.07989 0.75985 0.95767 
0,0, 1 0. 1 5525 0. 1 6477 0.62461 
0, 1 ,0 0.87075 0.97539 0.23544 
0, 1 , 1  0.33835 0.70495 0.76928 
1 ,0,0 0.06386 0.80644 0.68870 
1 ,0, 1 0.26285 0.50556 0.08884 
1 , 1 ,0 0.69229 0.98026 0.20396 
1 , 1 , 1  0.69885 0.48870 0.36548 

number of cases with positive Jacobians on such a grid was 1 1 582 provided that necessary 
conditions I were satisfied. 

To recognize nondegenerate cells for the cases when necessary conditions 2 were satis
fied but sufficient conditions 2 were not satisfied, a special algorithm oftesting the Jacobian 
on its positivity was developed. It is an algorithm of a search for a minimal value of the 
Jacobian in the unit cube. It consists of two stages . .  First stage is a preliminary search. 
At this stage we find minimal values of the Jacobian on straight lines 6 = 0 . 1  i l  and 
6 = 0 . 1  i2 , ik = 0, 1 ,  . . .  , 10 ,  k = 1 , 2 .  Since on these lines the Jacobian is a guadratic 
trinomial, we can do this exactly. As a result of such a search, we have an initial approxi
mation �in for a minimal value of J for the next stage. At the next stage (improvement 
of the minimal value) a search for a minimal value is perfonned along coordinate direc
tions 6 ,  6, 6,  sequentially. On each line, we also find a minimal value of the Jacobian 
precisely as for a quadratic trinomial. We utilize such a search on each iteration till the con
dition I�in 

- �i; 1 < c will be satisfied. Here �in is a minimal value of the Jacobian on 
nth iteration and c is a small value. If, at one of the stages a negative value of the Jacobian 
appears, the process also stops. In this case, the cell is considered degenerate. Such a search 
for a minimal value of the Jacobian in a cube allowed us to exclude additionally more than 
100 degenerate cases. This algorithm discovered itself as a reliable criteria. The number of 
grid nodes for the preliminary search was chosen by the experiment. The increase of the 
number of nodes up to 100 x 100 did not influence on the result. The small value c was 
equal to 10-7• 

In Fig. 9.4 and table 9.2, there is an example of a cell that nondegeneracy was es
tablished by special numerical algorithm. In Figures 9.5 and 9.6 and table 9.3 there are 
examples of degenerate hexahedral cells satisfying necessary conditions 2 (with positive 
Jacobian on the edges and midlines) but with the Jacobian reaching its negative minimal 
value on the face (see Fig. 9.5) and with the Jacobian reaching its negative minimal value 
inside the cell (see Fig. 9.6) .  The neighborhood where the Jacobian reaches its minimal 
value (see table 9.4) is shown by filled circles (Figures 9 .4, 9 .5 ,  9.6). 
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a b 

Figure 9.4: Nondegenerate hexahedral cell. Special algorithm. 

a b 

Figure 9.5: Degenerate hexahedral cell. Special algorithm. 

a b 

Figure 9.6: Degenerate hexahedral cell. Special algorithm. 
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a b 

c d 

Figure 9.7 :  Three-dimensional grids: 

a, b degenerate grid, c, d nondegenerate grid; a coordinate surface i2 = 17, b fragment 
with degenerate cells, c grid on the boundary, d fragment of a nondegenerate grid. 
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Table 9.3 : Degenerate cells. Special algorithm 

Figure 9.5 9.6 

Values i I ,  i2 , ia xt i'l b xt, i'li� Xt' i'l b  xt i'li� Xt, i'li,. Xt' i'li� 
0,0,0 0.39484 0.67489 0.05749 0.26 1 3 1  0.9841 7  0.90477 

0,0, 1 0.53665 0.7 1 4 1 0  0.36458 0.58230 0.52242 0.08 1 80 

0, 1 ,0 0.00574 0.5 1 583 0.86 1 79 0.73235 0.4441 5  0.98202 

0, 1 , 1  0.86002 0.2 1 879 0.4821 3  0.30334 0.64329 0.52664 

1 ,0,0 0.23829 0.68 169 0.87376 0.74064 0.7992 1 0.97449 

1 ,0, 1 0.377 1 3  0.79237 0.65927 0.9891 1  0.49795 0.76536 

1 , 1 ,0 0.75 1 1 2 0.645 1 3  0.47855 0.8 1 9 1 9  0.56288 0.92869 

1 , 1 , 1  0.5666 1 0.86288 0.38965 0.01 1 69 0.6 1 644 0.240 1 7  

Table 9.4: Minimal value of the Jacobian 

Figure min J e�ln e!in e�ln X�in X!in X:'in 
9.4 0.00234 0.00000 0.55907 1 .00000 0.2576 1 0.46677 0.70549 

9.5 -0.00008 0.66666 0.55555 1 .00000 0.56036 0.70067 0.48295 

9.6 -0.0003 1 0.88888 0.77777 0.62567 0.44557 0.59927 0.58074 

9.3.4 Nondegeneracy Criteria in Practice of Structured Grid Generation 
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On the basis of above conditions, the program for testing three-dimensional structured grids 
on the nondegeneracy has been developed. The program checks each cell and gives the 
numbers of degenerate cells or reports that all cells are degenerate. 

To recognize degenerate cells, necessary conditions are used. We give examples of 
degenerate cells for that necessary conditions were not satisfied already at the comers. Fore 
more complicated form of degenerate cells, other types of necessary conditions (on edges, 
faces and so on) or a special numerical algorithm can be used. Nondegeneracy of cells, in 
the most of considered cases, was established by means of sufficient conditions 1 .  

In Figure 9.7, there are structured grids for one domain: in cases a and b there is a 
degenerate grid that does not satisfy necessary conditions, in cases c and d there is a non
degenerate grid obtained by the global reconstruction algorithm described in chapter 10  
(Figures 9.7 b and d show the fragments of  a coordinate surfaces). In Fig. 9.7 a and b, a 
degenerate grid was obtained by numerical solving the Laplace equations in the compu
tational domain. This algorithm is very often characterized by the property of producing 
degenerate grids for complicated configurations of the domains, for some simple configu
rations of domains, the algorithm produces nondegenerate grids. In Fig. 9.8 ( a edges and b 
faces) there is an example of degenerate cell 15 , 17, 20 for a grid shown in Fig. 9.7 b. This 
cell does not satisfy necessary conditions at six comers of a cell since the mapping used for 
its generation has negative Jacobian at these comers. 
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a b 

Figure 9 .8 :  Degenerate hexahedral cell. Necessary conditions. 

9.3.5 About Admissability of Degenerate Hexahedral Cells 

It is necessary to note that, in some cases of complex configurations of domains, single 
degenerate ruled hexahedral cell can arise. As a rule, such cells can arise on the boundary 
of the domain (see the grid shown in Fig. 9.9 and generated by the global reconstruction 
algorithm from chapter 1 0). A grid shown in Fig. 9.9, along two edges of a curvilinear 
hexahedron, in this case one fourth of a sphere without cut inner central spherical part is 
represented (an example of a volume of revolution, see [ 1 6] and chapter 1 0), has degenerate 
hexahedral ruled cells with the Jacobian equal to zero in two vertices of a cells. Considered 
edges and two faces of a hexahedron of a physical domain are allocated in one plane. The 
cells allocated along this edges degenerate into curvilinear prisms (see Fig. 9. 1 0). In this 
case, such degenerate grid can be considered admissible. 

In the two-dimensional case, the discussion of analogous situation is contained in [ 1 7, 
1 8, 1 9] and in chapter 5 .  In [ 1 7] ,  triangular and nonconvex cells arising on the boundary 
for the configurations of the domains in the form of a semicircle or a sector of a circle, 
corresponding to an angle greater than 180 degree, are considered. Such cells are degen
erate ruled quadrangles. Above cases demand additional modification of grid generation 
algorithms (see [ 1 7, 1 8, 1 9]) and numerical procedures for the solving physical problems. 
In these cases, cells are nonself-intersecting and can be considered as nondegenerate for 
another way of their construction (another mapping). 

Namely because of admissability of such single cells as nondegenerate in [ 1 9] (in terms 
of another way of cell 's construction or another mapping), not only convex quadrangles 
but also triangles and nonconvex quadrangles (nonself-intersecting cells) are considered. 
In the grid generation algorithm [ 1 9] ,  the computation of nodes is carried out from the 
condition of nonself-intersection of nodes and from the condition of the minimum of grid 
quality functional [ 1 9] .  The strategy for computation of nodes is different for convex and 
nonconvex special quadrangles determining the admissible set for the minimization of the 
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Figure 9.9: Examples of grids with degenerate hexahedral cells (different views). 

a b 

Figure 9. 10:  Hexahedral cell degenerating into prism. 

functional. 
To diagnose such degenerate cases, the following conditions of degeneracy for hexahe

dral cells have been elaborated. 
1. Degeneration into the ruled prism with triangular base. Necessary conditions. 

If hexahedral cell degenerates into ruled prism with triangular base, then 

only in two vertices of one edge ( ik = 0, 1 ,  k = 1 ,  or k = 2, or k = 3). 
2. Degeneration into the polyhedron that is the union of two ruled prisms with 

triangular base. Necessary conditions. Ifhexahedral cell degenerates into the octahedron 
that is the union of two ruled prism with triangular base, then 

only in two vertices of one edge ( ik = 0, 1 ,  k = 1 ,  or k = 2, or k = 3). 
These conditions are only necessary. Full diagnostics of such cases can be carried out 

using the conditions obtained in the following section. 
Since, in some cases of three-dimensional structured grid generation, other than hex

ahedral types of cells with curvilinear faces can arise, then, for these cases, conditions of 
nondegeneracy for other types of cells, having less number of faces, then six are needed. 
Necessity to have such conditions arises also in finite element analysis. 
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9.4 On the Nondegeneracy of Other Cells 

Approximately at the same time when nondegeneracy conditions [6] for hexahedral cells 
have been obtained, in [9], conditions of the local invertibility of the mappings (in fact, due 
to theorems from [4, 5] nondegeneracy conditions) for pyramidal and prismatic finite ele
ments and, later in [ 1 0] ,  a numerical algorithm for checking the invertibility for hexahedral 
ruled cells have been published. These are the conditions of the Jacobian nonvanishing for 
the mappings of considered cells. The distinctive feature of investigations [9] , [ 1 0] is that 
the mappings used for generation of finite elements are decomposed into a linear part XT 
and a nonlinear part x and is considered in [9] , [ 1 0] as a composition of two mappings 

X = XT O X, (9.28) 

and properties of mapping are examined separately. If the Jacobian of a linear part is not 
equal to zero, then for verification of this fact for the general transformation (9.28), to check 
the Jacobian nonvanishing is needed for a nonlinear part that depends on a smaller number 
of parameters than the general mapping. So, obtained conditions also will depend on a 
smaller number of parameters. 

9.4.1 Pyramidal Cell 

XOOI 

XOOO 1 10 
X 100 

a b 

Figure 9. 1 1 :  Pyramid and hexahedrons. 

First in [9], it is considered the mapping of the unit pyramid P with the vertices (0, 0, 0) , 
( 1 , 0, 0) , (0, 1 , 0) , ( 1 ,  1 , 0) , that can be written in terms of notations (9.3) in the form 

X(�) = 8000 + alO06 + 80106 + 80016 + a110 (66 + min(6 , 6)6) . (9.29) 

This mapping is used for generation of pyramidal finite elements with planar triangular 
faces and ruled rectangular base (see Fig. 9. 1 1  a). This mapping is nonsmooth. This sin
gularity is separately discussed and it is shown that such singularity is not an obstacle in 
elaboration of numerical algorithms. 
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In [9, 10] ,  the condition of positivity (negativity) of the Jacobian for the linear part 

(9.30) 

transforming the tetrahedron T = conv{ (O, 0, 0) , (1 ,  0, 0) , (0, 1 ,  0) , (0, 0, I )}  into the tetra
hedron xT(T) = conv{xooo, X100, Xo10, Xo01} ,  is one of the necessary and sufficient con
ditions of invertibility and is checked above all. This condition in terms of (9.3),(9.6) can 
be written in the fonn 

JT = detxT = [a100, 8010, 8001] = [p, q, r]ooo > 0 « 0) .  (9.3 1 )  

If the Jacobian of a linear part JT =I 0, then it i s  possible to find f110 = xT1 (Xl lO) and to 

define the mapping corresponding to a nonlinear part of the mapping (9.29) according to 
the rule 

i: = � + (fl lO - 610) (66 + min(6 , 6)6) , �1 l0 = (1 , 1 , 0) 

and to examine its properties. Sufficient conditions of the positivity (negativity ) of the 

Jacobian J = deti: are found in [9] in the fonn of following inequalities for the coordinates 
of the vector fllO : 

� ;:'2 -1 ;:'2 -3 �1l0 > 0, �1l0 > 0, �1l0 + �110 + �110 > 1 . 

These conditions and (9.3 1 )  give sufficient conditions of invertibility for the general 
mapping x = x(�) . In [9], their geometric interpretation (it will be given later in (9.33» 
is obtained on the basis of the fact that deti: is a linear function in each of tetrahedrons T1 = 
conv{ (0, 0, 0) , ( 1 , 0, 0) ,  (1 ,  1 , 0), (0, 0, I ) }  and T2 = conv{ (0, 0, 0) , (0, 1 , 0) , ( 1 ,  1 , 0) ,  (0, 0, I ) } 
and it reaches the extremum in one of the vertices of tetrahedrons. 

Let us obtain conditions of invertibility or nondegeneracy conditions for a pyramid 
using technique from [7] . Following the technique from [7] we do not separate linear and 
nonlinear parts of the mapping and investigate the Jacobian of a general mapping using its 
representation in terms of the volumes of a special tetrahedrons. 

Theorem 10. In order that the Jacobian (9.29) be positive negative it is necessary and 
sufficient that conditions 

aOOO > 0 « 0) , .aIoo > 0 « 0) , .:y?1O = (p, q, d]1 10 > 0 « 0) , .a�1O > 0 « 0) 

be satisfied. 

Proof. For a pyramid, the general mapping (9.29) is constructed by means of two its 
restrictions for tetrahedrons T1 and T2. It is seen that for each of the tetrahedrons the 
mapping is bilinear, and the Jacobians J1 and J2 have the fonn 

J1 = [a100 + a1106, 8010 + a11o (6 + 6) , 8001 + a1 106] 
J2 = [alOo + a110 (6 + �3) , 8010 + a1106 , 8001 + a1106] ·  (9.32) 
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The Jacobians are linear functions because the coefficients at quadratic tenns after decom
posing triple scalar products are vanishing since the coefficients are detenninants of ma
trices with two equal columns or triple scalar products with two equal vectors. The Jaco
bians will be positive (negative) if and only if they are positive (negative) in the vertices 
of tetrahedrons. The last one, by virtue the vectors (9.3) are expressed in tenns of vectors 
(9.6), is equivalent to the condition: tetrahedrons on the edges of a pyramid at the ver
tices (0, 0, 0) , ( 1 , 0, 0) , ( 1 ,  1 , 0) ,  (0, 1 , 0) have non vanishing volumes and one orientation 
(volumes are of the same sign), that is 

J1 (0, 0, 0) 
J1 (1 ,  0, 0) 
J1 ( 1 ,  1 , 0) 
h (O, O, l )  

The theorem i s  proved. 

J2 (0, 0, 0) = [p, q, rlooo = 6Vor:r; = Qooo > ° « 0) , 
J1 (0 , 0, 1 ) = - [p, q, vllOo = 6V{d; = ,8too > ° « 0) , (9.33) 

J2 ( 1 ,  1 , 0) = [p, q, dl1 10 = 6Vf1Q; = ;yllO > ° « 0) , 
J2 (0, 1 , 0) = - [p, q, ulolO = 6V61�u = ,8510 > ° « 0) .  

In [9] , a similar geometrical interpretation is given for the obtained sufficient conditions. 

9.4.2 Prismatic Cell 

We consider the mapping 

X(�) = 8000 + alO06 + 8olO6 + 80016 + a10166 + 801 166 (9.34) 

of the unit prism P with the vertices (0, 0, 0) , ( 1 , 0 , 0) , (0, 1 , 0) ,  (0, 0, 1 ) ( 1 , 0, 1 ) ,  (0, 1 ,  1) 
into a prism G with the vertices Xooo, XlOO, XOlO, XOOl ,  X101 , X01 1  shown in Fig. 9.4.2 a, 

with two planar triangular faces and three ruled quadranqularfaces. Vectors 8000 , alOO , 8olO, 8001, 
alO1 , 801 1  are also defined in relations (9.3). 

X01 1  
XOOl ____ -----,. 

X100 

a b 
Figure 9 . 12 :  Prism and octahedrons. 
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In [9], the properties of the Jacobian are studied again indirectly but considering linear 
and nonlinear parts for (9.34) and the composition of mappings of the form (9.28). A linear 
part is defined according to (9.30). If its Jacobian does not vanish (condition (9.3 1 )  is 
satisfied), then points 

- 1 - 1 601 = xT (X101) , eon = xT (xon) 
are defined and the mapping corresponding to a nonlinear part is given in the following way 

x = e + (t101 - e101 )66 + (tOll  - eon)66, 601 = ( 1 , 0, 1) , eon = (0, 1 , 1 ) . (9.35) 

Analogously to the case of a pyramid, in [9] the properties of the Jacobian J = detx of 
the mapping (9.35) are examined. In the case of a prism, the Jacobian is a linear function 
in el l e2 and a quadratic function in 6. This implies, that in order the Jacobian be positive 
(negative) in the reference domain, it is necessary and sufficient that it be positive (negative) 
on the following three edges of the unit prism, that is, the inequalities 

J(O, 0, e3) , J(I , 0, 6) , J(O, 1 , 6) > ° for a11 6 E [0, 1] (9.36) 

be satisfied. (This property is valid for the Jacobian of the general transformation as well.) 
On these edges, the Jacobian is a quadratic trinomial, and, in [9], three lemmas are 

obtained: sufficient conditions guaranteeing (9.36). These are inequalities for coordinates 
of vectors t101 , tOl l . 

For J(O, 0, 6), conditions have the form 

or (9.37) and 

-1 � -1 � e101eOll > �Ol le101 ' 
-1 � -1 -2 -1 � e101 + �Ol l  � �101eon - �on�lOl 

for J(I ,  0, 6) , inequalities 

�01 > 0, 

� -1 ;:'3 -2 -1 ;:'3 �01l (�101 + �101 - 1) > �lOl (�on + �Oll - 1) ,  
, , , , , �101 � (e101 - 1 ) (�OI l - 1) - eon�lOl 

or inequalities (9.40),(9.4-1) and such conditions: 

(9.37) 

(9.38) 

(9.39) 

(9.40) 

(9.4 1)  

(9.42) 

(9.43) 
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have to be satisfied, and for J(O, 1 , 6) , conditions 

-3 �011 > 0, 
-1 -2 -3 -1 -2 -3 �101 (�01 1  + �011 - 1 )  > �011 (�101 + �101 - 1 ) , 

have to be satisfied. 

(9.44) 

(9.45) 

(9.46) 

(9.47) 

Conditions (9.37H9.47) give the following sufficient conditions of the positivity of 
the Jacobian J = det x from [9] . 

Theorem 11 .  The mapping x is invertible (corresponding prismatic element is nondegen
erate), if conditions (9 .37) - (9 .47) are satisfied. 

In [9] , other properties of the Jacobian have been examined. Three lemmas have been 
proved: necessary and sufficient conditions of the Jacobians J(O, 0, 6) , J( I ,  0, 6) , and 
J(O, 1 , 6) vanishing for the general transformation (9.34) on the edges 6 = 0 , 6 = 0, 
6 = 1 , 6 = 0, and 6 = 0, 6 = 1 in some 6 E [0 , 1 ] . 

For comparison with (9.37H9.47), we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions of 
the invertibility of the mappings from [9] without separating linear and nonlinear parts and 
using the notations and technique from [7] . 

We have 

ox 
06 
ox 

= a100 + a1016 = POOO + (POOl - Pooo)6 = Pooo( 1 - 6) + Pool6, 

06 
ox 
06 

aol0 + ao1 16 = qooo + (qOOI - Qooo)6 = Qooo ( l - 6) + Qool6 , 

aoOl + a1016 + ao1 16 = rooo + (rwo - rooo)6 + (row - rooo)6 
rooo ( 1 - 6 - 6) + r1006 + r0106 · 

For this mapping, the following theorem is valid. 

Theorem 12. The Jacobian of the mapping (9 .34) is positive if and only if the conditions 

are satisfied. 

0:000, 0:001 > 0, ,ag00 + ,ag01 > -2JO:OOOO:001 , 
f3600,{36 01 > 0, 1'too + 1'tOl > -2 f3600f3601 ' 
f3�00 , f3�01 > 0, 1'610 + 1'61 1 > -2 f3�00f3�0l 

(9.48) 
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Proof. The Jacobians on faces are quadratic trinomials 

J(O, 0, 6) = [pooo( 1 - 6) + P0016, qooo(l  - 6) + q0016, rOOD] 
= 0000( 1 - 6)2 + 0001�� + (,8800 + ,8801) ( 1 - �3)�3, 
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J(I ,  0, 6) = [pooo( 1 - 6) + P0016, qooo(l  - 6) + Q0016, rlOo] (9.49) 

= ,8600{ 1 - 6)2 + ,8601�� + h'�oo + '�O1) ( 1 - 6)6, 
J(O, 1 , 6) = [pooo( 1 - 6) + P0016, Qooo(l  - 6) + Q0016, rOlO] 

= ,8�00 { 1  - �3)2 + ,8�01�� + h'6lO + ,61 1 ) ( 1  - 6)6, 

similar to (9.20). It is easy to find for them conditions of positivity. Conditions of positivity 
will be analogous to (9.24). The theorem is proved. 

In contrast to (9.38H9.46), conditions (9.48) have an obvious geometrical interpre
tation. This is the conditions for the volumes of special tetrahedrons with the vertices of a 
prism: the tetrahedrons constructed on edges of the prism for each vertex have to be positive 
and tetrahedrons constructed on two edges and one diagonal of a face can be negative and 
satisfy the quadratic inequalities. 

By means of obtained in [9] conditions, the nondegeneracy of different finite elements 
are tested. Investigations [9] are continued in [ 10] .  The trilinear mapping (9.2),(9.3) used 
for generation of hexahedral finite elements is investigated in [ 10] .  In contrast to [9], due 
to the more complicated construction (more vertices of an element, higher degree of the 
Jacobian) authors state that they are not able to obtain algebraic relations that ensure the 
positivity of the Jacobian and elaborate the numerical algorithm for testing the invertibility 
of mappings. In [ 10], it is shown that the Jacobian is the polynomial of the fourth degree, 
in each of the variable the Jacobian is a quadratic trinomial. The last property is used in the 
numerical algorithm, in this connection authors follow the way of further simplification and 
try to get rid of quadratic nonlinearity of the Jacobian approximating it by linear functions 
along one coordinate direction on a finite mesh of nodes. The results of testing specially 
constructed cells are given. In conclusion, the questions remained open are listed: 

Is it possible to obtain algebraic inequalities that ensure the positivity of the Jacobian of 
a trilinear mapping? 

Is the local invertibility (positivity of the Jacobian) sufficient for its global invertibility? 
Works [2, 4, 5] and [6] give the answers to posed questions. 

9.4.3 Cells Defined by Benhtein-Bezier Polynomials 
In [ 1 1] sufficient conditions are suggested for the invertibility of the polynomial functions 
that are, in particular, the generalization of the trilinear mapping and that are defined on 
a cube or simplex. Such constructions are used for generation of finite elements, and suf
ficient conditions are applicable to finite element analysis. In [ 1 1] ,  the reference domain 
is a unit square 82 = ( {6 , 6) : 0 � 6, 6 � I }  or triangle T2 = ( {6 , 6) : 0 � 

�1 , 6, 6  + 6 � I }  in ]R2 or a unit cube 83 = ( {6 , 6, 6) : 0 � 6, 6, 6 � I }  or 
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tetrahedron T3 = { (6 , 6, 6) : 0 � 6, 6, 6, 6  + 6 + 6 � I }  in JR3 . The mapping 

x = x(�) is considered as the polynomial function in the Bershtein-Bezier fonn defined 
on P, where P is either 8n or Tn, n = 2 , 3. This fonn is a popular way to write poly
nomials in computer-aided geometric design [20] . A univariate polynomial of degree p in 
Bershtein-Bezier fonn is written 

and has natural parametric domain � E [0 , 1] .  
A bivariate polynomial with maximum degree p individually in 6,  6 is written in the 

fonn 

and has a natural parametric domain (6 ,  6) E 82
• A trivariate polynomial with the degree 

p individually has the form 

p p p 
x(6 , 6, 6) = L L L XiIi2i3 ( 1 - 6)P-i16il ( 1 - 6)P-i26i2 

. . p'p'p' x ( 1 - � )P-'3€ '3 . . • 

(9.50) 3 3 i l ! (p - il ) !i2 ! (P - i2) !i3 ! (P - i3) ! 

and is defined for (6 , 6, 6) E 83 . A trilinear mapping considered above is a special case 
of this polynomial for p = 1 . 

Analogously, the Bershtein-Bezier fonns are defined on rn, n = 2, 3. The bivariate 
polynomial of the total degree at most p is defined on T2 in the form 

The trivariate polynomial of the total degree at most p are defined on T3 in the fonn 

P p-iI P-il -i2 
x(6 ,  6, 6) = L L L Xil i2i36i1 6i2 �3i3 ( 1 - 6 - 6 - 6)p-i1 -i2-i3 

p! x 
i l !i2 ! i3 ! (P - il - i2 - i3) ! ·  

In all five cases, the vectors Xi , Xi1 i2 ' Xi1i2i3 are called the control points. The proof of 
sufficient conditions from [ 1 1 ]  is based on the properties of the Bershtein-Bezierfonns used 
in the proof of their analogs in [7] and formulated in the following fundamental theorem 
from [20] . 
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Theorem 13. Let P be the natural parametric domain of Bershtein-Bezier form in five 
cases listed above. Then x( P) is contained in the convex hull of the control points. 

Really (see also [1 1]), all the coefficients, for example, 6 ,  ( 1 - el - e2) and so on, 
inside the parametric domain, are positive (vanishing only on the boundary of the domains). 
More over, all sums, if the control points are excluded, are equal to 1 . 

Another property of the Bershein-Bezier form also used in the proof of sufficient condi
tions is the following property: the derivatives of the Bershtein-Bezier form can be written 
in Bershtein-Bezier form with control points that are finite differences of the control points 
of the considered polynomial in the direction of the variable being differentiated. For ex
ample, for the generalization of a trilinear mapping with the domain S3 we have 

. .  . .  (p - 1 ) 'p'p' ( 1 � )P-'2 � '2 ( 1 � )P-t3 � '3 • • •  X - .. 2 .. 2 - .. 3 .. 3 . ' ( . 1 ) " ' (  . ) " ' (p . ) " " 1 · P - " 1 - · "2 · P - "2 · "3 · - "3 . 

(The analogous form for a trilinear mapping is obtained in (9.5». In the case of (9.5 1 )  
vectors P(Xi1+1 ,i2 ,i3 - Xi1 ,i2 ,i3 ) are control points for &x/86, P(Xi1 ,i2+1 ,i3 - Xi1 ,i2 ,i3 ) are 
control points for &x/86 and P(XiI ,i2 ,i3+1 - Xil .i2 ,i3 ) are control points for &x/8ea. Let 
us denote these lists of control points by Gel ' Gf.2 ' Gf.3 ' respectively. In [ 1 1] the following 
theorem is proved. 

Theorem 14. The Jacobian matrixfor the Bershtein-Bezierform is invertible on the entire 
reference element under the condition: in the case n = 2, the matrix [p, q] is invertible for 
any vector pfrom the convex hull of Gf.l andfor any vector from the convex hull of Gf.2 . 
Analogously, in the case n = 3 under the condition: the matrix [p, q, r] is invertible for 
any p from the convex hull of Gf.l ' and for any qfrom the convex hull of Gf.2 and for any r 
from the convex hull of Gf.3. 
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Note, that for the case of a trilinear mapping of the cube S3, obtained sufficient condi
tions are more restrictive than sufficient conditions 1 .  Really, the check of the invertibility 
of matrix is carried out for the convex hulls of sets, it means that for the vectors of sets. 
All triple scalar products of vectors from Gf.I ,  Gf;,a , Gf.a give 64 coefficients (9.8) of the 
polynomial in the form (9. 1 0). Conditions of positivity of these 64 coefficients are more 
restrictive conditions than sufficient conditions 1 in which we demand the positivity of 27 
sums composed of above 64 coefficients corresponding to similar terms. Numerical exper
iment with random numbers showed that these conditions involve only 3-4 % of cells with 
positive Jacobian. 

It should be noted also that we do not need to check conditions of the theorem 14  for 
all vectors of convex hulls of sets Gt;l ' Gt;2 ' Gf.a . It is sufficient to check the invertibility of 
matrix only for the vectors of sets Gf.I ' Gt;2 ' Gf.a : matrices will be invertible for all vectors 
from convex hulls. It follows from the properties of a convex hull of a set and rules of 
calculation of a determinant. The following theorem is obvious. 

Theorem 15. The Jacobian of considered mappings defined by the polynomials in above 
Bershtein-Bezier forms is positive (negative) on the reference elements, if the determinants 
of matrices [p, q] are positive (negative) for all vectors p E Gt;l ' q E Gf;,a in the case 
n = 2, and if the determinants of matrices [p, q, r] (triple scalar products) are positive 
(negative) for all vectors p E Gf.I ,  q E Gf;,a , r E Gf.a in the case n = 3. 

Let us prove this theorem without using conditions of the theorem 14. 

Proof. We shall use the properties of the Bershtein-Bezier form for the derivatives. 
Substitute the derivatives (9.5 1)  into (9.4) and calculate the determinant of Jacobian matrix 
decomposing it into the sum of the determinants of matrices composed of vectors of con
trol points for the derivatives with factors in the form of polynomials. Taking the common 
factors out of the signs of determinants we obtain that the Jacobian of each of the map
pings will be the sum of the polynomials positive in the natural parametric domain with 
the coefficients proportional to the determinants of matrices composed of all vectors from 
Gf.I ,  Gf;,a, Gf.a (in a three-dimensional case, proportional to the triple scalar products). For 
example, for the considered case of a generalization of a trilinear mapping, the formula 
of the Jacobian (9.4) after substitution in it (9.5 1 )  and decomposition of the triple scalar 
products has the form 

p-I P P P p-I P P P p-I 
J(6 ,  6, 6) = 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: aili2i3iIhiakl k2k3 

���� ��iI�h�ia� �� ���� 
(9.52) 



where 
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P = P(Xil+l ,i2 ,i3 - Xh ,i2 ,i3 ) ' 

q = P(Xil ,h+1,i3 - Xil J2J3 ) ' 
r = p(Xk1 ,k2 ,k3+1 - Xkh�,k3 )] , 

= ( 1 - 6)p-il -16i1 ( 1 _ 6)P-i26i2 (1 - {S)P-i36i3 
o 0 0 1 0 0 0 

x (1 - 6)P-31 631 ( 1 - 6)P-32- 632 (1 - 6)P-33633 

x ( 1 - 6)P-k1 6k1 ( 1 - 6)P-k26k2 (1 - 6)p-k3-16k3 , 
(P - l) !p!p! 
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If coefficients Oil i2i3ilhi3kl k2k3 (detenninants of matrices) are positive, the Jacobian will 
be positive in the parametric domain since the polynomials Bi1i2iSili2i3k1 k2k3 are positive. 
It is easy to show that the Jacobian will be positive on the boundary of a domain. So, the 
theorem is proved. 

The conditions of theorem 1 5  are simpler computationally than conditions of theo
rem 14. 

The conditions of theorem 15 are analogous to corollary 1. If we summarize similar 
terms containing Bi1i2i3ilhi3k1k2kS in (9.29), and then demand the positivity of their coeffi
cients, we shall obtain more general conditions of the Jacobian's positivity for the general
ization of a trilinear mapping analogous to sufficient conditions 1 of the nondegeneracy of 
hexahedral ruled cells. 

The following theorem is valid. 

Theorem 16. In order that the Jacobian of the mapping (9.50) be positive in the whole 
cube P including its boundary it is sufficient that the following conditions be satisfied 

P P P P P P 
Ah1213 - L L L L L L 011-i1 -kli1k1 i2h -i2-k2�i3i313-i3-i3 

i1 =0 kl =0 i2=0 k2=0 is=O i3=0 
il+kl $h i2+k2 $12 i3+k3 $13 

x Ph -il -kli1 kl i212-i2-k2k2isi31s-i3-i3 > 0, I, = 0, 1 , " 0 , 3p - 1 ,  l = 1 , 2, 3 .  
(9.53) 
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mials are different. Really, writing out the polynomials in the form 
� = ( 1 - t"1 )3p-il -jl -kl - I t"l il +jl +kl '::'il i2i3i1i2hkl k2k3 .. .. 

x ( 1 - 6)3p-i2-i2-k2-16i2+i2+k2 
x ( 1 - 6)3p-i3-j3-k3-16i3+h+k3 

and introducing the new indices h = i l + jl + kl , 12 = i2 + h + k2 , 13 = i3 + h + k3 , 
we can rewrite the polynomials as 

'2ili2i3i1i2j3kl k2k3 = '2h1213 
= ( 1  - 6)3p-h- I�{1 ( 1 _  6)3P-h-1d2 ( 1 - 6)3P-13-ld3 

and obtain (9.52) in the form 

3p-1 3p-1 3p-1 
J(6 , 6, 6) = L L L Ah12132hh13 ' 

h=O 12=0 13=0 
where Ah1213 are from (9.53). It is easy to see that if conditions (9.53) are satisfied, the 
Jacobian will be positive in the cube P. 

Necessary conditions of the Jacobian's positivity for the mapping (9.50), analogous to 
the necessary conditions 1 of the trilinear mapping, can be found by computing the Jacobian 
of (9.50) at the vertices of a cell and at the midpoints on edges, faces and in the interior of 
the cube P and by demanding the positivity of these expressions. 

With the purpose of substitution of theorem 14 by more constructive ones, in [ 1 1 ] , the 
following computational characterization is suggested. 

Theorem 17. In the case ofR,.2 , conditions 1 are equivalent to the following conditions: 
There exists a vector h E R,.2 such that for all f E Gt;l U Gt;2 ' hTf > 0 and there exists a 
vector hI E R,.2 such thatfor all f E G6 , hlTf > 0 andfor all f E Gt;2 ' hlTf < o. 

Analogous interpretation is given for R,.3 . Each of the obtained computational conditions 
is suggested to check by linear programming method [2 1 ]  (which is linear time in three 
dimensions) or, for checking conditions of the theorem 14, to use convex hull methods 
[22] (estimated in time as O(n log n) , where n is a parameter characterizing the number of 
elements of sets G6 , Gf;2 , G6 ·) 

In [ 1 1 ] ,  the theorem about global invertibility of considered mapping is proved. 

9.5 Formulas of Volumes of Ruled C ells 

9.5.1 Hexahedral Cell 

Formulas of a volume of a ruled hexahedral cell published in [ 1 2, 23] are rather complex 
and demand a large amount of computations. Efficient volume computation and another 
formula of a cell volume were suggested in [24] . The formula obtained in [7] and given in 
this work is similar to [24] but requires computation of volumes of ten tetrahedrons. 
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Theorem 18. The volume of the ruled hexahedral cell (9. 1) has the form 

V = { Jd1.1d6df,3 = 
1
1
2 ( t aili2i3 + Kooo + K111) . Josel9 il ,i2 ,i3=O 
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It is possible to see that the volume of the ruled hexahedral cell is equal to one-half of 
a sum of volumes of two dodecahedrons with planar faces, with the same comers Xi1i2i3 ' 
edges Pil i2i3 ' qil i2i3 ' r il i2i3 ' and with different n, v, w (or faces) shown in Figure 9. 1 b. In 
chapter 12, it was proved that the volume of the ruled hexahedral cell is equal to one-half 
of a sum of volumes of any two dodecahedrons with the same comers but different in the 
way of constructing triangular planar faces by means of diagonal vectors n, v, w. 

Theorem 19. The volume of the ruled hexahedral cell (9. 1) has theform 

In this formula, the volume of a hexahedral cell is expressed in terms of the volumes of 
twenty four hexahedrons corresponding to coefficients ,at i2i3 from (9.8). 

The proofs of theorem 18 and 19 are given in [7] . .  
Analogous formulas can be obtained for ruled pyramids and prisms with a triangular 

base. 

9.5.2 Pyramidal Cell 

Theorem 20. The volume of a ruled pyramid (9.29) has the form 

V = L Jdf,Id1.2d1.3 = 
1
1
2 (aooo + ,atoo + ,a31O + "dlO) , (9.54) 

where P is a unit pyramid with the vertices (O, 0, 0) , ( I ,  0, 0) ,  (O, 1 , 0) , ( I ,  1 , 0) . 

Proof. We have 

where Jl and J2 are defined in (9.32). Formulas (9.32) can be written in the form 

where 

Al = A2 = Jl {O, 0, 0) , Bl = Jl { l ,  0, 0) - J1 {0, 0, 0) , B2 = Ja {O, 1 , 0) - Jl {O, 0, 0) , 
Cl - Jl { l ,  1 , 0) - Jl { l ,  0, 0) ,  02 = Jl {l ,  1 , 0) - J2 {0, 1 , 0) . 
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Integrating Jl from (9.55) over Tl and h from (9.55) over T2 we have 

Al C1 Bl 
6 + 24 + s 
J1 (O, 0, 0) Jl ( I , I , O) Jl ( I , O, O) 

24 + 24 + 12  ' 

Al C2 B2 
6 + 24 + s 
J1 (O, 0, 0) J1 ( 1 , 1 , 0) J2 (0, 1 , 0) 

24 + 24 + 12 . 

Using (9.33) we get (9.54). 

In this case, the volume of a pyramid is equal to one-half of volumes of four tetrahe
drons constructed on the edges with the vertices Xooo, XlOO, X1 10 , XOlO or to one-half of two 
hexahedrons with the same vertices but with different triangular faces (see Fig. 9. 1 1  ) . 

9.5.3 Prismatic Cell 

Now we shall give the formula of a volume for a prism with a triangular base and three 
ruled faces that requires the computation of twelve tetrahedrons 

Theorem 21. The volume of a ruled prism (9.34) has the form 

v { 1 [ 2 (  1 1 2 2 ip Jd6d6d6 = 1 2  3 0:000 + 0:001 + {JOOO + {J00l + {JOOO + {J00l ) 
1 ( a3 a3 1 1 2 2 ) ] + 3 ,vooo + ,v001 + "YOlO + "Y01 1  + "Y100 + "YI0l , (9.56) 

where P is a unit prism with the vertices (0, 0, 0) , ( 1 , 0, 0) , (0, 1 , 0) , (0, 0, 1) ( 1 , 0, 1 ) , 
(0, 1 , 1 ) . 

The volume of such a prism is equal to one sixth of the volume of six octahedrones 
with the same vertices but with different triangular faces shown in Fig. 9.4.2. It is easy to 
see from Fig. 9.4.2 and formulas (9. 1 0), since a volume of each of octahedrons is equal 
to a sum of two volumes of tetrahedrons constructed on three edges with common vertex 
(corresponding to summands with coefficient �) and a volume of tetrahedron constructed 
on two edges and one "diagonal" of a face (corresponding to summands with coefficient i). 

Proof. Really, 

V = t Jdedede = 11 (11 (11-6 Jd6) d6) d6, 

where 

J = A + (B - A)6 + (C - A)6, 
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and A = J(O, 0, es) ,  B = J(I , 0, es) ,  e = J(O, 1 , 6) from (9.49). Since 

11 (11-�1 Jd6) del - 11 (A(I - 6) + (B - A)6 (1 - 6)+ 

� (e - A) (I - 6)2) d6 = � (A + B + e) , (9.57) 

and each of A, B, C is a quadratic trinomial of the fonn [7] 

-ad + (a + a1 - ao) + ao , 

where a = /31 + /30 - a1 - ao , ai = const , /3i = const , i = 0, 1 we have 

11 Ad6 = 
/31 ; /30 + a1 ; ao

. 

Substituting values of ao , a1 , /30 , /31 for each of A, B, e from (9.49) into (9.57), we get 
(9.56). 

In all three considered cases, the volume of ruled cells having in general case non-planar 
faces and complicated fonn is expressed in terms of the volumes of the polyhedrons with 
the same vertices and with planar triangular faces. This gives an opportunity of the essential 
simplification of numerical algorithms (see chapter 12). 

Analogous fonnulas can be obtained for the volume of cells constructed by means of 
functions defined by Bershtein-Bezier fonns since the Jacobians for them will be also the 
polynomials with the coefficients proportional to the volumes of tetrahedrons (see, for ex
ample, (9.52» . 

9.6 Conclusion 

Obtained theorems, conditions of nondegeneracy and fonnulas of volumes of cells can be 
applied in the numerical algorithms of grid generation and in numerical analysis using 
different types of curved meshes. 

The following directions of further investigation of considered problem are viewed. 
It is expedient for testing the nondegeneracy of the hexahedral cells to compare the 

reliability of the special numerical algorithms described in this paper and in [ 10] .  
Above investigations would promote to liquidate the gap between necessary and suffi

cient conditions of nondegeneracy of grids and to find reliable criteria. These investigations 
are interesting from the scientific point of view and undoubtedly essential for the practice 
of grid generation. 

However, to have nondegeneracy conditions being both necessary and sufficient or cri
teria is not always obligatory because of the following reasons. The construction of a grid is 
an initial and important stage of the solution of a physical problem, this stage is followed by 
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the approximation of differential equations or another relations modelling the physical pro
cess on the constructed grid. This process does not allow exotic form of cells even they are 
nondegenerate. (Because of this reason a number of main"requirements to a grid mentioned 
in the introduction are considered.) By virtue of these circumstances, easy testable suffi
cient conditions are also important for the practice of computations, so further development 
of investigations is useful to concentrate on finding the simple sufficient conditions that are 
handly in numerical realization of the algorithms of grid generation of three-dimensional 
grids. Some experience of this can be found in [ 1 6] and in chapter 1 0. 
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Chapter 10 
ApPLICATION OF O PTIMAL GRID GENERATION 

ALGORITHMS TO THE VOLUMES OF REVOLUTION 

Tatjana N. B,.onina and Olga V. Ushakova 

Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics 
Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences 

New algorithms for generation of three-dimensional structured optimal grids are devel
oped. Their application to calculation of grids in the volumes of revolution are described. 

10.1 Introduction 

We describe the development of the algorithms [ 1 ]  for generation of three-dimensional 
structured grids in the volumes of revolution. Suggested algorithms are designed for multi
material hydrodynamic simulation and for solving other physical and engineering problems 
(see chapter 8). The grid generation algorithms are not be reduced to the rotation of a two
dimensional grid about the axis. Rotational algorithms produce O-type grids containing 
degenerate cells on the axis of rotation, moreover these degenerate cells can become too 
small for small angles of rotation. Such grid quality is not desirable. 

Section 10.2 is devoted to formulation of the problem. 
The algorithms are developed within the variational approach of construction of optimal 

curvilinear grids [2] . Section 10.3 is devoted to a theoretical background of the approach in 
a three-dimensional case. In this section, a variational principle for construction of three
dimensional optimal grids close to a uniform and orthogonal ones in complex configurations 
of the domains is introduced. The distinctive features of this approach are enumerated. 

The method realizing the approach consists of two stages. At the first stage, an initial 
grid satisfying · some required properties is constructed. For generating an initial grid, a 
new algorithm based on the geometric approach is suggested. The requirement to the initial 
grid are the following. The algorithm constructs a structured nondegenerate grid close in 
the sense of [2] to a unifonn grid. The initial grid satisfies the requirement of closeness 
of linear sizes of cells [ 1 ]  (see further section 10.6). A nondegeneracy of the initial grid is 
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understood in tenus of chapter 9. For some configurations of the domains, it is admissible 
that the initial grid can contain degenerate hexahedral cells degenerating into prisms with 
triangular bases or into a union of such prisms. Suggested algorithm permits the joining of 
different volumes of revolutions (for a grid, from a node to a node) that gives the opportunity 
to consider multi-block constructions of such configurations of domains. The algorithm 
ensures the correspondence of the symmetries of a grid to the symmetries of a domain. 
Such algorithm for construction of an initial grid is described in section 1 0.4. 

The algorithm generating an initial grid has restricted possibilities in regulating the grid 
quality, therefore at the next stage some optimization algorithms are used. These algorithms 
are described in section 1 0.5 .  The optimization algorithms are developed on the basis of 
algorithms of the global reconstruction (rezoning) [ 1 ] .  The optimization algorithms recon
struct an initial grid, in the general case, nondegenerate (in some cases, degenerate) into 
a nondegenerate and optimal in the sense of [2] curvilinear grid that is smooth and close 
to a unifonu orthogonal grid. It is admissible that for some configurations of volumes of 
revolution, an optimal grid can contain, on the boundary, the hexahedral cells degenerating 
into prisms with a triangular base. An optimal grid satisfies also the criterion of closeness 
of linear sizes of cells [ 1 ]  (section 1 0.6). The optimization of a grid can take place not 
only inside the body of revolution but also on its boundary. In this situation, the nodes of 
a grid are moving on the surface composed of ruled surfaces of cell faces of an initial grid. 
In order to fix the sharp turn of a boundary the special algorithms are constructed. New 
algorithms providing the orthogonalitY of grid lines to the boundary are also developed. 

In section 1 0.6, some tests examples are given along with the estimations of grids 
quality. 

1 0.2 Formulation of the Problem 

The problem consists in constructing a structured three-dimensional grid in a 
three-dimensional domain G of the variables Xl , X2, X3 obtained by the rotation of a gener
atrix curve (further also called the main generatrix curve), given in the plane XI . X3 , about 
the axis X3 through the angle cp, (cpo :::; cp :::; 11") . The generatrix curve can consist of 
straight line segments, arcs of circles and ellipses. 

Types of generatrix curve are shown in Fig. 1 0. 1  a - c. Corresponding configurations 
of domains very often arise in multimaterial hydrodynamics simulations (see chapter 8). It 
is supposed that the algorithm is not reduced to the rotation of a two-dimensional grid about 
the axis. It is already mentioned in Introduction that when constructing three-dimensional 
grids by the rotation of two-dimensional grids about the axis, singularities (degenerate cells) 
arise on the axis, more over degenerate cells become small for small angles of rotations. 
Such grid quality is not desirable. Because of this, described algorithms were suggested. 

The generation of a structured grid in such domains is carried out by mapping approach 
(see the detailed description of this approach in chapter 9). According to the approach the 
domain G is represented as a curvilinear hexahedron with the vertices numbered from 1 to 
8, and to construct a grid we look for a continuous mapping of an additional parametric 
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Figure 10. 1 :  Types of generatrix curves: 

a generatrix curve for the body of revolution; 

c 

b generatrix curve for the body of the "shell" type; 

c generatrix curve for the body of the "cut shell" type. 
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x1 

parallelepiped P = {� =  (6 , 6, 6) : 0 � 6 � N, 0 � 6 � M, 0 � 6 � L, } , where 

N, M, L are positive integers determining the number of grid nodes for each of coordinate 
directions. The values of the mapping x : P --+ G 

for �i ' �j , �k =:= i , j, k, i = O, 1; . . .  , N, j = 0, 1 ,  . . .  , M, k = 0, 1 ,  . . .  , L give the coordinates 

of nodes of a three-dimensional grid Hijk = Xijk = x(i , j , k) . We look for a mapping at 
the inner points and also at the boundary points of the parallelepiped P. 

For the domain G, first we define the vertices of the curvilinear hexahedron and curvi

linear edges (thus we define faces and interior part of the hexahedron), then we have to dis

tribute grid points (nodes) in the interior of the hexahedron G, on its faces and edges. Ver

tices ofG coincide with grid nodes corresponding to indices i = 0, N, j = 0, M, k = 0, L. 
The grid has to satisfy some requirements. First of all, it  should be a nondegenerate 

grid (see a definition in chapter 9). It means that a mapping from a parallelepiped P into a 
hexahedron G has to be one-to-one and onto. In this case, all cells will be nondegenerate 

hexahedrons with the one orientation of edges. As an exception, single cells degenerating 

into prisms with a triangular base arising as a rule on the boundary of domains are admis

sible. Other requirements imposed on a grid are the requirements of geometric optimality 

of a grid that is smoothness of grid lines and closeness of a curvilinear grid to a uniform 

and orthogonal grid. The requirements imposed on the algorithm are minimum of an initial 
data and reliability and efficiency of a numerical procedure of grid generation. 

10.3 Variational Principles for Generating Optimal Grids 

Variational methods are the most natural for generating optimal grids. To generate grids in 

the volumes of revolution we use approach [2] . 

To give the main idea of this approach in the three-dimensional case, we consider, in 

the space of variables Xl , X2 , X3, the simply connected curvilinear hexahedron G with the 
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1 2  edges li (i=l , . . .  , 1 2) ,  6 curvilinear faces Sk (k=l , 2 , . . .  , 6) and 8 vertices. It 
is required to construct a grid in G with the coordinate surfaces Ai , /-tj ,  l/k (i=O, 1 , . . .  , Nj 
j=O, 1 , . . .  , Mj k=O, 1, . . . , L) . For i=O, Nj j=O, Mj k=O, L, the coordinate surfaces co
incide with the faces Sk . The intersection of three coordinate surfaces (see Figure 10.2) ) 
yields a grid node Hijk .  Let ri±l ,j,k= /HijkHi±1 ,j,k /= /hi±1 / .  Similarly, ri,j±l ,k ,  ri,j,k±l o  
hj±l , hk±l are defined. Denote by <P�j the angles between the vectors hi±l and hj±l 
(l = 1 , 2 , 3, 4) , and denote by <P{Xl , X2 , X3) the function for which the grid should be 
adapted. 

Figure 1 0.2: Grid nodes. 

Let us introduce the functionals 

Du = � { [ri+l ,j,k - ri-lJ,k] 2 ( r� 
1

. + r� 
1 

. ) + �Jk �+l ,J,k �-l ,J,k 

+rt,j+1 ,k [<P {Hi,j+1 ,k) -<P{Hijk)] 2 + rt,j,k+1 [<P{HiJ,k+l )-<P{Hijk)] 2 } , 
D = AuDu + AoDo + AADA. 

( 1 0. 1) 

( 10.2) 

( 10.3) 

( I DA) 
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The summation is taken over all inner grid points. 
These functionals arise naturally as the generalization of their analogs for one and two

dimensional cases [2] . The functionals Du, Do, and D A formalize criteria of grid closeness 
to uniform (U), orthogonal (0) and adaptive grids (A) ,  respectively. These criteria, espe
cially (U) and (A) , are contradictory. So, they are applied by means of non-negative weight 
parameters Au, Ao , and AA determining the values of optimality criteria. Minimizing the 
functional D, one can obtain an optimal structured grid close to a uniform orthogonal grid, 
if the weight AA is equal to zero. 

Grid nodes on the boundary of the curvilinear hexahedron G can be given in different 
ways. It is possible to fix them or leave them free. We also can fix the angles between the 
coordinate (grid) lines and the boundary of the hexahedron G. These different cases for 
boundary node arrangement are also admissible to consider in the continuous formulation 
of the problems [2]. 

To get the continuous formulation of the problem, we can write out the continuous 
analogs lu , 1o, lA, 1 [2] of discrete functionals Du, Do, DA, D 

3 (0 ) 2 
9ii = tt O�: ' { OXi } J = det 

Oek ' 

Gi = 9kk911 - 9�h i =1= k, l , 

1 =  Aulu + Aolo + AAIA. 
We can find for them corresponding boundary conditions (fixed or natural [2]) and can 

consider the associated variational problems. For continuous variational functionals, we 
also can write out corresponding Euler equations (with proper boundary conditions) and 
can elaborate some numerical method for their solving. 

Since we shall utilize the discrete functionals, we omit the corresponding formulations 
in continuous case and refer the reader to [2, 3] .  

We only note the main feature of arising variational problems. The main features of the 
approach are associated with the special way of formalization of criterion (U) which gives. 
a nonlinear continuous variational functional lu containing both first and second partial 
derivatives of the functions of grid node coordinates realizing the mapping. This contin
uous functional arises naturally as a measure of a relative error of a non-uniform grid in 
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comparison with a unifonn grid. Such fonnalization leads to a system of Euler equations 
of the fourth order, hyperbolic in general sense. Second order of the derivatives in the min
imized functional allows more arbitrariness in posing boundary conditions. It has enabled 
consideration of all types of boundary conditions listed above. Unknown functions of grid 
node coordinates and their derivatives can be given and fixed or can be found from the 
natural boundary conditions. 

The construction of the functional of orthogonality 10 (Do) also plays very important 
role. Due to this construction, the objective function includes the Jacobian of the desired 
mapping in the denominator; therefore, D (J) goes to infinity if the discrete analog of the 
Jacobian (or the Jacobian) of the mapping vanishes. Grid generation methods based on 
such functionals now are popular to call the barrier methods [4] since they put a barrier for 
degenerate elements. The functional of orthogonality influences also on the smoothness of 
grids. 

The functional of adaptivity provides the condensing of grid nodes in the region where 
� (solution of the physical problems) has high gradients. In this paper, we do not use such 
feature of the functional, however such opportunity exists. 

The analysis of Euler equations and arising boundary value problems as well as a num
ber of problems inherent in grid generation methods based only on the solution of Euler 
equations, are also can be found in [2] . We will not follow the way of numerical solution 
of Euler equations because of arising problems and a necessity to overcome a number of 
difficulties (see [2]) influencing on the efficiency of the algorithms. These are the following 
difficulties: 

I .  The bulky fonn of the Euler equations results in large number of arithmetical opera
tions. 

2. For stability of calculations in the iterative schemes, the small time step should be 
selected and that has an effect on the number of iterations required to reach the steady-state 
condition. 

3. The contradictoriness of the requirements included in the basis of a variational 
method leads to natural difficulties in the choice of control parameters defining the value of 
one or another criterion of optimality. Variation of the weight coefficients in a wide range 
can cause instability of the numerical procedure in the solution of the equations. 

In [2], for any positive weight coefficients the type of the Euler system does not vary. 
However, since for Au=O, Ao#O the system becomes of a mixed elliptic-hyperbolic type 
(see [2], in this case the problem can be incorrectly fonnulated), then for stability of cal
culations in the solution of Euler equations the weight coefficient Au should be positive 
(Au = 1) and other weight coefficients should be selected so that the contribution of sum
mands corresponding to Do and DA does not exceed Du. Otherwise the problem can turn 
out to be unstable. 

For implementation of the variational principles, we shall elaborate, relying on our 
experience in the two-dimensional case [2] , [5]  and our first experience in three-dimensional 
case [ I] ,  a direct geometrical methods of the discrete functional D minimization. 

While constructing grids in the volume of revolution, we consider only two optimality 
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criteria responsible for the closeness of a curvilinear grid to a unifonn and orthogonal grid 
and construct geometrically optimal grids disregarding the adaptation criterion. 

The algorithm consists of two independent parts: construction of an initial grid which 
plays the role of an initial guess and optimization of an initial grid with respect to given 
criteria of optimality. 

Construction of an initial grid is realized by a geometrical method. Optimization of an 
initial grid represents the procedure of minimization of the functional D with AA = O. 

1 0.4 Generation of the Initial Grid 

We describe the algorithm of initial grid generation based on the geometric approach taking 
into account natural symmetry with respect to the axis of rotation and lines of sticking 
together separate surfaces of revolution. At the stage of the generation of the initial grid, the 
obtaining the non-self-intersecting families of coordinate lines and surfaces is considered 
as the main requirement to a grid. In [ 1 ], algorithms for generation of initial grids are 
described. Examples of grids obtained by these algorithms are shown in Fig 10.3.  

a b 

Figure 10.3: Grids in the domains of revolution: 
a a grid in the body of revolution; 

b a grid in the body of revolution - " shell"; 

c 

c a grid in the body of revolution - "cut shell" type. 

While working with grids generated by the algorithms from [ 1 ]  the following disadvan
tages were revealed: 

Grids for the body of revolution (Fig. 10.3 a) do not preserve the symmetry of the body. 
In the bodies of revolution, in some zones, cells of very small size and cells with trian

gular faces arise (Fig. 10.3 b, c). 
Besides, for the computation of the processes in constructions heterogeneous in mate

rials, it is desirable to have block grids, that is for grids generated in bodies of revolution 
and shells (types of generatrix curves a and b in Fig. 10. 1 )  the possibility of nodes joining 
on one of the faces of a curvilinear hexahedrons has to be provided under the condition 
of identical description of generatrix curves in blocks of "sticking regions". The joining 
of grids on one of the faces is understood as coinciding the coordinates of nodes and their 
numeration. 
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In this chapter, we suggest the algoritlun avoiding to some extent indicated disadvan
tages of [ 1 ] .  

For generating structured grid, the domain of revolution i s  represented as curvilinear 
hexahedron with 8th vertices A, B, G, D, A', B', G' , D' of the type shown in Fig. 1 0.4. The 
representation of the body of revolution in the form of curvilinear hexahedron of the type 
shown in Fig. 1 0.4 was suggested by O.M.Kozyrev. Despite of such exotic representation 
of a hexahedron in which five faces lie in one plane, this configuration allows to solve the 
question about preserving the symmetry on the surfaces of revolution and allows to compute 
block constructions consisting of the body of revolution and a few shells. 

Taking into account that a grid is constructed for the body of revolution, we organize the 
algoritlun in such a way that a three-dimensional grid is a set of Lth grids on the surfaces 
of revolution, obtained by the rotation through angle cp of some lines of the main generatrix 
curve in the plane XI X3 . In Fig. 10 .4, the arrangement of vertices and faces ofa curvilinear 
hexahedron on the body of revolution (Fig. 1 0.4 b) and correspondence of them to vertices 
and faces of a parametric parallelepiped (Fig. 1 0.4 c) are schematically shown. (The point 
V on the face ABGD is shown for the clearness of representation.) 

v A A r-___ B 

B' 

C' 

a b c 

Figure 1 0.4: Correspondence of vertices and faces of a curvilinear hexahedron to the ver
tices and faces of a parametric parallelepiped for the body of revolution: 

a generatrix curve for the body of revolution; 
b curvilinear hexahedron; 

c parametric parallelepiped. 

Let us describe the algorithm for generation of a three-dimensional structured grid 
{Xlijk , X2ijk ' X3ijk } , i = 0, . .  , N, j = 0, . .  , M, k = 0, . .  , L, M = N in the body of rev
olution. Let in the plane XI X3 (the axis X3 - axis of rotation) the main generatrix curve 
AC be given (Fig. 1 0.4 a), vertices of a curvilinear hexahedron A and C lie on the axis of 
rotation. Let us choose on the generatrix curve the point B (from the symmetry condition, 
from the equality of lengths of curves AB and BG, or the features of generatrix curve AG). 
In the plane XI X3 ,  we construct curves lk' k = 1 , . . , L, similar to the main generatrix curve 
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ABC (Fig. 10.4 a) . 
Using each curve lk as a generatrix curve and rotating it through 1800 and thus con

structing on each of Lth surfaces of rotation the grid with the (N + 1 ) * (N + 1 )  number of 
nodes, we obtain the required three-dimensional grid in the domain of revolution. 

Let us describe the generation of a grid on the surface of rotation. Two of the possible 
arrangements of the families of the coordinate lines on the faces of revolution is schemat
ically shown in Fig. 10.5 ( Fig. 10.5 a, b for the configuration cosisting of the volume of 
revolution and the shell, Fig. 10.5 c, d for the "cut shell"). 

x3 0 

a b c 

x3 
A 

A" 

D 

r-- B 

x1 

o· C 

d 

Figure 10.5:  Arrangements of the coordinate lines on the surface of revolution: 
a, b for the surfaces in configuration consisting of the body of revolution and "shell"; 

c, d for the surfaces in the "cut shell". 

Taking into account the fact that the nodes are lying on the surface of revolution, it is 
natural to use the formulas 

Xli;k = Xlnmk cos(aij) , 
X2i;k = Xlnmk sin(aij ) , (10.5) 

X3i;k = x3nmk ' 

where {Xlnmk ' X3nmk } are coordinate of nodes lying on the generatrix curve lk . 
The values of angles aij for computing coordinate of nodes for the scheme in Fig. 10.5 a 

for the grid on the surface of revolution are suggested to compute in the following way. For 
the coordinates of nodes on the diagonal AC (Fig. 10.4 a, c) aij = 7r /2. For the coordinates 
of nodes in the curvilinear triangle D AB (coordinates of nodes on the generatrix curve lk' 
we have indices m = j, n = N from ( 10.5» with ijk , where i = j - 1 , j = 1 ,  · · , iI , iI = 
2, . . , N 

aij = 7rjI/2(N - iI) , 

and with ijk, where i = j - 1 , . . .  , 1 , j = 2, . .  , N - 1 ,  

aij = i7r/2(N - i) . 

(10.6) 

( 10.7) 
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Coordinates of nodes in the triangle D BG is calculated analogously by the symmetric 
substitution of indices (ij) by (ji) . As the result, we obtain grids on Lth surfaces of rev
olution. To obtain the grid on the face A' B'G' D', we can define X2ijk = 0 for the nodes 
with k = L, and further we can improve (optimize) the grid by one of the algorithms for 
construction of optimal grids [2] . 

Described above algorithm allows to compute the initial grids in the constructions con
sisting of some layers of shells or for the body of revolution with some shells put on it. 
Considered construction of grids is an example of block-structured grids joining on the 
boundaries of blocks. 

1 x:J 

a b c 

Figure 10.6: Example of joining grids : 
a generatrix curves; 

b joining grids; 
c grid for the shell; 

d grid for the volume of revolution. 

d 

An example of such construction is shown in Fig. 1 0.6 b. In Fig. 10.6 a, the generatrix 
curves for two bodies are shown: the line 1 -2-3-4-5-6- 1 is the generatrix curve for the 
shell, the line 6-5-4 is the generatrix curve for the body of revolution. The line 6-5-4, 
under the rotation, forms the surface common for the body of revolution and the shell. 
The representation of the body of revolution in the form of curvilinear hexahedron in the 
considered case allows to obtain the face ABGD (Fig. 1 0.4 b) coinciding with one of the 
faces of a shell the generatrix curve of which partially consists of a generatrix curve for the 
body of revolution (Fig. 1 0.6 c, d). 

The arrangement of parametric lines on the surface of revolution obtained by using 
( 1 0.6) and ( 10.7) (Fig. 1 0.5  c) leads, as mentioned above, to emerging of cells of small 
size and with small angles (Fig. 1 0.3 c) . Because of this, for obtaining grids on the sur
face of revolution for the body of "cut shell" type (generatrix curve is shown in Fig. 1 0. 1  
c), it is obvious to use the algorithms with the arrangements of coordinate lines shown in 
Fig. 1 0.5 d. 

The idea of generation of a three-dimensional grid for the body of revolution of the "cut 
shell" type is analogous to the idea described above, that is a grid is constructed by Lth 
surface grids arranged on the surfaces of revolution. The arrangement of vertices and faces 
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of a curvilinear hexahedron for this case and correspondence to the vertices and faces of a 
parametric cube is schematically shown in Fig. 10.7 b, d. Let us describe, first, generation 
of a grid for the case, when for the main generatrix curve OCC'O' (Fig. 10.7 a) in the 
curvilinear hexahedron OCC' 0' we manage to construct the two-dimensional grid by linear 
interpolation using points on the curves OC and 0' C' . In this case, generating two grids 
on the surfaces of rotation (generatrix curves aBC and 0' B' C'), inner nodes of a three
dimensional grid are possible to find also by linear interpolation. 

B 

a b c d 

Figure 10.7: The scheme of grid generation for the "cut shell": 
a generatrix curve; 

c 

L 

c· 

b,c grids on the boundary surfaces; d parametric parallelepiped; N, M, L are numbers 
of grid intervals for coordinate directions. 

The grid on the surface of rotation is suggested to construct in the following way. Cal
culating M + 1 nodes (for example, uniformly in the arc length) on the line aBC and 
using ( 10.5) for CJ.ij = 71'/2, let us obtain nodes of a three-dimensional grid on the line 
00". Coordinates of nodes lying on the part a B of the main generatrix curve (Fig. 10.7 a) 
we calculate using (10.5) for 

(10.8) 

where «(i = No + NI,  . . .  , No + 2NI , j = M - 2, . .  , M - 2 - Nl) , ncp = 1 , . . , N1) , 
Nl = 1 , . .  , No) , No = (N + 1 )/2. 

Then, we calculate the coordinates { (X1iiO ' X3iiO ) '  j = i , . .  , M} (M - i ) of the addi
tional nodes on the line BC and use ( 10.5) for 

( 10.9) 

If the domain OCC' 0' has more complicated configuration, then for constructing gen
eratrix curve in the plane XIX3 , it is necessary to construct a two-dimensional grid 
{X11cs , X31cs } ,  k = O, . . . , L ; s = O, . . .  , Ll; Ll = (N + 1)/2 + M with the number of 
grid intervals « N + 1 ) /2 + M) * L. Then, let us define the generatrix curve with the num
ber kj as a line lkf '  given by the points {X11c/S ' X21c/J ,  S = 1 ,  . .  , Ll (Fig. 10.7 a). Then on 

the constructed generatrix curves we calculate nodes using ( 10.8),( 1 0.9). 
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1 0.5 Algorithm for Minimization of the Functional D .  (Global 

Reconstruction Algorithm) 

The algorithm for the functional D minimization initially emeIged as a global reconstruc
tion algorithm designed for reconstructing the bad quality grid into a grid of a good quality. 
Bad quality grids can be obtained using the Lagrangian method. On each iteration in the 
procedure of the solution of a physical problem, the grid is constructed independently in 
each of the coordinate directions. For some moment of time, the grid can become distorted 
and cannot satisfy by its qUality. It can possess sharp changing of the size of cells, it cannot 
be smooth and it can be very close to degenerate. But it would be desirable to continue the 
computation of the main problem. In such situations, the rezoning is required. It is required 
on the basis of "bad" grid, the grid which does not give desirable quality, to develop the 
algorithms for reconstruction of the grid with the aim to obtain "good" grid, close to the 
uniform one, orthogonal one and smooth. For this purpose, the global reconstruction algo
rithm was developed. To start the computations of the physical problem by the Lagrangian 
method was supposed on the initial grid constructed by the method described in the pre
vious section. However the quality of the initial grid, since it was constructed by simple 
geometrical procedures, did not satisfy the requirements of the numerical method because 
it often turned out to be nonsmooth and some times contained nondegenerate hexahedral 
cells degenerating- into prisms (see chapter 9). (For constructing hexahedral cells, we use a 
trilinear mapping of the unit cube and for estimating grid nondegeneracy, we use nondegen
eracy criteria also of chapter 9.) Because of above reason a global reconstruction algorithm 
was begun to use as the algorithm generating an optimal grid on the basis of some initial 
grid. From that time this algorithm underwent a number of changes. Its present description 
will be done taking into account these changes. 

Let a domain G be given by a structured nondegenerate three-dimensional grid. At 
this stage, the grid is considered as an initial one. It is allowed that some hexahedral cells 
(usually along edges of a curvilinear hexahedron G or at its vertices) degenerate into prisms 
with triangular bases or into a union of such prisms. Such cases are characterized by zero or 
nonpositive values of the Jacobian of a trilinear mapping of corresponding cells in two ver
tices (see chapter 9). The practice of computations shows that described algorithm allowed 
single cells to have nonpositive values of the Jacobian maximum at three or four vertices. 

The algorithm of functional D minimization can be carried out both in the whole do
main G including its boundary except vertices or in its subdomain selected from the given 
domain by the starting and ending values of indices of nodes. For this case, boundary nodes 
of the subdomain are considered to be fixed. In the case of reconstruction of the grid on 
the boundary, it is important to preserve the form of the domain. The grid points on the 
boundary of the physical domain move on the surface ''woven'' from ruled surfaces (see 
chapter 9), which are the faces of the initial grid cells. 

At present time the following five algorithms are elaborated: 

Algorithm 1. Fixed boundary nodes. The reconstruction of a grid is carried out on 
the basis of the above criteria of optimality inside the physical domain or in its subdomain. 
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In this case, boundary nodes are considered to be fixed (both for the whole domain or its 
subdomain). 

Algorithm 2. Free boundary nodes. The grid generation is carried out in the whole 
domain. This algorithm asswnes grid node reconstruction from the above criteria of opti
mality as on the boundary of the domain G (on edges and faces) and inside the domain. 
Only vertices of a hexahedron are fixed. 

Algorithm 3. Conditions of orthogonality to faces. The reconstruction of nodes is 
carried out also for the whole domain. The reconstruction of nodes on the faces is carried 
out from the condition of grid lines orthogonality to faces of the domain, and on edges and 
inside the domain from the optimality criteria. 

Algorithm 4. Conditions of orthogonality to faces and edges. The reconstruction of 
nodes is carried out for the whole domain, on faces and edges from the conditions of grid 
line orthogonality to faces and edges, inside the domain from the optimality criteria. In 
this case, because of concordance conditions for nodes on edges, adjoining faces have to be 
orthogonal to each other. 

Algorithm s. Reconstruction of selected nodes. The reconstruction of the grid is 
carried out in the nodes selected by the values of indices. This algorithm allows to fix the 
node arrangement on the single faces, to fix the location of single nodes on the boundary 
for the preservation of such constructive features of the form of the domain as sharp turn of 
the boun�, and to define the location of single grid nodes from the condition of grid line 
orthogonality to the boundary. 

Without loss of generality we consider that a subdomain in which it is required to re
construct the grid is the domain G. 

A nwnerical algorithm is a three-dimensional analog of the algorithm [5] and is devel
oped within the approach [2] . This algorithm is the algorithm of direct geometric minimiz
ing the discrete functional D with AA = O. This minimization will ensure construction of 
the optimal grid close to uniform and orthogonal ones and with smooth grid lines. 

Here, we describe the basic ideas underlying the algorithm. 
Iterations start from a nondegenerate initial grid. As an exception degenerate grids 

containing single degenerate cells (usually on the boundary aG) are allowed. Admissible 
cases are listed above. 

At each iteration, while defining the inner node i , j, k, the other nodes are fixed and 
the location of a node is found from the condition of nondegeneracy of a grid and the con
dition of a minimwn of the functional D on a special set of points determining a feasible 
set. For each inner node, we apply the local procedure for optimizing the grid. We con
sider eight grid cells which have node i , j, k as a vertex. At nth iteration, the grid points 
H:raiJ+a . ,k+a" , �i ' �j, �k = -1 , 0, 1 which belong to the union of eight cells (hexa
hedrons) ro'rm a so-called 27 point stencil (Fig. 10.8). We fix exterior vertices of this union 
while allowing the location of the central node to vary. For boundary nodes, the stencil is 
constructed analogously (see Fig. 10. 1 5). It is important to note the following main features 
of this procedure. 

The displacement of any node does not effect the stencil geometry of any other node; 
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hence it cannot change the values of the Jacobian at other nodes and therefore the properties 
of a grid at those nodes. 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

I / 

- -jl. - -

/ 
JIijk-l 

/ 

Figure 1 0.8 :  Stencil geometry. 

Many strategies may be used to define the displacement HijkH:;t 1 of any node Hijk for 
minimizing the functional and preserving a nondegeneracy of a grid. The feasible set is the 
octagon H�j-l ,k ' H�j+1 ,k ' Hi-l ,j,k ' HH.l ,j,k ' H�j,k_l ' H�j,k+1 ' (see Figures 1 0.8, 10.9) if 
this octagon is convex. 

It was already mentioned that the objective function contains the detenninant of the 
Jacobian matrix in the denominator; therefore D will become infinite if discrete analog 
of the Jacobian (six volumes of tetrahedron at vertices of a cell) vanishes. It was shown 
in [4] that such an objective function (containing the Jacobian in denominator) will not 
produce degenerate elements provided that the initial grid of the iterative procedure has no 
degenerate elements. Such construction for grid generation are now referred to as barrier 
methods possessing a barrier against degenerate elements. 

1 0.5.1 Optimizing Procedure for Inner Nodes 

We describe the computational realization of five algorithms mentioned above. 
We consider the stencil of nodes HH.�i ,j+�; ,k+�k ' Ll.i , Ll.j , Ll.k = - 1 , 0, 1 ,  in order to 

find the new location H:;t1 of the inner node Hijk. The geometry of this stencil will define 
the new location of the node Hnk by means of the value of the functional D. We fix the 
nodes different from Hijk and allow the node Hijk to move. The location of the node is 
found from the condition of the nondegeneracy of a grid and minimum of the functional D 
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on the special set of points H + or H _ .  In the process of computations, grid node coordinates 
are replaced by new ones. 

Sets of points for minimizing the functional D. Sets H + and H _ are constructed by 
means of special points C+ and C_ . While finding these points, we choose the criteria 
of a closeness of a grid to a uniform one in the distance between neighboring nodes as a 
governing criteria. 

We consider the octahedron r (with plane faces) and the vertices Hrj-I,k ' Hrj+1 ,k' 
Ht-I j k' HI+ I j k' Hfj k-I ' HIJ k+1 (See Fig. 10.8, 10.9, 10. 10. In Fig. 10.8, a superscript 
n of � iJ.umber of it�tion is omitted). For brevity, we use also the notations 

If a grid is nondegenerate at each iteration, then octahedron will be nondegenerate, since 
such octahedron can be divide into eight tetrahedrons corresponding to coefficients a equal 
to six volumes of hexahedrons constructed on the edges of a cell (see chapter 9, here we 
omitted the subscripts in the notation of the coefficients a). Tetrahedrons are considered 
as the images of corresponding tetrahedrons of the unit cubes for linear mappings and 
the whole octahedron as the image of the octahedron of the computational space for a 
piecewise-linear mapping. By virtue of positivity of the coefficients a at each node, a union 
of tetrahedrons - octahedron - will be nondegenerate in the sense of chapter 9 for the 
considered mapping. 

If octahedron r is convex, then a point C+ is defined. It coincides with the center 
of gravity of this octahedron (center of gravity of its three diagonals). The point C_ is 
defined, if r is nonconveX. In this case, C_ is defined as a center of gravity of one or 
two inner diagonals in dependence of how many diagonals this octahedron has. For convex 
polyhedrons, the functional D is minimized on the set H+, for nonconvex polyhedrons on 
the set H_. 
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Figure 1 0.9: Convex feasible set. 

a b 

Figure 10. 1 0: Nonconvex feasible sets. 

The sets H+ and H_ are the sets of points Hijtl (m) such that 

n n+l ) _ --n--- m HijkHijk (m) - HijkC3"' m = 0, 1 , 2 , 3 , 

where C coincides with C+ or C_ . 
Note that for the center of gravity of the octahedron ( Hijt 1 = C) , . (for a uniform and 

orthogonal grid ) a contribution to the functionals Du and Do is minimal (equal to zero for 
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Du). We use this point for convex octahedrons r for curvilinear grids too. For nonconvex 
octahedrons for the center of gravity of one inner diagonal, we have zero contribution to 
the functional Du for the direction corresponding to the inner diagonal of the octahedron. 
The necessity to consider convex and nonconvex octahedrons r is caused by a necessity to 
consider complicated configurations of the domains with such a quality of an initial grid 
and admissability of a single degenerate cells in the initial grid. In fact, nonconvex octahe
drons r can arise even if all eight coefficients 0 (see chapter 9), corresponding to the node 
i , j, k and considering eight cells, composing the main stencil are positive (see Fig. 10. 1 0  
a) . In Fig. 10. 10 b, there i s  an example of nonconvex octahedron r with four negative 
coefficients 0. Examples a and b can arise for complex configurations of the domains, an 
example b for grid with degenerate cells. In the considered cases of octahedrons r, if we 
choose, as the new location H:;t1 of the node HIjk' any point on the segment HIjkC, we 
will not change the signs of the eight coefficients 0 and thus the new grid node will sat
isfY necessary nondegeneracy conditions (for sufficiently small displacements, sufficient 
nondegeneracy conditions provided that the initial grid was nondegenerate). It is clear that 
if, for one node, we have more than four nonpositive coefficients 0, (this characterizes a 
degenerate self- intersecting grid), then we can not draw a conclusion that octahedron is 
nondegenerate. In such situations the octahedron is self-intersecting and is not of the form 
shown in Fig. 10.9, 10. 10. So because of this. suggested algorithm assumes only single de
generate cells with a number of nonpositive coefficients 0 listed above. If, in an initial grid, 
degenerate self-intersecting octahedrons r arise, the algorithm and corresponding computer 
code diagnoses such cases and computation of a grid stops. 

In the cases of initial nondegenerate grids, the considered way of construction of new 
nodes will not produce degenerate cells. 

The testing of octahedron r on convexity is carried out on the basis of one of definitions 
of polyhedron convexity, namely of testing the following: for any face of a polyhedron, all 
its vertices (except vertices of a chosen face) are arranged from one side of a plane of a face. 
Computationally, this fact is tested by the positivity of the volumes of special tetrahedrons. 
In these conditions, it is easy to see the analogy with nondegeneracy conditions for a grid 
from chapter 9 which is, in fact, also some conditions on the volumes of tetrahedrons, so 
in testing the octahedron convexity we operate again with the volumes of tetrahedrons and 
this is very convenient for organization of computations. 

To verifY the convexity of the octahedron r, we need to check the positivity of volumes 
of the following twelve tetrahedrons or triple scalar products: 
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---+ ---+ ---+ ---+ ---+ ---+ 
[KmKp, KmIm, KmJm] , [KmKp, KmKp, KmJm] , 

---+ ---+ --+ ---+ -----+ --+ 
[KmIm , KmKp, KmJp] , [KmKp, KmIp, KmJp] . 

The positivity of first four triple scalar products means that the diagonal [Im, Ip] is 
an inner diagonal of the octahedron r, the positivity of second four triple scalar products 
means that the diagonal [Jm , Jp] is an inner one, and the positivity of the last four triple 
scalar products guarantees this for the [Km, Kp] . 

If three diagonals of the octahedron r are its inner diagonals, then octahedron is convex, 
if one or two diagonals are outer diagonals, then octahedron is nonconvex. If octahedron is 
convex, then 

1 
C = C+ = 6 (Im + Ip + Jm + Jp + Km + Kp) . 

If only the diagonal [1m , Ip] is an inner one, then 

1 
C = C_ = "2 (Im + Ip) . 

If only the diagonal [Jm, Jp] is an inner one, then 

1 C = C_ = "2 (Jm + Jp) . 

If this is valid for the diagonal [Km, Kp] , then 

1 
C = C_ = "2 (Km + Kp) . 

In the cases of two inner diagonals, we have 

1 
C = C_ = 4 (Im + Ip + Km + Kp) 

for [1m , Ip] and [Km, Kp] , 

1 
C = C_ = 4 (Jm + Jp + Km + Kp) 

( 1 0. 1 0) 

( 1 0. 1 1 ) 

( 1 0. 12) 

for [Jm , Jp] and [Km, Kp] . 
If, for all stencils, octahedrons r are convex and if Hijtl = C = C+ , then such a 

procedure is equivalent to the numerical solution of the system of Laplace equations of the 
form 
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x2elel + X2e2e2 + X2e3e3 = 0 

Xaelel + Xae2e2 + Xae3e3 = 0 

30 1 

with fixed boundary conditions on the boundary of the domain P (functions of grid node 
coordinate Xi , i = 1 , 2, 3 are given and fixed on the boundary of the domain Pl. Numer
ical procedure for this case is the explicit scheme ( 1 0. 1 0) for the solution of an auxiliary 
nonstationmy problem for such equations. However, this simple procedure will not work 
efficiently even for simple configurations of the domains, since it produces degenerate cells 
especially for the domain with sharp turn of the boundary (see, an example in Fig. 9.7 a, b 
of chapter 9). 

Arising degenerate cells is because this form of Laplace equations does not guarantees 
the nondegeneracy of its solution giving us the sought mapping (see, for example, chap
ter 1 ,  5 and [6]). Above deficiency occurs for nonconvex octahedrons r. Since, for non
convex octahedrons r, we modify (see ( 1 0. 1 1 ) and ( 1 0. 1 2» the scheme ( 1 0. 1 0) excluding 
one or two directions or components in each of the equations in dependence of the number 
of inner diagonals of the r. In this case C = C_ . Such modification does not allow us 
to get rid of degeneracy inherent in the initial grid and caused by the configuration of the 
domain. So, if we have prismatic cells with triangular base in the initial grid (this occurs 
usually on the boundary), we have in the same places of a domain G such prismatic cells in 
the optimal grid too (see further Fig. 1 0.21) .  However, if nondegeneracy is not caused by 
the configurations features of the domain and is a characteristic only of the initial grid, as 
the experiments show, the algorithm allows to get rid of degenerate hexahedral cells of the 
types mentioned above (see for example, Fig. 1 0. 1 1).  The practice of computation shows 
that our algorithm can improve an initial grid composed of nondegenerate hexahedral cells 
and degenerate hexahedral cells being not self-intersecting polyhedrons (or nondegenerate 
cells of other types than hexahedral). Such limitation for the initial grids defines now one 
of the requirements to them. 
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a b 

c d 

Figure 1 0. 1 1 :  Example of reconstruction of a degenerate grid: 
coordinate surfaces i = 0, 5 , 10 , 15 ,  a initial grid, b optimal grid; 

coordinate surface k = 21 ,  top bound of the domain, 
c initial grid, d optimal grid. 
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When the point C is found, we organize the local optimization process for the functional 
D on the set of point H + or H _ .  We choose the new node as a point from above set 
giving the functional D its minimal value. As the result of such choice, we obtain the new 
stencil consisting of nondegenerate cells, if the initial grid is nondegenerate, or a stencil 
containing some degenerate cells of the type listed above and in chapter 9, if the initial grid 
is degenerate. This is allowed as an exception. When the new node is found, we replace the 
old one by the new node and go into the next stencil. 

The order of computations. Initially, in [ 1 ]  the computation of inner nodes was or
ganized in the following order. First, the index i is changed, then j and then k. How
ever, in order to obtain the grid with the symmetry corresponding to the symmetry of a 
domain we have to organize the procedure analogous to that which was organized in the 
two-dimensional case [5]. In the two-dimensional case the computation of nodes was orga
nized in the clock-wise direction on the bordering lines in the order of moving away from 
the boundary. In the three-dimensional case, to provide the desired symmetry, the computa
tions have to be organized on the bordering surfaces. Zero bordering surface is a boundary 
of the domain G, the first bordering surface is fonned by the nodes neighboring with the 
boundary nodes and so on. On the bordering surface, the computation can be organized, for 
example, first on the faces corresponding to constant values of index i, then j and then k. 
On each face of the bordering surface, the computation is organized on the bordering lines 
in the clockwise direction in the order of moving away from the boundary (see Fig. 1 0. 12, 
bordering lines on faces i = 0 and i = N). The computation of inner nodes begins from 
the first bordering surface. 

" ,  : : .  � 
I I '  /(,;2 , ' J,oc,- - - -

I I  ,..�'M 
I I  '" 
I � '  :' 

o N 6 

Figure 10. 12 :  Bordering lines and surfaces. 

Computation of the functional D. While computing coordinates of inner nodes we 
estimate the contribution Dijk to the functional D. This contribution is evaluated as 

The contribution to the functional of uniformity for each inner node is computed as the 
component of the corresponding sum ( 10. 1) . 
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The contribution to the functional of orthogonality for each inner node is computed as 

4 ( 1 1 1 ) 8 1  1 1 DOijk = 2:  . 2 c1: + . 2 � + · 2 <1: + 2:( . 2 c1: + . 2 � + . 2 � ) '  
p=l sm ij sm ik sm jk p=l sm i sm j sm k 

where angles cpfj' cpfk' <Ilk ' cpf, <Il, c,ot are shown in Fig. 10. 1 3, and angles cpfj' cpfk' <Ilk are 
introduced in ( 10 .2). Further, we shall use shorthand notation cp for above angles. 

1-t---t-t-1---H Ip 

Figure 1 0. 1 3 :  Scheme for definition of angles between coordinate lines. 

If a sine of one of the angles cp in its absolute value is less than or equal to 0.01 

I sin cpl  � 0.01 , 

then we put a barrier substituting the corresponding summand by 104 , that is _1 _ = 104 •  
sin2 cp 

After computing the coordinate of all nodes at each iteration we compute the general 
functional D by formulas ( 10. 1HI0.4) with AA = O. Here, we also use an above barrier. 

Formulas ( 1 0. 1  H 1 0.4) do not contain directly the magnitudes of the volumes of tetra
hedrons with the vertices of a hexahedral cells that are one sixth of the Jacobian of a trilinear 
mapping used for constructing a cell with such vertices (see chapter 9), however sines of 
angles between coordinate lines are expressed in terms of these values since the volume of 
tetrahedron is equal to the one third of the product of the area of a base of a tetrahedron and 
a height of a tetrahedron. The area of a base, according to the sine theorem, is expressed in 
terms of sines. By this, we do not allow the node to move in the direction characterized by 
the values of the Jacobian close to zero. This also prevents degenerate cell formation. 

10.5.2 Computing Boundary Nodes 

Algorithm 1. Fixed boundary nodes. In this algorithm, nodes on the boundary of the 
whole domain or its subdomain are given and fixed. The location of the boundary nodes are 
given by the location of the corresponding nodes of the initial grid. 
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Algorithm 2. Free boundary nodes. In this algorithm, nodes on the boundary of the 
domain are free. At each iteration, their location on each of the faces are found from the 
minimum of the functional D with AA = O. A boundary of the domain G is given by 
the distribution of the boundary nodes of the initial grid and boundary surface is defined 
as a surface obtained by the ruled surfaces of corresponding faces of boundary cells. To 
construct such a surface at each iteration, we keep coordinates of initial grid boundary nodes 
in three two-dimensional arrays for each of the six faces of the curvilinear hexahedron G. 
For each of the faces, we also introduce two two-dimensional arrays of values of parameters 

p and q defining the coordinates of grid nodes at each iteration for the initial parametrization 
of the face that is the parametrization of the surface woven of the ruled faces of cells of the 
initial grid. 

For example, for the face i = 0 we keep three arrays of initial boundary node coordi
nates x?,.,(O, i ,  j) shown in Fig. 10. 14  a and arrays of parameters P1k and q1k correspond
ing to the coordinates of grid nodes lying on this surfaces for the current nth iteration (see 
Fig. 10. 14 b). While constructing a surface of this face, we use the following parametriza
tion 

Xi" = Si,, (p, q) = X?1c (O, P, q) . 

The surface is given by the following values of parameters 

pJ,k = j, qJ.k = k, j = 0, 1 , . . .  , M, k = 0, 1 , . . . L, 

and corresponding values of coordinates 

Xi" = Si,, (i , j) = x?,, (O, i , j) . 

a j = M 

q 

1 

o 1 

b 

M p 

Figure 1 0. 14:  Interpolation technique for definition of face nodes: a physical space and 
b space of parameters. 
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To find the position of grid nodes we use the following interpolation technique. We fill 
up the functions of the surface parametrization by the ruled surfaces of the initial grid. 

Suppose, we already have found the node Hljtl at nth iteration. To find the node 

H�tl , j = 1 , . . . , M - 1 ,  k = 1 ,  . . .  , L - 1 ,  we shall change the parameters and find for 
them corresponding points on the surface woven by the ruled faces of cells of the initial 
grid. Thus we shall construct admissible set of boundary nodes for minimization of the 
functional D. We choose a new node H'(;jt

l as a point from the admissible set and bringing 
the functional D its mininIal value. We utilize the following algorithm. First, we define the 
following points (see Fig. 10 . 14  a). 

Cl = HOjk ' Jm = HOj-lk , Jp = HOj+1k , Km = HOjk-I .  Kp = HOjk+1 . 

Here Jm, Jk , Km, Kp can be for the nth iteration or for the iteration n + 1 , it depends 
of whether this node is already computed or not. Above points belong to the surface of the 
face i = 0 woven of the ruled faces of the initial grid cells. Corresponding points in the 
space of parameters are denoted by the same notations with superscript P. They are defined 
in the following way 

Cr = (Pjk ' qjk) , J� = (Pj-lk '  qj-lk) , JJ = (Pj+1k , qj+lk) , 

K� = (Pjk-l '  qJk-l ) ' KJ = (Pjk+l ' qjk+l ) · 
Now in the space of parameters we define four points for l = 3 

J�_ = Cr - (Cr - J�)/l , 

JJ- = Cr + (JJ - Cn/l , 

K�_ = Cr - (Cr - K�)/l ,  

KJ- = Cr + (KJ - Cn/l , 

contained in the quadrangle J�K: J: K� (see Fig. 10 . 14  b). In the quadrangle with the 

vertices at new points J�_ , K:_, J!-, K�_ , we consider 16 points 

where 

P_ (p_ , q_ ) = J�_ + (K�_ - J�_)a 
+ (KJ- - J�_)b  + (JJ- - K�_ - KJ- + J�_ )ab 
= J�_ (I - a) ( l - b) + K�_a(1  - b) + KJ_b(l - a) + JJ_ab, 

a = h(i - 1 ) , b = h(j - 1 ) , h = 1 / (h - 1 ) , h = 4, i , j  = 1 , 2 , . . .  , l l . 

When we find the points in the space of parameters, we define corresponding points on 
the surface of the face i = 0 in the following way. First, for each of 16 point, we define 
parameters 
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where [P_] ,  [q-] are integer parts of p_ , q_ . Then, we define points 

Xoo = H8j_k_ ' XOl = H8j_k_+1 ' 

X 10 = H8j_+1k_ , Xu = H8j_+1k_+1 ' 

307 

as the corresponding nodes of the initial grid. By this, for each of 16 points corresponding 
to [P_] ,  [q-] on the considered surface of curvilinear hexahedron G, we find corresponding 
cell faces (their vertices coincide with Xoo, XOl , XlO, Xu) containing that point. For each 
point, it will be its own cell face. Then we find the points 

C2 - Xoo + (XlO - Xoo) (p- - i-) + (XOI - Xoo) (q- - k_) 
+ (Xu - XOI - XlO - Xoo) (p- - i- ) (q- - k_ ) . 

Between all points C2 , we find that point which gives the minimal contribution DOjk to 
the functional D and choose it as the new boundary node H'[;;tl and corresponding values 

of parameters as new values pj:l , qj;:l , that we keep in the arrays of parameters. Spaces 
between nodes and angles between coordinate lines used in computing the contribution to 
the functional D are shown in Fig. 10. 12, Fig. 1 0. 1 5  b, and Fig. 1 0. 16 .  

EB 
a b 

Figure 1 0. 15 :  Main stencil for the face i = 0 a and spaces between nodes b for DOjk for 
one of the directions. 

c 
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Figure 1 0. 16 :  Angles between coordinate lines: a for face i = 0; b for face j = 0 and c 
for face k = o .  

Above we described the local minimization of the functional D on the faces (excluding 
edges). 

Analogous minimization of the functional D is organized on the edges numbered from 
1 up to 12 .  We shall describe this minimization on the edge i = 0, k = 0 numbered by 1 
(see Fig. 10 . 17  a). We assume that at nth iteration, inner nodes on the faces are computed. 
We define the following points 

Above points belong to the edge i = 0, k = o. Corresponding points in the space of 
parameters are denoted by the same notations with superscript P. They are defined in the 
following way 

Cp n JP n JP n 1 = PjO , m = Pj-lO , P = Pj+lO ·  
Again, in the space of  parameters, we  define two points for l = 3 

J!:t- = Cr - (Cr - J!:t)/l ,  

J:_ = Cr + (J: - Ci)/l 

contained on the edge between points Jt:" and J: (see Fig. 1 0. 17 b, c) . 

9 

... 1 
... I f---r---r....,....--f ... I 

: 12 
I 

r - - - -
1 1� ... - - - -
/ L  _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ... 

5 

a b c 

Figure 1 0. 17 :  Algorithm for the edge i = 0, k = 0: a spaces, b angles and c points P_ . 

On the segment [Jt:,,_ , J:_] ,  we consider 4 points (Fig. 1 0. 1 7  c) 
P_ = (p_ , q_) = (p_ ,  0) = J!:t_ ( I - a) + J:_a, 

( 1 0. 13) 
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where 

a = h(j - 1) , h = 1/(h - 1 ) ,  I t = 4, j = 1 , 2, 3, ll . 

When we found the points in the space of parameters, we define corresponding points on the 
edge i = 0, k = 0 in the following way. First, for each of 4 points, we define parameters 

j- = fp-] ,  

where fp_] is an integer part p_ . Then, we define points 

as the corresponding nodes of the initial grid. By this, for each of 4 points corresponding to 
[p_] on the considered edge of curvilinear hexahedron G, we find corresponding edge of a 
cell containing the points 

02 = xoo + (XlO - Xoo) (p- - j-) . 

Between all points 02 , we find that point which gives the minimal contribution Dojo to the 
functional D and choose it as the new boundary node H�t1 and corresponding value ofpa-

rameters as P']d 1 for the face i = 0 and qat 1 for the face k = o. Points P _ ,  spaces between 
nodes and angles between coordinate lines which are used in computing the contribution 
to the functional D are shown in Fig. 10. 1 7  for the considered edge. On other edges, the 
algorithm is analogous. 

So, at each iteration, when we found inner nodes, we find inner nodes on each of the 
faces and then nodes on the edges by the above procedure. 

Algorithm 3. Conditions of orthogonality to faces. In this algorithm, we also repre
sent the boundary of a domain as a surface woven by ruled faces of the initial grid. At each 
iteration, we compute inner nodes, and then define the position of nodes on the faces from 
the condition of orthogonality of grid lines to the boundary. Suppose, that at nth iteration 
we found the node Hljt1 , j = 1 ,  . . .  , M - 1 , k = 1 , . . .  , L - 1 ,  then we define the position 

of the nodes H�t1 , j = 1 ,  . . . , M  - 1 ,  k = 1 ,  . . .  , L - 1 on the face i = 0 from above 
orthogonality conditions by the following algorithm (see Fig. 10. 1 8). 
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Figure 1 0. 1 8 : Algorithm 3 for the face i = 0. 

We sort out all faces of initial grid cells fonning the face i = 0. The algorithm of sorting 
is the following 

Xoo = H8;lkl ' XOl = H8hkl+l ' 
XlO = H8;1+lk1 ' XOl = H8h+lkl+l ' 

where jl = 0, 1 ,  . . .  M - 1 ,  kl = 0, 1 ,  . . . , L - 1 .  On each cell face Xoo , XlO, Xu, XOl we 
change points 

XpZql = ( 1 - Pl ) (Xoo ( 1 - qz ) + XOlql ) + Pl (XlO ( 1 - ql ) + Xl1ql ) 

for the following values of parameters h = 1/ (L - 1 ) , Pl = h(l - I ) , ql = h(l - I ) , l = 
1 ,  . . .  , L, (in test examples L = 21), and among points choose H�tl as that point XpZqZ 
which gives to the distance IXp1ql l Hf;tl l its minimal value (shortest distance). On other 
faces of a curvilinear hexahedron G, we apply the similar algorithm. 

Nodes on edges are found by the algorithm 3 of minimizing functional D on edges. 
Algorithm 4. Conditions of orthogonality to faces and edges. Nodes on the faces 

(excluding those belonging to the edges) are found by the algorithm 3 .  On the edges, the 
nodes are found by the following algorithm similar to algorithm 3 :  from the conditions of 
orthogonality to edges of coordinate lines lying on faces. Suppose, on each face, we found 
inner nodes. Then we consider nodes Hijt 1 lying on the following coordinate lines 

i = O, j = l , i = O, j = M - l , i = N, j = l , i = N, j = M - l , 

i = 1 ,  k = 0 ,  i = N - 1 ,  k = 0, i = 1 ,  k = L, i = N - 1 ,  k = L, 

j = 1, k = 0, j = M - 1, k = 0, j = 1, k = L, j = M - 1, k = L 
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shown in Fig. 10. 1 9. 
Using nodes Hnt1 lying on this coordinate lines we find the nodes on the edges 

i = 0, j = 0, i = 0, j = M, i = N, j = 0, i = N, j = M, 

i = 0, k = 0, i = N, k = 0, i = 0, k = L, i = N, k = L, 

j = 0, k = 0, j = M, k = 0, j = 0, k = L, j = M, k = L, 

correspondingly, by the following algorithm. 

L 

6 
Figure 1 0. 1 9: Coordinate lines from the algorithm 4. 

face i = O  

Figure 1 0.20: Algorithm 4 for the edge i = 0, k = 0. 

3 1 1  

Let us consider the line i = 1 ,  k = ° and nodes Hljl)l , j = 1 ,  . . .  , M - 1 (see 

Fig. 10.20). For each node H�jl)l , we find the node H'f:;l)l from the conditions of orthogo
nality of the corresponding coordinate lines j = it , it = 1 ,  . . .  , M - 1 ,  k = ° to the edge 
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i = 0, k = O. The above condition of orthogonality will be fulfilled, if we choose the node 
Hn+l th 

. 
th d . 0 k 0 "  th d' IHn+l Hn+l l . . . 

I DjDk as e pomt on e e ge 't = , = glvmg e Istance ljD ' DjD Its mtnlma 
value (shortest distance). We find this point sorting out the points on the edge. First, we 
sort edges of cells. Here we write out their end points 

and then, on the each cell edge, we sort points 

for the following values of parameters h = 1/(L - 1 ) , ql = h(l - 1 ) ,  l = 1 ,  . . . , L, (in 
test examples L = 21), and among points we choose H;/r/ as that point XqZ giving to the 

distance IX ql ' Hij� 1 1 its minimal value. On other edges of a curvilinear hexahedron G, we 
apply the similar algorithm. 

Algorithms 3 and 4 are also examples of free node algorithms. In the present computer 
code (algorithms 3 and 4), nodes on the boundary are reconstructed only for each fifth iter
ation. Note also, that condition of orthogonality is satisfied not exactly but approximately. 
It means that the angle between the edges or faces and the coordinate lines for complicated 
configurations of domains are usually close to 7r /2. It can be equal to 7r /2, if the point 
on the edge (face) giving the minimal distance coincides with the point giving, in fact, the 
shortest distance. 

Algorithm 5. Reconstruction of selected nodes. To organize a reconstruction only of 
selected nodes we introduce a three-dimensional array I (i , j, k) . If I (i , j, k) = 0, the node 
i , j, k is reconstructed, if I (i , j, k) = 1 ,  the node i , j, k is not reconstructed. The standard 
filling of this array is provided. It is the following filling 

I(i , j, k) = 0, i = 0, . . . , N, j = 0, . . . , M, k = 0, . . .  , L 

for the free boundary nodes and, for the fixed boundary nodes, boundary elements of this 
array are filled as follows 

I(i , j, k) = 1 ,  i = O, N, j = O, . . . , M, k = O, . . .  , L, 

for left and right boundaries, 

I(i , j, k) = 1 ,  i = 0, . . . , N, j = O, M, k = 0, . . .  , L, 

for front and back ones, and 

I(i , j, k) = 1 ,  i = 0, . . . , N, j = 0, . . .  , M, k =  0, L, 

for top and bottom ones. To choose the standard filling of the array or the particular one, we 
have to define an another additional parameter which is equal to zero for a standard filling 
and to one for a particular filling. 
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10.6 Test Examples 

In Fig. 1 0.2 1 ,  there are examples of the grids for the shell. These examples illustrate al
gorithms 1 and 2 by means of realization in algorithm 5 .  On the plane faces, nodes are 
fixed (algorithm 1 )  and, on spherical faces, nodes are free (algorithm 2). The initial grid is 
symmetrical and the number of nodes is 31 * 31 * 4. The parameter Ao = 0.3 .  The optimal 
grid is obtained from the initial one for 10 iterations. 

In Fig. 1 0.22, the reconstruction of the grid is carried out both on the boundary of the 
cube and inside the cube from the condition of orthogonality of the coordinate lines to the 
boundary (only faces), nodes on the edges are found from the minimum of the functional 
D (algorithm 3). The initial grid is constructed by means of the uniform grid for a cube 
inscribed in the given cube asymmetrically. Nodes on the edges are arranged uniformly, on 
the faces from the condition of orthogonality to faces. The number of iterations is equal 
to 601 .  The parameter Ao = 0 . 1 .  (For increasing the influence of the uniformity criteria, 
the parameter Ao is decreased and visa versa for decreasing the uniformity of a grid, Ao 
is increased. The parameter Ao is decreased and increased in the value of the order, for 
example, Ao = 10' , 1 = -3, -2, - 1 , 0, 1 , 2.) 

In the next examples (Fig. 1 0.23), the reconstruction of nodes is carried out in the semi
cylinder for fixed nodes on the boundary (algorithm 1 ), and from the condition of orthogo
nality of the coordinate lines to faces (algorithm 3) and of orthogonality of coordinate lines 
to faces and edges (algorithm 4). The number of iterations is equal to 101 . The parameter 
Ao = 0.001 in the algorithm 1 (Fig. 10.23 a) and 3 (Fig. 10.23 b, c) and Ao = 0 . 1  in the 
case of algorithm 4 (Fig. 10.23 d, e). 

Estimation of the grid quality. To estimate the quality of the generated grids, we used 
the values of the discrete functionals Du and Do. The less these values, the closer is the 
grid to the uniform one (with respect to the distance between adjacent grid points) or to the 
orthogonal one, respectively. 

The another estimation of a grid quality is the ratio of the maximal and minimal linear 
sizes of cells over the whole computation domain. The linear size of a cell along one 
parametric direction (i , j or k) is defined as the ratio of the cell volume to the area of 
its mean cross-section in the direction orthogonal to the considered parametric direction. 
We estimate linear sizes for all directions and obtained the required value. This criterion 
was suggested by O.M.Kozyrev. The cell size is used in constraints imposed on the time 
step of the iteration procedure for solving physical problems of chapter 8 .  A grid has a 
good quality, if the ratio of the maximal and minimal linear size of cells over the whole 
computation domain is close to unity. 

In considered tests, first we estimate whether the grid is degenerate or not. In Fig. 1 0.2 1 ,  
all grid cells besides 12 cells along 4 edges are nondegenerate. The cells along edges 
degenerate into prisms with triangular base (this

· 
is diagnosed by the computer code), such · 

grid quality is allowed in computations described in chapter 8. Then we estimate Du and 
DA. For the initial grid in Fig. 10.2 1 ,  Du = 74, Do = 63771 , and the ratio ofthe maximal 
and minima1 linear sizes of cells over the entire domain is 2 .5 . For the optimal grid, we 
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have Du = 42, Do = 62088, and the ratio of the maximal and minimal linear sizes of 
cells over the entire domain is 3 .2 .  

a 

c 

Figure 1 0.2 1 :  Grids for a shell: 
a, c initial grid; b, d optimal grid. 

b 

d 
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II 

II 

Figure 10.22: Reconstruction of a grid by algorithm 3 :  
a ,  c initial grid; b ,  d optimal grid. 
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a 

b c 

d e 

Figure 1 0.23 : Reconstruction of a grid: a Fixed nodes; 
lr--e condition of orthogonality of coordinate lines to the boundary; 

b--c algorithm 3 ;  d-e algorithm 4; 
b, d initial grids; c, e optimal grids. 
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In Fig. 10 .22, initial and final grids are nondegenerate, for the initial grid in Fig. 10.22 
a, c, Du = 656530, Do = 265370 and for the optimal grid in Fig. 10.22 b; d, we have 
Du = 2 ,  Do = 246980. The ratio of maximal and minimal linear sizes of cells in this 
example is equal to 18.87 for the initial grid and 1 .21 for the optimal grid in Fig. 10.22 b, d. 

In Fig. 10.23, initial and final grids are also nondegenerate, for the initial grid in Fig. 10.23 
b, Du = 8335, Do = 258570 and for the optimal grid in Fig. 10.23 c, we have Du = 
273, Do = 250140. The ratio of maximal and minimal linear sizes of cells is equal to 15 .7 
for the initial grid and 6.5 for the optimal grid in Fig. 10.23 c .  For figures d and e, above 
values are similar. 

10.7 Conclusion 

Suggested algorithms discovered themselves as efficient algorithms. They are applied in 
mathematical modelling by the computer code described in chapter 8 and are developing 
now according to its demands. 
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Chapter 1 1  
AN ALGORITHM OF C ONSTRUCTING OPTIMAL 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL GRIDS IN D OMAINS 

OF THE "PIPELINE " TYPE 

Irina A. Gasilova 

Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics 
Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences 

In the present work, an algorithm of constructing optimal three-dimensional grids in 
domains of the "pipeline" type is suggested. Such configurations of the domains can arise 
while modelling the physical field phenomena by the computer code described in chapter 8 
and in many other applications. The cross section of a ''pipeline'' is a simply connected 
two-dimensional domain G of the star type. The plane directrix T of the ''pipeline'' and the 
boundary r of the domain G consist of finitely many segments of straight lines and arcs of 
circles. 

The idea of the algorithm is to construct a two-dimensional optimal grid in the cross 
section G. The latter uniformly moves along the directrix T and rotates through an angle 
"y depending on the geometry of the directrix T, forming thus a three-dimensional grid. In 
order to construct a two-dimensional optimal grid in the cross section G by the iterative 
method [ 1 ]  we need to specify its initial approximation. As a basis we take the algorithm 
[2], which automatically generates an initial grid, using the technique of R-functions [3, 4], 
and automatically checks whether the two-dimensional domain G belongs to the star type. 
This results in an initial approximation of the two-dimensional grid without self-intersecting 
cells. 

Complete three-dimensional grids for different ''pipelines'' are shown in Figs. 1 1 .4 -
1 1 .8 .  

1 1 .1 Problem Formulation 

The calculation and construction of three-dimensional grids are carried out in the right 
rectangular coordinate system in the space of variables ( x, y, z ) . In the plane ( x, y ) , a 
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two-dimensional simply connected domain G of the star type with boundary r consisting of 
finitely many segments of straight lines and arcs of circles is given. In the plain ( y , z ) the 
directrix T, which is a curve obtained by "gluing" finitely many segments of straight lines 
and arcs of circles together, is specified. The motion of the domain G along the directrix 
T forms a three-dimensional simply connected body Q. To construct a curvilinear grid, we 
consider the domain Q as a curvilinear hexahedron. Its vertices A, B, C, D, AI , B1 , C1 , D1 
are arranged so that we moves along the boundary from A(AJ) to D(DJ) through the 
vertices B(B1 ) and C(C1 )  clockwise. The size of the three-dimensional grid is determined 
by the number of its nodes: N on the edges AD(A1D1 ) and BC(B1 C1 ) ,  M on the edges 
AB(A1BJ ) and DC(D1C1 ) ,  and L on the edges AA1 , BB1 , CC} , and DD1 . 

It is required to generate a three-dimensional grid of the size N * M * L. To this end, 
we need 

• to determine whether the domain G is of the star type; 

• to generate in G an optimal two-dimensional grid with nodes (Xij , Yij ) , i = 1 ,  . .  , N, 
j = 1 ,  . .  , M, if the domain is of the star type; 

• to generate in the domain Q an optimal three-dimensional grid with nodes 
(Xij k , Yij k , Zij k) , i = 1 ,  . .  , N, j = 1 , . .  , M, k =  1 , . . , L. 

1.2 Description of the Algorithm 

The proposed algorithm of constructing an optimal three-dimensional grid in the given 
domain Q consists of several independent parts. 

1.2.1 Determining Whether the Domain G is of the Star Type 
An indication that enables us to determine whether a two-dimensional simply connected 
domain G is of the star type is the existence in G of some starry domain G* ; in the gen
eral case, it is a continual set of all possible locations of the pole for which all segments 
connecting the pole with all boundary points of the domain G belong to this domain. It is 
known that the starry domain G* is convex. Obviously, any convex domain is of the star 
type. 

Checking whether the domain G is convex. The boundary r of the domain G can 
consist of segments of straight lines and arcs of circles. We represent every arc as a broken 
line and obtain a new boundary of the domain G consisting of Nq segments-polygon 
r 1 r 2 . . . r Nq • If every interior angle of the polygon is less than or equal to 7r, then the polygon 
is convex. If at least one interior angle is greater than 7r, then the polygon is nonconvex. The 
interior angle L T  IX v+1 r  v+2 (v = 1 , 2 , . . . , Nq; rNq+1 = r1 , rNq+2 = r2 ) is formed by 
rotation of the segment r vr v+1 about the point r v+1 counter-clockwise until it coincides 
with the segment r v+1 r  v+2 (see Fig. 1 . 1a ) .  Segments linking vertices r v and r v+1 are 
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parts of oriented straight lines described by the equation 

(1 1 . 1) 

To detennine the value of the interior angle L r vr v+1r v+2 , we substitute the coordi

nates of the vertex r v+2 into equation (1 1 . 1 )  and check the sign of the obtained expres
sion [5] . The condition fv (Xv+2 ' Yv+2) > 0 means that the vertex r v+2 lies on the right 
of the straight line r vr v+1 and the interior angle is less than 7l" .  If fv (Xv+2 ' Yv+2) < 0, 
then the vertex r v+2 lies on the left of the straight line r vr v+1 and the interior angle is 
greater than 7l" • 

The polygon r1r2 . . .  rNq will be convex and, therefore, the domain G will be of the 
star type if all vertices r v+2 satisfy the condition iv (Xv+2 , Yv+2) � o .  For the pole of 
the star domain G we take the center of gravity of the convex polygon r1r2 . . .  rNq with 
coordinates 

1 
Nq 

x* = - � Xj ;  N �  q 3=1 
If there exists at least one vertex r v+2 for which iv (Xv+2 , Yv+2 ) < 0 ,  then it is obvious 
that the polygon, as well as the domain G, is nonconvex. 

Finding the starry domain. To decide whether a nonconvex domain belongs to the 
star type, we take as a basis the algorithm [2] that automatically detennines whether the 
domain G is of the star type. This algorithm is based on simple geometrical constructions 
and uses the technique of R-functions [3 , 4] . The gist of the algorithm is in the following. 

Assume that a nonconvex domain G is of the star type. Then there exists a convex 
starry domain G* inside the domain G (see Fig. 1 1 . 1  b), which can be represented as the 
intersection of some set of half-planes U v containing G* [6] . We transform the boundary 
r, consisting of segments and arcs of circles (convex or concave with respect to the domain 
G), in the following way. We replace every concave arc by two segments tangent to the arc 
at the endpoints and represent every convex arc as a broken line. As a result, we obtain a 
new boundary consisting of Np segments, which are parts of oriented straight lines ( 1 1 . 1) . 
The half-planes Uv, v=I ,2, . .  ,Np, are detennined by the inequalities fv (x, y) � 0, where 
fv (x, y) is the expression from (1 1 . 1 ). Assume that the intersection of the half-planes Uv 
is nonempty. We will consider it as a geometrical object whose analytical image is the 
function f(x, y) given in the form of a united analytical expression and possessing the 
following properties: 

f(x, y) = 0 on the boundary of G*; f(x, y) > 0 inside G*; 
f(x, y) < 0 outside G*. 

We have such a possibility due to the technique of R-functions [4] : 

Np 
f(x, y) = ( . . .  (JI AQ h) AQ h) AQ • • •  ) AQ fNp = I\Q fv (x, y) � 0, 

11=1 
( 1 1 .2) 
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where 

Iv ACt Iv+1 = 1 � a (Iv + Iv+1 - J It + /;+1 - 2aIvIv+1 ) 
is the R-conjunction operation (0 < a � 1). 

It is known that the intersection of finitely many half-planes Uv is a convex polygon [6] 
(see Fig. I L i b). The vertices Tj , j = 1 , 2 , . . .  , N*,  of this polygon belong to the set of 
intersection points of every straight line ( 1 1 . 1 ) and the remaining straight lines of the family 
of oriented straight lines. The coordinates of the intersection points are calculated by the 
formulas 

where 

(BmCn - BnCm) (AnCm - AmCn) xm ,n = 
{AmBn - AnBm) , Ym,n = 

{AmBn - AnBm) , 

Am = Ym+l - Ym ,  Bm = Xm - Xm+l , Cm = Xm+lYm - XmYm+l , 

An = Yn+l - Yn , Bn = Xn - Xn+l , Cn = Xn+lYn - XnYn+l , 
m = 1 , 2, . . . , (Np - 1) ,  n = (m + 1) ,  (m + 2) , . . .  , Np .  

B B B 

Figure 1 1 . 1 :  a Domain G with boundary r ;  vertices r v of the boundary, 
v = 1 , . . . , 10. 

b starry domain G* with the pole at point 0 ; 
the starry domain, j = 1 , . . . , N* , N* = 7. 

c vertices r� of the mth border line, 
here m = 1, . . .  , (P + 1) , P = 4 ( N  = M = 1 1 ) .  

( 1 1 .3) 

Successively substituting the coordinates of all intersection points ( 1 1 .3) into inequal
ity ( 1 1 .2), we choose N* points with coordinates (xj , Yj), j = 1 , 2 , . . .  , N*, for which 

I (xi , yj ) = O. If such points exist, then they determine the boundary of the starry domain 
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G* and therefore the domain G is a star domain. For the pole of this star domain, we choose 
the point 0 with the coordinates 

N* 
* 1 ",, * x = N* L.J Xj , 

j=1 

N* 
* 1 ",, * Y = N* L.J Yj · 

j=1 

If f(xm,n , Ym,n) < 0 for all points (1 1 .3), then the domain G* is the empty set and the 
domain G is complicated and not of the star type. 

The subsequent construction of the initial grid approximation in the star domain G 
depends on the number of points Tj, j = 1 , 2, . . .  , N*, determining the boundary of the 
starry domain G* and on the value of the ratio of the area of the domain G* = SG* to the 
area of the domain G = SG. 

The following three variants are possible: 

(1)  N* ::; 2 ,  i.e. , the starry domain G* consists of one point or the segment TIT2; 

(2) N* � 3 , SG* / SG ::; € ; 

(3) N* � 3 ,  SG* / SG > € (€ = 0.01) . 

The algorithm of constructing an initial grid approximation automatically chooses the third 
variant and rejects the first two because they result in a grid containing cells "sticking to
gether" whose areas are close or equal to zero. 

An Algorithm of CoDStructiDg an IDitial Curvilinear Grid Approximation for Star 
DomaiDs 

The algorithm consists of two stages: 

- border lines [2, 7], which are the base of a grid, are constructed inside the domain G; 

- on every border line, a curvilinear quadrangle is determined and the grid nodes 
(Xij , Yij) , i  = 1 , . .  , N, j = 1 , . .  , M, are arranged on its sides. 

Constructing border lines. The boundary r of the domain G consists of a finite 
number Nr of segments of straight lines and arcs of circles. We link the vertices r v of the 
boundary with coordinates (xv, Yv) , 1/ = 1 , . . .  , Nr. and the pole of the star domain (the 
point 0 (x* , y*» and calculate the lengths 

lv = J(x* - xv)2 + (y* - Yv)2 , 1/ = 1 ,  . . .  , Nr, 

of segments or v on which points r:: with coordinates 

x _ xv + ,xx* 
r::- - 1 + ,x , Yi _ Yv + ,xy* 

r� - 1 + ,x , 
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where 

\ _ (m - 1 ) b.v A _ lv - R 
R = lmin l 

. l /\ - , LJ.v - , , min = mIn v , lv - (m - 1)�v P P + 1 
are uniformly arranged with an interval �v. Subsequently linking points 
r� (X r;;> ,  Yr;;» by a segment or broken line (if the corresponding part of the boundary is 
an arc of a circle), we obtain the mth border line, m = 2, 3 ,  . . .  , (P + 1 ) .  The number of 
border lines inside the domain G is determined by the value P = [min (N, M)/2] - 1 , 
where N and M is the grid size. The family of all border lines together with the boundary 
r is a base for constructing an initial grid approximation (see Fig. 1 1 .  I e). 

Arrangement of the grid nodes. To construct a two-dimensional grid, we consider 
the domain G as a curvilinear quadrangle. Its vertices A, B, e, D are arranged on the 
boundary r so that we move along the boundary from A to D through the vertices B and 
e clockwise. The size of the grid is determined by the number of its nodes: N on the sides 
Be and DA and M on the sides AB and CD. 

For vertices Am , Bm , em , Dm of the curvilinear quadrangle on the mth border line, 
we choose points r� of segments or v, 1/ = 1 , 2 ,  . . .  , Nr, which link the pole of the star 
domain (the point 0 (x* , y*» and the vertices A, B, e, D .  The number of the grid nodes 
on the sides of the curvilinear quadrangle AmBmCmDm equals 

M - 2(m - 1 )  
N - 2 (m - 1) 

for AmBm and CmDm , 
for BmCm and DmAm , 

m = 1 , 2 ,  . . .  , (P + 1) . 
We consider only one side, for example, AmBm, since the algorithm of arrangement of 
nodes is the same for every side of the curvilinear quadrangle Am Bm Cm Dm. Knowing 
on the side AmBm the number of nodes Km and the number KAB of links r� r�+I ' ", = 
1 , . . .  , KAB, we calculate the coordinates of the grid nodes by the formulas 

where 

In particular, 

Xrm + ,\Xrm 
Xn 

_ 
1) 1)+1 AB - 1 + '\ 

, 
Yrm + '\Yrm 

yn _ 1) 1)+1 AB - 1 + '\ 
, 

l 
�

'f/ = P - 1 ' 
n = 1 , 2 ,  . . . , (Km - 2) , 

KAB 

= L J(Xri) - Xr:;,+J2 + (Yri) - Yr:;'+1 ) 2 . 
'f/=I 

- if when arranging nodes on the ml th border line the number of vertices of the outline 
is large than that of the grid nodes, then the broken line is replaced by the straight 
line AmI Bm1 . It is verified whether they intersect. If there is an intersection, then 
all vertices Aj , Bj , ej , Dj , j = ml , (ml + 1) ,  . . .  , (P + 1) ,  are shifted along the 
corresponding segments or v closer to the point O(x* , y*) and the coordinates of the 
grid nodes on Aj Bj are calculated by the same formulas; 
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- if N = M is an odd number, then the point O( x* , y*)-tbe pole of the star domain
is placed instead of the lacking node; 

- if N < M and N is an odd number or M < N and M is an odd number, then 
the lacking nodes are additionally calculated by the linear interpolation formulas 
using the coordinates of the grid nodes on the sides of the curvilinear quadrangle 
Ap+1 , Bp+1 , Cp+b Dp+1 . 

Arranging in this way nodes on all sides of the curvilinear quadrangle Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, 
m = 1 , 2, . . . , (P + 1) ,  we obtain the required initial approximation of the curvilinear grid 
of the size N * M in the domain G (see Fig. 1 1 .2a ) .  

a b 

Figure 1 1 .2: a initial grid, b optimal grid, 
N = M = 17. 

Optimization of the Initial Grid Approximation 
The generation of a curvilinear optimal two-dimensional grid in the domain G using an 
initial approximation is carried out by the algorithm ''LADA'' [ 1 ], which is based on a 
special minimization procedure of the functional of the quality of a grid. The functional 
to be minimized is represented as the sum of the measures of closeness of a curvilinear 
grid to a uniform and orthogonal grids and can be found in chapter 6, formula (6.2). The 
generalization of this functional for three-dimensional case is considered in chapter 10. As 
a result, we obtain an optimal two-dimensional grid with nodes (Xij ,  Yij ) ,  i = 1 , .. , N, j = 

1 , . .  , M, in the domain G (see Fig. 1 1 .2b). 
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1 1 .2.2 Generation of an Optimal Three-Dimensional Grid 

The optimality criterion of a three-dimensional grid is the closeness of the grid to a unifonn 
and orthogonal one (chapter 1 0) and nondegeneracy of cells (chapter 9). This criterion is a 
base for the algorithm of generation of an optimal two-dimensional grid in the domain G 
and plays a key role in geometrical construction of three-dimensional grids in domains of 
the "pipeline" type. 

x 

T*+--_--,--,-
T 

d 

CPk = 0 

Figure 1 1 .3 :  directrix T ( T*) [ 6 Iinks ]; k = 1 ,  . . .  , L (L = 61) 

The directrix T, lying in the plane ( y , z ) , is composed of NT "links", which may be 
segments of straight lines and arcs of circles (when constructing the directrix T, one should 
take into account that segments of straight lines and arcs of circles join tangentially). The 
length of each link is calculated and summarized, which results in the length DT of the 
directrix T. The nodes (Yk ,  Zk) , k  = 1 ,  . . .  , L, on the directrix T are arranged with the equal 
step h = DT/(L- l) .  Simultaneously, the number of nodes nit, J.L = 1 ,  . . .  , NT, is calculated 
on every link. To determine the angle 'Yk between the plane ( x, y ) and the directrix T, we 
carry out some geometrical construction at every node (Yk ,  Zk) ,  k = 1 , . . .  , L. 

Similar to the directrix T, a new directrix T* , consisting of NT links, is constructed 
parallel to T at a distance d (see Fig. 1 1 .3). Unifonnly arranging nodes on every link of 
the new directrix T* in accordance with nit, J.L = 1, . . .  , NT, we calculate their coordinates 

(Yk ' zk) ' k = 1 ,  ; . .  , L. Linking (Yk , Zk) and (Yk ' zk) ' we obtain directed segments of straight 
lines and, with the help of them, calculate the angles 'Yk, k = 1 ,  . . .  , L, between the plane 
( x,  y ) and the directrix T at every node and the angles CPk , k = 1 ,  . . . , L, of deviation of 
the directed segment from the perpendicular to the link which contains the given node. 

Thus, a three-dimensional domain (see Fig. 1 1 .4) is obtained as a result of the unifonn 
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motion of the domain G, lying in the plane ( x, Y ) , along the directrix T with the step h and 
the rotation of the plane ( x, y ) about the x-axis at every node (Yk , Zk) through the angle 
'Yk ,  k = 1 , . . .  , L, taking into account the value of the angle <Pk , k = 1 , . . . , L : 

Xij k = Xij . 
Yij k = Yk + (Yij cos 'Yk - Zij sin 'Yk) \ cos <Pk ,  
Zij k = Zk + Yij sin 'Yk + Zij COS 'Yk , 

where i = 1 , . . .  , N, j = 1 , . . .  , M. 
The calculations result in a matrix of the node coordinates of a three-dimensional opti

mal grid of the size N * M * L: 

(Xij k , Yij k , Zij k) , i = 1 , . . . , N, j = 1 , . . . , M, k = 1 , . . . , L. 

11.3 Conclusion 

Minimum input information, automation of computations, high speed and graphic visual
ization of the process of the grid generation enabled us to carry out numerous test calcula
tions of three-dimensional grids [8] and come to the conclusion that the algorithm described 
above makes it possible to cll;1culate an optimal grid practically for any three-dimensional 
domain of the "pipeline" type with section G in the fonn of a star domain. Several examples 
of three-dimensional grids are shown in Figs. 1 1 .4 - 1 1 .8 .  

Figure 1 1 .4: 
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Figure 1 1 .5 :  
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Figure 1 1 .6: The cross sections of ''pipelines'' shown in this figure, are not of star type, but 
algorithm provides the possibility to generate grids for the domains of these types too. 
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Figure 1 1 .7 :  
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Figure 1 1 .8: 
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Chapter 12 
CONSERVATIVE REMAPPING 
ON HEXAHEDRAL MESHES 

Boris N. Azarenok 
Dorodnicyn Computing Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences 

An algorithm for the first-order interpolation of the hydrodynamical parameters from 
the old hexahedral mesh onto the new hexahedral mesh is presented. Conservative remap
ping is reduced to determining the volume of the overlapping figure between the old mesh 
cells and new mesh cells. The ruled cell of the hexahedral mesh is substituted for two 
dodecahedrons with planar faces, and, thus, the problem of constructing the overlapping 
figure between the dodecahedrons is considered. For the underlying new mesh cell, the 
optimal algorithm of selecting the old mesh cells with nontrivial intersection is suggested. 
Interpolation error estimate is performed. Examples of remapping are presented. 

12.1 Introduction 

The task of remapping is encountered when at hydrodynamical modeling we need to pass 
from modeling on one mesh to another grid. For example, in the frame of arbitrary Lagrangian
Eulerian calculations we may run into the problem of grid tangling. To avoid breaking one 
should interpolate the flow parameters from the ''bad'' old mesh onto the "good" new one 
allowing to continue simulation. Particularly cases require the remapping algorithm to be 
conservative. It implies that amount of the conserved quantity in the same local volume 
must remain unchangeable after the interpolation procedure. We focus on the spatial case 
of hexahedral meshes. 

In the second-order remapping algorithm, suggested in [2] , the intersection between the 
ruled cells is considered. They extract the intersection curves in ]R3 by solving a differential 
equations which have singularities in the regions where some faces of the old and new cells 
are close and nearly parallel. In [3] the ruled cell is replaced with the 24-faceted triangular 
polyhedron, a tetrakis hexahedron (TH). The TH is constructed by adding one point at the 
center of every of six cell faces. The ruled face is replaced to four triangles. The TH volume 
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is the same as the hexahedron volume. The TH is divided into 48 tets and one seeks the 
intersection volumes between every ''new'' tetrahedron with every "old" one. Note that 
some tet volumes may be negative meanwhile the hex cell is non-degenerate, however this 
possibility is not discussed in [3] . 

We present the first -order remapping algorithm where a hex cell is substituted for two 
dodecahedrons with planar facets. The determination of the overlapping figure between 
two dodecahedrons is reduced to constructing the intersection polygonal line Can between 
the boundaries of these 12-faceted cells. The polygonal line Can is a closed contour, every 
segment of which is the intersection line between two triangular facets. The overlapping 
figure is a polyhedron with planar facets. Each its facet is the polygon, carved by Can on a 
triangular facet of the dodecahedron. A union of all such polygons is the overlapping figure 
boundary. The overlapping figure volume is calculated through the surface integral over its 
boundary. For the particular cell of the new mesh, we apply the optimal filtering algorithm 
of the old grid cells so as to proceed only old cells with nontrivial intersection. 

12.2 Problem Formulation 

Let two regular non-folded grids, the old Wo and new Wn , be given in a domain G E lR3. On 
the mesh wo , the values of the conservative hydrodynamical parameters 1 are defined. We 
need to remap these parameters onto the mesh Wn . Each mesh consists of hexahedral cells 
(also referred to as ruled or hex cells), specified by the trilinear transformation in space lR3, 
see Fig. 12. 1 ,  

).1 -
/ 

x 

5 

6 f-_.......:.... ___ 7� 
I 

� /
)..! 

7] I 
2 l-/ _____ ....:3:..y � 

8 

4 

Figure 12. 1 :  The ruled cell in physical space (x, y, z) to which the unit cube 13={ (� , 7], () : 
O�� , 7] , (�1 } from parametric space (� ,  7], () is transformed via ( 12. 1 ). 

r = ( 1 - () {� [( I - 7])r2 + 7]r3] + ( 1 - �) [7]r4 + ( 1 - 7])rl ] ) 
+ ({ � [( 1 - 7])r6 + 7]r7] + ( 1 - �) [7]r8 + ( 1 - 7])rs] ) , ( 12. 1 )  

I The conservative remapping may be used in numerical modeling of another physical problem as well. 
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where ri= {xi , Yi , Zi) , i=1 ,  . . . , 8 are the coordinates of the cell vertices; �, TI,  ( specify the 
unit cube 13={ {� , TI,  () : 0 � �, TI,  ( �  1 } in parametric space JR3. The lateral faces of the 
hexahedron in general are ruled surfaces. For instance, the face 1234 ((=O) is given by 

( 12.2) 

Remapping is conservative, i.e., amount of the conserved quantity in the same local 
volume must remain invariable after interpolation. For instance, remapping of the mass is 
given by the formula 

'Tnn = [ po{r)dV , 
JVn 

( 12.3) 

where po{r) is the known density distribution on the mesh wo, Vn is the volume occupied 
by a particular cell of Wn, and mn is the resulting mass of this new cell. Therefore, the 
average density in the new cell is 

mn 
Pn = - ·  Vn 

Further we will use the mass m as the conservative parameter to be remapped, meaning 
that it can represent any other conserved quantity, such as the momentum components, total 
energy, etc. Since the density Po{ r) is specified locally, i.e., in every cell of Wo a particular 
density distribution is given, so as to calculate the integral (12.3) one needs to determine 
all nontrivial intersection domains between the underlying new cell with old cells. We 
consider the first-order remapping, therefore, Po{ r) is the piece-wise constant function, and 
it is necessary to determine the volume of the intersection domains. 

Construction of the overlapping domain between two hexahedrons is rather cumber
some problem, see [2] . In [4] , by straightforward evaluating the volume integral it was 
shown that the ruled cell volume is equal to one-half of a sum of two dodecahedron vol
umes with planar faces, which have the same vertices, see Fig. 12.2. Each dodecahedron 
consists of five tetrahedrons, four corner at vertices and one internal. internal. 

Noting the results of [4] , instead of the ruled cell we will use the dodecahedrons. It is 
more convenient to calculate a domain volume using the surface integral, since integration 
over the planar faces is rather an easy procedure. 

We will derive the formula of the dodecahedron volume applying the surface integral. 
In vector analysis, we know the formula for calculating the domain volume 

V = � J Is r·dS = � J Is r·n dS , ( 12.4) 

where S is the domain surface, n is the outward unit vector normal to S. Instead of the ruled 
cell, depicted in Fig. 12. 1 ,  we consider the dodecahedron where, for instance, the ruled face 
1234 is replaced by two triangles 124 and 234, see Fig. 12.2 a. Let us calculate the contribu
tion of these two triangular facets to the dodecahedron volume. The triangle 124 is defined 
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Figure 12.2: Pair of dodecahedrons, for which one-half of a sum of volumes is equal to the 
ruled cell volume. Each dodecahedron consists of five tetrahedrons.  

by the linear transformation of the parametric triangle �2={ (�, 'T}) : O::;�, 'T}i �+7J::;1 }  as 
follows 

and the element of the triangular surface is 

One can readily obtain that the scalar product of the vectors r and dS is 

where (rlr2r4) = rdr2 x r3 ) is the triple product. Therefore, the contribution of the 
facet 124 to the dodecahedron volume is given by 

Accordingly for the triangle 234 we have 

r = (r2 - r3)� + (r4 - r3)7J + r3 , 

dS = (r32 x r43)d7Jd� = (r2 - r3) x (r4 - r3)d7Jd� , 

and the contribution of this facet to the dodecahedron volume is given by 
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'l\vo facets 124 and 234 provide the contribution 

V{234 = � (r2rlr4) + � (r4rsr2) . 
In a similar way one can derive that if the ruled face 1234 of the hexahedron is replaced 

by triangles 123 and 134, see Fig. 12.2 b, then the contribution of these facets to the volume 
is given by 

V{�34 = �(rsr2rl) + � (rlr4rs) . 
Taking the mean of V{234 and V{�34' we get the formula for the contribution of the ruled 
cell face 1234, derived in [ 1 ]  

V1234 = � (V{234 + V{�34) = 
1

1

2 
[ (rlr4rS) + (r2rlr4) + (rsr2rl ) + (r4rsr2)] . 

Thus, the ruled face contribution is equal to the mean of two faces contribution, one consists 
of the facets 124, 234 and the other of 123, 134. We make conclusion that the ruled cell 
volume is equal to one-half of the volume of two dodecahedrons, depicted in Fig. 12.2. One 
gets immediately the consequence: 
There are 32 pairs of such dodecahedrons. In every pair, the respective triangular facets 

are obtained by drawing the opposite diagonals. 

One more pair is depicted in Fig. 12.3, where each a dodecahedron consists of two 
tetrahedrons and two prisms. 

8 8 

6 6 

/ 
-

2 / - - -

Figure 12.3: Pair of dodecahedrons, for which one-half of a sum of volumes is equal to the 
ruled cell volume. Each consists of two tetrahedrons and two prisms. 

To perform remapping of the hydrodynamical parameters from one hex mesh onto an
other we use the following approach. Instead the ruled cell we take two dodecahedrons 
with structure depicted in Fig. 12.2. Thus, the integral ( 12.3) is calculated four times over 
the overlapping domain of two dodecahedrons, one taken from the pair corresponding to 
the new ruled cell, and the other from the pair corresponding to the old ruled cell. The 
contribution of the old ruled cell mass to the new ruled cell mass mn is the mean of four 
overlapping figure masses. 
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12.3 Description of the Algorithm 

As the term "cell" we will mean both the hex cell and dodecahedron that can be clear of 
context. We introduce some notations to be used further in the paper: 

nn and no denote the new and old dodecahedron, respectively; 
nUk is the cell with vertex global indices i+p, j+s, k+t, where p, s, t=O, 1 ,  see Fig. 12. 19 ;  
non is the overlapping figure of the dodecahedrons no and nn; 
Con is the polygonal intersection line between the boundaries of no and nn, if there are 
several lines we use C:m; 
�� and ��2 are the triangular facets of the dodecahedrons nn and no, respectively, 
i t ,  h=l ,  . . .  , 12 ;  
Ti and ri are the coordinates of the facet �� and ��2 vertices, respectively, i=l ,  2,  3. 

All vertex coordinates should be normalized with respect to a specific length, e.g. min
imal diagonal length over all old or new cells, etc. The grids Wo and Wn must be non-folded 
and all dodecahedral cells are non-degenerate. 

Next we should enumerate the vertices in every of twelve triangular facets. Consider 
two adjacent facets, e.g. 124 and 234 in Fig. 12.2 a. We set that the opposite (with respect to 
the diagonal 24) vertices 1 and 3 in the triangles have number 1 .  The other two vertices are 
numbered so as to specify the facet outward normal vector if to go round triangle in a vertex 
numbering. In other words we have the following accordance between vertex numeration in 
the dodecahedron, see Fig. 12.2 a, and local numeration in the triangular facet, see Fig. 12.4: 

vertex number in dodecahedron 
1 2 4 
2 3 4  

vertex number in triangle 
1 3 2  
3 1 2 

Similarly we enumerate the other ten facets. Note the numeration rule for the second do
decahedron, depicted in Fig. 12.2 b, will be different. For the triangles 123 and 134 we have 
the following accordance: 

vertex number in dodecahedron 
1 2 3 
1 3 4 

vertex number in triangle 
2 1 3  
3 2 1 

The remapping algorithm can be divided into four stages. 
Stage I. Construction of the polygonal intersection line Con between the boundaries of 

two 12-faceted cells, dodecahedrons nn and no. We draw the polygonal line Con, a closed 
contour, where each segment is the intersection line between two triangular facets. There 
can be several lines C:m. 

Stage D. Construction of the overlapping figure non between nn and no, a polyhedron 
with planar faces, in other words simplex. This stage is performed parallel to the Stage I, 
after a new segment of the line Con has been obtained. On every triangular facet of the cells 
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nn and no we construct the polygon, carved by Con. For several lines C� there can be sev
eral polygons on the triangular facet (but not more than two). A union of all polygons is the 
boundary of the overlapping figure non. Given the simplex non we determine a particular 
mass of the cell no contributed to nn. Note that non may consist of two polyhedrons. 

Stage m. Calculation of the non volume and mass. 
Stage Iv. Algorithm of selecting the cells. One needs to find the environment of the 

underlying new cell nm i.e., all the old cells n�, j=1,  . . .  , J, with nontrivial intersection 
between � and nn. For the particular nn we apply the optimal filtering algorithm for the 
mesh Wo so as to proceed only cells no with nontrivial intersection. Next the mass mn and 
density Pn of the new hex cell is calculated. 

12.3.1 Stage L Construction of an Intersection Line 

Algorithm of constructing the intersection line Con includes two steps. 
Step 1. We sequently look through twelve triangular facets of nn and for everyone 

twelve facets of underlying no are checked until the pair of facets with nonempty intersec
tion will be found. 

Step 2. We sequently draw the segments of the polygonal line Con using two properties: 
a) Con is a closed contour, and b) both segment ends are on the triangle 6.� or 6.� sides. 

Step 1. Determination of intersection points between facets 6.� and 6.� . 

Consider the facets 6.� and 6.� with local vertex numeration 1 ,  2, 3, see Fig. 12.4. To 
construct the intersection line between these two facets one needs to write the equation for 
planes passing through the triangle vertices. 

1 

L-_--� 2 
3 

Figure 12.4: Local vertex numeration in the triangular facet 6.� or 6.� . 

For the sake of simplicity we transfonn the coordinates x , y, z so that in the new coor
dinate system Xl , y/, Zl 
1)  vertex 1 of the triangle 6.� has the coordinates (0, 0 , 0) , 
2) x' -axis passes through the side 12 of 6.� , 
3) triangle 6.� lies in plane Xl _yl . 

To this end, the coordinate system x, y, z is translated and rotated. The translation is 
defined by Tl , a radius-vector of vertex 1 of 6.� . Let us express iI , jl , W (the unit vectors 
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in the x' , y', zl-directions) in terms of i, j, k (the unit vectors in the x, y, z-directions). We 
have 

.;1 _ r2 - rl k' _
_ 

i' x (r3 - rl ) I I I " j = k x i .  
- Ir2 - rl l ' I i' x (r3 - rd I ' 

Thus, from ( 12.6) we get the expansion for the unit vectors 

( 12.6) 

where G:ij are the matrix A elements defining the coordinate system rotation. The coordi
nates of the triangle b.� vertices in the new coordinate system are 

For brevity we omit the prime in writing, implying (if specially not specified) that one 
works in the new coordinate system. The equation for the plane, passing through the triangle 
�� vertices, is 

z = 0 . ( 12.8) 

Now consider the old cell facet b.�2 .  In the new coordinate system the coordinates of 
the triangle vertices are given by the transformation 

r� = A(ri - rl ) ,  

where rl is the radius-vector of vertex 1 of b.� in the old coordinate system. Again, for 
brevity, we omit the prime in writing, implying that one works in the new coordinate system. 
The equation for the plane, passing through the triangle b.� vertices, is 

X - Xl y - ih z - Zl 
X2 - Xl ih - ih Z2 - Zl = 0 ,  
X3 - Xl Y3 - YI z3 - zl 

or 
Ax + By + Gz + D = 0 ,  ( 12.9) 

where 

A = (1l2 -yI ) (Z3 -ZI ) - (Y3 -yI ) (Z2 -ZI ) , B = -(X2 -XI ) (Z3 - ZI ) + (X3 -XI) (Z2 - ZI ) ' 

G = (X2 - XI ) (Y3 - YI ) - (X3 - XI) (Y2 - YI ) , D = -AXI - BYI - GZI . 

To find the intersection segment between the triangles b.� and b.�, we seek the inter
section line between the planes ( 1 2.8) and ( 12.9). Substitution of ( 12.8) in ( 12.9) gives the 
equation of the line 

Ax + By + D = O .  ( 12. 1 0) 

First one should check whether the line ( 12. 10) intersects the triangle b.� sides. Ac
cordingly to the number of sides, three cases are possible. 
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1 .  Consider possibility that the line (12 .10) intersects the side 12 for which the equation 
is y = O. Substituting it in (12. 10) we obtain 

Ax + D = O .  ( 12. 1 1) 

Here there are three variants: 
1 . 1 .  Variant 1. The coefficients are A, D=O. Then the line ( 12. 10) coincides with the 

side 12 of the triangle 6� . Therefore, we seek the intersection point between the side 12  
and side 12 ,  13  or 23 of the triangle 6� . 

1 . 1 . 1 .  Check whether the sides 12 and 12 intersect. If yes, then the intersection point 
Q lies at these two sides. To find Q coordinates we write the equation of the sides in the 
parametric fonn 

( 12. 12) 

and 
( 12. 1 3) 

where the parameters are 0 � t, t � 1 .  Equating the right parts of the above vector equa
tions and by virtue of r2= (x2 , 0, 0), we get the relation to the y-component 

o = ( 1  - t)fh + lih , 
and, therefore, 

The equation for the x-component 

x2t = ( 1  - t)Xl + tX2 , 

serves to determine the parameter t 

If the both parameters are within the interval 

o � t, t � 1 , ( 12. 14) 

then Q(tx2 , 0, 0) is the intersection point between the sides 12 and 12, and we take it as the 
next node of the polygonal line Cern. If the condition ( 12. 14) fails, then 

1 . 1 .2. Check whether the sides 12 and 13 intersect. The equation for the side 13 is 

r = (1 - t)h + tr3 . ( 12. 15) 

Likewise in item 1 . 1 . 1  we write the vector equation, equating the right parts of the equations 
( 12. 12) and ( 12. 15), and find the parameters 

ih ( 1  - t)Xl + tX3 t =  _ _  , t = . 
Yl - Y3 X2 
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If the condition ( 12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q(tx2 , 0, 0) is the intersection point between 
the sides 12 and 13, and we take it as the next node of Con. If ( 12. 14) fails, then 

1 . 1 .3 .  Check whether the sides 12  and 23 intersect. The equation of the side 23 is 

( 12. 1 6) 

We write the vector equation, equating the right parts of ( 12. 12) and ( 12. 16), and find the 
parameters 

- ih ( 1  - t)X2 + tX3 t =  _ _  , t = . 
Y2 - Y3 X2 

If the condition ( 12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q(tx2 , 0, 0) is the intersection point of the sides 
12 and 23, and we take it as the next node of Con. If ( 12. 14) fails, then the side 12 does 
not intersect the sides of the triangle .6.�2 and we should consider the side 13 of the triangle 
.6.� , see item 2 below. 

1 .2. Variant II. The coefficients in ( 12. 1 1 ) are A=O, D=I=O. Then the planes ( 12.8) and 
( 12.9) have no intersection and, therefore, the triangular facets as well. We should consider 
the side 13 of .6.� , see item 2 below. 

1 .3 .  Variant ill. The coefficient A=I=O, and from ( 12. 1 1 ) we get X=-D / A. Using the 
projection onto the x-axis of the equation of the side 12 in the parametric form X=tx2 , we 
find the parameter 

D 
t = -- .  

AX2 
If O:S t:S 1 ,  then one needs to check whether the intersection point Q( tX2 , 0, 0) lies inside the 
triangle .6.�2 (including sides) or not. We apply the algorithm A (see below) for the check. 
If Q lies inside the triangle or on the boundary, we take it as the next node of Con. If no, 
the side 12 does not intersect the triangle .6.�2 sides and we should consider the side 13 of 
.6.� , see item 2 below. 

Algorithm A. Fig. 12.5 represents two possible cases for the point Q. Let rQi , rQ2 ' 
rQ3 be the vectors directed from Q to points 1 , 2, 3, respectively. Make up two vector 
products a = r Qi x r Q2 ' b = r Q2 x r Q3. If Q lies inside or on the boundary of the 
triangle, see Fig. 12.5 a, the scalar product a . b � o. If Q lies outside of the triangle, see 
Fig. 12.5 b, then a . b < O. 

2. Next we consider possibility that the line ( 12. 10) intersects the side 13 with the 
equation 

x=ky , 

where k=X3/Y3. Substituting it in ( 12. 10) we obtain 

(Ak + B)y + D = O .  

Here again there are three variants :  

( 12. 17) 

2. 1 .  Variant 1. The coefficients satisfy the conditions Ak+ B=O, D=O. Then the inter
section line ( 12. 10) coincides with the side 1 3  of .6.� . Therefore, we seek the intersection 
point between the side 1 2  and side 12, 13 or 23 of .6.�2 .  
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i �  ___ i �  ___ 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12.5: Point Q lies inside of the triangle Ll� (a) and outside of it (b). 

2. 1 . 1 .  First check whether the sides 13 and 12 intersect. If yes, then the intersection 
point Q lies at these two sides. To find it, we write the equation of the side 13 

r = tr3 , ( 12. 1 8) 

and recall ( 12. 1 3) for the side 12. Equating the right parts of (12. 1 8) and ( 12. 1 3), we obtain 

tr3 = ( 1 - i)rl + tr2 . 

Writing the x- and y-components of this equation, we get the system for determining the 
parameters t, t 

and from it we have 

- XlY3 - ihx3 ( 1  - i)ih + tih t = 
X3(Y2 - iit) - Y3 (X2 - Xl ) '  

t = Y3 
. 

If the both parameters satisfy the condition ( 12. 14), then Q(tX3 , tY3 , 0) is the intersec
tion point between the sides 13 and 12, and we take it as the next node of the line Con. If 
( 12. 14) fails, then 

2. 1 .2. Check whether the sides 13 and 13 intersect. Equating the right parts of the 
equations ( 12. 1 8) and (12. 1 5), we obtain 

tr3 = ( 1 - i)rl + tr3 . 

Similarly to that in item 2. 1 . 1  we resolve this vector equation and get 

- X2Y3 - YlX3 ( 1 - i)Yl + tY3 t = 
X3 (Y3 - Yl ) - Y3 (X3 - Xl ) ' 

t = 
Y3 

If the condition (12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q(tX3 , tY3 , 0) is the intersection point between 
the sides 13 and 13, and we take it as the next node Con. If (12. 14) fails, then 
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2. 1 .3 .  Check whether the sides 13 and 23 intersect. Equating the right parts of the 
equations ( 12. 1 8) and ( 12 . 16), we obtain 

tr3 = ( 1 - 01'2 + t1'3 . 

Resolving it, we have 

- X2Y3 - ihx3 ( 1  - tHh + tY3 t = 
X3 (Y3 - Y2) - Y3 (X3 - X2) ' 

t = Y3 
. 

If the condition ( 12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q(tx3 , tY3 , 0) is the intersection point between 
the sides 12 and 23. If ( 12. 14) fails then the side 13 does not intersect sides of the triangle 
f),� and we should consider the side 23 of f),� , see item 3. 

2.2. Variant II. The coefficients in ( 12. 1 1 ) satisfy the conditions Ak+B=O , D#O. 
Then the planes ( 12.8) and ( 12.9) do not intersect and, therefore, the triangular facets as 
well. We should consider the side 23 of f),� , see item 3 .  

2 .3 .  Variant Ill. The coefficients satisfy the condition Ak+B#O and from ( 12. 1 7) we 
get y= -D / (Ak+ B) . Using the projection onto the y-axis of the equation of the side 13 in 
the parametric form y=tY3, we find the parameter 

D t= - . (Ak+B)Y3 
If O::::; t::::; l ,  then one needs to check whether the point Q(tx3 , tY3 , 0) lies inside the triangle 
f),�2 (including the sides) or not. We apply the algorithm A for the check, see item 1 . 1 .3 .  
If Q lies inside the triangle, we take it  as the next node of Can. If no, the side 13 does not 
intersect the sides of f),� and we should consider the side 23 of f),� , see item 3. 

3 .  Next we consider possibility that the line ( 12. 10) intersects the side 23 with the 
equation 

x = ky + p ,  
where 

k = X3 - X2 
Y3 - Y2 

Substituting it in ( 12. 10) we get 

(Ak + B)y + Ap + D = 0 . 

Here again there are three variants: 

( 12. 19) 

3 . 1 .  Variant I. The coefficients satisfy the conditions Ak+B=O, D=O. Then the inter
section line ( 12. 10) coincides with the side 23 of f),� . Therefore, we seek the intersection 
point between the side 23 and side 12,  13 or 23 of f),� . 

3 . 1 . 1 .  First check whether the sides 23 and 12 intersect. If yes, then the intersection 
point Q lies at these two sides. To find it, we write the equation of the side 23 

r = ( 1 - t)r2 + tr3 , ( 12.20) 
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and recall (12. 1 3) for 12. Equating the right parts of ( 12.20) and ( 12. 13), we obtain the 
system 

Resolving it, we have 

- (Xl - X2) (Y3 - Y2) - (iii - Y2) (X3 - X2) ( 1 - t)ih + tih - Y2 t = (ih - Yl ) (X3 - X2) - (X2 - Xl ) (Y3 - Y2) '  
t = 

Y3 - Y2 
. 

If the both parameters satisfy (12. 14), then Q« I-t)X2+tx3,( I-t)Y2+tY3 , 0) is the 
intersection point between the sides 23 and 12, and we take it as the next node of Con. If 
( 12. 14) fails, then 

3. 1 .2. Check whether the sides 23 and 13 intersect. Equating the right parts of the 
equations ( 12.20) and (12. 15), we obtain 

( 1 - t)r2 + tr3 = ( 1 - t)h + tr3 . 

Resolving it, we have 

- (Xl - X2) (Y3 - Y2) - (Yl - Y2) (X3 - X2) ( 1  - t)Yl + tY3 - Y2 t = 
(Y3 - Yl ) (X3 - X2) - (X3 - Xl ) (Y3 - Y2) '  

t = 
Y3 - Y2 

. 

If the condition (12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q«I-t)X2+tx3 , ( l-t)Y2+tY3 , 0) is the inter
section point between the sides 23 and 13, and we take it as the next node of Con. If ( 12. 14) 
fails, then 

3. 1 .3 .  Check whether the sides 23 and 23 intersect. Equating the right parts of the 
equations ( 12.20) and (12. 16), we obtain 

( 1  - t)r2 + tr3 = ( 1 - t)r2 + tr3 . 

Resolving it, we have 

- (X2 - X2) (Y3 - Y2 ) - (Y2 - Y2) (X3 - X2) ( 1 - t)Y2 + tY3 - Y2 t = 
(Y3 - Y2) (X3 - X2) - (X3 - X2) (Y3 - Y2) '  

t = 
Y3 - Y2 

. 

If the condition ( 12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q« I-t)X2+tx3 , ( l-t)Y2+tY3 , 0) is the in
tersection point between the sides 23 and 23. If ( 12. 14) fails, then the side 23 does not 
intersect the sides of the triangle �� and we check whether the line ( 12. 10) intersects the 
triangle �� sides, see item 4. 

3.2. Variant ll. The coefficients in ( 12. 1 1 )  satisfy the conditions Ak+ B=O and Ap+ DIO, 
then the planes (12.8) and (12.9) do not intersect and, therefore, the triangular facets as well. 
We should check whether the line (12. 10) intersects the triangle ��2 sides, see item 4. 

3.3. Variant ill. The coefficients satisfy the condition Ak+BIO, and from (12. 19) we 
get y=- (Ap+ D) / (Ak+ B) . Using the y-projection of ( 12.20) we find the parameter 
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If O�t� l,  then we check whether Q( ( 1-t)x2+tx3 , ( 1 -t)Y2+tY3 , 0) lies inside the triangle 
�� (including the sides) or not. We apply the algorithm A for the check, see item 1 . 1 .3 .  If 
Q lies inside the triangle, we take it as the next node of the line Con. If no, the side 13 does 
not intersect the sides of the triangle �� , and we turn to item 4. 

Next we should check whether the line ( 12. 10) intersects the triangle ��2 sides. Ac
cordingly to the number of sides, three cases are possible. 

4. Consider possibility that the line ( 12. 10) intersects the side 12 with the equation 
( 12. 1 3). The line ( 12. 10) and side 12 can be parallel or not. Therefore, there are two cases. 

4. 1 .  They are parallel. Here two variants are possible. 
4. 1 . 1 .  If the coordinates Zl =Z2#0, then these lines do not have common points. Further 

the side 13 should be considered. 
4. 1 .2. If Zl =Z2=0, then the line ( 12. 10) and side 12 coincide and one should check 

whether there are common points of the side 12 and triangle �� . 
4. 1 .2. 1 .  We seek intersection between the sides 12 and 12, see item 1 . 1 . 1 .  If the condi

tion ( 12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q(tx2 , 0, 0) is the intersection point between the sides 12 and 
12, and we take it as the next node of Con. If ( 12. 14) fails, then 

4. 1 .2.2. We seek intersection between the sides 12 and 13, see item 2. 1 . 1 .  If the con
dition ( 12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q(tx3 , tY3 , 0) is the intersection point between the sides 12 
and 13, and we take it as the next node of Con. If ( 12. 14) fails, then 

4. 1 .2.3. We seek intersection between the sides 12 and 23, see item 3 . 1 . 1 .  If the con
dition ( 12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q( ( 1-t)X2+tx3 , ( 1-t)Y2+tY3 , 0) is the intersection point 
between the sides 12 and 23, and we take it as the next node of Con. If ( 12. 14) fails, then 
we consider the side 13 of �� , see item 5 .  

4.2. The line ( 12. 10) and side 12 are not parallel. Equating the z-projection of ( 12. 1 3) 
to zero (since the triangle �� is in plane z=O), we obtain 

( 1 - i)Zl + iZ2 = ° , 
and, therefore, 

- Zl 
t=-=---:;- . 

Zl -Z2 
If the parameter i satisfies the condition O�i�l ,  we check whether Q( ( l-i)xl +iX2, ( l-iHh 

+ifh, 0) is inside the triangle �� applying the algorithm A. If Q is inside �� , we take it 
as the next of Con. If it is outside, we consider the side 13 of �� , see item 5 .  

5 .  Consider possibility that the line ( 12. 10) intersects side 13 with the equation ( 12. 15). 
The line ( 12. 10) and side 13 can be parallel or not. Therefore, there are two cases. 

5 . 1 .  They are parallel. Here two variants are possible. 
5 . 1 . 1 .  If the coordinates Zl =Z3#0, then these lines do not have common points. We 

turn to the side 23. 
5 . 1 .2. If Zl =Z3=0, then the line ( 12. 10) and side 13 coincide and one should check 

whether there are common points of the side 13 and triangle �� . 
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5 . 1 .2. 1 .  We seek intersection between the sides 13 and 12, see item 1 . 1 .2. If the condi
tion (12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q(tx2 ,  0, 0) is the intersection point between the sides 13 and 
12, and we take it as the next node of Can. If ( 12. 14) fails, then 

5 . 1 .2.2. We seek intersection between the sides 13 and 13, see item 2. 1 .2. If the con
dition ( 12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q(tx3 , tY3 , 0) is the intersection point between the sides 13 
and 13, and we take it as the next node of Can. If ( 12. 14) fails, then 

5 . 1 .2.3. We seek intersection between the sides 13 and 23, see item 3. 1 .2. If the con
dition ( 12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q( ( I-t)X2+tx3 , ( l-t)Y2+tY3 , 0) is the intersection point 
between the sides 13 and 23, and we take it as the next node of Can. If ( 12. 14) fails, then 
we consider the side 23 of 6�2 ,  see item 6. 

5.2. The line (12. 10) and side 13 are not parallel. Equating the z-projection of ( 12. 15) 
to zero, we obtain 

and, therefore, 

If O�t� l, we check whether Q(( I-t)Xl+tx2 ' ( l-tHh +tih, 0) is inside the triangle 6� 
applying the algorithm A. If Q is inside 6� , we take it as the next node of Can. If it is 
outside, we consider the side 23 of 6� , see item 6. 

6. Finally, consider possibility that the line (12. 10) intersects side 23 with the equation 
( 12. 16). The line ( 12. 10) and side 23 can be parallel or not. Therefore, there are two cases. 

6. 1 .  They are parallel. Here two variants are possible. 

6. 1 . 1 .  If the coordinates Z2=Z3tfO, then these lines do not have common points. We 
consider the next triangular facet 6�2+1 (if l2=12 we proceed to the next facet 6� +1). 

6. 1 .2. If Z2=Z3=0, then the line (12. 10) and side 23 coincide and one should check 
whether there are common points of the side 23 and triangle 6� . 

6. 1 .2. 1 .  We seek intersection between the sides 23 and 12, see item 1 . 1 .3. If the condi
tion (12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q(tx2 , 0, 0) is the intersection point between the sides 23 and 
12, and we take it as the next node of Can. If ( 12. 14) fails, then 

6. 1 .2.2. We seek intersection between the sides 23 and 13, see item 2. 1 .3. If the con
dition (12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q(tx3 , tY3 , 0) is the intersection point between the sides 23 
and 13, and we take it as the next node of Can. If ( 12. 14) fails, then 

6. 1 .2.3. We seek intersection between the sides 23 and 23, see item 3. 1 .3. If the con
dition (12. 14) is fulfilled, then Q((I-t)X2+tx3 , ( l-t)Y2+tY3 , 0) is the intersection point 
between the sides 23 and 23, and we take it as the next node of Can. If ( 12. 14) fails, then 
we consider the next triangular facet L1�+1 (if l2=12 we proceed to the next facet 6�+1). 

6.2. The line ( 12. 10) and side 23 are not parallel. Equating the z-projection of (12 . 16) 
to zero, we obtain 
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and, therefore, 

-- � t- _ _ .  
Z2-Z3 

If O�i�l,  we check whether Q ( ( l-i)Xl +iX2, ( l-iHh +iih,  0) is inside the triangle 6� 
applying the algorithm A. If Q is inside 6� , we take it as the next node of the line Con. If 
it is outside, we consider the next triangular facet 6�+1 (if l2=12 we proceed to the next 
facet 6� +1 ). 

After finding the point Q coordinates we return to the old coordinate system using 
inverse rotation and translation. With this purpose we apply the matrix AT , transposed to 
the rotation matrix A. The Q coordinates in the old coordinate system are 

AT I TQ = TQ + Tl , 
where TQ are the Q coordinates in the new coordinate system, Tl  is referred to vertex 1 of 

the triangle 6� in the old coordinate system. 

Step 2. Determination of the line Con segments. 

To determine the line Con segments we need to know the rule of transition from one 
triangular facet to another depending on what triangle side the line Con crosses. We use the 
variable, indicating the number of the next triangular facet. In the computer code this is a 
two-dimensional array Ar( l ,  m) with l=l ,  . . . , 12 and m= l ,  2 ,  3. Here l specifies the facet 
number, and m is the side number in the triangle, which the line Con crosses. We accept 
that m=l ,  2 ,  3 for the sides 12,  13, and 23, respectively, in the triangle 6� and similarly in 
Id2 

�o · 

After determining a new point Q at the Step 1 ,  at the Step 2 we go to the adjacent 
triangular facet of the cell, new or old, depending on what side the line Con crosses. Next 
we repeat the Step 1 ,  etc. ,  until some point Qi coincides with the first point Ql of Con. 
All these intersection points are entered into the vertex list of Con. Further we examine 
unchecked facets with the purpose to find a new intersection line. Since two triangular 
facets, new 6� and old 6� , can not intersect twice, we exclude such facets, participating 
in forming the intersection lines C"!m, . . .  , C�, when constructing the line C�? . In total we 
need to check 12 x 12=144 facet pairs of the new and old cells (dodecahedrons). 

Further we will sometimes verify whether some point 0 is inside the 12-faceted cell or 
not. Consider such a procedure, referred to as Algorithm B. 

Algorithm B. We divide the cell into five tets as shown in Fig. 12.2. Consider one of 
tets with vertices 1234, see Fig. 12.6. Joining the point 0 with every of four tet vertices, 
we obtain four new tets: 0234, 0134, 0124, and 0123. If 0 is inside the tet 1234, see 
Fig. 12.6 a, its volume is equal to the sum of four tet volumes 

V1234 = V0234 + V0134 + V0124 + V0123 , 
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where, for instance, V1234 = � (T12T1ST14) . Otherwise, see Fig. 12.6 b, 

V1234 < V0234 + V0134 + V0124 + V0123 . 

Checking all five tets, which form the cell, we determine whether the point 0 is inside 
one of them If yes, 0 is inside the cell. If 0 is not inside one of them, then 0 is outside of 
the cell. 

3 3 

2 2 

1 
(a) (b) 

Figure 12.6: One of five tets, forming the dodecahedron. The point 0 is inside (a) and 
outside (b) of the tet. 

12.3.2 Stage ll. Construction of Overlapping Figure non 

Forming of the overlapping figure non is executed simultaneously with the intersection 
lines C:m. On the triangular facets ll� and ll�2 we construct the polygons, carved by the 
lines C:m. On a facet it can be 0, 1 or 2 polygons (this is only assumption, confirmed by 

m 

practice, but is not strictly proved). A union of all polygons U pi forms the boundary of i=l 
the overlapping figure non. The algorithm of constructing a polygon pi is the following. 
When the line C:m intersects, for instance, the facet ll� (it may be one segment with ends 
placed at two sides of the triangle, see Fig. 1 2.7 a, or may be a polygonal line with several 
segments, see Fig. 12.7 b) and divides it into two subdomains, the subdomain, located inside 
the cell no (a hatched region in Fig. 12.7 a, b), is kept for constructing the polygon pi. It 
does not mean that the remained part of the facet is abandoned at further treating. In this 
part, another polygon can be carved by the underlying line C:m or another intersection line. 
As well as the hatched region in Fig. 12.7 b can be partly cut off when further forming pi, 
see Fig. 12.7 c. In Fig. 12.7 c, the lines C�, C� may denote the same line C:m, shown in 
Fig. 1 2.7 b, or different lines. 
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Figure 12.7: 

Similarly, when the line .c:m intersects the facets of no, the domain, located inside the 
cell nno is kept for constructing the polygon pi . Note that the figure non may consist of 
one or two polyhedrons. 

Consider the fonnation of the polygons pi , carved on the triangular facets of nn . We 
introduce several notations. The values V;i , V;i , Vii are the coordinates of the jth vertex 
of the ith polygon pi . Since on a facet there can be 0, 1 or 2 polygons, the polygon number 
is given by the rule 

i = II + 12m , ( 12.21 )  

where I I is the facet .6.� ordinal number, m=O, N:;Ol - 1 ,  N:;Ol=O, 1 ,  2 i s  the number of 
existing polygons on .6.� . The value Nlot is the number of the polygon pi vertices . The 
value N��d specifies the number of vertices located at the kth side of .6.� , k=l , 2 ,  3. As 
noted above j is the vertex ordinal number in pi , and N�kl = j specifies the ordinal number 
of the vertex located at the kth side of .6.� . Here the indices l and h have different sense, l 
is the ordinal number of the vertex at the kth side. At the side there can be several vertices 
of pi and, therefore, l = I ,  . . .  , N��. The values Qx, Qy, Qz are the coordinates of the 
underlying intersection point Q, being the break point of the polygonal line .c:m. The point 
Q may be either at the side or inside the triangle .6.� . The points Rl , R2 are the end-points 
of the underlying facet edge. The point Rl is such a point, that vicinity of Q in the segment 
[QR1 ] is located inside the old cell no. In Fig. 12.7 a, b, for the side 13, Rl is the triangle 
vertex 3, and in Fig. 12.7 c it is vertex 1 .  As we see in Fig. 12.7 c, Rl itself, i.e., the triangle 
vertex 1 ,  may be located outside of no. The point R2 is the opposite side end-point. It is 
vertex 1 for the side 13 in Fig. 12.7 a, b, and vertex 3 for this side in Fig. 12.7 c. 

The order of determining intersection points does not coincide with vertex numbering 
in the polygon. Thus, when considering the point Q, there are three operations: 

1) to continue forming one of existing polygons on the facet .6.� , 

2) to partition the polygon into two polygons and to enter Q into the vertex list of one 
of these two polygons, 

3) to merge two polygons into one and to enter Q into the vertex list of this polygon. 
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The basic steps of constructing pi on the facet 6.� are given bellow. 

1 .  If, when .c:m passes from one old facet to another, a new polygon vertex arises inside 
the current facet of On, then a break of .c:m is inside of the triangle, see Fig. 12.7 b. Then 
we enter Q into the vertex list of this polygon as follows: 

1 . 1 .  The index j gets increment by 1 (we use notations applied in computer codes) 

)'-)'+1 Ni - Ni +1 TTij - Q v.ij - Q Vij - Q - , tot - tot , Yx - x, y - y , z - z ·  

If Q is the first point of .c:m , we begin to form a new polygon pi on this facet, i.e., first we 
change N� = N� + 1 ,  i = h + 12 (N� - 1) , ( 12.22) 

and later on Q is entered into the vertex list of pi. 
1 .2. Construction of pi can begin inside of the facet 6.� . For instance, in Fig. 12.8, first, 

we construct vertices 1 ,  2, 3 of the polygon pil . Further the line .c� goes out the facet, and 
later comes on it again, forming vertices 1' , 2' of the new polygon pi2 (conditions, whether 
at the second entering on the facet the line .c� forms pi2 or continues to form pil , are 
considered in item 2). The determined point 3' of pi2 coincides with point 1 of pil , see 
Fig. 12.8 a (the segment 2'3' is indicated by the dashed line). Therefore, it is necessary 
to merge the polygons pil , pi2 into one pil by renumbering the vertices as shown in 
Fig. 12.8 b. In Fig. 12.8 b, the interiority of the polygon 12345 is not hatched because it may 
turn out that its exterior is located inside of 00, and then we need to add the triangle 6.� 
vertices into the vertex list of pil .  

(a) (b) 

Figure 12.8: 

2. The line .c� enters on the facet 6.� through the kth side. 
2. 1 .  A new polygon is formed in the following cases: 
2. 1 . 1 .  There are no vertices of pi at the kth side of 6.� inside of the segment [QRl] ,  

see Fig. 12.7 a, b, i.e., when N:OO=O. 
2. 1 .2. There are already vertices of pi at the kth side of 6.� inside of the segment 

[Q R2] .  In Fig. 12.9 a, it is the point S (intersection point between .c� and side 13). Know
ing the number j (remind that j=N�kl) we set Q�=V�j and determine the parameter t 

t =  Q�-
Qx 

Rl -Q ' x x 
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which should satisfy the inequality t ::; O. If Ri=Qx. we calculate t using y or z-coordinate. 
2. 1 .3 .  There are more complicated cases presented in Fig. 1 2.9 b. Let the polygon pi2 

with vertices 1'2'3'4'5' be formed after points 1 , 6 of pi! have been found. If pi2 is formed 
beginning with vertex I', then the algorithm of item 2. 1 .2 specifies correctly that Q, i.e., 
vertex 1' , is referred to pi2 .  However. if pi2 is formed beginning with vertex 5', then Q 
will be incorrectly entered into the vertex list of pi! .  Therefore, an additional check is 
required. Among points 1 , 6 we should select the closest one to point 5' (it is point 1), 
within segment [5' 1] take some point Q' in the vicinity of point 1 ,  and check whether Q' is 
inside of no (using the algorithm B). As we see in Fig. 12.9 b, a vicinity of point 1 is not 
inside of no, and, therefore, 5' is entered into the vertex list of pi2 • 

Figure 12.9: 

Note that in items 2. 1 . 1-2. 1 .3 ,  when forming a new polygon, its number is given by 
( 12.22). 

Besides Q, additionally we should check whether the facet vertices are the polygon 
vertices. Here two variants are possible. 
(A) If the point Rl , being the facet vertex, is outside of no (in Fig. 12.9 b it is the facet 
vertex 1 ), therefore, only Q is entered into the vertex list of the new polygon 

Ni - 1 Nik - 1 I-Nik Nikl_l '_Nikl Vij-Q V.ij-Q v:ij-Q tot - , nod - , - nod ,  v - , J- v , x - x , y - y, z - z · 

(B) If Rl is inside of no (in Fig. 12.9 a it is facet vertex 1 ), therefore, the both points Rl 
and Q are entered into the vertex list of the new polygon 

1 )  1=1 Nikl=1  J'=Nikl Vij=R1 V.ij=R1 Vij=R1 , v , v , x x' y y ' z z , 

2) Ni 2 Nik 2 I Nik Nikl 2 . Nikl Vij Q v.ij Q Vij Q tot = , nod = , = nod, v = , J= v , x = x , y = y ,  z = z ,  

and i t  is necessary to enter Rl into the vertex list of pi as located simultaneously at the 
adjacent facet edge kl (in Fig. 12.9 a for vertex 1 it is the facet edge 12 with number kl =1), 
i.e., set 

2.2. We continue to form the current polygon pi in the following cases: 
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Figure 12. 10: 

2.2. 1 .  There is a vertex of pi within the segment [Q Rl] . In Fig. 12. 10 a, it is point 8. We 
enter Q into the vertex list with number 9. However, in the case presented in Fig. 12. 1O b, 
where not numbered polygon vertices are considered as not detennined yet, we can not 
enter Q with number 7 into the list, since the order of vertex numbering would be violated. 
First we need to change vertex numbering as shown in Fig. 12. 10 c, and next to enter Q into 
the list with number 7. In the both cases the jth vertex, located in the Rl-direction from Q 
(in Fig. 12. 1 0 a  it is point 8 and in Fig. 12. 1O b  it is point 6), is the last point in the list, i.e., j=Nlot' The difference is that in Fig. 12. 1O a  two already found points at the current facet 
edge with numbers 8 and 2 (2 is closest to Q from R2) are not the neighboring vertices in 
the list, and in Fig. 12. 10 b points 6 and 5 are the neighboring vertices. Thus, in the second 
case, first, we change vertex numbering to inverse for all points, except the last point 6. 
Accordingly, the values of N�kl to the polygon pi are changed as well. 

2.2.2. It may happen that the jth vertex of pi , closest to Q from Rl, is not the last point 
in the vertex list, i.e., j <Nlot. Fig. 12. 1 1  a presents an example when, first, we shift vertex 
numbering by two in clockwise sense (so that the jth vertex, j=4, becomes the last point 
in the vertex list), and then enter Q into the list, see Fig. 12. 1 1  b. In the case, presented 
in Fig. 12. 1 1  c, first, we change vertex numbering to inverse, next shift numbering by two 
in clockwise sense, enter Q into the list, and get the polygon with numbering depicted in 
Fig. 12. 1 1  b. The difference between Fig. 12. 1 1  a and c is the following. In Fig. 12. 1 1  a, 
the point, closest to Q in the R1 -direction, has number j=4, and point, closest to Q in 
the R2-direction, has number j=5. Therefore, vertex numbering in the polygon pi spec
ifies the bypass in the same anticlockwise sense as that specified by "4Q" numbering. In 
Fig. 12. 1 1  c, vertex numbering in pi specifies the bypass in clockwise sense, being inverse 
to that specified by "3Q" numbering (point 3 is in the R1-direction from Q). 

3. The line .c� goes out the facet b.� through the kth side. 
3. 1 .  There is one polygon on b.� . 
3. 1 . 1 .  If there is no intersection point between .c� and the kth side, see Fig. 12.7 a, b, 

we continue to form the current polygon pi and enter Q. into the pi vertex list by setting 

. - ·+1 ITij Q v.ij Q ITij -Q Ni - Ni +1 Nikl _ .  Nik - 1 J -'J , Vz = z , y = y , Vz - z , tot - tot , v - J, nod - '  
In addition, if Rl is inside of no (in Fig. 12.7 a ,  b it is facet vertex 3), we enter Rl into the 
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Figure 12. 1 1 :  

list as well 

JO--J'+I , vxij _-Rxl , v.
y
ij _- Ryl , T T1z"i -_ Rz1 , Ni - Ni +1 Nikl - JO Nik - 2 v _  tot - tot , v - , nod - . 

and it is necessary to enter Rl into the vertex list of pi as located simultaneously at the 
adjacent side kl of the facet, i.e., to set 

3. 1 .2. If there is already intersection points between .c-:m and kth side, then 
3 . 1 .2. 1 .  If there is only one point, the point S in Fig. 12.7 c (in other words N�= I), 

therefore, we enter Q into the vertex list. 
3 . 1 .2.2. If there are several points, i.e., N�> 1 , one needs to know whether to continue 

fonning the current polygon pi or to begin constructing a new polygon on this facet. In 
Fig. 12. 1 2a, all detennined vertices 1 , 3, 4 at the current facet edge are in the Rl-direction 
from Q (since N�"oo=3 it is sufficient to check this condition only for the first j=N�kl=1 
and last j=N�k3=4 point). Thus, we enter Q into the list with number 9. In Fig. 12. 12  b, 
Q is between the already detennined points 1 and 2. The left polygon is not completed yet 
and point 1 is still in the list of the current polygon pi . Since point 2 is in the Rl-direction 
from Q, therefore, the current polygon is divided into two, pil with vertex I' and pi2 with 
vertices 1234 as shown in Fig. 12. 12 c. 

Figure 1 2. 12: 
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3.2. There are two polygons on the facet b.� . Here, in addition to the above cases, it 
may be required to merge two polygons into one. In Fig. 12. 13  a, there are two polygons: 
current pi2 with vertices 1 , 2, 3 , 4, and ph with vertices 1', 2'. The point Q is referred to 
pi2 . Point 2' is in the Rl-direction from Q, and a vicinity of 2' within the segment [Q2'] 
is inside of the cell no. Therefore, Q and 2' belong to one polygon. One needs to merge 
pil and pi2 into one polygon pil and exclude the current polygon pi2 from the polygon 
list, see Fig. 12. 13 b. Note that in the final variant, Q and 1 can be not the adjacent vertices 
of pil (and even not belong to one polygon), but it will be clear at further forming the 
polygon. 

(b) (c) 

Figure 12. 13 :  

It is  possible the case depicted in Fig. 12. 13  c .  The line £� intersects only one facet 
edge 12. Then only vertices 1 , 2 , 3, 4, 5  are entered into the list, meanwhile the last point 
6 is not. To avoid the error in such a case, after completing construction of non we should 
check all facets of the cell nn as follows. If three conditions are satisfied: 

[ 1 ]  there is at least one polygon on the facet b.� ; 

[2] two vertices of the triangle b.� (vertices 1 , 2 in Fig. 12. 1 3  c) are inside of the cell no; 

[3] there is one polygon vertex on every of two sides joining to the third facet vertex, 
in Fig. 12. 13 c, it is the sides 13 and 23 (with corresponding numbers k=2, 3), and, 
therefore, the variables N��=I, N��=I, since the facet vertices 1 , 2, entered into 
the polygon list with numbers 1 , 5, are located at the facet edges 13 and 23 as well; 

then the third facet vertex (in Fig. 12. 1 3  c, it is with number 3) is also entered into the 
polygon vertex list. 

Even if the facets b.� and .6.� do not intersect each other, it can be that the entire facet 
b.� is inside of the cell no. Therefore, the entire facet b.� is the part of the non boundary. 

Thus, we described all basic cases, which can arise when constructing the simplex non. 
All other cases are combinations of the basic ones. Similarly, we consider formation of the 
polygons for the cell no facets. 

After constructing polygons on the facets of nn and no, we should verify that vertex 
numbering in every polygon specifies the outward normal vector to the surface of non. 
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To this end, we consider the kth triangular facet edge, where there are at least two polygon 

vertices, i.e., N���2 , and verify whether bypass of the facet vertices 1-+2-+3 is performed 

in the same sense as that specified by polygon vertex numbering. If they are in the opposite 

senses, we change the polygon vertex numbering to inverse. However, there is possible a 

situation when all polygon vertices are inside of the facet, say .6.� , see Fig. 12. 14 a. Then 

we verify the bypass direction of vertex numbering as follows. Assume the polygon pi to be 

the "star domain
,,2 . We take a central point 0, see Fig. 1 2. 14 b, join it with two consecutive 

polygon vertices, for instance 2 and 3, and obtain two vectors, T2 and T3 . The vector 

product T2 x T3 should specify the outward normal vector to the facet .6.� (with respect 

to On). If it specifies the inward normal vector, we change polygon vertex numbering to 

inverse. Numerical experiments have shown that as the central point 0 it can be used the 

point with coordinates 

1 M 
To = M L Tm , 

m=l 

where Tm= (Xm, Ym, zm) are the vertex coordinates, M is the number of polygon vertices, 

M=Nlot · 

3 
@ 

4 

1 L------� 5 
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. 14: 

We present two examples of constructing the intersection lines .c:m. First example, 

see Fig. 1 2. 15 ,  demonstrates intersection between two identical cubes, one translated with 

respect to the other by .6.T. In this rather a simple case some polygons are triangles and 

the other pentagons. In the next example, we construct the intersection lines between two 

convex dodecahedrons, Fig. 1 2. 1 6 a, b. The overlapping figure is rather complicated: there 

are three intersection lines, see Fig. 12. 1 6  c. 

2Some region is a star domain if inside of it there is a point, referred to as the central point (or pole), which 
can be joined with any boundary point by a straight line without intersection the boundary at another point. 
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Figure 12. 15 :  Two cubes, the first is drawn with red color and second with green. The 
overlapping figure is the cube as well. For instance, its facet 123456 consists of the triangle 
234 and pentagon 12456, carved by the intersection line Lon of dark blue color on the 
triangular facets of the green dodecahedron. 

12.3.3 Stage ID. Calculation of non Volume and Mass 

The volume of the overlapping figure non is calculated via the surface integral ( 1 2.4) 

Therefore, we need to integrate over all polygonal facets forming the simplex non bound
ary. A contribution of a polygonal facet to the non volume is determined via ( 1 2.5), a 
contribution of a triangular facet. Therefore, first, one need to divide the polygon into tri
angles as shown in Fig. 12 . 17 .  A contribution of the polygon depicted in Fig. 12 . 17  to the 
volume is 

V12345678 = V123 + V134 + V145 + V156 + V167 + V178 . 

Here the negative volume, contributed by triangle 123, is taken into account automatically. 
Since every hex cell is represented as a pair of dodecahedrons, we determine the vol

umes Vkl and masses m� of four overlapping figures n�, where k, 1=1 , 2. Here n� is 
the overlapping figure between the kth dodecahedron of the new hex cell and lth dodecahe
dron of the old hex cell. After determining four volumes Vkl , we can calculate the part of 
the mass of the jth hex old cell contributed to the mass of the new hex cell 

2 2 
- "  1 " kl 1 " "  kl m�n = 4 L.J mon = 4 Pb L.J V , 

k,l=l k,l=l 
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Figure 12. 16:  Two convex dodecahedrons (a) ,  (b) and their intersection (c) . There are three 

intersection lines of dark blue, blue, and yellow color. 

where rJo is the density in the jtb hex old cell. To calculate the mass of the underlying new 

cell we need to find the set of old cells giving nonempty intersection with this new cell. 

One can see that the algorithm can treat non-convex dodecahedrons and, therefore, non

convex hex cells .  The only requirement is that old and new mesh, both hex and dodecahe

dral, must be non-degenerate. Conditions of nondegeneracy for a hex cell were considered 

in [4] and chapter 9. 

12.3.4 Stage IV. Algorithm of Selecting Cells 

We need to find all old cells O�, j = l ,  . . .  , J with nontrivial intersection relating to current 

On. The set of such old cells we refer to as the On environment, see the example of two

dimensional grids in Fig. 12 . 18 .  If to check all cells of the mesh wo ,  the running time of the 
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6 

8 

4 

3 

Figure 12. 17: Polygon 12345678 is divided into triangles with the purpose to calculate the 
contribution to the volume of S1on• 

interpolation procedure will be too large. We apply the optimal filtering algorithm of the 
mesh Wo so as to proceed only � with nontrivial intersection. 

X 
L'\ 

Y � :\x 

x � :'\ x x � 
\--;- x 

Figure 12. 18 :  Example of two-dimensional grids. Old cells, specified by the sign "x", fonn 
the environment of the current new cell. 

To find the S1n environment we use the selection algorithm as a tree. Let for S1n we 
know some old cell S1�cjckc (we use the global numeration) so that 

S1n n S1�c3ckc 1= 0 , ( 12.23) 

i.e. their intersection is a nonempty set. The cell S1�cjckc is referred to as the center of the 
cell S1n environment. As the center we can take any old cell satisfying the condition ( 12.23). 

In the first dodecahedron, depicted in Fig. 12.2 a, two triangular facets 124 and 234 
correspond to the direction of decreasing the index k (referred to as the direction k-), see 
Fig. 12. 19, and facets 567, 578 to the direction of increasing the index k (direction k+). 
Such a confonnity is drawn from the original hex cell with faces 1234 and 5678. Similarly, 
the facets 347 and 487 specify the direction j+, 125 and 265 indicate the direction j-. The 
pairs 237, 276 and 158, 184 specify the directions i+ and i-, respectively. Thus, every pair 
of facets corresponds to six directions of changing the indices 
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i, j+l , k+1 
8 

HI, j, k+1 

HI , j+l , k 

Figure 12. 19 :  Global and local index numeration. 

direction l 1 
index change k-

2 3 4 5 6 
k+ j- j+ z - i+ 

When constructing non we find those facets of n�cickc which intersect facets of nm 
and, therefore, the index change directions where we should check the old cells . We write 
the found directions into the integer array Inter sicjckcl . Here the index l specifies the 
directions of selecting the old cells, see Fig. 12.20. The value Intericickcl=O indicates 
that we need not select the old cells in the l-direction (the facets of n�cickc , corresponding 
to the l-direction, do not intersect the boundary of nn). The value Inter sicickcl =1 indicates 
that we should select the old cells in the l-direction. However, there is an exception. It may 
be that two facets of no, corresponding to the l-direction, do not intersect the boundary of 
nn, but they are inside of this cell. Therefore, even if Inter sicickcl =0 we should verify 

(*) Whether any of four vertices of these two facets is inside of the cell nn. If it is so, 
we set Intersicickcl=1 and should select the old cells in the l-direction. 

We introduce the integer arrays I ndicijk and I ncrem ijk . The former indicates whether 
the cell n:/k has been checked (value "1") or not yet (value "0"). The latter specifies the 
direction of returning to the up tree level, i.e., to the cell from which we came to the current 
cell n:/k (in Fig. 12.20 it is the ll -direction). For instance, if we arrived at the current cell 
from the up level cell in the direction l=3, then we return in the direction l=4. We should 
return from the current old cell to the up level cell if 

1) Intersijk1=0 for five l-directions (in Fig. 12.20, it is the directions l2, . . .  , l6); here 
we also should execute the above check (*) for the facet vertices of all five directions; 
or 

2) all five low level cells have been already checked for intersection, in other words 
when for all these cells I ndicijk= 1 . 
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return to up level cell 

transition to low level cells 

Figure 12.20: For the current cell O�k the parameter I specifies six directions of changing 
the indices i, i, k. Here 1=11=1 ncremijk is the direction of returning to the up tree level, 
1=12, . . . , l6 are the directions of transition to the low tree level. 

Besides, if the current cell O�k is the environment center, i.e., O�cickc , therefore, we have 
selected all old cells, satisfying the condition ( 12.23), and determined the current cell On 

environment. 

When treating the current cell O�k, we verify whether its boundary intersects any two 
triangular facets of On, specifying the cell selection direction for the new grid Wn . If yes, 
this cell O�k will be the environment center for the next new cell, and for the next On we 
define ie=i, ie=i, ke=k. There can be several such old cells. We store the number of the 
last one. 

If no of two On facets, specifying the selection direction for the new grid, has intersec
tion with O�k, as the environment center we use the old cell inside of which there is any of 
four vertices forming these two facets of On . 

If On is inside of the underlying old cell, the indices ie• ie, ke remain the same for the 
next new cell. 

Due to the check (*) this algorithm will also verify the old cells entirely located inside 
of On, see the example of two-dimensional grids in Fig. 12. 1 8, where one old cell is inside 
of the new cell. 

Such an algorithm of finding the environment center requires that we perform consecu
tive selection of the new cells, as shown for the ith odd cell layer in Fig. 12.2 1 .  Transition 
from the ith cell layer to i+lth should be through the cell o;tm .. .,km .. ., .  Selection is per
formed in reverse order in the i+ Ith cell layer. 

The cell environment, found for the first of two dodecahedrons On, related to the new 
hex cell, which consists of the first 12-faceted cells n!, (we again use the local numeration 
of the old cells i = 1 ,  . . .  , J, related to the underlying new cell), is also used for the other 
three combinations: first On and second ot cells, etc. 

The mass of the underlying new cell is obtained by summation of the environment cell 
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- J 

Figure 12.2 1 :  Selection order in the ith odd cell layer of Wn . 

'" - j mn = L...J mon ·  
j 

Finally, the density in the new hex cell is given 

mn 
Pn = - '  Vn 

12.4 Construction of Fictitious Cell Layers 

The facets of the new and old cell should not coincide, otherwise we will get division by 
zero when trying to find the intersection between two coinciding planes. To avoid such 
situations we slightly shift the mesh Wn with respect to Wo by �r=(�x, �y, �z) .  Since 
the reference domain for the old and new meshes is the same (we interpolate in one space 
domain G), due to the shift some boundary cells of Wn go outside of G. In order not to lose 
the mass when remapping, we extend the old mesh Wo by adding one fictitious cell layer on 
the G boundary in all of six l-directions [2] . Such an extended old mesh is referred to as 
Wext 

o • 

Generally, construction of w�t is not difficult. In parametric space ]R3, where the mesh 
is cubic and every cell is a unit cube, we add one more layer of such cubes on the boundary 
for all of six sides. If to consider the trilinear mapping of the unit cube onto a hex cell ( 12. 1 ), 

then, for instance for the left boundary in the �-direction, the coordinates of the fictitious 
cell four vertices can be obtained from ( 12 . 1 )  by setting �=- 1 and r], (=0, 1 .  For the left 
fictitious node rO,j,k one obtains 

rO . k - 2rl . k - r2 . k - rl . k + p� (rl . k - r2 . k) ,3, - ,3, ,1, - ,3, � ,3, ,3, ' ( 12.24) 
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(a) 

Figure 12.22: Cylindrical mesh Wo : 3 x31 x31 (a) ; close-up near the symmetry axis (b) . 

where 111= 1 is the extrapolation parameter for the left boundary. Similarly, on the right 
boundary in the e-direction the fictitious node coordinates are calculated with the extrapo
lation parameter pf =1, and on the other four boundaries we construct the fictitious nodes 
with � Pj-'pL=pt=1 .  

However, sometimes we need to vary the extrapolation parameters. The cylindrical 
mesh Wo : 3x31 x31 is shown in Fig. 12.22. Construction of the fictitious cells by for
mulae similar to (12.24), with all extrapolation parameters equal to 1, gives the extended 
mesh w� : 5 x 33x33 depicted in Fig. 12.23. One can see the fictitious cells in the layers 
j =0, J + 1 (where J =30) are degenerate. We set the parameters P� (Pj) so that the fictitious 
nodes ri,O,k (ri,J+1 ,k) locate between the nodes ri,l ,k (ri,J,k) and symmetry axis, but not 
to the left (right) from the symmetry axis as shown in Fig. 12.23 b. We define �-,pj=0.05 
and obtain the non-folded mesh, see Fig. 12.24. If the extrapolation parameters are too 
small then the shifted mesh Wn can go outside of the boundary of w� and this leads to the 
interpolation error. 

One more example concerns the regular mesh, see Fig. 12.25. On the x- and y-axis, the 
cells are prismatic (two hex faces are in one plane). Using the formulae similar to ( 12.24) 
leads to result presented in Fig. 12.26. In the ith layer, three fictitious cells, joining the 
prismatic ones, are degenerate. To generate suitable fictitious cells, the node coordinates of 
three adjacent nodes, joining the comer node ri,l ,I .  should be given as 

ri,O,O = (ri,o,2 + ri,2,O + ri,1 , 1)/3 , ri,l ,O = (ri,o,2 + ri,o,o)/2 , 
ri,l ,O = (ri,2,Q + ri,o,o)/2 , ( 12.25) 

where the fictitious nodes ri,O,2, ri,2,O are considered as already found. Similarly we obtain 
the other set of three nodes, joining every comer node in the ith layer, such as ri,J+1 ,l , 
ri, l ,K+1 , and ri,J+1 ,K+1 (where K =30). The resulted non-folded mesh is presented in 
Fig. 12.27. 
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(a) 
Figure 12.23 : Folded extended mesh w�t : 5 x 33 x 33 with p�=pj=l  (a) . Close-up near 
the symmetry axis ( b) ; boundary nodes r i,O,k are to the left from the symmetry axis, that is 
why the cells of the left fictitious layer in the j -direction are degenerate. 

12.5 Interpolation Error 

The interpolation error is the result of two type errors. The first error is due to round-off 
during calculations. When increasing computer digit capacity this error tends to zero. The 
second, systematic error, is due to we need to shift the mesh Wn by .6r=(.6x, .6y, .6z) 
with respect to Wo o Let Gn, Go E ]R3 denote the domains related to the meshes Wn , wo, 
respectively (Go coincides with the initial domain G). To understand why the system
atic error arises, we consider an example of remapping from the parallelepipedal mesh Wo 
with I x JxK cells and spacings hx , hy , hz onto the same mesh Wn, shifted by .6r, see 
Fig. 1 2.28, provided that l.6r l«hx , hy , hz. We assume that .6x, .6y, .6z>O. If Pi,j,k is the 

density in the old cell n'!1k, the mass of the domain Go is 

I,J,K 

mo = hxhyhz L Pi,j,k · 
i,j,k=l 

The mass of Gn is a combination of the domain Gon mass (where Gon=Go U Gn) 

I,J I,K J,K 

mon = mo - hxhy.6z L Pi,j, l - hxhz.6y L Pi, l ,k - hyhz.6x L PI ,j,k 
i,j=2 i,k=2 j,k=2 

I J K 

- hx.6y.6z L Pi, l ,l - hy.6x.6z L PI ,j, 1  - hz.6x.6y L PI , I ,k - .6x.6y.6zPI , I , 1 , 
i=2 j=2 k=2 

and mass m' of the additional domain G'=Gn \Gon, occurring due to Wn is shifted with 
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Figure 12.24: Non-folded extended mesh w�t : 5x33x33 with�=pj=O.05 (a) . Close-up 
near the symmetry axis (b) ;  boundary nodes Ti,O,k locate between the nodes Ti,l ,k (Ti,J,k) 
and symmetry axis. 

Figure 12.25: Regular mesh Wo : 3x31 x31. On the x- and y-axis the cells are prismatic. 
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Figure 12.26: Extended mesh Wo : 5 x 33 x 33. Fictitious cells, adjacent to prismatic ones, 
and generated via formulae ( 12.24), are degenerate. 

Figure 12.27 :  Extended mesh Wo : 5 x 33 x 33. Fictitious cells, adjacent to prismatic ones, 
and generated via formulae ( 12.25) are non-folded. 
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z f-V 
i ' 1 
, I i  1 . - - - - - - - i ' 
1 - - - - - - - - 1 .  _ _ _ _ _ , 1 1 
, 1 1 1 . - - - - - - _  i ' 
1 1 - - - - - - - - 1 . _ _ _ _ _ 

, 1 1 -1 .--=- -�- -=-�_�i _=_= _ _ = _ _ =_�_ �i _= _ _  =_=_ �1 

37 1 

Figure 12.28: Para1lelepipedal mesh Wo : I x J x K  and the same new mesh Wn, shifted by 

�r with respect to Wo o 

respect to Wo 

I,J I,K J,K 
m' = hxhy�z L Pi,j,K+1 + hxhz�Y L Pi,J+1,k + hyhz�x L PI+l ,j,k 

i,j=2 i,k=2 j,k=2 
I J K 

+ hx�Y�z L Pi,J+1 ,K+1 + hy�x�z L PI+l ,j,K+1 + hz�x�y L PI+l ,J+1,k 
i=2 j=2 k=2 

+ �X�y�ZPI+1 ,J+1,K+l . 
Here Pi,j,K+1 , Pi,J+1,k , PI+l ,j,k are the density in the fictitious cells on the right boundary 
in the i ,  j, k-directions. Summing man and m' we get mn, the mass of the domain Gn• The 
change of mass after remapping, the systematic error �m8' is 

�J �K 
�m8 = mn - mo = hxhy�z L (Pi,j,K+1 - Pi,j,l ) + hxhz�y L (Pi,J+1 ,k - Pi,l ,k) 

i,j=2 
�K I 

i,k=2 

+ hyhz�x L (PI+l ,j,k - Pl ,j,k) + hx�y�z L (Pi,J+1 ,K+1 - Pi, l , l ) 
�k� �2 
J K 

+ hy�x�z L(PI+l ,j,K+1 - Pl ,j,l ) + hz�x�y L (PI+l ,J+1 ,k - Pl ,l ,k) 
j=2 k=2 
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+ .6.x.6.y.6.Z(PI+I ,J+1 ,K+1 - PI , I , I) . 

The systematic error .6.ms depends on the density value in the fictitious cells. It is 
reasonable to extrapolate smoothly P in the fictitious cells, say, to set P equal to the value 
in the adjacent cell of wo, e.g. in the i-direction PI+I ,j,k=PI,j,k . If the density in the 
opposite boundary cell layers in every direction is the same, i.e., PI ,j,k=PI,j,k, etc. , then the 
systematic error is equal to zero, and the total error is equal to the round-off error. 

Suppose on Wo we have Pi,l ,k=Pi,J,k and Pi,j, I=Pi,j,K. Then the relative systematic 
error is 

J,K 
hyhz.6.x E (PI+1 ,j,k - PI ,j,k) 

j,k=2 
= O (.6.x/hx) , I,J,K 

hxhyhz E Pi,j,k 
i,j,k=l 

( 12.26) 

Therefore, Cs is proportional to the Wn relative shift in the x-direction. In general case Cs is 
a sum of three relative systematic errors in three coordinate directions. 

We can define P to be the same in the fictitious cells in the opposite boundary cells, for 
instance, in the i-direction as PI+I ,j,k=PI ,j,k. However, if PI ,j,k =1= PI,j,k , then, keeping 
global conservation of remapping, we obtain a local discontinuity of the density in the right 
cell layer (in the i-direction) of the mesh Wn. Thus, we can talk about local conservation of 
remapping only in the domain G on . Failure of global conservation (change of the domain 
Gn mass relatively Go mass) is due to the following. When shifting Wn by .6.r, we cut off a 
volume with some density from the left (in the i ,  j, k-directions) of Gn and add to the right 
the same volume with another density. Similar occurs on the curvilinear meshes. 

If on the old mesh the density everywhere is equal to unity, i.e., po(r)=l,  after remap
ping on the new mesh we must have Pn(r)=l. This criteria was suggested in [2] for the 
check whether the remapping is successful. We use it as follows. If after treating a particular 
new hex cell with indices i, j, k, the condition 

where € is small enough, fails, we slightly shift only this new cell and execute interpolation 
in this cell again. 

12.6 Numerical Examples 
First consider mass remapping from the curvilinear mesh onto the parallelepipedal one, see 
Fig. 12.29. The part of Wo in the domain, bounded by the surfaces 

x = 0 , x = 1 , y = 0 , y = 1 ,  Z = 0 , Z = Zb = 2 + 0.6 Cos(27rxy) 

with 15 x 15 x 25 nodes, is generated using the algorithm in [5] .  The top part zb�z�4 
supplements the initial domain to the parallelepiped o�x, y�l , 0�z�4. Next, by the sym
metric reflection about the planes x=O and y=O we supplement it to the parallelepiped 
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-1::;x, y::;1 , 0::;z::;4. The mesh Wo is of 29 x 29 x 49 nodes. The density on Wo is given as 

p(x , y , z) = ' { Pb if z < Zb - 0.43 

Pb + (Pt - Pb) { 1 - exp[-o(z - Zb + 0.43)2] } , otherwise, 

where Pb=1 , pt=100, 0=4. Fig. 12.30 presents the density on the z-axis. The new mesh is 
parallelepipeda1 Wn : 31 x 31 x 51 .  We execute two variants of remapping. In the first variant 
the density is extrapolated smoothly in the fictitious cells, e.g. in the top layer K + 1 (where 
K =48) we set Pi,j,K+1 =Pi,j,K ,  and in the bottom layer Pi,j,O=Pi,j, l .  In the i ,  j-directions 
due to symmetry we extrapolate the density smoothly as well. The shift of Wn with respect 
to Wo is given as 

b.r = hsc (b.x, b.y, b.z) = hsc( -0.006, -0.005, -0.007) ,  

where hsc=0.0714 is the specific length. The projection of the coordinate surfaces j=7 
and j=1 onto the plane x-z is shown in Figs. 12.3 1 a, 12.32 a. Figs. 12.3 1 b, 12.32 b present 
the density plots in the layers j=7, 1 of wo, and Figs. 12.3 1 c, 12.32 c present in the layers 
j=7 , 1 of Wn . Relative errors to the mass and volume are 

.:om = I b.ml = 2 .464.10-4 , I�V I -6 ... 
mo 

Cv = --v:- = 1 .518 . 10 . 

Note that Cv=cm when p=1 .  
In the second variant to exclude the systematic error we define the density in the ficti

tious cells as follows: Pi,j,K+1 =Pi,j,h Pi,j,O=Pi,j,K. In this case the relative error for the 
mass is 

cm = 2.802 . 10-6 , 

and for the volume it is the same as that of the first variant. We see that presence of the 
systematic error in the first variant leads the total error to increase by factor of �90. On 
the other hand in the second variant, the density in the bottom layer of Wn is equal to 1 .618 
instead of 1 as it was on the mesh Wo (see the value of p at z=O in Fig. 12.30). Thus, keeping 
global conservation, we obtain a nonphysical discontinuity of P in the bottom cell layer of 
Wn · 

Since the mesh Wo in the bottom and top cell layers in the z-direction is close to paral
lelepipedal and uniform, one can expect that the estimate ( 12.26) is valid for the systematic 
error. To verify it we execute two more calculations when varying the shift component b.z 
and with fixed b.x, b.y. The density is extrapolated smoothly as that of the first variant. 
The errors for all three calculations are shown in the table below. 

b.z/hsc Cm Cv 
-0.0035 1 . 161 .10 -4 1 .5692.10 -Ii 
-0.0070 2 .464.10-4 1 .5181 .10-6 
-0.0140 5 .685.10-4 3. 1981 .10-5 
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In the first and second cases, Cv is nearly constant, meanwhile Cm , in accordance with 
( 12.26), increases by factor of �2. The error Cv characterizes the round off error, and, since 
Cv « Cm, the error cm characterizes the systematic one. In the third case, Cv increases 
by factor of 20 owing to the round off error enlarges. The round off error is casual, it 
occurs when, for instance, some old and new triangular facets are closed and nearly parallel. 
Nevertheless, the dependence ( 12.26) is kept, cm increases a bit less than by factor of 2, 
since the systematic error is greater than the round off error by two orders of magnitude. 
Note that here the curvilinear mesh geometry can also distort the dependence ( 12.26). 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12.29: Curvilinear mesh Wo: 29x 29x49 (a) , parallelepipedal mesh Wn: 31 x 31 x5 1  
(b) . The reference domain i s  -1�x, y�l , 0�z�4. 

The second example is remapping from the cylindrical mesh Wo : 21 x61 x 61 onto 
regular Wn : 21 x6 1  x 61, see Fig. 12.33. The reference domain is the hull enclosed between 
two half-spheres with radiuses Rl =7, R2=8 and center at the point (0, 0, 0) . The density 
on the mesh Wo is given as 

p = 100 - 99 exp [-0.25(y - sin 0.57rxy)2] . 

In the fictitious cells of the extended old mesh the density is extrapolated smoothly. Density 
plots in the top cell layer i=20 of Wo are presented in Fig. 1 2.34 a, and after remapping in 
the same layer of the mesh Wn in Fig. 12.34 b. Relative change of the mass and volume is 

Cm = 4.563 · 10-5 , Cv = 3.472 · 10-5 . 
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Figure 12.30: Density on the z-axis (x, y=O) on the mesh WO o 
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Figure 12.3 1 :  Coordinate surface j=7 of Wo (a) ; density plots in layer j=7 of Wo (b) and 
Wn (c) meshes. 
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Figure 12.32: Coordinate surface j=1 of Wo (a) ;  density plots in layer j=1 of Wo (b) and 
Wn (c) meshes. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1 2.33 : Old cylindrical mesh Wo : 21 x61 x61 (a) and new regular Wn : 21  x61  x61 .  
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Figure 12.34: Density plots in top the layer i=20 of the old cylindrical mesh Wo (a) and 
after remapping in the same layer of the new regular mesh Wn . 
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12.7 Conclusion 

We have developed a geometric algorithm for remapping from one hexahedral mesh onto 

another. In this algorithm every hex cell with ruled faces is substituted for two dodeca

hedrons with planar faces and, thus, the problem of constructing the overlapping figure 

between the old mesh cells and new mesh cells is significantly simplified. The mesh cell 

need not be convex and the only requirement to the meshes is that all grid cells, both hex and 

dodecahedral, must be non-degenerate. The optimal filtering algorithm has been suggested. 
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